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To the Reader

Mankind has entered its fourth postwar decade in an atmosphere
of beneficial changes throughout the planet. social developmerit has
reached an unparalleled rate and iniernational relations'are being
steadily restructured on principles of peaceful coexistence of statei
with different socio-political systems. 

-

One of the cardinal development of the past 30 years has been
socialism's conversion into a world system,-and the formation and
consolidation of the socialist community, which has become the key
factor ensurin-g world peace. In the article opening tltis issue
Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee K. K;tushe:v traces the
formation, basic achievements and international influence of the
socialist world system. L. Tolkunov analyses the results of the historic
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Euiope.

Sociofic onomic Problems
of Developed Socialism

Under the Ninth Five-Year Plan (1971-1975) a huge and far-
reaching programme has been carried out in the ussR witl the aim of
raising the-people's standard of living. During these years the accent
was_placed,on intensive methods of eionomichanagement and on the
qualitative fagtors of growth. This is to remain the g-uideline under the
Tenth Five-Year Plan (1976-1980), whose master issignments are tobe approved by the 25th Congress of the CPS-U. This will
unqJrestionably-be -another major step in the building of a communist
society in the Soviet Union.

In this issue Academicians P. Fedoscyev and N. Fedorenko, and
Doctors of Economic Sciences E. Kepustln, M. Volkov ana n.
Bclousov consider pressing problems linkLd with the further build-up
of communism's material and technical basis, with the role played by
economic science and the ways and means of making more effectivi
use of objective economic laws, with the improveni'ent of planning
and managing the economy in order to achiive -or" .apid ioci.i
progress qnd create the best possible conditions for the individual's
free and harmonious developinent.

5



Modcm and ContemPorary
History

A comprehensive review of thelroccedings.of- a scientific

corrtlrJ""" in Moscow on the theme "The Communist Movement in

;iil'v;ilile-"i-it" sti"ggt". for peace and social and Natlonal

iib"ilffi; ii" ""*.".-oEiion 
of the 4oth anniversary oJ thc

s;;;"th C.-i"Lr" C-o"gr"isi gives a summary of the spee-ct-,"t !Il4:
ffi;;M;6;iof trrc Fotiticil' gureau and Secretarv of the qPSU
6;"1-Co-mitt"u,It. P.";;"v, Alternate Member of the Political
g"i"d anO S"crei*i oi-it" CPSU Central Committee, and other
oarticioants in the conference."*iii;;il" a;;;;A6th" 7(hh anniversarv of the revolution of
1905-1907 in Russia s. Tttarenko analyses the causes' motrve lorces
;;f,;;il iriittt-Jt tnuiattt p".ple-'s revolution of the epoch of
imperialism.-''i.- firirfrfy sketches the history oJ-.the first socialist state in
Sou6"art Aiia- tfr"-b"moiraiic n6puUtic of Vietnam-against the

;;fiffia- of ttre g*"i"t struggle ior freedom and independence

wase-d by the peoples of Indochina.

Ethnography
Coriesionding Member of the USSR AcademY of !"flxet Y'

n*ii"v -ul"q,i"i"i. ,;"d;il with a wide range of studies by soviet
;fr;;"pd^-"itea-aiiisolving significant theoretical and practical

problems.

PhilosophY
Inanalysisoftheworks'otK.LorentzandotherethologistsA.

Shdilkililri. 
-ttr"-"iii"niiUititv-oi" purely bioloeical approach to

ethics. of the attempti'i"i ;plt'th;";riclusibns of science on animal

. t -traviiur 
to morali and social phenomena'

fuciologY
Reviewing the "ideal" models of man and sdciety constructed by

i?e{"if I'"{,r;i:i#i***:ll'i,*gttlrr,:'Jfl :ff '-itf, 'l;:",ffi t-moral-ethical imPeratives.

The EconomY
of tho Darcloping States

G.skorovanalysesthetrendtowardsand.possibilitiesforusing
the latest acrrieverniii.';i ;;i;;;- *.ra tectrnoitogy t-o- speed up the

;il;i; Jinifopmi"i "t 
inJrnitO World countries. He-underscores

fi; il;;;t-;iff;;1i tri" 
""ti"""r, 

scientific and technical potential

and the decisive tirJ'pr"i'J-Lv ttiCi"t conditions in furthering the

productive forces.

6

Literary Criticism
Academician M. Khrapchcnko shows the possibility of applying

the systems analysis in literary criticism and, in particular, examines
systehs links as a component of the overall characteristic of the
genesis and development of literature and art.

Pdagogics
This work from the archive of V. Sukhomtlnsky gives an ideal of

the theoretical views of that eminent Soviet pedagogue, who sought to
turn the procesc of education into a laboratory of creative thinking
with the child himself as the main creator.

The approaching 25th 
"".;": 

, ,n" Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, whose decision's will determine the prospects and the
concrete ways and means for the Soviet Union's further advance
towards communism, undoubtedly attracts the close attention of
peaceloving people of the world. The continuation of the CPSU'S
Leninist fore-ign- policy of peace at the new phase of international
development will, without question, contribute to the further
consolidation of peace and world security.

In charting its internal and external policies and in its concrete
steps in implementing these policies the CPSU constantly relies on the
researches of Soviet social scientists, on their analyses of the world
situation and the key trends of present-day economic, political and
social development. As the Editors see it, their prime duty is to
acquaint readers with the latest achievements of the Soviet social
sciences in tlese areas.

Ihc Edltors
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The Victory over Fascism
and the Development
of the World Socialist System

KONSTANTIN KATUSHEV

This article was published in KOMMUNIST
(No. 8, 1975), theoretical and political iour-
nal of the CPSU Central Committee.

The victory over fascism had an unpreccdented impact on the
course of worll history. Today, thirty years later, the epochal
significance of that victory is seen not only in the fact that it delivered
modern civilisatiqn from a terrible menace, not only in its huge
contribution to the cause of peace and freedom of nations, but also in
the revolutionary changes that have taken place in the social structure
of many countries, in the fundamentally new balance of forces on the
world scene as a result of the Second World War and postwar
development, in the. steady growth of the prestige of the world
socialist system, and in many other positive changes.

The Second World War, unleashed by the most reactionary and
aggressive segment of world capitalism-the fascist and militarist
states of Europe and Asia-evolved into the greatest and most
desperate attempt to crush society's revolutionary forces and reverse
the course of history. It was no accident, therefore, that the fascist
war machine directed its main blow at the Soviet Union, the world's
first state of workers and peasants and the bulwark of advanced
mankind. Our epoch's principal contradiction was laid bare and
mankind's destiny was decided in the gigantic battles that were fought
during the Great Patriotic War.

K. Katushev, Secretary of the CC CPSU.

E

In $q slryeeile_ qSainst fascism the Soviet people performed an
unparalleled feat. victory was won at the cost 6t zo miition livis and
ln gnexampled- mobilisation of physical and spiritual strength- The
soviet people shouldered the main burden of thi.war. Ir.piie?6v tr,egreat ideas of Lenin and the just aims of the struggle 

""diea 
uv trri

Qommunist Party, they won comprete victory infre creaii#iotic
war. .The nazi tyranny_collapsed -in 

Europe ind rapanisi-lftarir-
was defeated in Asia. The victorious outiome of t'hi Seiona-wortawar showed the immense might of socialism ana itslaia. 

"na 
tn"great viability of the socialistiocial system.

"fn the course of the 20th century,'; CpSU General Secretaiy L. I.
Brezhnev said in a speech commemorating the 30th annivei.arv'or tn"
vrctory-, "our country twice stood at the source of major chances in
the make--up of the world. That is what took place in 1917, whin thevictory of the october Revolution herarded inantinasiritrv-i"t" 

"new.historicaJ.epogh. That is what happened in lg4i,wtrenifii ro"t ot
fascism, in which the Soviet Union pliied the decisive ror", c"""*t"a
a mighty tide of socio-political chairgis which rouea iiios.'tti-glou"
and led to the consolidation of the forces of peace arr ovei ifiiworld." t

The defeat of fascjsm affected the course of history so powerfully
because the- prec-eding development of tt q *orto iiforutio""rv
p.rocess-was-brought into focus and continued in that colossal batfle o1the world's first socialist-country, the international working class, its
communist. p-arties and. the peoples of many cou"triiJ aE"ir-* trr"forces of sinister reaction.
. "world history," Lenin wrote, "is leading unswervinglv towards

the dictatorship of the- proletariat, but is doiig ." uv p"in"r I["t 
"r"anything but smooth, simple and straight." z The-t;fo,ffid iirtr, or trri.

capacious proposition is being- borne out by thi course of history.Although capitalism cru5hed the firit wave of revoluti6nsgcnerated in Germany, Hungary and some other countriis. uv ttr"direct impact of the Great oltober nevolutior,-iti *ii"l,"firid two
decades witnessed unceasing class battres. unpi.arieiJiin.io-i *a.
reached-by the strike movement in Great nr'itain. Ger;;y;g"i;
a-pproached a revolutionary situation. The ominouJi"o"o.i" &isis ot
the earlv 1930s shook capiiarist society it iis very f;fia;il;..-it *".
accompanie.d by a nqy..mighty upswing of tte *oi[ing_Lr".,
movement in many capitalist Couhtrids.

Everybody knows how acute and well-defined the class struggle
was in Germany and Austria at the beginning of tti" ir:o*-in-F.an""
rne mass movement spread with slogans calling for the unitv of all
!.cf!;*rrne f.orces and the creation or a poputar F;".t*il[ mJdur-ror"ot ctosrng the road to fascism and reaction. A fierce battle-agiinst
fascism unfolded in spain and its outC;;; ]vas a serious resson and
gave fresh impetus to the unity of the anti-tascist forces.



In the oeriod between the two world wars Polald, czechos-
lova[ia;- Hingatt, Rumania, Bulgaria qndJugos.lavia .saw qaior
Jction by the ioiking people time and agaln. The strikes of the mlners

ii OiL-"'*" r"O;f ifiilfaiworkers of l(adno in Czechoslovakia; of
ifi"-r"if*"i.in tt gucharist and the oilmen of Ploesti in Rumania;
;fi; hG; &;onrtr"tio" ot workers in Bud-apest in 1930 and the strikes
Iii ti-.ilgrry; ihe actions of the Polish workers,. who seized.temporary
il;;i['f i""iotiiJ; tti" massive demonstrations and strikes of the
;;;kir"-;;;t" -in 

Sofia, Plovdiv and other cities; a14 the- ge.neral

.'tri["i-rti*"d br..irrur. and construction workers in Yugoslavia are

no* part df th" history of the international working-class mo-vement.

The f,easant movementbackg{by the working class mountedsharply
i" 

"fin*i"tt 
ihe countries of Eaitern Europe. The clas-s batfles there

were fought under not only 
- 
eco-nomic but also_political slogans

demandini democracy and nitional independence' This was extreme-
i;;diifi"rt-h-i;& ot ttre growing- threat of fascism and the

il;;;id d;p"na"n"" of the lovernirents of a number of those
countries on Hitler GermanY.'--m; d6nial empires wlre still in existence during.lhe^grewar
oerioA. But already then, under the direct impact -of the October
fr"iot.iti"r, the *i.ors were becoming more and more violent,-l';eil;i., tdt tt e national liberation -movement was gat!91inq
;;;si[:Th" btrinir"iJvolution, which had the material and political
il|.[;t oJ th" Soviet people, was gaining Egund de-spite the
ifi,fi;;"bt" Uarriers anA con'traiictionsl In Indoc!,ina and-Korea the
il;d6;f ltrl peopfJwal gaining momentum. Intuba a democratic
i"roEtion 

",ar' 
urftoHirU -againit US imperiatist domination and

i;tiil;ei;, *A ii Uiorfit aSout the downiall of the pro-imperialist
ilffiff; ;;gi.L. a11 anli-colonial strugqlc was commencing in Indib
ana otner Eistern countries. Imperialism's colonial resr was no longer

aJieliiute as it had been prioito the First World War'-- 
1n tfrose y""rs marrifold work was conducted on an immense scale

Uv tii" Eoml;Arn, tlii-mititant organisation of the Marxist-Leninist
;;;;;ilG;t6: ivhite iltiins jverv effort to unite the workers of

"iLio""t 
i"i aCainst world capilalism, expand cooperation between

th;;;;ki[cliss and piai"ni'movemint ind guppo.rt the strugqle of
ifii cotoniJ peoDles, ihe Comintern was a staunch and consistent
fftt*-;"i.iiiiicii^ and war. It indicated that fascism was the

iliiriliirJ"a"i,e"i-irreatening not only socialism but also bourgeois
'd;;;;";-iE;if,- d'"* up a Prosramm-e of qtruqgle based-on the

iJin1-"tior'oi-poputar tronis arid iiitiated anti-fasciit unity of action
;itti til Sociil-i>mocratic parties.-"1il...i"tt"*"iit-i i;;tut" of thg prewar y.ears .was the

""","'iiuf"'iowih 
-of th6 Soviet Union's 

- economib might and

I"td;ti;"il prestige. The peoples saw in the Soviet Union the banner
;ilii;ir;i*s[tJ ar?-"n 

"niwerving 
champion of peace and progress'

ftJ-USSn ffi"a colective secuiity in Europe and put forward a

Jonsistent prolamme for bridling tflqrl! aggression'--'ri&&;;,-ilasJ hatred of tlie USSR ulinag6 manv bo,rgeois
feaiersi t opi"g io 

"n"o,rr"g" 
a "crusade" by Hitlerism against the

10

IJ-SSRr they pursued a policy of connniving at aggression. The
M-unich policy of appeasing the aggressors boomeranged against the
Western bourgeois-democratic states. They were themselveJ attacked
by Hitler Germany and then by militarist Japan.

Developments led to the formation of an anti-fascist coalition
consisting of the Soviet Union, the USA, Great Britain and many
other countries. The rgting circles of the capitalist states agreed to thl
formation of that coalition under pressure fiom their peopli and acute
military necessity. Nonetheless this cooperation rias 

-of 
immense

proqessive significance. *The experience of the war period,. L. I.
Brezhnev said, "showed that different social systems are no bar to the
pooling -of efforts in fighting aggression and working for peace and
international security." 3

- The vanguard role in u,ryting the anti-fascist forces was played by
the. communist parties, which earned the esteem of the masies .by
their courage, dedication, patriotism and awareness of their inter-
nationalist duty. The Communists headed the people's strurcle in
Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria aird Abania, aila tne
Resistance in France, Italy, Greece and other countries, and
condlcted the underground anti-fascist struggle in Rumania, Hungary
and -Germany itself, eloquently demonstraling that the commu-niit
parties are -the most consistent champions of national interests,
democratic freedoms and social progresl.

- .Fascism-is profoundly hostile to the'vital interests and aspirations
of the workingpeople. fovlel people have never identified thi people
of the countries in the Hiflerite coalition with the fasciit and
pro-fascist rulilg circles, which bear the entire'responsibility for the
death of over 50 million people during the Second World War.

By the very logic of developments, the struggle of the East=
European peoples against Hitlerfum turned against the local fascist
myrmidons, agai-nst- their mainstay in their countries-the big
bourgeoisie. and the landowners. The reactionary rulers, representin!
the ex-ploitilg classes i4 thg East-European countrie6, cbmpletel|
discredited themselves, showing tlemsehies as betrayersof their own
peoples. Inspire.d by the Soviet victorics in the war, the working
masses became increasingly conscious that tlere should be no return
to the former order and united in broad popular fronts, whose aim wasto achieve 

- 
not only national but also social emancipation and

contained elements of a new social organisation.
The fact that the communist parties consisting of the finegt

rcpresentati_ves of the _working class, the working peasants and the
progressive intelligentsia becarie the ieading core if these demociatic
aEEociations was a natural, historically conditioned development. This
wa! I genuinely mass movement, which saw not only the light of
nationd liberation but also the realistic prospects for a-better ti-te. rn
tomc countries the conditions took shape for deepening the
rocio-politicd content of the anti-fascist and lriberatioh strigele;f the
prolctariat and all other working people, for a transitiofr- to the
implc_mentation of the tasks of the people's democratic and then the
socialist revolution.

1l



This further expansion of socialism's sphere was the-natural
continuation of the-worldwide revolutionary process stalted by the
Great October Revolution. The forces of world socialism - the Soviet
Union, the new People's Democracies of Europe and Asia, the
international working-shss and the communist parties---emerged
from the war stronger and more steeled and tempered than ever
before.

It :1.

With the formation of the People's Democracies the epoch of the
transition from capitalism to socialism, opened- by the October
Revolution and the building of socialism in the USSR, entered a new
phase, the phase of the rise of the world socialist- system. -The
ixistence of-the powerful USSR unquestionably gave this new phase
a specific of its own, because the working people of the countries that
sh6ok off capitalist oppression could count on the internationalist
assistance ani support of tne Soviet people. This factor enormously
facilitated revoluiionary developmeni in the People's Democracies,
tlte class struggle of the peoples of these countries headed -by the
Communists idainst international and internal reaction, although,
nQedless to sai, it did not remove the entire complexity of these
prccesses.^ In the countries where they came to power the people encountered
many. extremely difficult problems. The communist and workers'
partils adopted programmes envisaging revolutionary -democratie
ieforms, the- utm6st fromotion of the labour and political activity.of
the people, and the uirity of all the patriotic forces around the workin-g
clasi. Tie-confiscation bt ttre property stolen by the fascist criminals
and their accomplices, the nationalisation of big capitqlr the agrarian
reform with the transfef of land to those who tilled it, and other
measures were appreciated by the people and conformed to the
interests of the workers and peasants.

The development of the Piople's Democratic power-as a f-orm of
the dictatorship of the proletariat was savagely resisted 

- 
by the

remnants of the former ruling classes and their political parties. The
rcactionaries hatched conspiiacies and, with thC direct assistance of
the imperialist forces and the counter-revolutionary 6migres, attemp-
ted to aislodge the people's power from the positions it had won. Such
attempts were made in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and-other
countiies. A potitical struggle unfolded in the parliaments, in the
popular fronts-, in public organisations and at factories; the working
ctais hetd powerful demonstrations in defence of the new system.

This strueele fostered the growth and maturity of the communist
parties and enhanced the prestige of the Communists-as dependable
Lhampions of the people's interests, of democracy and progress. The
closing of the long-standing split in the working-class-movement and
the un-ification of [he communist and Social-Democratic parties on the
basis of Marxism-Leninism was a historic event in many countries.
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Millions of .working people, who were becoming makers of their ownnrstory, rallied to the communist and workersiparties.
At the close of the 1940s, after they had upheli and ixpanded theirdemocratic gains, the proletariat and ottrir woiling--i"opr" or 

"i11!:f :{ Eurgng.an and Asian countries compteiit ihi'plpurai
oemocratrc revolutions, consolidated the power of the workiri andpeasants and created the conditions for iociety's furthei-socialist
reorganisation. This marked a major politicat vidtorv on trre iiternaIront.

But in this struggle there was also an external front. Imperialismwas seeking.by all available means to influencJ th; E";;;;;n and
Asian countries that had taken the road or soiia-ism.-i. ni.-5rJit ri"arecourse.to political and economic blockades and, where po.siure, iomilitary intervention. In the comprex international .iiuaii6, oiirros"years the yjung workers' and peasants'-states, asiirleJuv-trr" 

-rrssR,
repulsed the attempts-to reitore capitalist'practiCes-in-ttre- rast
rJuropeaD-countries, reinstall reactionary, pro-imperialist recimes inKorea and vietnam and hinder the triumiirbt ttJi,ibpti-'.i"ioirtio,
in China.

During lhe v3ry first years after the war the communist parties andgorernments of the fraternal countries set up a system oi uiiateratrelations founded on treaties of friendship, cbop"iatio, ana mutua
gsista.nge. A major step was rhe formation in tiiC ot tt i ciru"iil ro,Mutual Economic Assistance, which became the first organisation inhistory.to imptement -in practice the socialisi piirJi"pliiii tt"mternational division.of. labour. The signing_of the warsiw treaty in
I 955, when the imperiarist, aggre s siv" Naib-uro; rffipry i#i.iri"o
war. preparations strengthened the def ence capability ot'ttiJBuiop"""
socialist countries and gave.organisational'rorm io-trri iilJro,r.,
many-si-ded political coofieration-among them.
. As the.people's govOinments achieied their aims in internal andtoreign policy, the entire system in the new workers' and peaiants'
states underwent far-reaching revolutionary ctraniei, tor ttiese aimsr-equired, socio-economic reTorms and t[" io,iJoria"iion- Jr trr"dictatorship of the.proletariat. A decisive step on this;;a was the
l3^"t11^.,1 

of 
-cap-itari 

st and the e stabli shme nt of s ociari st owners hip oirne baslc means of production, and the build-up of a socialist systemor economrc management based on the conscious application 6t ttrenew-society's economic.laws. As early as the beginriiirg oi-ttr" tgsosthe fraternal countrie_s had be-gun to 
-ptan 

tfr"-AEuifop:.iii'Jtin"i.
socialist economies. This enab6a tn". io speed up trriiuuiiiin* or amaterial and technical basis consistent '*itr, -io"iail'n -"r'a 

to
s-ubordinate the entire deveropment of productio" io-irr" l"i"ilsis otthe working people.

,,^ Urilrg the experience of the Soviet Union and relying on itsrnrcrnauonalrst assistance, most of the people's Demoiraiies had
complctcd- the re volutionary reorganisation of ttr"ir Ec-ono.iJ. 6, trr"clore of the t950s. This piocess-mirrored th";6J";;i;i"J. Ii trr"
!rag$tio1. from capitarish to sociariim, ttre oveiaii-eiiia"rii" orDuuorng the cconomic foundations of socialism and the iromotion of
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socialist industrialisation and ccioperation in agricutturG. Howcver,
compared with similar processes in the soviet union. this process in
each fraternal country had specifics springing rrom itriliaturcs ot
that country's historical deveiopment.'

Persevering effort and considerable organisational work were
required of the worki{r-g class and the commuiist parties io reioive the
mos-t complex and difficult problem following the conquest of power
by.the proletariat, namely, iihe socialist reorg[nisatio, bt aericrirtrr".
This problem was resolved by setting up iarge staie-iai-mJ as the
forep-osts of socialism in the countrysid'e aird aitrremoae-ioithi,r"*,
socialist economic managemenl, and by the graaual,-voluntary
tr.qsition of. the peasants-io socialist orgairisation-tfuoueh a numUerot lntermediate forms of _cooperatives in keeping witf, the actual
condiqions obtaining in each country. Thanks to miruriimint bt ttrj
Lenrnist cooperative plan, the peasant masses were drawn into the
general process of socialist conitruction.

In the 1960s already the socialist system became predominant inthe economv. Tlp promotion of rarg6-scale inouitri iil;;Ahisd
rates of industrialisation, the creation-of many modein uianctris aia
industrv'sre-equipment o! qle basis of up+o-dai- tiiri"JlGv. witrri"
a nrsloncalty short span of time the former agrarian countries became
mdustrlel'ag'arian state-s. In Bulgaria, for instance, gross industrial
output increased SGfold comparif, wiitr itre prewar ieTel ana in rgTg
accounted for over 51 per cent of the total national income. 

--

Bourgeois ideologists are trying to prove that socialism ia" ensure
marked progress only in backward coirntries. Thc substantial rrowthof lhe production assets and overall industrial potential of co[ntriei
such as czechoslovakia and the GDR, which traa itritrattmarrs or
industrialised states w!re1 tt^rgv embarkid upon sociafiaa;;ilGtd,
convincingly refutes their fabrications. In'czechosiovaliri"oustriai
oulnu! has increased P.3-fqlq over 1937. czechoslovat<ia, wtriJtr tras
only 0.4 pe-r cent of the world's population, produceJ mdre ilan f .Sper cent of the world's industrial output. tri ttre GDR the national
income increased 6-fold between 1949 and 1974. ---

In the socialist countries the social structure has undergone radical
changes- with the abolition of capiralist propiiiv in tlie m-ea"s otproduction an end was put to the exploiting;claiseslna, wi*r ilrim, to

-exploitation of man byman.' In-the-building of ihe new system the decisive contribution was
made by.th€ working class, which had itself improved in the course of
the revolution and the building of socialism. As a result of the swiftrates of industrial d-evelopment it became society's n"mliicafli
largest clqs-s. Its skills, general culture and educational--rivii trav-egrown and--it has grown more active in social life; awareneii of one,s
r.esponsibility for the destiny of.one's people and the sense of being
the master of the country have given risi to a n6w, soiietisiatt-iiuoe to
labolrr,. new morals and consJious discipline, ;d ;;;r-io"i"risi
emulation movement as a manifestatiori of 

'the p"opii;J cii"tirc
initiative. The rote of the working cbss as ttre faalig ttrc; ;i;;Cilt
developmeht, a role springing objEctivery from itJ frii in tholirtcm
14
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of material production, has been enhanced in the course of socialist
construction.

A class of peasants, who had broken with private dwnership and
gone over 'to collectlvc farming, came into being in most oi the
socialist countries with the establishment of socldist relations ofproduction in th9 countryside. This was a major revolutionary
achievement, which brought industry ahd agriculiure, foundid on
soclalist forms of ownership, into an intefal -planned economic
sys-teF. As a result, th9 rctiiilqt alliance betiveen'the workinj class
and_the peasantry has been still further strengthened

Since the establishment of rule by thJ people hundreds of
thousands of workers a-n{ peasants have-receiv6a a nidrer eduCation
and joined the ranks o-f the. intelligentsia, which servis the worliini
people consciously and actively. -

vietorious socialism has creatod a social structure characterised
by-comradely cooperation among the labouring classes, sociat strita
and. groups. A salient feature- of ihis cooperatidn is sociity's erowing
_sgcial., ideological and political unityl its cohesion irotina tnE
Marxist-Leninist vanguard and the woiking'class.

Socialism has glven shape to a genuinely people's state, the new,
socialist de.m.ocracy, an! a 119w-1vay of life. it has ensurea tile tri"mpri
olthe revolutionary,-scientific Marxist-Leninist ideology. within orily
a few decades sOcialism has resolved age-old problems-that capitalisri
had been unable to copb with througli-out thi years of its eiistence.
Socialism has abolished exploitation-and unemployment, given each
peTggn the right to work and security, and erisuied the -social 

andpolitical equality of the working people, ganting women actual
equality with men and making ttrem run meirbers 6f society: it has
opened_ up-a bright future for young people, and created a developed
network of education and health seivlcei. strife between nationshas
gi_ven way to relations of comradeship and friendship. rtistoiv t noilsof no other social system whose niain purpose ii to proriote the
well'being of the woiking pe"pre.to iurtliertheharmonious physical
and qu-ltural developmenf of m-an, as is being done by socialiim. tfre
past 30 ycars have convincingly demonstratid the hdge poientiatities
of socialism, which is.a strong, dynamic.and confideitli.i;;;6i"s
socio-economic organism.

The life of millions- of- people could not, needless to say, be
re.o. rganised gn llS qualitativbly new, sociltist' foundation Jmo.itruV,
w-ithout dif-ficulties, without miscalculations and growth paini.
H_owever, thanks to -the correct policies pursued bftrre-irftirnat
Yglr.l,f"ninist..parties,.-to.their LUitity t6 assess tf,"t orrr, .tep,
:It_ucally. ?19 to the possibility of r-elying on international solidarity,ttrc locialist countries successfully resolved the most oitficritiproblomr.

A maior result of the development of the European socialist
countricr lr that 8t thc close of the 1g60s and the ueiinning of trrel90r mort of thcm went oyer to thc building or a-m-ature-Eo"iai.t
99c!oty, -thc attainmcnt of which, as the exi'erienei o1 ttr" 

-Sori"t
union .rhowr, requires the solution of imp6rtant socio-iconomic,
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ideological and political problems, considerable orgnnliltlgml work
by the Party and purposeful efforts by the entire natlon.

The building of developed socialism means the furthcr lmDrovo.
ment of social relations and socialist democracy and glvcr ovcr
growing possibilities for attaining socialism's main goal, namcly, thc
ever-fuller satisfaction of the people's material and cultural requlrc.
ments and man's harmonious development.

The ruling communist and workers'parties are the soul, organiser
and leader of socialist construction. The course of each socialist
country's development.demonstrates that the solution of economic,
socio-political and cultural problems depends to a large extent on the
work of the communist party, and that the importance of the guiding
functions of the working class' Marxist-Leninist vanguard grows in
proportion to the growth of the volume and complexity of the creative
tasks involved in socialist and commtrnist construction. The growth of
the communist party's leading role and its unbreakable link with the
people are the prime conditions for the building of the new society and
a law of that society. The unity of the fraternal parties on the basis of
the principles of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism
provides the solid foundation for cooperation between the socialist
countries and for drawing them closer together.

The successes of socialist construction in each fraternal country
are inseparable from the deepening of cooperation between them,
from the development of the entire world socialist system. The
socialist states are united by a common social and state system, and
by the unity of the basic interests and aims of their peoples. An
objective law of world socialism -growth of the unity and solidarity
of the fraternal peoples and the{r drawing closer together in all
spheres of political, economic and cultural life-is embodied by
internationalist cooperation among the socialist countries.

The consolidation of the world socialist system is the fruit of the
considered and purposeful policy of the ruling communist parties. A
key factor in strengthening and promoting that system is the
coordinated actions of the communist parties, the constant exchange
of know-how in socialist and communist construction and the
internatronalrst educatron of the people. The strengtnening of the
friendship and unity of the socialist countries, it was stated in the
Report of the Central Committee to the 24th Congress of the CPSU, is
the prevailing trend in the development of the iocialist world.

The world socialist system develops in struggle against the forces
of imperialism. Lately this struggle has been complicated by the
anti-socialist activities of China's leaders. The Maoist leaders
propound the "tteory" that the socialist system is non-existent and in
practice they are going to all lengths to disunite the socialist countries.
This subversive activity is harmful because it clashes with the
fundamental objective regularities and requirements of socialism,
with the vital interests of all the socialist countries, including the
Chinese people. But the principal trend of the development of thc
world socialist system is determined not by this activity but by thc
t5

growth of that system's cohesion on the principles of inter-
nationalism.

The norms of proletarian, socialist internationalism, by which the
ruling Marxist-Leiinist parties are guided, have played a-n outstanding
role in the developmenl of the fraternal states and of the socialist
community as a whole. Thanks to their internationalist relatii;.s the
socialist countries have been able to achieve major political aims.
Thanks to internationalism they are reaching new summits in
economic development. Internationalism is an effective instrument in
the solution of the national question in asserting the Marxist-Leninist
world ouflook and in the.communist education of the people.

Consistent implementation of the principles of socialist inter-
nationalism has made it possible to arrive at a most comprehensive
and competent solution-of many urgent problems related-to the
national and international interests of the socialist states and to the
harmonious combination of these interests. This was the basis for the
formation of the new, socialist international relations, which objec-
tively express sogialism's international character and its socio-
political foundations.- 

The socialist world lives and develops under the banner of
internationalism. The very emergence of the socialist states is
indivisibly linked with the international feat. of the Sovibt people,
nam€ly, iheir great victory over the forces of fascism. By translating
the ideas of internationalism into life, socialism gives a new and richer
content to such general democratic principles as indepen4ence,
sovereignty and equality of all countries and injects an entirely new
content--lraterna[ cooperation and mutual assistance, comprehen-
sive rapprochement and the consolidation of friendship-into the
relations between nations.

one of the cardinal ""n**In"*. of the world socialist
.r.ion over the past iO years is the institution of socialist production

il';; irt*riii6."i -."ir". A successfullv developing.system of
cooperation between theswiftly growing national economic complex-

; Ji;;;;;;ie" tlliaitt statei hlns been shaped on the basis of the

new relations of Production.
The swift 

""4 "o*piiii restoration and modernisatioL of the

o""r-*"i"6 ""onon,iii 
of tt" Soviet Union and the People's

iir"-o"r"-"i". aie in themselves eloquent evidence of the huge

;"-;;;t[liii;s of socialiit production. But the economy of -socialism
i;;;;rd;i itt-6"aia advantages in subsequent-vears, du-ring the

iuiiiil;a of ever more grandioirs economic developmgpt plans.'-'li-ig7+-ttre 
votume oT inaustriat output in the socialist countries

"*""iaia 
th; 1950level approximately lfi-fold, while i-n the industrial-

G;;iltt.Jilt states it incriased onty 3.zt-fold duringthe sa-me period.

ft 
" 

-fr"i"tist 
coun6ies' share of the world-s output- hal Sfown

;;;;"il;ai"sti.-itittv vears aso- the. USSR and the'People's
bi.o6r""i"s-iccourri"i for roulhly 14 per cent- of the world's
inar.tri"t 

"utput, 
in 1950 their contribution rose to about 20 per cent'
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and today the world socialist iystem.has approxlmrttly ttf6.tlfthl of
the world's industrial potential.

Moreover, the advantages of the planned economy ua l.an ln
bold relief when we compare the economic developmcnt rltGt of thc
socialist and capitalist countries of Europe, especially if wc takc lnto
account the fact that the postwar Western Europe's economlc
development is characterised by bourgeois propaganda as an
"economic miracle" that is in many ways linked with intensified
state-monopoly regulation and the formation of the Common Market.
A comparison of the economic development of the EEC Nine and of
the CMEA European member states gives the following picture.

Compared with 1949 the national income has grown by nearly 640
per cent in the CMEA Countries and by 200 per cent in the Common
Market countries. Between 1950 and 1974 industrial output increased
1l-fold in the CMEA countries and 3.7-fold in the EEC states. Within
the same period agricultural output increased 2.3-fold and l.9rfold
respectively. In 1960 the CMEA European countries were still behind
the EEC stater in the output of electric power, steel, cement and
mineral fertilisers, but today they have moved far ahead of them in
the production of these major commodities.

Thanks to socialist ownership of the means of production and the
leadership of the working class and its Marxist-Leninist vanguard, it
has been possible to mobilise inner resources quickly and in a
balanced manner and organiseexchangesof know-how. cooperation
and mutual assistance. Today most of the socialist states are
industrially developed. Industrialisation is proceeding successfully in
Mongolia and Cuba. Heroic Vietnam, too, is embarking on industrial-
isation as it restores its national economy. Within the lifetime of a
single generation most of the socialist countries have made considera-
ble headway in surmounting the economic inequality inherited from
the exploiting epoch. This is one of the socialist world's greatest
socio-economic and political achievements since the war.

Tangible advances in industridl development were also made in
Albania and China, and there is no doubt that this process would have
continued successfully had their development proceeded on a healthy
foundation, in accordance with the general laws governing the
building of the new society

The communist and workers' parties of the socialist countries
have amassed vast experience in implementing the Marxist-Leninist
economic policy. Today most of these countries have begun building
the material and technical basis of a developed socialist society. A
specific of this process is that it is impelled mainly not by extensive
but by intensive factors of economic growth. Whereas during the
initial postwar period only 5G60 per cent of the increment in industrial
output in most of the socialist states was contributed by the growth of
labour productivity, today this factor ensures 85 per cent of that
increment in the CMEA countries.

It is therefore quite natural that the communist and workers'
parties are paying more attention to the qualitative aspect of the
development of socialism's material and technical basis, to promoting
1t

the efficiency of all branches of the national economy through the
utilisation of the latest scientific and technical achievements, to
combining these achievements organically with the advantages of the
socialist Economic system and to improving the organisation and
management of production. This is essentially an international task
and ii is carried but by most of the socialist countries by promoting
closer economic, scientific and technological cooperation and by
deepening the objective process of internationalising production.

It witt Ue recalied that the internationalisation of the economy was
started and attained a hrsh level of development under capitalism. It
will also be recalled that Lenin had noted that this trend could be
further promoted and consummated only under socialism. In carrying
out this task the world socialist system encountered a number of
objective difficulties. First, the degpee of development of economic
tiei between the present socialist countries was extremely low and the
division of laboui between them had to be organised praciically from
zero. Second, the socialist world could not utilise the established
capitalist mechanism geared for the international socialisation of
production based on competition, the export of capital and the
exploitation of some countries by others; from the very beginning it
had to eyolve its own forms and methods for the internationalisation
of production in keeping with socialist relations of production._

A historic service rendered by the world socialist system is that it
carried out this task. The fraternal parties initiated and organised a
qualitatively new type of international division of fa!ou1. They-have
Created an intrinsically socialist system under which the international'
isation of production is consciously directed and planned and are now
promoting the highest form of such internationalisation, namely,
socialist economic integration. Considering the coordination of
economic development plans as the principal method of promoting the
international socialist division of labour, the fraternal CMEA
countries continue to improve the collective management of the
integration process and deepen tlte production, scientific and
technological cooperation on the basis of the Comprehensive
Programme for socialist economic integration that was jointly drawn
up for a 15-20 year period to come and unanimously approved in
1971. They are thereby lalnng a firm foundation for each fraternal
country's further progress and for strengthening the unity and
cohesion of the world socialist system.

In the present international situation, when the capitalist system
has been hit by a severe production, energy, finance and currency
crisis, when that system's econornic and politioal contradictions have
again been aggravated, the world socialist system is demonstrating its
decisive advantages more clearly and more convincingly than ever
before. The economies of the socialist countries continue to dcvelop
by plan, rhythmically, at notably high rates, ensuring the attainment
of sbcialism's main aim-the steady rise of the people's standard of
living and cultural levet. Against the background of capitalism's
irreconcilable class antagonisms, against the background of deep-
rooted social injustice, the racial and national conflicts, the decline of
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morals, the destruction of the ethical norms of humu llft rnd thc
many other social calamities and upheavals gcncrricd by the
exploiting system, socialist society is seen in gtarirU contnri er a
healthy, dynamically growing system creating favouriblc Condltlons
for the comprehensive, harmonious development of society ar a
whole and of each of its members, as a social system to which the
future of mankind belongs.

!ttl*

The victory over fascism and militarism in the Second World War
ushered in a new phase of socialism's foreign, policy, whose
distinctive feature is that the new social system-has muCh greater
possibilities of countering imperialist aggression, curbing the imperial-
ist policy of violence and exercising a beneficial inffuence on the
internationalfituation, on the forms of relations between states.

The communist and workers' parties have always been consistent-
ly opposed to war, to militarisation and the arms race. They have
always regarded this opposition not only as a humane but also a
revolutionary task. It was not accidental that Lenin underscored that
the International Socialist Congress in Stuttgart had been correct
when in its resolution it noted: "The working class, which is the
principal supplier of soldiers, and which bears the brunt of the
material sacrifices, is in particular the natural enemy of wars, because
wars contradict the aim it pursues, namely, the creation of an
ecortomic system founded on socialist principles, which in practice
will give effect to the solidarity of peoples.".

This has to be recalled because the obvious link between the
victory over fascism and the new upswing of the forces of world
socialism has given rise to simplified, superficial notions about the
allegedly decisive role of wars in the world's advance towards
socialism. In its most primitive form this notion was stated in the
theory, repeated time and again by Mao Tse-tung, that to enable
socialism to score new triumphs mankind must pass through now
wars, through the sacrifice of hundreds of millibns of lives. This
monstrous theory, needless to say, has nothing in common with
scientific socialism.

A mainspring of Soviet policy has always been that postwar
settlement must be founded on lasting peace. In the decisioni of the
Potsdm Conference, the heads of state of the anti-Hitlerite coalition
acknowledged that the victory over fascism had given mankind its
greatest possibility of creating the key conditions for a just, stable and
lasting peace, for cooperation and mutual understanding.

The Soviet Union and the People's Democracies firmly steered a
course towards translating this possibility into reality. However, the
reactionary ruling circles of the imperialist powers, who once more
overrated their strength, soon closed their eyes to the lessons of the
Second World War, renounced the Potsdam decisions, began an arms
race and went over to attempts to "roll back" socialism by undisguised
m

nuclear blackm,ail, threats to unleash another world war, political and
economic blockades and even direct military interveir-tion.-i" ttridifficult situation of those ye-ars Jhe- yogni sociatist 

-coilu"ity
consistently upheld peace and fought th6 thrjat of war. --_-

one of !!e.ke-y orientations of the socialist policy of peace was the
ltruggle_-to-limit the material preparations for w-ar. ei earty aJ ti+o tt e
Soviet union propos-ed the impbsition of a ban on thi military use of
nuclear weapons and other means of mass annihilation, theionclu-
sion of an international convention prohibiting thi marili""t"ie a"a
use of.nuclear.weapons, and the reiognition -that ttr"ii traa io u" ageneral reduction of armaments. In tf,e following y"ar the O"ii"a
Nations passed a resoJution, mo_ved. by the ussR;,!ona"mni"g *a,propaganda. A _year later the Soviet- Union proposed ttrii at-t ttre
permanent members of the uN security couniil should reduce their
land, naval and air fo-rces by one-third and take praciicat siJps io uan
999!ear weapons and achieve a generar reductibn of armariints. rn
19_49, at'a conference inrlungiary Jhe.communist ana *orte.s'-partiei
oj Flrope p-roclaimed the struggte for peace as ttriii cen-trai aif,i, anathe soviet-union proposed a Feace pict to ttre creat pJwii..'rrr"
efforts of the socialist countries received massive support from world
opinion. The p.-eace movement assumed worldwidi'iropoiiio"s ana
hundreds of millions of peo-ple of good will in a[ countriis signed the
appeal for a nuclear arms ban.
. Rejggting the constructive initiatives of the socialist countries, tte
imperialist powers formed a-ggre-ssive military blocr, pur.uia 

"i.iriciof splitting the countries tf,it had been divided;j;;;rf 5f tn6
Second World_War,, provoked crises and orgunir"O ,iiit".i:iar"n-
tures. The cold war seriously aggravated the-situation in Birrope.

consistently abiding uy the listoric decisions or tEe Foi'saam
conference, the sociatist c6un+ries pursqg-d thi oulectiv" iii ai,[ii"i"g
lrsting peace .and security in Eur6pe. The first joi"i ."tion-oi trr"
Furopean socialist countries was thi Foreign uiri,istirs; Conio"n""in Warsaw in 1948. That-conference proloseA a prograr-l fo,
lettting tle German question and ensuiing peace and security i;Europe. In 1954, expressing the commoi'will oi itre iiaieinar
European so_cialist staGs, theussR proposed a Treaty on corrcctivJ
security in Europe and the hording 6f a conteierc" or 

"ii 
Euioo""n

qtatg-s 9n setting up, a system of iollective security in Buropi. A
detailed programme for ensuring Eu_ropean Securityri,"Jp-pbilA Uv
the Soviet union in 1955 at the coriference of i{eads'or-State iir
Geneva.

- {_gajor contribution_to a constructive peacC policy was made by
the warsaw Treaty of Friendship, coopeiation'and Mutual Assis--
tancc, which erected_ an iLsuperable barrier to imperialism's anti.
socialist, aggressive plans. Fof the past 20 years the w;;; ireaty
organisation has been an effective instrument of political cooperation
Ag !!? w.grkine. out -and implementation of a toorAi""t"A:il"is;
policy 9v !!rp fraternal countries. The political consultative commlt-
tce of the warsaw Treaty organisation initiated a numu"ioi movis ot
all-European significance. In 1958 a draft of a non-aggission pact
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between the Warsaw Treaty Organisation and NATO was proposed to

the Europe"r, rt t"..^i, i'g66ihJ i"titical Cotsultative Committee

;A;fi;"ih;"ri*r,"t"il ii""r,i"tiun on strengtlrening peace and

."",Iiiiv in Europe, ana i" 1969-it -proposed that all the European

;;t". 
-tftld-l;i"' 

in itre practicaf pieparations for a European

conference.
The Communists were invariably in the front ranks of the

r:ma:"ti:liti;ilhl:liuit^;ll/":3P{ff?J.**t!T!}:{J
ffi ;;i;;iiJiiJii,..'ii;il;" b;l.t".national communist meetings.

In face of the further sirengthening of socialist society's moral and

political unity, the gro*tr, of-the ecdnomic potential of the socialist

ffifi]!., td; L;h;,r";;;;t it tiiii poiitieal irestige in the world' the

il;;;;i ;;ity;ilh;;;ftfi comniunitv and the ;oordination or the

ffiE;;ii#.-;f -il, ;-;Eii it"t"r, im-perialist reactioir f ailed to

achieve its class "i..l,'ii"ii. oii-t 
" 

t.tA war. The dwindling of the

il'JJriirii". ffi;"-i;t,,e"iiiri'.ipoti"v of strencth was also seen in the

fact that in one *"V di:'"iiotfrli ftoii'""a *orJcountries shook off its

influence. The a""ofJ"i-ruiion- ""a-tiU"ration 
of the oppressed

ffiili;; of A.i", Alril;d.LJi" America proceeded apace. The

ffidffi 
-r;"iriirh-iri' 

drU" 
-"4,""*a 

s.rccess?ufly. In their strusgle

;ffiJ-;;"""io;iAi.i, "-iro*i.i 
number of developing countries

;ffi;i; ;";;i;iffi ;;ildtil",--tfr 
" 
i' ow n e xperience show ing the m

ffii'[: rtiiii'itLi," ;i;"pit"lftt-mithoas of develo-pment did not

resolve the acute ptoiui"il'Ii"t"iiredfrom the colon$lpast' and they

;;i;;;i iii"-iniii"'"tiJ"-ri'Lirr" "J 
utti"s of the socialiit states' The

iliffili;i;;risnm;;tp*;";aui"!q.s"tji,:l3|,,:t;:"ifl:tiifitl,:
Incre'asinglv proinounced anti-imperialist.

#gf;$:"Thi:,tff,tia:;g:l'l'.i3*'*liLi'i"1;*i3i,il$
influenced internationil-d; ;s; *noii. fn" balance of strength on the

ffi;;;tfi;f-;;;-i;'"t'*eia i" f"uo"' of socialism' peace and

progress.
Modificationsinfavourofamorerealisticlinebegantotakeplace

in the policies of a ;;;;; i'ir""ii"sir.g"ii"tirt po*-ers as a result of

these processes.,ii'"iiai*jiii;;f-lhi. reconsideration of the

imperialist .y.,".,r1.;'r;n!iitv guio-"li"". was the acceptance of

;fi"'s;;il fiiiltil;ii"ilirs h"iry"'. tests. In 1e68 the.tireless

efforts of the socianliffiffiE_i" ti-it ttr" arms race led to the

ilsrlili$i#:f, :"".1*1)1"#;T:1";:3:i',1"".'.#:\"#"Y;ff 3i;"?

irif Jo""t i"s signed that important document'

Since the *ritt 
" 

soviet Union and the.fraternal socialist countriqs

have been p"r."u".i-n-gii *oitiing to .firmlv establish the princi-

ples of peaceful 
"o"*'i.Eir""'.'i'tiii". 

*itn Ait't"t"nt social systems in

iriiJ'.r^"tl.r"r ta"tio"s-.- rio*"u"t, fo-r a long t+n" it. was 
99-s-1ible 

to

itH"t1",T"",t%11ti1H;?.,',i::i.";:?::i'ii,-ff ,'xl",ixnr?,t?so$5
elements of the #iJili;F"tn tto111 positiirns-of strength, testing

tt

their durability and their determination to give a rebuff to direct acts
of aggression, to subversive activity of alf kinds.

The consistent foreign policy of the CPSU, of its Central
Committee headed by L. I. Brezhnev, a policy agreed and
coordinated with the other fraternal Marxist-Llninist parties, the
courage and determination displayed in repulsing any attempt of the
class enemy to injure the positions and interests of sociafism, the
unflagging comradely concern for promoting and deepening allround
political and economic relations- between the fralernal- socialist
countries on the basis of equality and sovereignty, and the careful
attention given to the views of each fraternal party made it possible to
turn the socialist community into an unassailable bastion of peace and
socialism, of the freedom, independence and social progresi of all the
peoples of our planet.

At the turn of 1970s, after thorou![rly analysing the balance of
world forces, the CPSU Central Committee drew the conclusion that
it was possible to launch an overall petce offeniive with the aim of
achieving a relaxation of world tension and normalising and further
promoting relations with the capitalist countries on the basis of the
Leqr'nist principles of peaceful coexistence in order to ensure
genuinely durable world peace and security. In the Report of the
Central Committee to the 24th Congress of the CPSU, General
Secretary L. I. Brezhnev formulated a Peace Programme-a key
component of the CPSU's foreign poliCy.

The charting of the Peace Programme was one of the most
important steps on the road of radical changes in international life,
because it mirrors the vital interests of the socialist countries, the
common aims of the world socialist system in foreign policy and the
aspiration of all nations for peace, because the objeCtives and the
meals.-of achieving these objectives mapped out in it are highly
realistic. The Peace Programme received broad international recogni-
tlon and the wholehearted approval of the fraternal parties.

B_y consistently and persistently implementing the Peace Program-
me the community of socialist states has in recent years achievid an
essential change in the international situation, a turn from the cold
war and confrontation to d6tente, to the strengthening of security, to
peaceful cooperation between countries with dilferentlocial systems.

The principles underlying the new relations between countries are
embodied in many international documents signed in recent yeaxs,
including agreements, which, in keeping wiih international law,
formalised the frontiers that took shape in Europe as a result of
fascism's defeat. This has resulted in bioad international recognition
of the German Democratic Republic, the legal formalisation. of
Poland's western frontiers and the final annulment of the disgraceful
Munich Diktat. An important step was thus taken towardJ peace,
cecurity and mutuflly beneficial cooperation in Europe.

In this situation of d6tente and relying on the support and
solidarity of the fraternal countries, the Reiublic of Cuba hajscored a
maiol victory: it broke the economic bloikade and strengthened its
socialist social system. The long heroic struggle of the Vietnamese



DeoDle against the foreign interventionists and their satellites ended in
;1fi;.;il;;i6i'v.-rtiEt" notable successes are evidence of the
t.iii,Jidititv oi hutio"s that have taken the road of socialist
;;;-il;;]il. 

"ra 
f*rit"r their freedom and- indgPende.nce, and of the

;;;ffiS 
-piopt"'. -unconqu"r.ble- spirit of militant internationalist

.ofia".iiyl tti.r" suctiiiis give the peoples of Latin America, Asia
,rra-Ctii"" itl 

"oniiaince-that 
toiay-all attempts to crush the

riu".utid"- -ovement are doomed to failure. The quenching of the
iil6;6i i" trio"trinu is helping to further the improvement of the
iriiii"tii"-ii "i.*piiir" and piomote d6tente, and- is a tangible
;;;i;iilii"; to triJ-CCn"ral strirggle of the peoples for peace and

security.---Corisiderable 
changes have taken place in the relations of the

soviei Union and oth-er socialist countries with capitalist powers,
r*ti-"r itri USe, France, the FRG and Britain. Special significance
attait 

"s 
to the Soviet-uS'agreement to limit strategic_arms and avert

a nuctear war. The consiste-nt implementation of the Peace Progfam-
;;-ffi changed the overall ficture of the world and created
iavoUrable 

"on-dition. 
for making d6tente irre.versible. The immense

i"tei-r"iio.al 
- 
iuCcCsJ ot ttris f or-eign-policy programme ushered in,

ii.-.i.iiiiiiipCaking, a new phase in-intirnaiional life and a substantial
;6ili6r11 oi the ip'eration-of democratic norms on the international
iC6"i. It is particrilarly important that the realisation of the Peace

nogia.mi has moved Uaik the threat of another world w-ar and

ci"ttca ine conditions for the ultimate total elimination of that threat.- ttt" cardinal aim of the socialist policy of peace during the past

tnree aocaAii tras UeJn to ensure durible ieac6tul conditions for the
6riiai.i Li-ttr" new society. Thanks to.the unftagging efforts of world
i""iAisj". which acts in alliance with all anti-imperialist forces,
;-fikil4 iras for three decades been safeguarded against Slopal armed
contlicts, against a nuclear war. The postwar ilevelopment has firmly
estaUtistrea-soiiatism is the principil factor of present-day interna-
tional reality.

More thin a hundred years ago Karl Marx wrote in a message to
communist workers: "... bn yori, then, depends the glorious task to

;;;;6 th" world that now ai last the working classes are bestriding
[tii r""n" of history no longer as servile retainers, bu!$ independent
u"iort, Contcious of their -own responsibility, alq able to command
piu"J'*t".J their would-be masteis shout war."5 Marx's prevision
iUo.t tt 

" "*lity 
of the working masses honourably to discharge their

responsibility for the destiny of peace las come true'-'Tt 
J Addiess of the CPSU Cintral Committee, the Presidium of

tfr" Suprlmi Soviet of the USSR and the Soviet Government "To the
i;;6i;; illiaments and Governments" is p-ermeated with a sense of
tt i"'r-,i"io"Jititity.. "The Soviet people, the-Soviet state on whom the
main burden of ihe fight againit fascism fell,"-the Add-ress. states,
;;aiainaeclare their fiim iniention to do eve-rything possible. in order
iofirttv with other peobles and states to exclude war from the life of
h;ilrd.... Lasti"g piace, freedom of the peoples are the undying
id"ai ,rtrict inspire? ihe heroes in the struggle against fascism and

A

which inspires us. Let us do everything so that this ideal should
become an absolute law in mankind's life."6 Awareness of this
responsibility inspired the address of the parliamentarians of the
Warsaw Treaty states, in which they called upon the parliamentarians
of the European countries to strengtlen peace in Europe.

Proletarian solidarity unites the working people of the socialist
countries with their class brothers, with the freedom-loving peoples
and progressive forces of the world fighting for peace, demobracy and
social justice. "Socialist internationalism," L. I. Brezhnev noted,
"spells out lofty responsibility for the destiny of socialism not only in
one's own counfiy but also throughout the world. It spells out the
highest respect for the national and historical specifics of the
development of each country and the determination to render each
other the broadest possible support. It spells out profound undbr-
standing;-of the historic role played by the socialist countries in the
revolutionary process, in rendering support to the liberative, anti-
imperialist struggle of nations."T

Internationalism, proletarian solidarity and the struggle for peace
and the happiness of nations were the banner of the Great October
Socialist Revolution. Under that banner the Soviet people built the
world's first state of workers and peasants. The ideas of international-
ism, proletarian solidarity; peace and social progress inspired the
fighters against fascism during the Second World War. A profound
sense of international solidarity united the peoples of the socialist
countries into a powerful socialist community and ensured the
socialist states' continued assistance to the national liberation
movement. To this day the socialist policy of peace and social
progxess rests on the great principles of proletarian internationalism.
iterein lies one of thJmighly sotirces of socialism's viability, of the
growth of its prestige in the world as a social system to which the
future belongs.

NOTES

I Moscon News, May 17,19i5.
2 v. I. Lenin, Collected Wor*s, Moscow, Vol. 29, p. 3@.
3 Moscow News, May 17,1975.
a V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 15, p. 193.
5 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, Moscow. 1969, Vol. II, p. 157.6 New Times, No. 20, 1f.5,p.5.
7 L. I. Brezhnev, Following Lenin's Course, Moscow, 190, Vol. 2,pp,423-424(in

Russian).



, D6tente Enters New Phase

LEV TOLKUNOV

(Published in Russian in the journal
KOMMUNIST, No. 13, 1975)

The consistent implepentation of the Peace hogramme, adopted
by the 24th Congress of the CPSU, was marked in 1975 by an event of
tremendous international importance-the successful conclusion at
the summit of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe,
which was called on the initiative bf the countries of the socialist
community supported by other European countries and also the USA
and Canada

The Politburo of the CPSU Central Committee, the hesidium of
the USSR Supreme Soviet and the USSR Council of Ministers met to
consider the results of this unprecedented meeting of the leaders of 33
European states, the USA and Canada, said that it inaugurated a new
phase in the d€tente and was an important step in establishing the
principles of peaceful coexistence and arranging relations of equal
cooperation between states with different social systems. The
Conference in Helsinki was a necessary collective summing-up of the
politicd results of the Second World War, a confirmation of the
futility and harm of the "strength" and "cold war" policy, paving the
way for fresh opportunities in tackling the central task of our day, that
of consolidating peace and the security of nations.

The Soviet people, like the rest of progressive mankind, have
expressed profound satisfaction over the fruitful results of the
historic forum, and share the high appreciation of the outstanding
contribution made by L. I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU
Central Committee, to the implementation of the Leninist foreign-

L. Tolkunov, Editor-in-Chi4 oflzvestia, oryan of the hesidium of thc USSR
. Szpreme Soviet.

x

policy line of the Communist Party and the Soviet state, the
iormulation and realisation of the Peace Programme. The document
adopted by the Politburo of the CPSU Central Committee, the
Preiidium bt ttre USSR Supreme Soviet and the USSR Council of
Ministers, said, in part: "His purposeful activity whlch.is motivated
by a tireless concern for world- peace' was highly important in
convening the European Conference and making, it a success."

The difficult way from the suggestion of the idea of tht
Conference to its successful conclusion is now behind us. In hit
sDeech in Helsinki, L. I. Brezhnev expressed the Soviet Union's firm
cbnviction that the mighty streams of d6tente and equal
cooperation. which over the past few years have increasingly
determined the course of European and world politics,-will now
acquire fresh strength and still-greater scope. He put.forward. a
coricrete and realiitic programme for further materialising in-
ternational d6tente. Mat6rialisation is the substance of everything
that should make peace in Europe truly sound and lasting-. It is very
important to proclaim, as the countrie-s participating in the-Confer'
enie have done, correct and just principles of relations between
states, but it is equally important to establish them, 1o introduce them
into practice, to make them a law of international life, which no one
will iransgress. There is need to make a maximum effort to back up
the polittcil d6tente with a military one, makingl-se of all the. premises
for ixpanding mutually advantageofs trade without any discrimina-
tion, and for more active and diverse cooperation.

A s<ilid basis for this is provided by the Final Act, a broad but
clear-cut platform of action diawn up with consideration of the views
and interests of all the participants in the Conference, and based on
mutually acceptable propositions which go to benefit peace, without'
of course, obliterating the distinctions in ideology or social systems'
This platform should-help further to improve international relations,
strengthen confidence among the states, and dynamically advance
ddtentc not only on the continent of Europe but all over the world.

The Soviet Uniori regards the results of the Conference nol- just as

a necessary summing-up of the results of the Second World War, but
atso as a c6mpreheniion of the future in the context of the realities of
our day and tire long centuries of experience of the European nations.
Never-before has E-urope been so close to a solution of its outstanding
problems. The need to turn the page in its history in ord-er to ensure
icaceful coexistence between the European nations, as Lenin put'it,
ls dictatcd by the sum-total of objective factors, and above all the
nations' whole-hearted yearning for peace.

Thc Europcan continent is relatively small. From the Urals Range
to the Atlantic it has a territory of just over l0 million sq. km., butits

n



ceocraphical, ethnic and political map is highly colourful and diverse.
Europ6 has one-half of the globe's industrial, scientific and technical
potential and holds within itself immense values of civilisation. It is
here, in Europe, that the socio-political doctrine, which not only
explains but also changes the world, originated. The insistent demand
of 

-the 
times is to preserve and multiply all the material and spiritual

treasures for the benefit of all nations, to turn Europe into a continent
of reliable security and good-neighbour cooperation, thereby making
a most resolute contribution to world peace.

Historians have estimated that l7th-century wars in Europe took 3

million lives, l8th-bentury wars-5 million, and l9th-century
wars-6 million. In the 20th centurY, the First World War togk 9
million lives, and the Second-over 50 million. The armed conflicts
of this century have left an indelible impression on the minds of the
nations. fhei do not want a repetition of past tragedies. Only
militaristic aitd revanchist maniacs can now contemplate about
returning to the times of bloodshed, air raid alarms, gtlarrgd ruins and
tears, a6out depriving Europe of peace under which it has now
entered its fourth decade.

The first two postwar decades were marred by the cold war.and by
the witd attempts 6n the part of imperialism to "roll back" socialism.
That pirlicy was a fiasco. Western pbliticians who gave thought to the
futuri and who truly cherished their nations' interests had to take a
realistic view of the hew situation and opt for peaceful coexistence. It
is life itself that gave rise to the idea of joint efforts -by European
nations for peacelnd cooperation. Under the impact of new-trends,
Europe was discarding thd impediments of the cold war. In 1966, the
sociaiist countries, confident-that rea$on and common sense would
ultimately win the day, put forward the idea of a European
conferente. It is true that in that period the idea did not meet with
broad support in the We3t, but time was on its side.

Subsequently, the Soviet Union, together with the fraternal
socialist countries, came forward with a number of major initiatives
which step by step paved the way for an improvement of the political
climate in Europe. Other states also contributed to the relaxation of
tensions. The policy of France in favour of European cooperation, the
FRG's desire to nornalise relations with the socialist countries,
Finland's constructive foreign-policy activity, and the concern
displayed by Austria, Italy, Sweden, Denmark and other countries for
a relaxation of tensions did much to bring about the positive changes
in Europe. Later, Britain also ioined in these efforts. The USA and
Canada, the overseas participants in the European Conference, made
their contribution to the common effort.

Soviet-French cooperation became a key factor of international
life. The meetings and conversations between the leaders of the two
countries helped to raise their cooperation to a new and higher level.
They helped to introduce into the practice of international relations
the principles of peaceful coexistence and mutually advantageous
partnership among states with different social systems.
n

. The -improvement of relations between the USSR and the FRGalso had a big rore-to plav. on til rh;;ils oriiraiio"s'uiTi"* tr,"r"two major states of thi c6ntinent hrr;[, a-e;;il;;;;iiti,;ir'iri."t"
and the p_ossibilities for-tackling ttrJ cLAinJ proU'f#." oi-#""" 

"nalecurity. We must put this Utuntv:lifra
F;il;;.;; r"'t'o-n L;', 

"ri 
s,,ii"iioi s ; rfi iff iilA: iXU HH * i::

ilr$lqr1fr i$tEt?1,#Ti"."lH",i'",.#;i"".,'x""';:t"_i.'lii
1T"9.at bridging the. gurf wtrictr had appeared ueiwien t'he twocountrles during the piraticar nazi invasion, uut to deepen that gurf.The Bonn governments of that period i"r."LJiL ri"rir-ir,f'r".lon. orhistorv a.1d lor .vears .pursuoi " p"ricv. ;f ;;r;"g; aid-lost,itvtowards the soviet union and oth6r roii.tist-cor;iri";'i; E-r.op".This line, designed_ to restore the Gliman neicri wittrin it. rsrzborders caused resolute rebuffs- and generated legitimat" misiiu.t orthe FRG both in the East and in tt e-*ist.

This went on untih_n SDp/FDp government took over from thecDu/csu coalifion._The Treaty beiween the USSR 
"no 

tr," rnc
siglqed- in August 1970 created 

-the 
necessary potiticJ- u"ri. to, 

"ladic-al change in soviet-west German retationi;JB"il 
"i,rrounddevelopment. The Treaty is mutually advantageous toi uotn-states.

Those who cast doubt onit, as some ieopre d;il b** oiiir"hr,i""
do (indeed, men like strauss -opposed th6 convocatid ;f ; Burop""n
conference and are now attacking_the agreement reached 

"i 
it);;ifr;it

engagg in d?ngerous.demagogy.lhe Tieaty tras given a-creai-tut anaunequivocal answer to.thc-key problemi in ;;.dirs;aie anasecuritv. It fixed the. existing.Eirropean reaities, itri i"-riSr"tliitv .ifrontiers on the continent, ai'd estaLristied ih*;il;iil' i,iiilrhirrefrom the threat or use of force.

^ Sogn,- relations were normalised between the FRG and a numberof socialist countries:-GDR_, poland, czectrosiou"li", riirig"i anaBulgaria.. The generar tendency -towards mutual ,rir"i.t"iaiirg i"Europe became stronger. A vivid illustration of--trri.--*". tt 
"four-pow-er agreemen-t dn west Berrin, ;hic[h;b"i.to u"ti" i,no.tirtrigatg knot of probrems in the heart br nuropc ina tt inu6trJ wertBerlin in the process of d6tente.

The igrprovem-ent of soviet-American relations has had anexceptrolslly positive influence on the development of thersituation inEurope. The conclusion by the ussR and thL usA in tglz aii twl
of .the Treatv on the Limitation of anti-nalti.tic b;i;;;" Svitiru'., tr,"Interim Agreement.on some measures in timiiing stratigit-oii"n.i""
weapons and especially the Agreement on the pr-eventio-n of Nult"a,war were tne first concrete steps along the way of containinc the armsracc and reducing the danger bf a w6rld conilict.
. Thc provisions of the -bilateral interstate treaties and documentssisned by thc Soviet Union yith F;;;g;;'tn" rnd,-ana-tlt-"-usa,

among others, were co-nfirmed in the principrer of ;;;i.r."i"ti""",
states proclaimed by the European Cbnference.

t,
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The preparation of the third and final-phase of the Conference on

Security and Cooper"til; ilE';;;i-6"tt over two vears' including

."t 
" 
iiiii"f-"."r"14i..;ili"fti.li. fnoserilere vears of intense effort

bv diplomats of the dil;;;;;"i"t u"o ato of itre usa and Canada'

Iia'i"Jliliir*iiu.-oi"ui;;;;;;i;e'Secisionsweretakenonlvir
there was 

" "on."rr..r, 
Jr ii,rit lr5i 

"i"ntries. 
This was very hard to do

because of the socio-;"jiti;;ffi rtincrions.a-nd the resultinginterests of

;,";fi ;J;;d;; 1fi ; il;;pp o t ii''oiial sv ste m s' rhe under s tand-

il;;;;il;";; 
-nii-#li.-It' thi -'""ood" Geneva' phase or the

Conference created 
" 
ffiil ;;;d tounOation for framlng the Final

Act and all its articles and paragrapns'
In Geneva, "tt"tipi. 

-*it'" -tnaAq 
1o impose on the socialist

countries unacceptabif'0"."-rir ti-[rcq, in effict, verged on interfer-

ence in their domestii iifli.J *a-iiaA'nottring in common with the

;i,i.:#H;f ;;;;ilI to!iirti."".- such atiempts were naturally

reiected. anO everyone f,"a to get.down to a search for a common

i"",;;;il#;*lliii rii. iilit" iri"ii""r "nu 
icatio n of the -pri 

nciple s of

oeaceful coexistencJln- Sutbp"un- conditions' The West German

';;;;;;r' ; ; ;' i;;;;; ; .;;u"iiiiii a the atm o sphe re at the c onre re nce

and said that there ;;fi-"6;-;" agopt abbut the Qov!e!. Union's

concern for d6tente, iiliu;d;; "i i1g firmness it had displaved,

domestic issues fite'eiiii-a-tion- *ouia- no longer be among the

;;#ffi; b;il; ail;;;;A-[J it';!. it'e princ-ipres or equaritv'

ffi"itit1l*ir*;1rii*l*"** .J*
-"ffi;-b"ioi"'tti" iina-;ti; the opp-onents of ddtente became

".p""i"ffv ""tin", 
.""-tit g iir every way t6prove that the-d-6tente went

to benefit only the s;ii;Tii;6nl"J tfi"i ttie western countries. would

allegedly not benef it"fiJmld i; ;, ;;t' Iiis' indeed' a surprising line

;f;il;hil,s to taX 
"'U",ii*ri" 

.ta-nAr-tb gain and who to lose from the

d6tente, that is, *fr""Jti".ii'io U"""tit ind who stands to lose from

living in conditions of ever stronger -pe"c" and-a receding danger of

war. After all, all ."t'io* "i"Jty 
ti""a p"""e' All states ar-e concerned

to eliminate the dan;;;-*ui] rt"t is the main basis for the ioint

efforts to strengrhe;i;";;"';a iii"iitv. There can hardly be anv

doubt that from th"'."ff;;oint of ionelt"t- interests and the very

destiny of the p"optJfoi'Buiop"' as-of mankind as a whole' the

measures which ,r!'i"".id;-io tri-i"ate the danger of nuclear

war are of primary anO, o"E could say' even of Daramount importanee

in the practical pilil:"fifi'h;6Jj is.that Lven todav' after the

conference, some pliiiiiJJi""i"r-ii" " 
n"a of relapse into the cold

$iri[:f;#iri1'.'*;lf,iif i'11"rl;.?:;'!i"riix*::lilil;
t" gli the Soviet Union to make various concesslons'

However, tn" ttttigu"t Ui-m" enemies of peace.did not prevent

the participants in'ilie Corri"r"n"" from undertaking far-reaching

commitments, which ihe fi""f a"t put on record' Whit are the basic

3l)

pr-ovisions of this document? First of all, there are the principles ofrgtations between states of which there aie ten. In a n"tJtiiit-ri"v a."the following:

_.!ou:1-?!Sl, !!,ullitl: respect for the rights inherent in sovereignty.
lhese rures include th.e right of every state to juridical equality, ioterritorial. i nte grity and. to 

-f 
r-e ed o,n 

"na 
poritiiii l'rliiif "ilit" . rr,"p.articipating states undertook. to re spectl each ottreiiriifii ]i"-irv il,choose and develop its political, iocial, 

";;',o;i;-;il-t-utturatsystgmls, .as we-ll as its right to determine its laws ana reiutations.
. Refraining from thc threat or use of force. t" ac"o.aanJ" *iin trri.principle., force will not.be employed ai a means of settling disputes

or questions likely to give rise to disputes, betwCen til;: - -

. !1v!qtaA!!ity of frgntlerg. The participating states resard aslnvrolable all one another's frontiers as well as tht frontiers o] a[ the
states Lr--Europe and thcrefore they will refrain ;.t ;A il th; iutr."from assaulting these frontiers.
. ^Tenilgria! i\tegrity of states. This mearls that the participating

states will refrain from any action inconsistent witli ttre p'riposh anoprinciples of the UN Charter- against the territoiial lri"giitvi -pofiti".f
independence or the unity of a-ny participatiri ;t"6. 

-'
-. Peaceful settrement of dispuiei. Thii imdiies ihe settlement ofdisputes. using_ such m6ans .as negotiatiori,--inq;irv, 

--".ii"iior,
conciliation, artitration, judicia! setllement o, any dtirei-piacerut
Teals. chosen by 

-qhe 
parties. The setfldment of oirtsia"airft-i..rr".

should not jeopardise international peace, security and justiie.
Non-intervention in intemal-affaii.s. rn! protriuition aipiiir to u"vform of intervention-. Accordirilly, th; states must refrain from

rendering direct or indirect assistin-ce to terroiist, ruu""isire o, otrr",activities directed towards the violent orirttio* of tir" ,iii-" oranother participating state.

"-^^\r:!":l[y 
hu11an ights and fundamental freedoms, includinp the

Ireedom of thought, .conscience, religion or bilief. Respect for tf,esengnts and freedoms is recognised as an essential iactorior the peace,justice and wen-being necessarv to ensur;-ih;-;;;;rrii,iJ,it 
"tfrieLdly t'elations and Eooperatiori amoni 

"ti 
;taG.--

. Equal ights and serf-tretermination if peopres. By virtue of thisglryfEt all,peoples- atways have the'rlghtl l" t,irr-ti"!io"., todetermine' when and as they wish, their-status witho"t eiiiinat
ill",*l=": ?lq p,pursue ai they *i.r, tr,"ii-polili;;i;";;;-.8;
soclat and cultural development.

cgoperation.among states. This should develop on the basis of
gompl.ete equality and.should promote mutuar dde;;tandinc-and
:9l1lg:n": among. nations, and the strengthening of peacJ andsecurity. cooperation is called upon to prolnote t[e rais'ine-ot tt enations'. well-being and a reductibn of tlre differencesln-r-&"il oreconomic development.

--.Fuuilment 
in'good faith of obligations under internationar raw.rnrs means commitments which stem from the generally recognisedprincio-les and rules of internationa taw ani il"T;;;e"iii'."nt.

in conformity with that taw. The siates;ill;fi;;iiiJ.,-"[?al ui, trr"
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provisions of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and

Cooperation in EuroPe.-- f;;[;f-tt'lt" printptes is an integral part of the political pivot

trnrcfi-is to 
-4il"i 

ttri-'m"ttitaceted dooplration of the European

!.iiiirii, ;ig;;;il; ,ii'[t ir,iilnir. rfie pririciple of the.inviolabiliry of
ir-.nti;;J riio*i just f,ow important all of thes_e principles are. Wars
*ii" U"cun by' one state making'territorial claims on another.
iJ1'ito.lit-ii,tJririty is the prerogatfue of every state. 9flV uncondi-
tional recognition 

-of 
the principle of the-inviolability of frontiers can

;a; i;i[- strengtheniig of ireace. All the Europ-ean -countriQs 
are

iiirciir-i"Ol" this--the soclalist as well as the capitalist, the big as well
as the small states

t'f*

One of the largest sections of the Final Act deals with economic'

."i"iiiii", ii""'"ii"r "na 
inrito"mgntal- cooperation' The imP-rove-

;;;i;T tk;;-;iitia ciimate helped markedry to invigorate economrc

ties between the socilli'si;re-tilA;it"tist tountriei. These ties' of

which complete "quilii-i"d 
mui.ra- aar"nlase a1e-a1a integal feature,

bear not only on-'ti"O" but alsg- othe; fields of economic'

!!ilttfi; ;e'i'""r,ri"iJJJ',p"i"tio". rnr soviet union has advocated

further extension ";A;;;;;i"g-it 
tqqtt cooperation because the

oresent levet of O"n"iipil'Jfrt-;Iii;ortA'. productive forces and the

ffiHatil;i ii"i.riiilf ii[lii;;]i;;,ht lhi exchanges of materiar

il;,1;'h;i"J ";;'i;;;; 
ani rnowtedge should be based on

gtr#ifr#,$:trft htr*f $*+;hirit""tffi H
the conference unde?'ttt";;;1"-ihi i*o"nsion of mutual trade

and exchange of s"r,'i""i' They recognised thi beneficial effect of the

most-f avour"a-n"tio, 
-iluffi ;;; ;; Th" divelopment of trade' Thev

declared that they ;;rle-;;;;ur"s!-it " expinsion of multilateral

trade, seeking to In;i;';;';i-u"iio.r. conimercial and economic

opportunitie.. n"v'?!"Jriii"a'ttt" l^ptitance of bilateral and

multilateral inte.goJern-,iiilir ira other a'greements for the develop-

;;t;id"de on-a long-term basis'-
In the course "t'iil"Niiiii 

ii""-i""t Plan period (1971-1975)' the

soviet Union activelv-atviioped new una-t icfr"t forms of economic

cooperation witrr oii'er*!ffi;t. *ti"t ure i-n line with the modern

level of the Aevetopi"it-i6f it" productivi forces and meet the

reouirement. of tt5"'.li"iifiJ"i"ii tectrnotocical revolution' The

uSsR's participati'Jn l;'iffi-il;itliiion"t Jivision of labour is

becoming "n". 
.""p""T, ior"'it"Ufi 

""d "iiiii"nt. 
Long-term, usually

l0-year intergover'n-mL;il agieements 
-on 

economic'- scientific'

technical and inousiriJ'i'op"?"iio'. are beinc concluded'

Such agreem"';'h;;-b;; concluded witf, a number of European

countries, in"ruoinJiiii;':i' i';;;;;';;;t;;-th" FRG' Italv' Britain
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and Sweden. The countries of Western Europe account for three-
quarters of the USSR's trade with the industrialised capitalist
countries. The USSR's trade with the capitalist countries, mainly with
the West European countries, has grown markedly over the pait few
years.

The Conference recommended that organisations, enterprises andfirms stud.ying the gpportunities for their!;rti"ip;il;i" ploi."t, ofcommon lnterest should exchange the necessary economii, legal,financial and technicar informatioln with their potenii"l;il;;.
- In the west there.is a rapid growth of energy requireme nts. That iswhy the imqort of soviet gas-and 

"t""tii" 
p-ower'couia u"-of ir""timportance for the ecorrom-y of .o'n" eriopean countries. But theirdeliverv could be substantiaily increased ;rlt-if--iir;' 

"-oi,rtri",concerned take part in the necesiary investments. coopiration in thesearch for fresh sources of energy, aeveiopmint-or-tirJ.i""i, orcommunication, and improvement6f'equipmir, ioi tdsirt'iiio u"extended.
The. growing specialisation not only in production but arso inresearch- requires intensification of internitionat siientitic- anatechnical ties as well. These are also defined in ne rinar e"i, *rri"t

sets out a number of complex problems which are global and which
bear on the interests of all nations. Large.scale r"ii"rir, into-irr"."problems.is beyond the means of indlvidua couniiies,---hi*"rr",
<leveloped in economic, scientific and technical terms. In such cases,
international scientific and technical cooperatio, iurrs- oui lL u"not only a1 advlsabfe but frequently the only possible Jorrir oi
research. All of this is especially true of Europe, wtrictr hai uien atraditional centre of the internationar divisioir of labo.r.. on tt 

"whole, scientific and technicat coofiiaiion uei*J"n ttre-ba-si'una
the West o-{ pglope has yet to be duiy developed, and this oii"r, 

"nextensive field for activity in the futirre.
The decisions of the conference can provide a good reference

p-oint for exchanges in the humanitarian sphire. The S6viei union tras
flyays stood for an extqnsion of such exchanges, but it has always
held that they should be carried on with u'eie t'o soviei-iawi ana
customs, must serve the interests of peace, mutual understanding and
cooperation and promote closer ties and accord among nationsl

In short, the continent now has all the conditions for the most
extensive political, economic and cultural cooperation 

"rnone "o.,.r-tries with different soc-ial systems. The piinciptii of 
- 

pZac"t"t
coexistence and mutually advantageous ioopeiation--ar'e- ueG
inc-reasingly filled with concrete con-tent and tLis should aoorn tofailure any attempts to return mankind to the cold war.

rf*,t

. 4ll the nations, and the cause of world peace, have benefited fromthe Helsinki meeting. optimism and the'conriainci-tt"i--tt*" rort
complicated problems can be solved by peaceful ,,""n., h"-u";;**



Only some seven or eight years ago Jery few people coyld;1nect

"rii,ts 
in Europe to ta[e such a trlrn. Tliis shows the Potentialities

i"ti"i-i" 1119 veiy method of the peaceful settlement of relations by'riil,"i"-iit .igoiiitio". ihis also indicated thai it is possible gradually
;;';;il;-;fr; ioiutio" of the problems of disarmament,. and to
i*it"t -""ri potJrtiAs-material, scientific and technological-to
ifi" a"""topmint of non-military branches of prorlrrction'
-- Coniia6n"i in the peaceful piospects of international d-gvelopment

aso-tina. to gro* Uet"rse massei of people and public figureslave
b; t"ki"s-a-n 

"u"t 
more active part in foreign-policv af!{q.T}ev

;;;';. 68";';;;il;; ouieir!" of the ori'-griing processes; thev

iiirf "iiiEti"i 
i"ft""nC" on them, being fully aware that a passive

attitude would merely benefit the enemies of peace'---iii 
"o".iderable 

i'mfortance for the practical implementation of
tfr" 

"gri"rn"niiieactre,i 
at Helsinki is the great experience S1[e{ U.V

;il; l;;d;;. ot ttre roiiatirt and the capitalist states through their
iu.-it contacts over the past few yeais. Fresh advances towards
.ti"rgir p"""i can be achieved at such meetings in the future as well.-- -ff;; iature of international d6tente is such that iq requires
forward movement. Any marking of time will be intensively used by
;[; ;a;;;;iis of a6ten[e in ordei to torpedo it. These adversaries are

;;ri^ ii-i""not be said that they are always guided ty the.same
;;;; una ,1,otfu". In the broai plane, this is a motley coalition,
ffi1IhT i;;il;;iiv ;;i;;;iGa'eui"'within the boundaries of
oni-"o""itv,'but which does exist in real terms' Some of them
fr;qfittt ;,ct out of domestic political .considerations, seeking to
il;rih6; ihe leaders who have inore or less consistently pulsued a

""iit, of improving relations with the socialist countries' Others,
'"toi"iy An"Oiitt rri-ilitary-inaustrial complexes, wlnJ-to see the arms
i"i" go on and international tensions stepped up. Still others seek to
ouri Ttre-ooticv of their countries to the interests of narrowly-based

il"rpi.-t't "s,in 
the USA everyone has seen the Zionist circles unfold

their intense activitY.---tti; 
;pp.nents oi d6tente want a build-up of almalnglls within the

fra.i*oiti of the aggtressive NATO bloc. But that is this drive that
ii"JJto i*rease the-Eontradictitrns between the Western powers, and

io AEp". ttie irisis which still holds the capitalist world in its g1ip. No
iro"ai. 1n".y Western leaders admitted in their- speeches at the
Helsinki Conierence that there was need to stop the arms race.--- iil Helsinki Conference created the conditions for Europe's
further advance towards lasting peace and elimination of war from the
iit" oi nations. In this context-tf,ere is need to notethat on the whole
ili; a;rAi;pmenioi good-neighbour and equal c-ooperation in Euro-
pe is also hbving a giowing influence on- th-e USA. There are many

i"a.ons for this, but one of the main ones is that the USA must reckon
*itt-[iL opiniori of its West European partners. There is also another

".oect 
of ihe matter: the golution 6t tei problems of Soviet-American

;;fii.";tik" ihe limitation and then apbssible reduction in strategic
armaments will have a beneficial effect not only on Europe, but on
other continents as well.
v

The reduption of the danger of a world thermonuclear war, on
which tlre leaders of the USSR and the USA are now concentrating, is
a global matter which concerns all mankind. That is why the artifiCial
obstacles which some people would like to erect in the way should be
seen as an urge to increase tension. Whatever their pretext, this
question naturally arises: what is their scheme, what is their
alternative to d6tente? Such an alternativocan be nothingbutanother
world war, this time a nuclear-missile war.

The Chinese leaders have joined the chorus of the most diehard
forces of imperialism. Now, having failed, for all their efforts, to
undermine the European Conference, they have been keeping curses
on its results, trumpbting about the inevitability of world *ar and
frankly advocating it.

The behaviour of the most rabid representatives of imperialism, as
also- Pekilg's policy, shows that it is necessary to assess ihe headway
made in the struggle for d6tente soberly and not to underestimate thl
difficulties, that it is necessary to be ever vigilant and to wage a
decisive and consistent struggle against all who would want to embroil
mankind in a destructive war. It is also necessary to remember that
realisation of the agreements reached in Helsiriki will proceed in
conditions of irreconcilable contradictions and differenbes in the
ideologies and social systems of capitalism and socialism. The point is
not to allow these contradictions to erupt into a dangerous mititary
confrontation. The only alternative to a destructive war is thl
peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems, which
principle was substantiated and confirmed at the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe.

The urg-e not only to prevent a world thermonuclear war, but also
to rid mankind of the very threat of it constitutes the essence of the
foreign policy of the CPSU and the Soviet siate, a policy which has
run consistently on class lines, and which has seri,ed tire cause ofpeale, freedom and the security of all nations, the cause of theii
national jqd-ependence and social progress. This truly humanistii
policy' which meets the interests of the broadest massei of people all
over the w_orld, is based on the Communist party's loyalty tb this
precept of Lenin's: "We promise the workers and-peasantsio do all
we-can for peace. This we shall do."r The foundafion of this policy
and-an _e-arnest of its continued success are the steadily growing might
of the USSR and the Soviet people's creative laboui Effort.-
- F,urope hq! now. received l,ong-term guidelines for peaceful
developrnent. lurope is capable of setting anixample to othei regions
in structrlring interstate relations on thtbasis of iasting peace.-

NOTES

I V. I. Lcnin, Collected Wor&s, Moscow, Vol. Zl, p. 379.



Socio-Dconomic Problems
of Developed Srcialism

Scientific and Technological Revolution
and the Creation of the Material
and Technical Basis of Communism

IIIKHATL VOLKOV

The economic policy of the Soviet state is sound because it
combines organicaliy tlie specific burning-questions. of-eco-nomic
construction wittr ttri general prospects of Soviet society's advance
towards communism.

While devoting foremost attention to the solutron <r1 current
problems the CPSU is at the same tirne taking-practical measures for
iolving long-term socio-economic problems. In accordance with the
directi-ves dt ttre Party, the Soviet planning bodies, in conjunction
with research institulions, have carried out extensive work in
elaborating a long-term plan for developing the national e-colomy of
the USSR. The elaboratibn of this plan is regarded as a task of utmost
economic and political importance-which can be successfully carried
out only on the firm basis bf Marxist-Leninist science and through its
further creative develoPment.

In this connection it is of particular importance to conduct an
allround study of the economic problems of creating the material and
technical basis of communism in the conditions of a developed
socialist society and of the scientific and technological revolution
which is developing on an unprecedented scale. The creative energy

M. Volkov, Professor. Engaged in research into problems 
-r-elated -to the' political econoiy of socialism and specificall.y to labour,

'scientific and techno[ogical progress and economic accounting.
Co-auihor of textbooki on the political economy of socialism
widely used in the USSR and in many other countries.
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of the Soviet people is directed towards utilising th'e possibilities
arising from these conditions in the interests of the consbfidation of
socialism and of building a communist society.

THE SOCIAL ASPECT OF THE MODERN SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION

In elaborating its economic policy the Communist party takes into
account the main features of each stage of the country's development.
Socialism had triumphed in the USSR in tlre secona hat of the 1930s.
The victory_was the result of the consistent implementation of the
I,errinist policy of socialist industrialisation, agricultural collectivisa-
tion and of the cultural revolution. Now the Soviet Union has entered
the stage of developed socialism.

The Soviet economy today is based on the same socialist
production relations that were established in the 1930s. But these
relations have matured and the productive forces have entered a
qualitatively new -stage: The leading sectors of the economy have
been equipped with the latest technology. Large-scale machine
production ngw embraces all sectors of the economy, including
agrlcrrlture. The Soviet Union today is'a great industriai power.

Having built _a- developed socialist society and creatid a great
economic-, scientific and technical potential, the Soviet people -have

started the construction of the material and technical basis of
communism, which serves as a foundation for the communist
transformation of social relations.

The USSR is tackling the important task of organically combining
the achievements of the scientific and technological rev-orution witf,
the. advanta-ges-of -the socialist economic system. Through the
utilisation of scientific and technological achievements the m--aterial
conditions for a further improvement of soeialist social relations and
their gradual,-transformation into communist relations are being
created and all aspects of social life are advancing towards completE
communism. That means that the scientific 1nd technotogicat
revolution is unfolding for the benefit of the working pe-ople
themselves, promoting their well-being, and in the intdreits'of
building a new society.

The Communist Party takes due account of the international
situation, ryhose principal feature is the division of the world into two
o-pposing social systems. The scientific and technological revolution is
the main arena of economic competition between socialism and
capitalism, At the same time it is an arena of sharp ideological struggle
centring on the social aspect of the scientific and lechnotogiial
rcvolution.

. Bo.urgeois scientists approach this question mainly from its
scientific-technical side.- In their attempts to defend capiialism they
interpret the changes taking place in science and techn6logy outsidi
the context of social relations, in a "social vacuum"; tfr'6v try to
reduce. everything to processes under way in the sphere of ..pure"



science and teohnology and speak about a"cybernetic?! revolution"
;;h6h i.;iGgeAti teading to a-"transformation of capitalism", turning
ii;i"- a i-oti"iy of ;general welfare" free from antagonistic
contradictions.

Technological progress, to be sure, leads to an enormous

"*p"".io" 
of--an's kn-owledge about nature, to broade-r connections

b;ilil;r"duCtion and the f,rocess of cognition and-the application
oi ttr" tui. of the natural sci'ences, to a grlater and direct impact of
."iiri"J "" 

production and the radical changes in 
-the 

techniques and

technology bf production. ffowever, knowledge of lhg law.s of nature
is .oii"6irgtr ior explaining the level, the ratEs and the character of
tichnologic-al develoirment. They do'not.and cannot give an answer to
itrJquesfion as to why in the capitatist Countries modern technology
6iffir in itJwat<e growing unemployment, excessive intensification of
fuUo-"i,-*t ictr ii tiarmtui-to the heilth of workers, and concentration
of wealth in the hands of financial magnates'- 

Marxism-Leninism examines scientific and technologicalprogress
in its orcanic relationship with social progress. Karl Marx,jn his study
;i t-fit6;fi"iogical changes of the late tgth and early l9thcenturies,
poi"t"O 

-oui 
tfreir depeidence on the emergin-g and developing

-capitatist 
relations. He showed also that as a result of those changes

i[i6 iapitatist mode of production had_ been put_on an ad.equate

-ateiiit Ua.is - large-scale machine production, and stressed that the
cont"ni of industr:ial revolution had not been exhausted by a

ierot"tio"- in technology but included a revolution in production
i"t"tio"J, tt" victory oftapitalism over feudalism. In his analysis of
thC new phenomenain the capitalist econom_y of the late 19th century,
i;;fi 

"fio 
ti"t"a technologi&l progress with the production relations

;i6di;i. iociety, the eirerg6ncd- of monopolies and the turning of
t[e- iapitatism of fiee competition into monopoly- capitalism'--- 

In bur epoch the intera6tion between the developmenl of .sgience
ana ieitrrrotogy is vividly manifested in the fundamentally.different
ioiiat conseq-uences of icientific and technological revolution in the
capitalist and socialist countries.--1'[J ,"si possibilities for the rapid Srowth of production, created
UV thi-scientific and technological i6volution, are in sharp contradic-
tiLrn *iit, 

"upit"tiit 
productioi relations which subordinate scientific

a"a t"Ctr"oiogical pi.ogress to a drive for monopoly profits and for
Jtrencthening-the rule 6f the monopolies. Monopoly capitalism cannot
;ar;"; ;tcfat tasts corresponding to the lCvel and character of
iJi"ntifi" ind technological divelopment; it imparts to scientific and
technological progress-a one-sided, distorted character. It tries to

"aupi 
itletf to itre new conditions and utilise scientific and

tednotogical achievements for preserving it's dominance. An agqa-
,"tio" oi all the contradictions 

-inherent -in capitalism is one of the
results of this policy.- 

norrrgeois icienlists claim that the scientific and technological
,erolutidr,, accompanied by an increase in the regu-lating role of the
LL"iC"oir itate, his led to-changes,in the nature of'-capitalism. Life
iiiJtf] tro*erer, has shown that Juch arguments are fully groundless.
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The exploitative nature of capitalism does not change, while the
problem of the social consequences of technological progress
becomes ever more acute. And however vigorously bourgeois
scientists praise the technical achievements -of the developed
capitalist states, the fact is that the economic gap between the
exploiters and the masses is becoming wider, and these states are as
far from "abundance for all" and "universal affluence" as they were
before the onset of the scientific and technological revolution.

Socialism opens up broad vistas for the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution in the working people's interests. Lenin said that
"socialism alone will liberate science from its bourgeois fetters, from
its enslavement to capital, from its slavery to the interests of dirty
capitalist greed".r In our time this provision has been borne out.

The scientific and technological revolution in the USSR is the
process of the construction of the material and technical basis of a
communist'society. This is a radical change in the productive forces
which fostegs the solution of the basic development problems of
Soviet sociity. The main directions of the tichnotogical policy
elaborated by Soviet state are based on a Marxist evaluation of the
essence and role of the modern scientific and technological revolu-
tion. This revolution is the principal instrument for accomplishing the
vital socio-economic tasks of developed socialist society.'The CPSU
holds that to solve the social problems connected with the develop-
ment of mature socialism into communism it is necessary not only to
replace old machines by new ones of a similar type and to use these
machines and equipment on a large scale, but to introduce qualitative
changes in this field and to go over to fundamentally new technology.
Let us now turn to the intensive factors of expanding socialist
production. At present, a major role is played here by the fuller use of
the commissioned productive capacities, technical improvement of
the existing apparatus of production, and partial and comprehensive
mechanisation of labour that relieves an enormous number of
auxiliary workers. At the same tiine technical re-equipment of
production based on the automation of production,processes acquires
an ever greater signifioance in the intensification of production.

As is known, an enormous amount of work is being done in the
Soviet Union to strengthen the material and technical basis of
agriculture. The -interests of agricultural production and the social
tasks in the countryside have required an intensification of techni-
cal re-equipment of agriculture, its mechanisation and chemica-
lisation and large-scale land improvement work.

The tasks of training of a new type of workers, of eliminating
unskilled and heavi manual labour andraising the workers' technica-i
and cultural level are also connected with technological progress.

All this shows that within the framework of the developed socialist
structure there emerged a need for radical, qualitative changes in the
techniques of prodtiction. The potentialities, opened by the scientific
and technological revolution, are being realised in the creation of the
material and technical basis of communism, the attainment of the
higher productivity of labour and its transformation, on the mass
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scale, into a creative process. As soon as general prosperity is thus
secured for all, the Soviet society will be able to overcome the still
existing essential differences between town and country, between
mental-and manual labour and create'the conditions for the allround
physical and intellectual development of the individual. In solving its
ioiial problems on the basis of the development of the scientific and
technological revolution, society will make a historic transition from
socialiim to communism. Thus, the historical and social significance
of the present-day scientific and technological revolutio,n as a
powerful motive.force of social progress lies in the fact that'this
ievolution is necessary for the transition from developed socialism to
complete communism.

MAIN DIRECTIONS IN THE CREATION OF THE MATERIAL
AND TECHNICAL BASIS OF COMMUNISM

Marxism-Leninism has shown that the starting point for the
creation of the material and technical basis of socialism is large-scale
machine production. In our time there are tendencies towards the
development of non-mechanical processing (methods of chemical
transfoimation of matter, applic-ation of biological processes in
production, creation of non-mechanical generators).,Even now the
ilevelopment of implements of labour repiesents further progress of
machirie technique, while the creation of the material and technical
basis of communism means the transition to a qualitatively new stage
in large-scale machine production.

Machine production first appeared under capitalism. Socialism
frees its developrtrent from the contradictions characteristic of
capitalism, makei it serve the interests of the whole of society,
syitematically organises it and extends it to the entire national
economy. The process of transition from developed socialism to
complete communism brings about fundamental changes in the
technical basis of machine production.

Modern scientific and technological trends show that the main
direction of the development of the implements of labour lies in the
gradual substitution of automatic machines for manually controlled
machines. From this it follows that an adequate technical basis for
communist large-scale machine production includes an automatic
system of machines as its main link.

The technical development and improvement of socialist produc-
tion is proceeding along the lines of completing the comprehensive
mechanisation of production processes, the automation of these
processes that are ready for automation technically and economically,
the development of a system of automatic machines and the creation
of the requisites for going over to comprehensive automation.

One of the major directions of Soviet technological policy consists
in the creation and introduction of fundamentally new implements of
labour. In view of the present trends of the scientific anC
technological revolution in this field the purpose is to make automatic
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machines that are more effici6nt than the best models now existing
and, in the more distant future, to create automatic coding systems.
- At present there are automated power stations, oil refineries and

chemical plants, and automated production lines, sections and shopsin the manufacturing industries. the total number of automatid
production lines in the USSR's industry had increased from 6,5(X) in
1965 to 15,500 in 1974.In machine-tool manufacture new models of
dlgital programme-controlled metal-cutting lathes and also metal-
shaping-machines have been developed, in i-nstrumeni m"[ir,g 

-Lrc"-

tronic digital computers on a unifoim structural and microel-ecttonic
tech.nological basis with compatible programming systems. In the
textile. industry spinning maihines iombining foui technologicil
operations are introduced. serial production of Jhuttleless loomsiith
an improved-mechanism for changing colour has begun, which will
make it possible to raise labour pioductivity by 2.5Io 3 times.

As a long-term prospect, there is to be mass production of systems
of machines. serving as tlre basis for comprehensive automation, i.e.,
the automation of an entire production cicle. In terms of mechanicai
engineering this means the automation 

-of 
the machining of parts,

transfer of materials and parts, assembly of articles and teclinicai
inspection, regulation of supplies of matLrials and their delivery to
work-places-, design operations and elaboration of technology,
economic planning, statistical and other calculations. There wiil-56
automated systems for managing enterprises, combines, whole
economic sectors and the entire national economy.

what is the relationship between the present slate of automationof production and the trends of the s-cientif.ic and technotogicai
revolution? If we take, for example, the stock of machine-tools
in mechanical engineering, it makes it possible to automate such
an element of the technological cycle as machining of parts.
Other processes are not yet automated, or are automatei to ailight
extent.

Automatic lathes and automated production lines now in use
increase the possibilities of mass flow-line production and considera-
bly qa!s9 labour productivity. However, this technique has limited
possibilities. The rigidity of the technological cirCuit typical of
modern automated lines hampers a swift readjustment of production
systems for turning out new types of goods. The readjustment of
machines re-quires,large additional expenditures and is ofien impossi-
ble. Apart from that, automatic transfer and fixing of parts clnnot
always_ be done properly, to say nothing of the adjustment of the
operating conditions of machine tools depending 6n the changes
caused by unaccounted-for interference, the wear of tools, hardness
of mctal, etc.

In futurc digital programme-controlled machine tools, which can
be quickly readjusted for turning out new products thanks to
pcrforation-or magnetic recording of the programme, will be widely
u-sed. BuI the present models of such machinC tools do not yet.solvl
the problem of comprehensive automation. Experts believe that the
solution lies in automatic coding systems which are a combination of a



system of digital programme-controlled machine tools and electronic

"ir-prt"i.. 
Suctr sistems can serve techn"-tpgiqq!. process-es in

vari6us intra-f actory units, ensuring necessary flexibility and adapta-
bility of productionin a quick readjustment for turning out new types
of fiooA.'; and they wilf be able ihemselves to work out oqtimum
iecfi"otofiical procisses and rational operating conditions for the

"q"iprif,t, 
i.e., they will "self-adjust" on the basis of an analysis of

accumulated experience.-- i[ icientitic and technological revolution engenders r-adical,
qualitative changes in all the elements of t!9. productive fptces.
ttii"tor", the s'[udy of the impact of scientific and technological
piogr"Jr on social fife calls for an integrated approach to the.anal_ysis

;i q];iitati"e changes in the productivl forcei an approach in which
ttie= Oinitopment -of the implements of labour is examined in
interconneclion with the chang? in production technology and the use
oi-n"* sources of energy andiaw and other niaterials, with the rise in
tfr" iO"cational and th-e technical and cultural level of the. working
people.- -in 

ttre foreseeable future the energy basis of production will
cortitte to be electricity. Therefore,-the Leninist course being
steered towards complete-electrification of the country.remains, as

U"to.", a major part df the CPSU's technological.policy in the period
oi ttr" ionstiirction of the material and technical basis of communism.
Btectric energy production in the next few' years will be expanded
*"ougtr increiiirig the output of coal. oil and gasnld the- construction
of tryi-roetectric powir .t"tion.. While the thermal and hydr-oelectric

;;;;rpffi. 
-*ifi 

co"tinue -to pluy the leading role.--in electricity
iidif,iJiir., the capacities of at6mit power stations will be increased
it an ever greater iat".-Aire"Ay no*ihe techno-economic indices of
ildi;;ffi;;;t tili in regions far from the sources of cheap fuel
are higlier than those of thermal powerplants

Th-e production of electric energy in the USSR had-grown from
507,000 ilittion kwh in 1965 to 975,0(n million kwh in 1974. With the
i*ph"sio" of a[round mechanisation and automation of prodyction
th6 requirements in electric energy and electric power supply per
worker will become greater still.

f6e goi"g over t6 comprehensively mechanised and automated
proAuiti6", ilong with the improvement of the means of automation
a"A- iipa*ion -ot electricity production, is c-onnected with the
ireation'of new technology. Aih6und automation leads to a revolution
in production technology. T.ne improvement, creation and- introduc-
tioi J new technologii-ai processei has become majgr trend in raising
the lechnical level of production. New methods of shaping-elec-
iioptrvsicat and electrochemical working of metals - are being used

o. arr-en"r wide scale. At the same time mechanical working of metals
is being ousted by stamping, rolling on, welding-and other methods'- -Intr-oduction 

of new 
^teclnologyleads to qualitative changes in the

objects of labour. Along with ihe fuller utilisation of the natural
io,rrces of raw and other-materials, the production of new materials
with preset properties, plastics and synthetic resins is rapidly
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developing. Ttrese materials effectively replace and often surpass, as
far as their chemical properties are concerned, traditional types of
raw-and other materials. The production of super-hard, heat-resistant,
electric insulating, corrosion-proof and othei new materials is being
expanded.

Science exerts more and more a profound inlluence on the
development of society's material and technical basis. The CpSU is
taking -all possible measures for swiftly increasing the country's
scientific and economic potential. The number of siientific instiiu-
lions in the USSR (including higher educational institutions) exceeds
5,0(X), and there are 1,160,0(X) researchers in the country. Every effort
is made to develop and consolidate the material basis of siientific
progress and large-scale basic and applied research programmes are
being carried out. Scientists' efforts are concentratld on the most
promising fields of scientific and technological progress. The
scientific institutions are playing an increasing role in dtveloping new
machines and equipment and new production processes. -State

expenditure for the development of science and technology is growing
at a faster rate than the national income.

The utilisation of the achievements of the scientific and technolog-
ical revolution in the process of constructing the material arid
technical basis of communism is the principal c-ondition for solving
the vital socio-economic problem of communist construction, namelyl
the attainment of the level of social l4bour productivity necessary f6i
complete communism. Scientific and technical progress opeirs up new
possibilities for using highly efficient production processes, giving
production a broader mass character and raising the quality of goods.

The use of new materials and reduction of the cost of electric
energy production, introduction of new technology and improvement
of the structure and location of social production make for economy
of labour. At the same time they help to improve working conditions
and overcome the relatively narrow character of many specialities and
the monotony of operations on production lines and conveyer belts.

In the level of labour productivity the Soviet Union still lags
behind the United States. But it should be borne in mind that a simple
comparison between the labour productivity levels of the USSR aid
the United States does not give a complete picture of their economic
development. The heart of the matter lies in the fact that the indices
compared are not the ones of labour productivity as Such, but the
output per worker, which also reflects the difference in labour
intensity. As is known, in a number of US industries labour intensity
is 1.5-2 times higher than in the USSR. Such an intensity is harmful to
workers' health and causes premature ageing. The structural differ-
cnces in production and consumption in the USSR and the USA also
influence the relation of labour productivity indices.

The higher rates of growth of labour productivity in the Soviet
Union tcstify to the advantages of the socialist economic system over
the capitalist system. Between 1951 and 1973 the average annual rates
of growth of labour productivity in Soviet industry were 1.8 times
higher.than in the United States and twice as high as in Britain. 

*



There is no doubt that the high level of labour productivity
attained in the USSR is a majoi condition for the creation of
ieveloped socialist society and- provides a sound basis for the
advanciment to communism. The strength of socialism, which
iombines technological progress with the allround development-of the
*oitii"g man or iomit ind concern for his or her health and
*itt-Uiing is manifested in the high and stable rates of growth of
labour ploductivity. This is the basis for the- comprehensive
iniensifiiation of iroduction processes and the improvement of
efficiency of social production.-- 

Owini to the co'mprehensive mechanisation and automation of
productiSn and the broad use of modern automatic machines, labour
bperations and industrial manageqe-nl 

- 
are becoming- ever more

cirmplex. Today, workers must Le hlshly skilled and have a good
knowledge of tie scientific and techno[ogical foundations of produc-
iio". ftris requirement arises under capiialism as well, but ca-pitalist
nroduction relations are an insurmouniable obstacle to the allround
ievelopment of the working man or woman and to an improvement of
his or her general educational level and skill'

fhe caf,italist system dooms the working qass.e!. to unskilled
labour and preservei the so-called partial worker. Socialist society, on
the other hind, is faced with the task, as it was pointed out by Marx,
i- replace 'thp detail-worker", a person w-ho performs a..certain
partial social function, with the "fully developed indi-vidual".2 The
'occupational division of labour !s prgPght here in.line with the
interists of the development of the individual. Socialist production
baeed on modern technology presents rapidly growing demands not
only with respect to machines but, above all, to workers themselves,
*h6 

"r" 
the ireators of these machines. In the USSR every effort is

made to carry out the task of improving the conditions that would
promote the allround develbpment of the working people as the main
productive force of societY.' In recent years the network of general secondary- schools,
vocational schools and higher educational institutions has been
extended; the professional qualification of teachers and the qudity of
instruction have been raisld. The transition to universal lo-year
education is being completed in the country. Great attention is
devoted to the training of personnel possessing a good knowledgein
individual fields and profeisional skill and capable of carrying on the
scientific and technological revolution. There is an lrnprecedented
increase in the number ind percentage of workers with diverse skills
and training in a specific technical field, of inve4tors, innovators and
researchers, engineers and technicians. As the comprehensrve
mechanisation a--nd automation of production is carried out, the
creative character of labour will become more pronounced, and this
will play an important role in the allround development of the
individual.

The swift development of science and technolosy in the USSR is
not only an essential condition for creating the material and_ technical
basis oi communism. The Soviet scientific and technical achieve-

u

ments exert a profound influence on the progressive development in
the- world; they- str_engtheg lhe positions bt itre socialist coinmunity
and open up fresh possibilities for increasing its economic and
technical assistance to the developing countries. Scientific and
technological -progress in our time hai become a major field of
competition between the socialist and the capitalisi economic
systems.

UTILISATION OF THE ADVANTAGES OF SOCIALISM FOR
PROMOT'NG SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

The Sovief Llnion has long since done away with the economic and
technical backwardness inherited from tsarist Russia and now holds
leading positions in decisive fields of science and teihnology. Among
them are space exploration, mathematics, application oi nucleai
energy, creation of quantum generators, and the use of oil and natural
gas in the chernical industry, great progress in biology and other
sciences. On the basis of its achievements in science and technology
the USSR has set up its own atomic power indu'stry, radio electroniii
and modern chemical production.

At present, the country has the scientific and industrial means to
tackle the most complicated problems posed by the scientific and
technological revolution. The industries-that are direcfly connected
with tgchnological progress-the power industry, meihanical en-
gineering and metallurgy, especiall, the manufacture of instruments
and means of automation, the chemical and petrochemical industry,
the production-_of plastics_ and synthetic rLsins-are developing
especially rapidly. The technicql re-equipment of the engineerin!
industry is being- carried o0t and more machines and equipirent are
supplied to.the light industry and the food industry. Coinprehensive
mechanisation of the building industry and agriculfure is under way.
. -New kinds of highly.efficient_machines, equipment and technolog-
ical. processes are being devgloped by Sovibt scientists, desi{n
engineers and technologists. The country's economic development
plans provide for the introduction of an ever greater number oi rr"w
machines and equipment and of scientific- achievements in the
national economy.

Technical innovations applied in production are not an end in
themselves but an important means of raising the efficiency of the
national economy..In this connection, of speEial significbnie is the
q!-estion of establishing the criterion of eionomiclxpedience and
efficien-cy of new machines and equipment. Under capitilism, the use
of qrachinery is determined solety-by considerations of capitalist
profit and, hence, the economy of paid labour only.

In socialist society, the economic expediencl of the use of
machines is determined by much wider coniiderations-their role in
expanding the production of goods to satisfy the requirements of the
whole of sgciety, and, hence, the economy of social labour. Marx
wrote: "The use of machinery for the exclusive purpose of
cheapening the product is limited in the way that less labbuimust be
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expended in producing the machinery than is displayed by the
employment of that machinerY."3

Th'6 approach to the use oi machinery from the point of view of
the economy of social labour opens up a real possibility for arriving at
creating and choosing the most efficient solutions of technical
problems. It makes it possible to start replacing manual labour by
machines and obsolete machines by new ones. Economy of labour
due to the use of new machinei also accelerates technological
progress by increasing the sources of means for conducting research
and development and making wider use of new machinery.

The system of indices used in practice (particularly, lowering the
expenditures of entdrprises, increasing profits, labour productivity,
th6 product-assets ratib, labour and material intensity, etc.) may gine
an idea of the economy of social labour. Account is also taken of the
economic effect obtained in related branches and, in terms of the
entire national economy, the growth of the national income.

Of course, it is in the interests of socialism to use the most
efficient, up-to-date technology. To accelerate technological progress
efficiency rates are being set which orient enterprises and branches of
industry to creation and use of up-to'date machinery that surpasses
the exiiting technical level and /ermits the greatest economy of social
labour.

Perfection of methods of determining the socially needed
expenditures of labour in making new machines and the mechanism of
price formatiorr based on these expenditures plays an important role
in a system of measures designed to stimulate the use of highly
efficieirt machinery. The setting of prices of machines with due
account of the economic effect derived from their use makes it
possible to relatively (and in some cases, absolulgly) lower the price-
ievel as the efficiency of these machlnes rises. The average level of
wholesale prices of goods produced by the engineering industries
(accordingto the price-listsintroduced in the USSR since January 1,
1973), whEn compbred with the level of prices before that date, is 11.5
per 

'cent 
lower; that of the means of computing technology,

instruments, diamond-tipped tools, electrical apparatus and cables is
15 to 28 per cent lower.

The Soviet industry and the industry of other socialist countries
have gained much experience in creating material incentives for the
manufacture of new gbods by setting the lower and upper price limits.
The level of production costs reached in the second and third year of
the serial production of goods is usually taken as the basis for setting
the price. When forming material incentive funds at enterprises,
acco-unt is taken of ttre growth of labour productivity and the
percentage of new, top-quality goods put out by the enter-prises.- A decisive advantage of socialism, from the point of view of
technological progress, is its planned nature, which makes it possible
to formulate and implement a single technological policy in terms of
social production as a whole, to concentrate the rnaterial, financial
and labour resources where they are most neede4, and !o choose
the most efficient ways and ineans of achieving technological

6

progress on the basis of world experience. The chief sections and
targets of five-year economic development plans are defined on the
basis of a c9n1lgh.ensive programme of sci6ntific ana teCrrnoGicar
dev_elopment. This has a positive impact on raising the scientific i-evel
of the planning activitie-s_of the state. The plans foi attaining technical
progress drawn up with due account for latest achievEments of
science and technology give the real foundation for the naiional
economic. development plans; the targets for the growth of labour
productivity, the v-olume of. production and the quility of the goods
produced, rates of expenditure of live and em-bodiid taboui ana
finanqial indices are set in accordance with them.

- State plans based on the latest scientific and technological
achievements and embracing ministries and production assoqiat6;J,
evaluations of the economic efficiency of 

-new 
machinery and of

incentives for their development and use, form a wholi set of
economic conditions for the best use of the stimuli of scientific and
technological progress inherent in socialism.

The Soviet Government pays-much attention to further raising the
efficiency of science. The scientific and technological revolutionialls
for an improved lystem of state organisation-of research, better
management of scientific institutions and the coordination of their
activities on the basis of 1 gingle state plan. The purpose is to
eliminate a situation in yhic_lllg same- probiems are stiraiio at many
research institutes of the USSR Academy of Sciences, at highei
educational institutions and at various governmental departments.
- In socialist- society, the p,ossibility of state planningbf scientific
development.has bee-n c-onrfirmed by experieice. Fiie-year plans
define dir.ections of fundamental research in conformit| with the
trends of world science and the requirements of thl national
e_conomy. The results of this research woik serve as an initial basis for
the development of the applied sciences, and the achievJmJnte of
these sciences are reflecied in current research prog."m-"i. As
research programmes draw nearer to the elaboraiiori of concrete
asslgnments, science becomes closer to production. Long-term plans
are based on discoveries to be made in siience and techn6logy, ivhile
current plans outline the ways for employing the already'made
discoveries.

In the conditions of the scientific and technological revolution
scientific forecasting is of special importance for thi state manage-
ment of science and technology. A correct evaluation of the cene-ral
trends in world science, particularly in its principal fields, m-akes itpossible to find an optimum correlation- between the 'stagei of
scientific investigationi, branchos of natural science, iic-trnicat
science and economics, and increase the country's scientific potential
whcre necessary. scientific forecasting helps to elaborate a sound
strateSy for technological progress, andioncLptions of the technologiical developme-nt of individual industries indispensable foi- the
improvcment of -production, with due account of'likely changes in
technology within the next 10 to 15 years. Herein liei the L1v to
designing machinery and enterprises of the future ana turninig to
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comprehensive mechanised and automated production, often by-
passing the stages of simple mechanisation.'--i-h; ift"Cti-u"n"ss of- state plans for achieving scientific and
technological progress largely d-epends on defining concretely the
i"tii"tiit scientrrfic reseirch conducted by institutes and teams of
."i*ti.t. and on working out concrete plans for developing new
.""t i*ry and equipment by enterprises. The concrete plans reflect
ilfre- i".g.it" set 

'by the siate plan. Here the expe-rience. and

.rriciAii"ti"n of scientists should be combined with the tasks of
pi..oti.g scientific advance set by -the state. The use of elements of
6oit ."io-u"ting in the formation of teams of scientists working on
compiehensive-problems of an applied nature is fully justified'

Efficient management of scientific research -presuqposes a

well-orCanised systEm of scientific and technical information. This
makes 

-it possibie to eliminate duplication lnd parallel efforts in
iiii"titi" iesearch. The network of research institutions is being
i-oiovea. The advantases of socialism make it possible to establish
thd close connection beiween various links of the chain leading from
basic research to the development and mastering of new-machinery
ana equipment and to spied up the introduction of scientific
achievements in industrY.

A major condition for accelerating scientific and technological
progr"iJ "is the further expansion and consolidation of economic
iooleration between the socialist countries. In accordance with the
Corip.ehensive Programme of socialist economic integration of the
CMdA member c6untries, mutual consultations are conducted
U"t*i", these countries on questions of scientific and technological
oolicv: scientific and technicil forecasts are being jointly elaborated;
[t ir" i. joint planning in solving individual problems-; scientific and
technological 

-research is beinf coordinated; and there- is regular
exchange- of scientific and technical achievements and technical
informition and cooperation in the training of scientific personnel'
Such coordination of the scientific potentials of countries makes for
their more efficient use.

The Soviet Union possesses everything necessary for the
devel,opment of the scientific and technological revolution: a powerful
materiil base, a system of developed socialist production .relations,

"nA 
tiieilV stiUeA iersonnel. Of decisive importance. for utilising the

iiisti"-g advantagei is society's organisefional activity.-This is why
the Cp-SU attachls great significance to the comprehensive program-
mi of accelaratingicientific and technological.progress and.to the
Ol'r"top*ent of al'i forms of combination of science and production
that are inherent in socialism.

NOTES

1 V. I. I-enin, Collected Worts, Moscow, Vol. 27, p. 4ll.
2 K. Mar*, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, l97O, p. 458.
3 K. Marx, Op. cit., p. 370.

Socio-Economi,c problems
of Developed Socialism

Economic Science
and Social Development of Society

PYOTR FEDOSEYEV

^. Tk*relopment of economic science, as of all social sciences in
fle ulfn, is going through a stage of noticeabt" upr*inel iiri. i. inllne rvlth the- growing importance of scientific theory for tlhi piacticat
!.r 

astely, o.f the e xceptionally complicated and contiaOi"toiv ploi"..".
9l-s_ocml devetopment.now going on qgainst the backgrounabt, and incrose connectron with, the revolutionary changes in science andtechnology. It is safe tg -sqy that Ihe gov"rning oi *"i"f riirenor"r"and the processes in which new,'comlmuniii i-orms oflo[idi'iir" 

"r"created is successful precisely because it rests on profound iliioreti-cal interpretation of these prbcesses.

I
_--As a result of the.general progress in all social sciences in the
Y!sI, the necessarv bisis has'bein ci""i"o foi il;d;;aiLc". i"me study of key problems of pres.ent-day social developmeni"na 

"l1lTI.11{91stan$ing of the specific features of .oti"i-pio"ir"r.
Jovre[ scnorars have concentrated on a complex elaborition of the

P. Fedoseyev, Academician, Vice-president of the USSR Academy ofS_ciences, clajrm_qry_9f the Sociit ii""Tir "srriiii-'i'i 
tn"Presidium o[,!!e usfn Academy o1.s. "t*i"i. iiiiii'"t"'*""ywo.*s 

. -on philo sophy, 
..s o e iology,' hiri;;; ;i' ;;;;;iotis'm' ana

s c ientific c ommuniim 
"(d 

iarectic s" oi c ontemporary sociar dev ero p-ment, interactioy o! _the prodictive fo'riei''aii-'iliiilti""retations, t\1.rote oi the.miss.e., ""i tii iiiiriiiaiitiiory,p.robkms of humaniim), inctuding tii iii"iiiii,iiiiJltiii, .rthe Pre se nt rpg9h, Comm unism i,O pr,if oroii,Jl,'rr4iii.rnj, tn"2fth Century. Marx, Engels, f""i" 
"na 

tfrJii;.;;;;;:;. 
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Dtoblems of developed socialist socicty.which bear on every aspect of
il;fi"iffi ;;;;;;'v; ;iiJ ielations, 

-iieologv, 
education and w av o{

iiiJ,-"iiii 
"i;- 

b;ir1's' t""iiia' io,pltv bv scientists and scholars of
;ifi'"r;; sii"irfiiil-., ui ttr" sbcial 

-and-natural 
scientists continue to

pool their efforts.
The most important and large-scale wo-rk here, carried.out in the

Soviei- Union over tlie past fEw years, has been participation by
.J""i"fi.ir in itr" t um"rritid economists in the first place, in wgr\ing
;';-;h;- 6;;;;;ti;;;i"" *ogram." of scientif ic and technological
i.J*ii.-rn.i it. social cdnsequences until 1!90, and. also in
li;fi iit"i.i'i["*- proUr*s- in apbtication to the forthcoming Tenth
Five-Year Plan peiiod (1976-1980).

This work shows very well how natural, technical ?nq.^:9"i"1
,"i"i"* ioop"iii". Woitiine together, representatives of different

sciences complementei:;;;i otf,"ii"'r"ting a close study of the

ilLiritig-.-i-rir-",tion *d long-term prospects i-n the development of

IJiIni"-"nd-iectrnotolyl-ifi" e"oi,otny, social relations, - 
culture,

!i,ii"ti".,-t "i;i"s 
oiilison"a, etc., in a1 their complex intercon-

;;tff;d i#;a'"p;-id;n"". rir" prosr-amme that has been_ elabo-

i'ii-"t"lJ;;"thi.s;i"n-J,itii""orf uturilong+erm31Xti"t#rlilii:
,.i oi ttt" latest ichievements in social at

;;;;dfi;;"irrini Ji'io;iil;I;."tithose who took part in this work'

Elaboration of the probLms of developed socialism provided an

:f, *:;Hl'lir;sl|3,* 
j*;*,,11*litlt'x.3i,'lf 

"Tl;'3[T":*:;#;;;d;;i.-i;; ;;;"-;-ilF"i"tist societv' the stages of its
develooment ano wayi oi-transition to communism' The solution of

ffi;;#L;i"Tii iiJ,iuil";ti"l ilirtance for oractice, which is also

helped by the t"n"s oi-s"o-ciJ-lfriii,p.ent that have been re-vealed at

;:t;T# 
-oi irt" brildi"s and firrthe.r imorovement of mature

socialism, the proUteii ;;;'lt;- ll 
-principle, 

ioncerning the charac-

iJr'i'r|iiiiiltrr"i ot aereiop"A .ociAism, ri'trictr are uiriversal, a.nd also

;;'iil ;;;ifi; r""ti,ii,'oi-rt"i"rirt co.nstruction in the individual

;;r;;if;aitr ro"i.tiriiommunity determined b-y the concrete

;ffi;A 
"onAition.-ofiheir 

national and state development.

Soviet scientists and scholars and their counterparts- fro.m the

mtlinJ-ro"iJiJi "or"tri". 
subjected to well-grounded criticism

fii;* incorrect notionJ of so6ialism ,and communism, like the

unsciirtitic concept ainiing the historical inevitability of socialism as

;-ft;;;;d;i-iit";; ot iti communist structure, and including
;;;i"tid in the tiansition period. On the other hand, no support was

;il;;'iii" 
-ri"* 

"I .oii"ti., as an independent sobio-economic

structure.
Life has confirmed-and keeps confirming-the correctness of

tfre ciassiiA theory-oi Marx, fndets and Lenin,.according to which
iiii imiicJnce and development of the communist structure, once a

..ii"ii'rii"iJfrtio. ["r beln carried out and the dietators,hip,of the

;;;ililt 
"-stauiisnia, 

pass"s through three qualtalivelv distinct
'hir-i;;idi;fiiii of de ieiopmen t: the1ran sition p eriod, sociatism' as

th.e first phase of communistn, and communism proper, the higlwr
phase.

- the period of transition from capitalism to socialism is an
inevitable historical phase of-de-velopm6nt. It starts with thJ victoryof a socialist revolution. and the eitablishmeni of the p-t"-t"ri"i,
dictatorship, and ends with the entry into the sociarisipt'ai". *rri"r,
implies 

- 
the elimination of private ownership of the me'ans ofproduction, exploitation of man by man, and- the construction of

socialist society, in the main.
The construction of socialism, in the main, being the chief result of

the transition period, means the creation of all the iecessary elementsof socialism, and not only of its economic foundation.- This is a
process that cannot be reduced to the triumph of the socialist forms of
property.

soviet scientists regar-d- socialism as a stable,and qualitatively
definite state of societywhich has its own nature. socialiim iJnot at
4l-a_temporary coexistence between immature communism ana the
"birthmarks. of. capitqllsm", but a social system characterised by
soci.alist principles which are coherent in their social nature.
socialism, the first phase of the coinmunist structure, has a number of
common features with the higher phase of communism, because it iJa
society-base{ on the principles of collectivism and on the com*on
ownership of the means of production. But socialism atso oitfers
substantially from the higher phase of 'communism in its socio-
economic structure and material and technical basis. consJquinui,
socialism is a definite stage of communism, but is n"i a irrdrt-ririd
stage. The duration of the socialist phase suggests the question of its
stages. It is generally accepted in soviet scienie that theie areatieast
two_stages within the framerryork of the socialist phase.

.The first srag€ opens with the establishment 6f socialism in tlie
main and ends with the construction of mature, developed socialist
s.ociety. Irl thp documents of the cpsu and other cornr'rniri parti"s
this stage is characterised as a stage of consolidati"", ai"iiopni""t or
comp-letion of socialist construction. Most of the borrt iriJ-ii ttrc
sociaffst community, where socialist production relationJ-tiavi-*on
gut' S" tra.nsition period has been concluded, and socialist production
based on the use of modern industrial techniques created; are at the
stage.-of building developed -socialism. Witir the final viciorv oi
socialism the state of the proletarian dictatorship develops intd the
state of the entire people.

The stqge of developed socialist society covers the next stage of
!9.1"!i.t development on the- way to communism. At- this- siage,
cfforts are made to ensure the allround improvement of social-isi
cocicty_, thg material and technical basis of communism is beinc-buitt
up,.1rnd. communist social relations are being gradually formeE.

soviet scientists and scholars regard aeietlpia Joci"tist .otietv
19! l! Eom.cthing intermediate betwEen sociarishr ano communis-ni',
combinilg the one and the other. It is a socialist society.which hai
schicvcd a- dlevcloped state. rt is characterised by the'.,allround
uiloldrng ot the advantages of socialism and the concistent conjunc-



tion of the achievements of the scientific and technological revolution
;iAA;;* iociat retations. The sphere of operationof the economic
i;;; ;i -.oci"ti.111 

and potentialitries for their implementation are

i,IiJ"OiO. it e soci"t resirlts of the use ot these laws become much
.idiJiiritfut. ft is helps to create favourable material and cultural
.i"-,ri.ii"" ior the allrorind development of the individual''--!;;i;i;;i";;; has concentrated on the problem of the criteria-of
aei[ooed socialism, a"o it is now possible to consider some of the

;;t-il4;irsi;J priniiptes that havs bee-n formulated in this area'*- 
irir;c fi d;"imhil' the criteria .o,f tlg maturity. of socialism it is

not rili iJ rt*i.rii iiom its individual indices, like the productive
i;r;;;;l"b""iproa"ciioity, e!c. -There. is -need 

f or d comprehensive

"rprld"f,, 
takirig account iri alt tne basic factors which, in-their sum

iftlf , A-"Tir.i"it[i aigr"" of the maturity of socialism in this or that

country.---S-"J*0, 
Soviet science has rejected the principle of-deriving.the

critiiia of the maturity of socialiim on the- strength of the indices

;;lii;;;dH-lit" .pn-6 of production in highly developed.capitalist
;;;;i"-t.*Th; ;.itoia oi developed socialism are inherent in
;;ilIffi arri itt socio-economic sribstance. That it ry-hy tley are

6;r"fit;d Jn the basis of the nature of socialism' Higher labour

;;;a;;tility-unaii .oiiatis- than under canitalilp is 
-an 

index of the

[on,p"titioti between the two world systemJ and the condition for the

final victory over capitalism''- 
Ttiiie,-ifr" acfii""6mint of the socio-political and ideol-ogical unity

of .o"iJi *itf, tn" rcuai"i role of the w6rking class, and the cohesion
;i tht;orkire p"opiJ aia il their orga-nisitions round a Marxist-
L;ftJ;;;t-i;.i;fia ut reearoed as i kev criterion of developed

socialism."--e 
l*Lr"fising criterion of developed socialism is the higfi degree

ot ir.E-i.-ir"if .ptii.J of social lite ot the objective laws and

iir"rLiJr *fii6tr aiJint 
"rert 

in socialism, and the attainment of its
socio-ecoriomic goals.

II

soviet scientists have studied developed socialism in its dynamics,
*ith;;-;t;-a" i6 historical prospecti -and,.in this. context' have

O"rit"li .d""i"f 
"tt"nii.n 

to th6 ways of building !P the material and

t""nni""f 'U".i. of "o--""iim, aavancement of- ttre economy of
;ffi;;.;i"ti.t r."i"ty ind gradual development of production and

aiioitt"t social relations into communist relations'
-^ u;d; d;;;bp;e-;;"i"iism ihe problery of lh1.socio-iconomic
effiiiiiiioi social pioar"tio, comes to the forL both on the scale of
ileiri!ffi-;*i"ti.t'"o,rntries and of the socialist community as a
,i,frii".-T.tii-ii aue to ttre fact that developed so_cialism-implies a

ffi;;ilfi .*itrg to*"ia. a f,rll"t satisfaction of the peopl.e's-social

;A;i;;.t. 
""a 

i iir" in their material and cultural standards. For its

il;;-htSh lgv;i ;i satisfaction of these requirements calls for vast

s2

new rg-gources, which can be created only through a considerable
intensification of the economy and greater efficieniy of production.
In these conditions, the growth of the working people's welfare and
cultural standards becomes a key factor of progress in social
production.

Consequently, the theory of socio-economic efficiency starts from
two basic points: a) enhancement of the efficiency of production is
seen as the basis and chief condition for tackling all ihe problems
which arise under developed socialism; b) effiiiency cinnot be
confined to a narrow economic framework, such 

-as 
national-

economic cost-cutting, to- say nothing of economic accounting
efficiency o.n the enterprise level, but must necessarily includ6
various social elements: The combination of social and purely
economic elements is a necessary condition for determining efiicien-
cy qr,{ its criteria under socialism. Social factors, Iike working
c-onditions, the attractiveness of various jobs, and the improvement of
the environmerlrt, in themselves operate as factors behind the growing
productivity of labour.

The marked enhancement of the socio-economic efficiency of
produclon is connected with the fulfilment of the historic tasks put
f-orwa1d. by the 24th Congregs o! lhe CPSU, of organically combining
the achievements of the scientific and technologfical revolution witf,
the advantages of socialism at its mature_stage. Soviet social scientists
have been working on the problems irising in the balanced
conjunclion of scientific progress with the entire system of planning
production and consumption at every level: on the scale of the
national economy, the individual branches, associations and enter-
pnses.

The problems of the socio-economic efficiency and the combina-
tion of the achievements of the scientific and technological revolution
with the advantages of socialism cannot be confinedio the nJtional
frameWork of individual countries. By their very nature, tlese
problems apply to the community of fraternal countries and success in
their solution depends on the development of socialist economic
integration. working in close contact wilh scientists in other countries
of the socialist community, Soviet scientists have made a definite
contribution to elaborating the theory of socialist economic integra-
tion.

Soviet social scientists have carried out concrete analyses of the
fundamental distinctions between socialist integration ani capitalist
integration.r The economic effects of capitalist integration have been
assessed, above all, from the standpoint of creating more favourable
con4itions- {o-r th9 operations of tht monopolies ind boosting their
profits, which, the facts show, lead to grLater exploitation -ot ttre
working people. Socialist economic integration is aimed to raise the
working people's material and cultural ltandards, to even out the
socialist countries' economic development levels, to bring their
economies closer together and consolidate them politically. -

Integration is a decisive factor which ensures realisation of the
advantages of socialism as a world economic system. It rests on the
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obFctivo tendency of the internationalisation of economic and socid
iiiJ-rnA i. Air"cied in a Uatanced manner by the commlrnist parties. and
i"v*ii-i"ti of itr" socialist countries-inembers of the Council for
ii,it i;l ii;;;omic aisist"nce (GMEA)' Integration processes in the
ii,oria-soci"liiiiJorromy (at thi present stag-, within the framework
of the CMEA communiiy) are c6ntred on the planning of production
;d-Iirtilbl achievemints of the current scientific and technologi-
cal revolution.-- 

when the concept of socialist-type economic inlegration was being
tormutaila, the "niarket" approach was rejected, for it entailed an

;;Ati""l -ilrro*nitrg of cdfitatist integraiion methods and their
.ooivinc to the socialist ec6nomy. The world socialist system can
a-"iitop-su"cissfully only if the methods adequate to socialism are

G;d;-;"4 th" Ctrier of ff,ese are centralised state planning and the

""iaiir 
iotJof n" comrnunist and workers' parties in managing the

iationit economy and international economic cooperation-'
--$;J-;"i"rti.is in the USSR and other fraternal socialist
*""ilio ti"ui for*"lated the fundamentals of the integpaticin
rn-"e-iii"iiy wtriitr is an interconnected sum total'of forms of planned-rii*"gi;'"nt of interstate coopcration, commodity-moley instru'
;;6 *d an organisational ind legal structure catering for the

A;;k;d;t & iniJgration process qnd gtgq,ig involvement in it of
irairiOir"t-.ational iconomi"s. All this isif fundamental practicd
il;.;ta"* ior such spheres of coope-ration as international socialist
iiS"iifi"ti* anO Coo'peration of prbduction, scientific and technical
risearch, efficient foreign trade, etc.--ii 

[1l! socio-economi-c efficiency of social production is to grow

,t""aUi-*r* is censtant need- to 
-im_prove 

ttre manage-ment of the
iunctidniiig and development of socialist society' Special attention is
6;il-;ir;-t to the pioblcm o! organising production, scientific-
orod-ucEon and acxarian-industrial associations.'--Tk;;itructiln of developed socialism has sharply increased the
aemandi pot to the theory and practice. of planning, .whose
characterislic features today are comprehensive approach, elabora-
6;;i iong-term prospects and emphisis on the qoci4 aspect of the
or.n..- Soc-ialist iocietv is faced 

-with the task of directing -the
[i"iu.."J -oi 

ihe scien'tific and technological revolution through a
[oniiAii"Ui" eitension of planning. This-requires that fundamental

""a-"pp6,n 
research, desidn and development, construction of new

i"rtAfftion. arrA trairiing of personnel, oiganisation of mass produc-
lffi o1 *o6dJ and serv-ices-and their lupply to consumers should
constituie a singte cycle. Ever growing importa-nce attaches to
6il.161; to"i"t-itar"ing, with thJimprovement of ev-ery aspect 9f
;;;Ei b"i.S ana ionscioliness taken ad a cornerstone of planning and

its objective basis.-- 
L-.ingi"i*pianning has been assuming-international. forTs in the

CMEi-cou"tiii; joi-nt activity in this-field, including the joint
ptanning of a glowing number.of.spheres of production'
'-Ai-iit pieiett stige, special importance in the further develop-
."ni-of 

"6ciety 
and-suciessful planning attaches to the Manist-

s

Leninist theory of reproducfion, especially the problem of national'
economic propoitiori,s and the rilation belween the tw-o--basic
deoartmenti oi oroduction. The latest Lenii Miscellany XXXVilI
coirtains unpublished writings by Lenin on these problems. There we
find Lenin's schemes of reproduction and the relation between the
two departments. Lenin drew up several variants of such schemes
which develop Marx's scheme of reproduction for socialist society,
with an eye to the changing relations of production and, consequently,
a totally iifferent type of distribution, notably, of the part-of the value
of the-surplus product which under capitalism goes for parasitic
consumpti6n bi the exploiters. I,enin's scheme also includes
precapiialist structures. On the basis of a historical- comparison,
Lcnin proved that the communist social structure is able to ensure
higher iates of Srowth both in production and consumption.- Solution of -the problems 6f the socio-economic efficiency of
sooial production, management and planning is closely connected
with the developmenl of economico-mathematical methods. These
methotls have c6ased to be a separate line in the social sciences and
are becoming their organic element. Various macro-econornic models,
etatic and dinamic intersectoral balances, models of reproduction of
fixed asseti and labour resources, models of the dynamics and
structure of the people's consumptiono and models of external
economic relationi have already been worked out and are being
cxtensively used. Advances have been made in optimisi{rg planning,
especially on the sectoral, association and enterprise levelq. A system
of-economico-mathematical prognostication models is being used in
preparing scientific material 

-for the f ive-year lnd long-term national
iconomii development plans. But the most difficult part of the task of
applying matheniatical methods to planning has yet to be fulfilled;
gr6ubs 6f Soviet scientists, together with planners, have been working
Io pioduce a single economico-mathematical system of accounting
and- planning, embracing all levels and elements of the national
economy.

In ttie Soviet Union work is now going on to build up automated
management systems for enterprises, associations, sectors and
regions. Ultimaiely, a management, information and communications
system is to be set up for the entire country on the basis of the latest
aihievements in mahy fields of the social, natural and technical
sciences, thereby helping to realise the historic advantages -of the
ownership of the entire piople in the conditions of the scientific and
technological revolution.

Soviet social scientists oppose any underestimation of the
importance of mathematical methods and modelling in analysing and
geicratising econom;c and social processes and implementing scien-
fific solutfuns, because without consistent use of mathematical
mcthods it is impossible to integrate the qualitative and quantitative
slpcctt of research.- At the same time, we also oppose any attempt to turn these
methods into absolutes or to enshrine them as fetishes, an approach
which turns modelling into an end in itself. We oppose the
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proliferation of models which have no value either for science or for
practice, and which amount to "mathematical scholastics". There is
good ground for our rejection of the technocratic belief in the
possibility of automatically administering society by means of some
universal system of machines. Just as there is no truth in the lTth-18th
century idea that man is a machine, so there is no truth in the idea that
society is a mechanism.

Long discussion and much research have helped to clarify the
p.lace and role of commodity-money instruments in the socialist
economic system. Substantiated criticism was levelled at .the
revisionist theories of "market socialism", which tend to undermine
the laws of the balanced development of the socialist economy. Ideas
that commodity-money forms are incompatible with the nature of
socialism, especially at the stage of developed socialist society, were
also rejected.

Scientific studies have convincingly shown the fundamental,
qualitative distinction between the substance and role of commodity-
money categories under capitalism and under socialism. We proceed
from the fundamental Marxist proposition that all economic
categories - commodity, money, capital - are not things, but definite
social relations. Under capitalism, these are not just economic
phenomena but relations involving exploitation.

Under socialism, economic categories express fundamentally
different social relations and have new functions to perform.
Commodity is no longer a relation between private commodity
owners, but a form and instrument of exchange of activity between
those who work in collective production. Under socialism, labour
power cannot be a commodity. State enterprises in industry,
agriculture, transport and communications, like the land, which has
been nationalised, cannot be bought or sold.

With the full triumph of socialism, money cannot be transformed
into capital, even partially, whether it be industrial, financial or
commercial capital; consequently, it cannot be an instrument of
exploitation. Wherever money can be used, to whatever extent, to
acquire the means of production as private property and to hire labour
force for the purposes of producing surplus value or for commerce
and profit-makinC, in short. wherever money can be used as capital in
any part of the economy-production, the services or trade-there,
of course, no developed, matuie socialism has yet been established.

Consequently, with the transformation of social relations on
socialist lines, the substance and role of commodity-money categories
are modified, but they should not be regarded tus forms which are
extraneous or alien to socialism, but as important instruments for the
functioning of the socialist mode of production, distribution and
exchange of activity. It would be wrong, therefore, to underestimate
commodity-money instruments and to regard them as some kind of
relict or a form of accounting and nothing more. Under socialism,
money is not just a symbol for settling accounts but an expression of
economic relations, real labour inputs and a certificate for the
acquisition of the corresponding quantities of the products of labour.
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So long as the principle of distribr
continues io- operate together with thertsiistefHffirri:"i::r"*:
economic relations, commodity-money insiruments cbntinuJ to be
objectiv-ely necessary forms of s-o-cialis-f reproducfion and exchange of
the products of -l-abour, designed both for irersonil and tor pioouction
consu{qption. The law of value operatel in new condiiions: it is
subordinate to the system of the economic laws of socialism-and is
used by society in a balanced manner.

Balanced, harmonioul and proportional development is achieved,
even in developed socialist soiiety, by overcoming the irregularitiei
and contradictions which either come down as a le[acy of th?past or
arise anew. Nor does the problem boil down to the f-acithati" tf,i ,ast
and intricate business of planning and organising production tt ii" can
be miscalculations in determining the necessiiy proportibns. rhe
gpiective- process o.f economic tevelopment ilsdtf iu"J-irrio"gh
dialectical contradictions, being a complex interaction-or air"rr"
elements of the qroductive forcei and various aspects ano eiemints ofproduction relations.

. Development engenders contradictions between objective and
subJectlve factors, between desires and actual possibiliti6s, between
balanced- development and spontaneous elements, between niw ana
trequenuy unexpected and rapidly growing social and individual
requirements and the efforts to meet tJrem. Non-antag;nistic
contradictions like those between the necessary centralisatiJi in tt e
management of the national economy, on the one hand, and the
gr-oqing role and independence of the various elements ana'uianctresof the economy and socio-political organisation, ana regiorrs ot
soclety, on the other, also have a definite role to play. Evlry new
major- stage in the development of socialist sbciitv piLauc"s
something new in the relations between democracy 

"rrd "intrati.-and in the concrete expression of democratic centraliim. the
fundamentg,l principle on which social processes are governed.

contradictions have always been the motive foric behind any
gdv-ancg, including social progress. Marxists have maae-a concret"
in-depth- study of the real contradictions around them, but they have
resolutely opposed any inventiron of contradictions, ti,t iit iJ 

".r"n-liatty. a petty-bo-urgeois_approach. The petty bourgeois,-fvfari saiO,
rdealrses contradictions because that is the fabric ofwhich he himsefis made. The task before Marxist-Leninists is to show-up-the real
contradictions in life and to overcome them on the ba;is ;f the
objective laws of development of socialism.

III

-_-f.l,rtqqfant,aspect 
of the studies of developed socialist society is

anatysrs or the changes in its social structure aid etaboration of waysto lm-prcvc it Studies are being made of the graduat u.ingi"gtior",
lls-1ll,.I_1"1.1 e^ye I I i ne ou t of thJ m ate rial s tandiid s 

"ra ei i"rir liri"econditions of the various classes and sections of sociefy, the risini
cultural and cducational level of soviet people and the 

"itiuiirtr."nt



of a hornogeneous social structure on that basis. The em-phasis here is

ilid ;il1,! d;*top*""t oi tt" Soviet working clas.s,.the collective'
il;;l#;"ttv *ia tfi"int"ttigentsia as mature soci4ism Er.oy1 into
iff" ;#ffi;1[i."ii"r iv.iiInl it ise problems are bei-ng studied in the

;;;#;T;l,t""titi" #a technologi6al pros{ess' and with.an eve to

;# ;;;td;;;tt"titi; i 
-t* 

o u"i"oming -the 
e s se ntial di stinctions

6;i*;; a"i,ri ana country and between mental aad physical labour.
O; ;i tii; o1"i" socio-iconomic tasks is to reduce and ultimately

"firi""t" "rduous 
,a""at 

""a 
unskilled labour in every branch of the

economy. i i -,-^:-_ -rvarious controversial questions arose in the elaboration of the

"rrious 
oiobiems be;inS on the class structure of socialist society.

$;""-;"'ti;;. 6;f;;&?""ii""i"* of Lenin's prelnise that socialism

i-r i'ir"tJlti ili;ty;;t 
"tgo"a 

tt 
"i 

there coi'ld.be. no gyggtion of
;;;"6;1i-;"-i;iist:;i;,v il tq;tis ilasses and class distinctions
;;1nxiila: others, d;;;t"tr; trefa tnat with the construction of
a;;;fi;i ;;i;t*t ;ciJiv ciasses tended tP .dis9pqeT:^,l1"vine
b;hi;a-t["; onfy o"""p"fio""t or socio-psYchological distinctions
b;il;;;ahe intefectuali, n orti"rs and coilbctive farmers. That is an

;;;G ;i il ;;bil;i 
"ha 

a.Er"atic interpretation of l-9f1-1 i,acas'

d,t"iii.-tJnin maaeit quite ilbar that thlre were two stages in thc
;;;dH bfffiffiffi ;;i;it,-i;-hi spoke aboqt the elimination of
if;fiir-it* ;Ei;s;d;u.iit ttt" iiiilination oi classes ingeneral'
iilit"S-6-th" iaiiJi wittr the elimination of the distinctions betwccn
iown-and country, and between mental and mmual labour'*"iir-li"tir.irili 

t5! changes of -the- class structure in mature

ro"i"lirt 
-.otiiii 

a-na-itre pio.i"cts of achieving social. homogeneit-Y,

;;;;tir;;;dt" i*ri*a-iol-"aua" u part of tf,e intellieentsia or the

*fiorc of it in the *oriing class. Others, conversely, believe. that a

""ii-if tt i workins ciaiJ-should be included in the intelligentsia, to
ili,';-.itfiiirr;iih;T"ilit absurd attempts to include the whole of thc
;i.kil;]il*'iii tr,i-'intiilieenisia,'so establishing one..class of
#; d1.r?d;iia ih, J, .il;ai&y, re s olving the proble m of e liminating
class distinctions."- Wil;;;.i.iiring this question, Marxists start from Lenin's

"onc"pi-ot-cla.ses 
uiiO 

"f"..itructuri, 
which makes it clear that the

;;ffiS;lffip th"-"tiii-t""Oing_ foice in socialist and communist
ioriitril"tio". We cant oi atfoia to-tose sight of this cardinal criterion,
;;;;;"ilt-i" tfr" pr"r""t rii""tion, whei the ideological stru$le is
ilffi-Jiilii ,,ulntv over these questions. The renegade Roger

6-#l"a'i.-r''#fi;;;;,in"r"oiJinEieersandtechniciansincapitalist
;;fi;il til;;*il;i;;i-"r"ilni"g that thev g9 the'most adv-anced

il;il, oi ifr"t ct"ss,"*hi"h'in piise-nt-Aay conditions has the leading

role to play.'-"nlri'sioirists, like Ota Sik, contrqst the intelligentsia and the

t"orilrri-"f-"rilinri.ii"i thJ $ie,intglligentsia must play- the leading

ibii-oia"i *;ialis;: ih;, the rca6ing role of the workins class is

ffi"f,.,-!o iii6r"tii"tiiiliminating th6 question of.the party_as the

;;il,iri-"i-i[J *ort ii,g iiass and its irowing role in communist
conotruction.
t!

, However, actual changes in the class structure of socialist society
do not at all occur through the inclusion of the intelligentsia, as a
section, in the working class or of the working Class in the
t"llo'irf.it'3;urse 

of socialist construction. two maior tasks were
resolved for a fundamental modification of the class structure: the
elimination of the exploiter classes and the socialist transformation of
petty-commodity production. Taken together, these major socio-
political achievements led to a situation in the Soviet Union in which
there are no classes or, in Lenin's words, social groups of men some
of whom are able to appropriate the labour of others because of their
different place in a definite structure of the social economy. This led
to the elimination of the age-old antagonism between classes and class
interests as the main basis fiir the class struggle. With the socialist
reorganisation of petty production, the classes of workers and
peasants no longer rely on different modes of production buton one
and the same, socialist mode of production. Conventionally they have
been called new classes. To be more precise, these are spe-
cial - friendly - classes of"working people which are not confronied
with antagonistic classes of exploiters. Socialism does not create new
clas_s,es, but fundamentally transforms the class structure of society.

However, under socialism class distinctions remain because th6y
are determined by the existence of lwo different forms of social
property, the division of labour into predominantly manual and
predominantly mental labour, and also the distinctionsbetween town
and country. In this context, Lenin said that if classes were to be
eliminated it was not enough to overthrow the landowners and
capitalists, which was only one part of the task, and not the most
difficult part at that. There is also need to eliminate the distinction
between town and country and the distinction between mental and
manual workers.2 Lenin added that this eliminated one of the sources
of social inequality, a source that could not at once be eliminated by
the mere expropriation of capitalist property in the means oi
p-rodrrction and its conversion into social property.3 Elimination of
this inequality, says Lenin, calls for "an enoimous development of the
productive forces...reaching the point of breaking away from the
division of labour, of doing away with the antithesis between mental
and manual labour, of transforming labour into 'life's prime want'.".
- The development of society towards an ever greater social
homogeneity runs through changes in the condition of the classes end
social groups. whose main content is an ever greater bringing closer
together of the working class, the collective-farm peasartGy and the
intelligentsia. Their social positions, working conditions, nature of
work, living standards, education, culture, and so on, become
increasingly alike.

_ The development of the modern worker is a gradual process in
which mental and manual labour are organicalli combiied in his
production activity. There is a growing number of highly skilled
workers who arc moving closer to the engineers and technicians in
cultural and technical standards and funttions in the process of
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prqduction. Today, millions of Soviet workers are inventors and
inrlovators, thereby ceasing to be mere manual labourers or basic
producers of material values (which, in effect, characterises the
working class), but also creators of cultural values in the sphere of
production (which is characteristic of engineers and technicians).
Workers have a growing part to play in producing cultural values in
general.

The system of public education helps to tackle the problem of
combining mental and manual furictions in the workers' activity. One
of its elements is the establishment of vocational schools 'ivith
secondary education standards which graduate more and more
workers of the new generation. Together with the creation of material
values these workers will quite obviously have ever gxeater oppor-
tunities to develop their intellectual activity.

Processes characterised by the ever greater drawing closer
together of the peasantry, the working class and th€ intelligentsia are
also in evidence in the transformation of the collective-farm peasantry
and the nature of labour in agriculture. In this connection, vast
importance attaches to the process in which agro-industrial complexes
arC being formed in the USSR. These not only help to raise the level
of socialisation of collective-farm property, but also work a
fundamental change in the nature of agricultural labour, making it
akin to industrial labour which is increasingly saturated with science.

Thus, the Soviet working class and the collective-farm peasantry
have changed a great deal. This meanp that the conditions for
educating and upbringing children have also been changing, while the
distinctions once arising from the different conditions and oppor'
tunities for education, cultural development, and so on, tend to
disappear as well.

In socialist society, the intelligentsia is no longer an intermediate
layer between classes, but a growing social stratum allied with the
workers and peasants through common social, ideological and
political attitudes. In the fraternal alliance of all the working people,
ihe intelligentsia has a tremendous contribution to make to raise
society's cultural and technical standards, thus helping to obliterate
class distinctions.

Present-day sociological studies of the Soviet family have brought
out processes which are important in making society's make-up ever
more homogeneous. They show that there are many families, both in
town and dountry, whose members come from different social
sections, with the father a worker, the mother a collective-farm
woman, the son an engineer, the daughter a teacher, etc. On the
family level, there is an interweaving which characterises the
obliteration of the old social facets and barriers.

Of course, t}te main thing is not to analyse individual cases or
classify various citizens or families. Nor is it right to reduce the whole
matter to a change in the social condition of individuals or individual
occupational groups. The main question is the character of the
changes in the structure of socialist society and the objective
condition of the classes and social groups of which it consists.
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IV

- Developed socialist society is distinguished bv the further
dernocratisation of the state and social life, which is one bt ttre
objective laws of this. society.- The expinsion of democracy is
considered in the Decisions of the 24th cbngress of the cpsu ana
other documents of the communist party anif the soviet State as an
objective-process, meeting the vita! requirements of the econo,niC,
social and cultural development of soviit society. The scientiiic and
technological revolution and the growing scale oi production and the
complicated mana-gement processbs it involves, poie new probiems in
understanding and developing democracy.

Lenin said that as society would advance towards communism
administrative functions would become ever more simpuliii anowould be carried out by an-ever growing number or p6opti. rfiiiprediction has come true, as far as [ofitici leadership ii co'nc"rnea.

Lenin however als-o perceived that the growtfr of l"oustriar
production,. transportation and communication ialls ror-ihC-sirictest
order and dis.cipline as well as centralised management. In conditions
of the scientific and technological revolution t[e importa;";-;i tili;
feature of society increases sharply. The use of the iatest a"nier"-
ments of science and techn_ology in management demands a high levelof specialised training and,- c-onsequenti=y, an ever irigtrCi--l&er orplofessionalism. under socialism the proiessionarism1iiiecutive
administrative bodies is accompanied by a bigger rote piavid-by ttre
represe-ntative bodies - the soviets at ail leveli, and the niasi pirutic
and political organisations, Party, trade-union, and youth orc;nisa_
tions;. production conferences, etc. consistent realisation -of the
,Leninist principle of democratic centralism is the u"ri 

"riipoa" 
to

bureaucracy and formalism.
on the basis of the fundamental revolutionary changes in the

material and cultural spheres of society in the t-tssn -"ra-ott"t
so-cialist_ countries, a fuhdamentally new, socialist noy iiTiti n^"
taken -shapg aqd is developing. it has assimilated ihi' U6st ot
everything that the working mlsses have produced over the iong years
of revo-lutionary struggle ind sociarist aird communist io"s-tridtion.
. ln the-past few years, the complex and multifaceted problem ofthe socialist way of life has become one of the key pioblems in

research into mature socialism. Much has been doni to iiuav tnlproblems of livir.rg standards, which are the key compon"ni6t tn"
socrallst way of life. Much has also been done to solve the problem of
distributive relations, incomes, consurnplion, differentiati6n of living
standards and the important question oi how the working p"opre us"
their frce and leisure time.

Thesc studies have shown that the development of the socialist
way.of lifc at the slage of mature socialism is inireaiinetro"tii.i""o
by thc changes in labour c?yrqg b-y the scientific and iechnologicat
revolution under socia.lism. while the problem of leisuie iJiiiiir"ri
import4nt for man's allround development, ttre new-man,-ttr" uirila",
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of communism, is moulded above alt in the sphere of labour. socialist
iociiti-a society of working people-can alone-and in effect
do".I en.rrre thai all the sectionl of society have basically the same

wav of life. soviet scientists and scholars have studied the vast
opportunities opened up by exploitation-free labour for the develop-
;:;t;f inaivitua intLreits, 

-tastes 
and requirements, how-men's

iiciA aiti"ity, creative initiative and independence in every sphere of
fiti frave bi6n erowing. Alongside eitensive studies of -socio-
i"o"on1i" and cullural cdnditioniin which the socialist way of life is
beinc shaped, more attention is being devoted to its basic components
and -characteristic features both 

-as a whole and in concrete
manifestations as applied to various groups of the p-oq9.!ation'

Marxist scholarJ studying the socialist way of life have not
co"ti*U it 

"mselves 
to tacldiig the problems of the positive impact of

;;;a"Ctid rehtions, social Jtructure and the political s-ystem of
ioiiAi., on the life of society and its members. They have also
."uorrto show how social rehd'ions and the objective and subjective
oioiesses characteristic of socialism inlluence the. formation and
iivelopment of the socialist way o{ life, a-nd what needs to be done to
matci firis influence most progrissive and fully in line with the great
purpose of the new social sYstem.

v

The socialist mode of p,roduction and the socialist way of life are
being established and developed as the two world systems compete
with-each other. Soviet socialscientists have given constant attention
to studying the problems of the present stage in the general 9isi1 ol
caoitalism. Thei have elaborated many of these problems in close
cobperation witir their colleagues in the fraternal socialist coutrtries,
andihis has contributed to a deeper understandingof these problems.

In analysing the stages of the general crisis o! capitalism, notably,
the preseni stale, we are guided by the Marxist-Leninist theory of the
worid revolutionary prociss. Let us recall that Maoism-'s pseudo-
revolutionary conc6pi denying the crucial role of economic competi-
tion betweei the twb systLmi, claimed that only another world war
would usher in a new stage in the general crisis of capitalism.
Historical reality shows that in the postwar period the new stage in the
ceneral crisis oi capitalism was conditioned not only by its internal
Eontradictions, whiih had earlicr led to world wars. The course of the
ceneral crisis of capitalism has been tremendously influenced by the
Eonfrontation betwien the two socio-economic systems - capitalism
and socialism - which has generated new laws of world development.
These iave beenexpressed inthecapabilityof theworld revolution-
ary forces to put up an effective fight for a relaxation of international
tension. Socialism and the revolutionary forces allied with it, have
succeeded in dealing crushing blows at the most reactionary groupin-gs
of imperialism. Socialism has actively helped to bring down the
imperialist structure of the world economy and to strencthen the new

c2

national states- and plomote their development along the path of sociat
progress. Socialisrln,has the decisive role to play in shajring the now
world economy. This is an expression of tlre dial&tiis in the
competition between the two sysiems in peaceful coexistence.

. fo*9 tend to reduce the general crisis of the capitalist system to a
crisis of state-monopoly capitalism. We hold thai the criiis of the
state-monopoJy structure is a component part of the general crisis of
capitalism._ State-monopoly capitalism has failed-to cope with
inllation, the international monetary crisis, the energy crisis, the
problems of the environment, etc. All of this is an expiission of the
crisis of sqaF-mgqopoly capitalism, but it is also an exlression of the
general crisis of the capitalist oocial system.

Analysis of the prcsent stage of the general crisis of capitalism is
an intricate and complex topic, in which the probtim of the
competition between the two sysr€ms should be singled out in thi first
plage, This problem is being lgckled by research inJtitutes epeoialising
bolh in the economy of socialism and in the cconomy of capitalibm. Ii
this arca, we have oucceeded in reaehing some esientiar'theoretical
and practical conclusrons.

'First, in the last few years, criteria and new methods have been
formulated for a more precise comparison of the basic indices of the
economic potential and economic development lovels in the socialist
and capitqlist cguntries, the USSR and the USA in the first place. The
volume of production and labour productivity have been compared in
qrany branches of industry in the USSR, the USA, Japan, ttie FRG,
Britain, and France in the same currency.

Second, various changes in the economic competition between the
two systems at the pre-s9nt stage have been identified, showing that
from-its com-p€tition with capitalism in the volume of productidn the
eocialist world o-asses over to competition in efficiency of production,
organisation and quality of goods.

Third, in analysing the problems of the competition between the
two systcms we have been increasingly aware of the fact that sver the
past dccades the ruling circles of the capitalist countries have been
using more- flexible tactics in the class struggle, creating the
impression-that social problems are being tackled.Tn tiUs conteit, on
the basis of the generalised experience in-the competition between the
two s.ystems-the lines along which the socialist way of life has been
cx€fting an influence- on mankind's progressive development have
been-more clearly defined. The socialiit way of rife with iti priority of
oogjal 

- 
interests, mutual assistance of members of produciion

collectives, the people's solidarity in pursuing their nationil aims and
fulfilmcnt of their internationalist dufu, confldence in the future and
ablence of crises and inflation is becoming ever more attractive to the
workiry people in the capitalist countrics.
_ Fourth, now that the bourgcois "congumer society" has been hit
by o profound crisis, it becomes increasingly obvious that in its
compctition with the advanced capitalist coun&ies socialism has no
nood at dl to imitatc their economii structure. Marxist scholars have
bccn purposcfully working out the long-term prospects for soCialism's



advance into the van of scientific and technological progress and have
been studying the socio-economic premises and conditions for doing
so througli thE use of the advantages of the planned economic system.

In tfr'e new situation, exceptional importance attaches to the
concrete scientific elaboration of the problems of the relations
between states of the two world systems as they move from "cold
war" to d6tente, and as peace and the security of nations are being
consolidated.

Soviet scientists and scholars have achieved tangible results in
studying the causes of the ever greater economic,, social and political
instibility in the citad.els of iiperialism, which is a characteristic
feature of the deepening general crisis of capitalism at the present
stace. Their analviis hetps to gain a better understanding of the
spi-cific nature of the prisent economic crisis, the heaviest -in the
obstwar neriod. which-has now hit the whole capitalist world and
iryhich, in contrast to earlier crises, has, for the first time in the history
of capitalism, developed against the background of inflation of
unparalleled proportions in peacetime.'The impait oh the course of inflation of the spiralling price hikes '
bv the maibr corporations is ever more pronounced, for these giants
hive put on much weight in a tide of mergers and takeovers stimulated
by government measuies to intensify concentration,and centralisation
of capital.

Inflation cannot be regarded as a phenomenon confined to the
monetary sphere. We regard it as an expression of the.class policy of
the mon6pdly bourgeoisii, which has been.inflating prices in order to
,,,rttipty its irofits-and nullify any wage increases and other social
cains'athiev6d by ttre working people in persistent class stru8€le.- Research has shown that the most profound energy and raw
material crises could only have arisen under inflation and the arbitrary
acis of international monopolies. These crises have gone beyond the
limits of a phenomenon ln a market situation and have become
long-term factors in the aggravation of the general crisis of capitalism'
In iarticular, they have-caused a heavy upheaval in-the system of
economic and political relations between_ imperialism and the
developing countries, which has taken shape on the--basis of
neocolbniilism, an upheaval that is having a substantial influence on
the changing structure of the world capitalist economy.

Manfgr6ups of Soviet scientists have been carrying on complex
studies 

-of 
the-environment and the ecological crisis as substantial

i"iiois in the aggravation of class contradictions in the advanced
capitalist countries.- 'The profound social and economic upheavals through.which
capitalisir is now going testify to qualitative changes in the
development of its general crisis. Evidence of this also comes from
the stridies carried out by Marxist scholars of problems of the
iontemporary working-clais movement in_ the- capitalist countries.
These st rAiis are bised on a comprehensive analysis of the
development of the working-class movement in close interconnection
with tlie objective economic, social and socio-psychological proces-
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s.es taking place-in capitatist society, with the changing correlation of
the class forces in the world arena,-and with the nef,c-6ndi-tion. Lr trr"
competitio4 and struggle between the two world syste;;:---'
- Among the factors exerting a. profound inftuencl onit 

" 
working-

class movement soviet scientists have emphasisJa itri 
'"u.r"nt

scientific and technological revolution, its imiaii on-trri-iciiomic
condition of the working class, its so'cial oevetop.i"i ano 

-mental

mlke'up, working condiiions and content or rauriui. rnise stuaiesrefute the inventions of bourgeois ideologists 
"on""irin" tt""bourgeoisif ication" and "deprole-tarianisation; of the iint".f,or"ry

working elass and its allegedly dwindling weight ano role in icdnomil
and .social d-evelopment. New data -suggist a totally 

-oifLrent
conclusion: the main tendency of politi-al developmeni in ttr"
industrialised cap.italist countries is the growtn or itrl pioietariat's
militant class-activity, extension of its dEmands, and tfrnirn br its
struggle for the immediate interests into the movement agai-nst the
entire state-monopoly system.

Soviet studies of new phenomena in the state-monopoly regulationof the.economv and.social processes in the aaiiiiih'iili'aomt
coynj.ries have-.provided convincing evidence that the attenipts to
stabilis-e-capitalism by means of suJh regulation merely irg"ri.rr 

"tangled knot of contradictions which teno to 4ggrarnate iii-lJnerat
crlsls.
. In-the early 1970s, successes in deve-loping inter-state intecration
brought new elements of instability to 

-the- 
economiC .v.6, of

imperialism- The enlargement of the membership oi ihe 6uiop""n
common Market has generated acute and long-tirm cort 

"diciionibetween the main participants of the Atlantic .{l[ance on -onii"rv,market, oil,- raw material and military strategy problems.
. .Alongside.the growing integratiori conneiied with the activity of

state-monopo-lv institutions, ever greater importance attaches to tn"
integration o-f private monopoly c6pital wtri6h t 

"r 
ui"r-t"[inc ir"""within the framework of 6conomic empires uii"g .ii ,p 

-tsi 
trr"

multinational corporations. Acting to meei their own-selfi.t '"na", tt 
"multinationals ignore the interes[s not only of the 

"ourtri".- 
*["r"

they .have _set-up their subsidiaries but alio those t[;; til; *"based, and which are "their" countries. Thev have-iiusiiai"a 
"number of measures envisaged .by ttre state-monopoly programming

of -the economy,curtailproduction wherethe economii siiuation ii
unfavourable, transferring masses of capital to countries wtriii ttre
curre.ncy- is more stable, thus causing flar-e-ups of the monetariLiisis.
Multinationals have in some cases si-multane'ously erpoitea ciisis ana
infJ.ation,-thereby intensifying the anarchy both'in tir" 

""onoriis or
rndrvrdual countries and-in the world capitalist economy as a whole.

Thc interaction and interweaving of ihe contradiction. gin"iit"a
by . shpranational state-monopoly i-ntegration *in - 

tn"-ln-i"gr"tion*ti9.t spontaneously_occurs oh the basi-s of agr"".Lni. uii*i"n trr"
multrnattonals engenders anarchy in capitalist society in new forms.

Let us also note a number of essential changes i; iite;:i;i;iahst
relations. The formation of the three centrel of .oa"i"-'""pitur
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ism-the USA, Western Europe (EEC) and Japan-means above all
that the contradictions between them have been developing on an ever
larger scale. The economic rivalry and comp-etition between these
ihr-eJ centres of capitalism has shaiply intensified. An analysis of the
diepening interimperialist contradictions is, naturally,- inseparable
i.ofi 

"n 
inalysis 6t ttre whole complex of interactions between the

centrifugal and centripetal forces within the capitalist system. In the
present-conditions, interimperialist codperation and rivalry tend to
ievelop into an immensely more intricate system o-linteractions than
thev did at the earlier stages of the postwar US-West European
r"l"tiorr.. Today there is -not only a marked intensification of
centrifugal tendincies in these relations, generated by tlte package of
old and new imperialist contradictions, but also their close interweav-
ing with the development of the imperialist "partnership".

.o'

soviet science has also been doing important research in the

oroair|ii ii *" devitiping counties' Thi disintegralio-n of the

;;ffii"I;y;i"*-and the'em-ergence, of dozens of new independent
;.di. iiri worm arena has worked a tangible change in the bSlxnsg

of'-tii *o.fd forces, aOai"g greater dept-h to the general crisis of
iioii"fi.r. 

-sori"isct 
oiars h-avi done muth work in analysing the new

.itir.tio".-ftiv proiected the non-capitalist way of development at a

iir" ifi"n ttii p6siiUitities of this line of advancement were onlv to be

eil;;;r;A i" if,"o."ticA terms. Life has borne out this forecast. A
conctusion was drawn aboqt the role of the state sector as a
;;"-;;i"ll, "nii-""pit 

tist force, and this conclusion is being con-

firmed before our very eyes.^-'ic fi;"ii"ri.tr'-pbli6v is designed constantly to reproduce.the
a"oina"niE oi tt. Third World cou-ntries. That is the substance of the
;;:;;-ili;;.,atio"ar ai"ision of labour which neocolonialism seeks to

".iuuri.f" 
Effqrts are-being made to tie in the economy of the Third

W;ia;rrtrils to ttri- nJeds of the modernising structure of the

;;;;;.t;ittti wi.t"tn powers. {t lhe same time, the need to shape

".-iiiiiiil"ri"ni 
ratio"at 

"tor,omy 
in the deve.loping countries calls for

i"rurJii,iriai ctranCe in their-position within the system of the

inteinational capitalist division of labour.*--ih; 
;6rSStJbet*e"r, the two tendencies is the basis and substance

of th;-;;;;E[t-o"y t"r'*i*. between the two groups of ..countries
*tt i, t[i1ia.e*trk of the capitalist economic system. In the course

;f fi.[;i;"ss6 a new historical phenomenon has arisen, nam-ely, the

I".i,"u"it"*.i ltti a"riioping' countries' tasks in the face of
ffi;;;iffi 

"lnl 
lr"ir rUiauritvind awareness of their unity and need

i#i;i.;;ii;;: s;;il;ciintijts and scholars berieve that their duty is

;' ;;;i;;;- ilir, 6," e*iiar anq the- particular in the developing

i,ouniiiir i. oiaer to nEfp conrotidate th;ir alliance with the countries

of the world socialist sYstem.
6

. Recenfly' ever more importance has attached to studies of the
impact exerted by the Third world on tre uneven aevetopmint or the
capitalist countries. In the new conditions, the imperiatisf lLwers'loss .of their monopoly of raw material resources shbuld be sien as a
manifestation of the uneven development of capitalism. rtris iJnas toproduce a totally new balance of fbrceg in the world econo-v. rrc
dependencre of the advanced.c-apitalist countries on the aiuiopini
countries for their raw material supplies is ever more pronounced.
_. .Irl g_td"Ito study the prospects for the further development of ttre
Third world countries it-is important to gain a correct uioiisi*airiof how their social structure is shaped. Its specific iJ"i"iis a."
determined by ttre multistructural make-up of the 

"corromy, 
ttr"

socio-economic backwardness, the coexisience of .oiiar i"niitiis
connected with different structures, traditional and modern sectors=oi
the economy which, in effect, berong to different epothi-oi wo.ra
history.

In,most countries ryli".t have gained independence, hegemony in
thestiuggle for political independeicJt 

". 
,i.i-uiir-iri t-rrL'ir-"1rt."or tn"proletariat or the bourgeoisie ; 

- 
spokesmen for "revolutionari oemoc-racy" coqsistilg of intermediaie social forces, have acted as the

leaders of the liberation movement. That is evidence of ttii crisis oi
the.bourgeoisie's-political positions and its inabilitiio tactrittr"i".tsof indgn-endent developmint. But this is arso an "*piiiiior-ti tr,"
weak influen-cg -beips exerted by the proletariat in ma^ny Third world
countries, which circgmstance hampirs progressive aiveiopment.

The creative elaboration- of questions- bearing on 
-ih"-"laws

underlying the development of revolutionary democr:acy, its-;;ecific
features, and the peculiarities of its sociar 6asis is or eiiai-;;ctical
rmportance for solving the problem, which is vital to the countries
!.king the socialist orientatioh, of choosing lvays, methoai ana ro.-sfor unitin-g all the progressive anti-imp-eriatist roiceJ-wii[ir, tt"
framework of a single national-democratic rioni ina- 

".ii.urltr,iriicooperation between the revolutionary democrats and the commu-
nists. as a necessary premise for giving greater depth to irri-sociar
revolution.

An. imp-ortant factor for the overcoming by the developing
countries of their-dependent, subordinate and eiploiteJpo.itio" iri trrE
wor-ld.market is-their growing economic ties with the uSsR and other
soclalist countries. Soviet scientists and scholars have been working
on a scientific concept of the long-term developmJni Jf irr"r" ii"..

rf rf !f

- Thrg' the basic conclusion which follows from the studies madeby soviet economists and other sociar scientisti 
-o"ii i[ip".l'r"*yearr in the -p,roblems of. social development cleariy rt o*.'tt 

"t,it ic the Marxist-Leninist view of ihe contemporarv 
"pocfi-tnatmost adcquately reflects the actual development processes gbi;ton inthe world:



it is Marxist-Leninist social science that is capable of formulating
ideas which are most in tune with the present epoch;

it is Marxist-Leninist theory that is capable most successfully of
formulating and solving the basic problems of today's social progress
and finding the answers to the most important questions bearing on
rnankind's present and future.

NOTES

I Scc, in particular, O. BogomoloY-,-.'"!y-o- Types of International Economic
Intcgratioi", Soc ial Scienc es, No, 4(22), 197 5.

z Scc V. L Lenin, Collected Wor*s, Moscow, Vol. 29, p. 420; Vol' 30' pp' lll'113'
t Scc ibid., Vol. 25, p. 459.
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Socio-Economic Problems
of Developed Socialism

Planned Use of Economic Laws

RET BELOUSOY

One of the main directions of perfecting the planned management
of the socialist economy lies in a fuller dnd more comprehensive use
of the objective laws of its developrirent when elaborating and
carrying out national economic plans-. This is the essence of the
problem of raising the scientific level of planning, which is an
important requisite for increasing the efficiency of social production
and intensifying its development.

As is known economic law is an essential, constantly recurrent
cause-and-effect relationship between the processes and phenomena
of society's economic life. However, this definition, althoueh it
fiscldscs the most- important inner and outer features of Qconomrc
law, does not reflect its functional role in regulating individual
sections of an economic system and ensuring its unity and integrity.
This is a very important point. Lenin said that "the concept of law is
one ol the stages of the cognition by man of. unity qnd connection, of
the reciprocaf dependence and totality of the world process".r This
means that the regulating influence of economic law is not confined to
those phenomena and processes whose interrelationship and inter'
dependence it expresses; it embraces the entire system of production
relations, determining the trends of their development.

In sbcialist society, it is the basic economic law2 and the law of
balanced, proportional development of the national economy that

R. Bclousov, D. Sc. (Econ.), Professor; Head ol the Chair ol Scientific
Management of the Sgcialist Economy, Academy ol the Sociql
ScieBces under tlw CC CPSU. Author of the books Plan,
Intcrests, Activity of the Working People, Theoretical Problems
of Management of the Socialist Economy (co-author) and ol the
lccturp seriesPrlnciples of Scientific Management of the Socialist
Economy, in two parts, and otlwr wo*s on problems of the
polltlcal economy ol socialism. 
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have a primary coordinating influence on production relations.
ii"*.ro, .u"t t"*. as the-law of saving time, or the-law of
distribution according to the work dpne also have a considerable
impact on forming and regulating the entire system of production
relations under socialism.

This is confirmed by Lenin's remarks in his conspectus of Hegel's
Science of Logic. At th; place where it is said that the concept of law
ara*. nearer-to the concept of order, homogeneity and necessity,
ienin made a note in the margin: "This approlrimation is very
important."3 From this it follows that the laws of political economy'
to6,-iip.".s not only simple relationships, but relationships which
et srr." integrity, unity, order and coordination in economic develop'
,,,Lot. I-enin'i iemaiti has rlirect bearing on the practical use of
economic laws. It shows that one should not approach these laws
from mechanistic positions, failing to discern the active role played by
ta*J i" regulating the economy and ensuring its integrity and

froportionality bef,ind the stable 
-connection 

between two or several

|h"no.en" and processes. It also means that a violation of any one

law upsets, to a certain degree, the entire economic system.

And there is another aspect that deserves attention. First, the
interaction between individual economic phenomena and processes
talces place along several "channels" of communication simultane:
ously forming a stable system of operation of economic laws, and,
secondly, thii interaction passes through several stages. He-re one
should make a distinction between the direct connections of the first
stage and the feedback connections of the second. Direct connection
is i cause-and-effect dependence where one phenomenon is the
source of development and another-its result. Such-dependence
between the two extreme points is expressed by law. At the sa-me time
feedback connection emerges, as a rule, when the result influences
the cause as well as other phenomena and processes' For instance,
under developed commodity-money relations goods are exchanged
(realised) on trhe basis of the equality of the socially necessary labour
expenditures for their production. This dependence_ manif-estsitself as

diiect connection which is established as the law of vdue and
detcrmines the price movement. From this it follows that the price
level of the given product results from the socially necessary labour
expenditureifor iis production, with due account of its quality. In
other words, there is direct connection between expenditures and
price. But there is also feedback connection steniming--from
ilcpendence of price on the norm of socially necessary experlditures
and exerting a great influence on economic processes, necessitating a
policy of ecbnomy and stimulating the gpowth of labour productivity.

One of the feedback connections of the law of value has a
regulating influence on the structure of demand and prod-uction. The
infruenciof these connections in a socialist economy is different from
that in a capitalist economy. Under socialism, such ec-onomic
relations as public ownership 

-and 
planning considerably weaken the

regulating roie of the law of value: the proportions of the distribution
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of the material and labour resources between individual industries are
fixed here by planning bodi-es independently of the level of prices and
profitability, and in accord6nce with the objective necessity to satisfy
the socialist society's requirements as fully as possible. Of course, an
optimal state is that in which the feedback connection of the law of
value operates in the same direction as the law of the balanced,
proportional development of the national economy. This presupposes
a flexible price policy.

Why is it necessary to make a distinction between direct"and
feedback connecfions in the mechanism of operation of economic
laws? The answer is that they are essentially and qualitatively
different. Direct, primary connection, that is, law, is more stable; ii
cannot be repealed or weakened. As for feedback connection, it can,
in a number of cases, be weakened or even reduced to a minimum, if
this is in society's interests, by carrying out appropriate economic
measures. For instance, in a planned economy one of the feedback
connections of the law of demand and supply, which presupposes a
rise in prices under tense commodity-money relations, is considerably
weakened. This is made possible by resorting to the law of balanced,
proportional development of the national economy and other
economic laws of socialism. And here is another example. The
feedback connection of the law of distribution according to the work
done presupposes inequality in incomes per member in different
families. This inequality diminishes as-the social consumption funds
increase, which makes it possible to equalise the incomes of members
of socialist society, with due regard for the unequal number of
children and pensioners in individual families.

At the same time it should be emphasised that the division of
cause-and.effect connections inio direct (primary) arld feedback
(secondary) is always concrete and therefore relative. In his letter to
C. Schmidt in October 1890, F. Engels wrote about bourgeois
philosophers: "What these gentlemen all lack is dialectics. They
always see only here cause, there effect. That this is a hollow
abstraction,... while the whole vast process goes on in the form of
interaction - though of very unequal forces, the economic movement
being by far the strongest, most primordial, most decisive - that here
everything is relative and nothing absolute - this they never begin to
see.t'4

This statement is corroborated by numerous instances. Analysing
the dialectics of interconnection between economics and politics,
Lenin pointed out that .politics is a concentrated expression of
cconomics, that is, politics, is ultimately determined by the produc-
tion relations of the given society. However, without an active policy,
without a correct political approach the working people cannot fully
ratirfy their economic interests and will be unable to consolidate and
incregcc socialist property in a planned way. In this sense politics
cannot but havc prec-dence over economics.5

Of great importance for perfecting the methods of planning and
managing the socialist economy is Lenin's thesis that law can
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manifest itself in a great variety of forms, sgme of which, fully or
partially, exclude others, or are in contradiction with one another. For
example, a rise in living standards can take place in the form of a
loweiing of retail prices, or in the form of an increase of the monetary
incomes of the population, or in the form of an expansion of the social
consumption funds. It is not always possible to combine all these
forms in planning, and this is completely in keeping with operation of
,the basic,economic law of socialism. This circumstance is explained
by the fact that law is a scientific abstraction which is always
relatively "quieter" than the real world it reflects. "Law takes the
quiescent-and therefore la1v, every law, is narrow, incomplete,
approximate," wrote Lenin.6 Although law is something stable
(6riduring) in a phenomenon, "a phenomenon is icherthan law";7 it is
more varied than that stable, essential but still relatively monotonous
connection which science singles out as an economic law.

Since in economic planning one often comes across a great variety
of completely or partially interchangeable forms of manifestation of
economic laws, economists sometimes disagree as to on what basis
one should define the aims and the maiin directions of socialist
society's economic activity over a long period of time. Some
economists believe that it is necessary to use the laws of political
economy, i.e., knowledge concerning the objective, essential and
constantly recurring connections between the phenornena and
processes of economic life. Others maintain that inasmuch as the laws
of science are abstractions of a quiescent character, economic policy
can actively influence only the coqcrete forms of their manifestation,
i.e., the mechanism of their operation.

In our opinion it is incorrect to oppose these two aspects of the ust
of laws to each other. The laws of political economy express real,
objective connections ensuring the unity, the social purposefulness
and the historical conditionality of production relations. These
connections manifest themselves, i.e., operate, ih concrete economic
forms, in their movement and changes. Therefore, it is not possible to
use laws without knowing them, without defining them scientifically.
At the same time it is not possible to purposefully use objective laws
while ignoring the mebhanism of their operation, which is a sum total
of direct and feedback connections between the concrete forms of
economic relations (for exatnple, interconnections between price
movement, labour productivity, average wage and net income). These
relationships should be regarded as a constantly developing historical
phenomenon.- The concrete forms of the operation of economic laws are
characterised by certain features. First, these forms express the
mechanism of t'he operation of not just one but of an entire s-ystem
of economic laws. Inasmuch as the system of laws is dynamic, the
concrete forms of their manifestation during each period of planning
vary constantly. They are not so simple, not so definite as the laws
themselves. For inslance, the law of socialist accumulation in
different socialist countries is far from simple in its manifestation: the
share of accumulations in the national income and their structure

12

fluctuate considerably in these countries. The forms of the operationof this law also charrge considerably with the p".s"ge 
-df-ti-".

comparativelv recently the bulk of calitat investmlnts ii ttrCussn
was concentrated in the heavy industry, whereas now there is a
noticeable trend of increasing capital- investments in industries
producing consumer goods.

The multitude of forms of the operation of the basic law of
socialism and other economic laws is a very important reature, wtrich
presupposes certain freedom of manoeuwing ii econo.ic p-oricv anoat the same. time places great rpsponsibility on manageriJ-uirai"s
entrusted with planning these forms and in?luencing ui"m. is t qi
been noted above, the concrete forms of the manifeitation ol-a taw
are -not -only more varied, but also more contradictory than the law
itself. This feature, too, explains certain characteristiis of thJ use of
economic laws in economii management.

Another feature which should be noted in an analysis of the
gperation of economic laws is that their form can, to sohe degree,
deviate from their content. True, the objective taws Cxeit- thd
strongest regulating and stimulating influencaon production relationi
wnen economic forms correspond to their content. Thus, the highest
stimulating effect is produced by wages and salariii'tli";A;,
corre-spond to both the quantity and quality of expended labour. prici
as a factor of the economy of expen<iitu-re-of woiking time eierts the
stro.ngest effect when it draws as neai as possible-to the norm of
socially necessary labour inputs.

In a number of instances, however, it may be necessary and
expedient to cause a deviation of the form from the content. Thii may
be the case where such deviation makes it possible to increase thi
influence of form on some bottleneck in the production piocJJJ and
concentrate its stimulating effect on reaching a strictly deiined tlrget.
For-example, 

- it !as_ teen theoretically. esrabfished' and pi"ciidrri
confirmed in the USSR that an increase-in the whoresale pricJLi'new
pryl{n9s- and equipment stimulates their producers ana tnat d"rirrS
the first two or three years at least a system of economic benefitl
should be created for those.production--teams who travi:ueviiopea
and mastered more economic means of producins hish quatiiv ino
more economical goods

Here is another jryqqrcg_ of purposeful manoeuvring of the
economic form in the usSR. whenhanagerial,bodies ptan fre-innux
of..manpower to the country,s easter4 i'na nori[irn';;6;;;tdt
dcliberately set highcr wa-ges-and salaries for peoplC woili"ng iritrr"s"
l98rgr-rs'.thereby calling forth feedback connections which-requlate
mc orstrrbutron of the country's work force along desired lines. Fromthoc instanccs one can d'raw a conituJio;-;iri;[-fi"ii, gr""t
importance for thc planned use of taws, namirv, ttraiecoioiri""r"*,
mantrclt themrclvcE as trends. This is explained by the fact that themochanirm of their operation, i.e., the f6rms or tfreir manittt"tion
p.d. thc connoctions Sctwccn ihcm, can essintiatty Airl"ti'lriiii trr.initial, stablc conncction, which is ihJ abiotute law. 

-
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As is known, economic laws operate only in a system. There is no
phenomenon or process in economic life which could be said to reflect
i' isotat"a infiuence of some one law. Therefore, in planned
economic management it is not possible to use only one law,-or even a
set of laws. This would inevitably lead to one-sidedness, to
disorooortions and contradictions.

i{s'said earlier, each economic law plays a part in regulating the
economic system, and its violation always upsets, to-a greater or
lessei Jxteni, the smooth functioning of the economy.This explains
certain coniradictions which some ecoriomists erroneously
;criG to-n" f"* of value or the law of demand and supply. It should
bi emphasised that the dependence of price on the level of socially
ni"Liri"ri t"bour inputs (thi law of value), and the objective necessity
oi coordinating effective demand with the volume of stock funds and
paia iirvices,-far from contradicting, facilitate the operation of the
6a.ic 

"conomic 
law of socialism, the law of balanced proportional

divelopment of the national economy, the law of the growth-of labour

"ioautiivitv. 
the law of distribution according to the work done, and

6ther laws of socialism. Contradictions arising sometimes in commod-
it ;;;, t"tatiors are explained, inour vie*,to! by the operation of
the law oi value or the larof demind and supply but, on the contrary,
by a disregard of their operation.-' tt i ic6"omic laws of socialism are the principdl guides indicating
ttre main directions of the development of socialist economy, its basic
ui*J Uoitr for the near and distant future; they fftermine economic
iirit"gy. In our opinion they are the "framework" for long-term plans'
At tni sa-e time managenient and current plannilS are more closely
Lo"""ci"a with the meJhanibm of the operation of economic laws in
their concrete forms. Planning bbdies uie these forms, for instance,
within the lower and upper limits of the size of wages, bonuses,

;rE;; "ic. 
itr" purpose is to achieve a definite result for a definite

iiu"nia p"riod,'concentrating the forces of the participants in
iociatist production on some of its leading sectors.

The qirestion of how an economic law should be used is one of the
most coirplicated questions in planning and one that still requires
ierious stiudy. Unlike the laws= of :nature, the, laws- of social life,
ili"ai"S ;aonomic laws, manifest themselves- throug[ the conscious
;;ii"itfti men. engets wrote that "in the history of society"' the
actors- are all endoived with consciousness, are men acting with
aiiiUe.aiio" or passion, working towards definite goals; nothing
fiappeni without'a conscious pur[ose, without an intended aim"'"'A 

close intertwining of objLctfue and subjective factors cr-eates a

number of difficulties for a correct understanding of the mechanism
of tt" putposeful use of economic laws in a planned economy' To
ii".i"-" ifiii question and to avoid both a fetishist and subjectivist
i"-t"ipr"t"tlo" if it, it is necessary -first of all to understand the
e..Jic" of ttr" concept of the objei:tive. A characteristic feature of
;bfitirtil;"itiorC t t o*n in siience as economic laws, co-nsists in
thii they "-"rg", 

develop and wither away irrespegtiv-e of. human
conscioisness, iviil or desiie; they are determined by the development
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level of the -productivd forces and the state of production relations.
r,enin explained that the objective in society sh6uld be taken "not in
the sense that a society of conscious beings, of people, could exist and
develop independently of the existence of conicious beincs.... but in
the sense that social being is independent of. the sociar coisciousness
of people".e

Thus, in the interdependence between economics and conscious-
ness economics is the initial, starting point. The conditions of
society's material life and the laws of it1 development determine
social consciousness, including economic planning.

However, it would be a vulgar simplificationlo assert that the
connection between the economy and the subjective factor, including
the system_of planned management, is a striightforward and direci
one. It is a dialectical and complex connection. rl is expressed through
politics, science, education and other forms bf social consciousness.
Economic planning as the basic instrument in the conscious use of
eco.nomic laws.pbys a relatively-independent role here, exerting an
active reverse influence on social proiuction. In a lettei to J. Bl-och
Engels clearly_ defined this problem: "According to the materialiit
conception.of history, the .ultimately determining Element in historiis
the production and reproduction of real life. More than this neither
Marx nor I have ever asserted. Hence, if somebody twists this into
:ayrng that the economic element is itre only detjrminini one, fr"

ff[::".llTf 
that proposition into a meaningleis, abstract, -senseiess

The fact that under socialism planning plays an active role in
lrrrning the objective necessity. of planned diveiopment into reaiiti,
does not at all mean a diminishing ot ttre role play6d uv ttrJ ouiitti'ii
factors or a narrowing-gf the sphere of th6ir bperation. rlinning
.bodies do not limit the obiective Character of conciete economiciawl'but prevent their spontaneous m"nite.iatior. 

---
- As said-earlier, economic laws operate as trends and the forms ofthcir manifestation are not simple and may vary consider"Utv de_

pcnding on circumstances, incluiling those of a tortuitouJ"nrrd"t"r.
P_",ol 9r!9, plan ning 

-- 
a c on sciou s, 

-sub je ctive f actoi - c on ri stenUi
and considerably restrigts the spontaneous manifestation of economit
laws, altt-rgugh certain elements of siontaneity remain. Howlvir, as
the socialist-economy artvances, the ionscioui, ptannia ,r" o1 ro..tof the manifestation of economic laws becomCs broader.and more
effective. The more correctly the management bodiJJ 

"uatuati 
tt e

pos-sibilities and complexities of econoriic growth, ttre Uiii"i ttrei
understand both the essence and the conciete michanism-or tli
Qperation of economic laws, the wiser and soundei wiia u" ttr"
docisions- adopted, the higher the optimum level oi-s-tate iconomicplan! ahd the narrower the basis for the emergence of spontaneous
phonomcna.

- Tho conlcioua and purposeful-use of economic laws in planning, intho croation of matciial-incentives ano in orianisatioi-o'f'siciar
prod-uction ir not r rin3lc act but an uninterrupte-<l piocisJwrii"h-""r,
conditionally bo divided into severar rerativeiy ina;p;;A;;-rt"g"..
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First, it is necessary to create corresponding scientilic requisites fOr
the use of the laws, i.e., to understand their system..Lenin wrote on
iii" t"Uii"tt-:;rot ,rt tit we know a law of nature, it, existingan9 ?91ing
i"A"p"riOinUy of and outside our mind, -makes us slaves of 'blind
;;;6;iat'. But once we come to know this law, which-acts (as Marx
;;-;!,1;f a thousand times) independentlyof our will and our mind, we
U"coae the masters of nature." rr
---ih; iftt;i -itie- 

auove-mentioned requisites is a theoretical
anatysis o-i ttre &isting production relations ind of historical practice,
;ilil;;; ;f ;hi"f is to discover the most essential cause:and-
iii"6i i"""ections between the phenomena and processes of
i"ono'niC iite and quantitatively, aJ far as possible,.to express the
ai*"" of closenesi of these Connections and their tendency to
;ffi;.-enoit "r scientific requisite is a fairly well substantiated
foreclst about changes in the operation of certain laws in the future.
ir* in.t"nl", there a-re grounds io believe.that within the next 10 to 15

;";;16i-p.Ct ot the Sasic law of socialism and the law of balanced,

il"p;rtid"fdivelopment of the national econoqry on social produc-

'"ittti'*:"fl"?[""i with the further socialisation of production and

"o"rorii"iio"-of 
iocialist property, rqgulation and coordination in the

i;;;6;;;;;i iil natio^nal 
"q*q,nv 

will become more extensive
;;i-;6;;-;i1""ti*, a.a tnis will be ieflected in the countri's hieh
il;i;;-"i-iiti"s and in its continued rise. At the same time the

i"n"i""e of the liw of yalue on price formation will become greater:

It 
" 

piii"r lnitt Ue drawing ever closer to the level of socially n€cessary

i"Uo'"i-l"puir. fnis fo-recast, together with scientific forecasts
Io-""o"ii6 tti aiviiopment trendslof other economic larvs, makes it
;;l;ibb 6 form a giheral idea about the operation of their entire
Id;;; ;;d-;; thTs uasis to foretell, with a certain degree of

ii"Fi6ititv,-thJ-conCreto forms of their manifestation over a long
period of time.---Th"-r""ond stage of the use of objective-economic laws is

conoiit"a with soclial actions for which knowledge Slone is not
inli"gt . tt 

"rJ 
must aiso be a will cap.able of leading to th9le actions,

iiii r?i".ii"iio" 
"ns"iinerthiir 

coordination and puiposefglnes-s, The
possibility of displaying will and organisation in economrc manage'

inent is a maior advantage of socialism.-_ 
tfre consiious usi of-economic laws can be passive or ac-tive. An

"**oi" J-a passive-use of economic laws is the planning of-actions
;itff;;ti"ifi;iJin toti.t production in such a wav as'to make them

coniori, as riruch as possibli to objective processes a-nd become part

oi-tt" pi"n""a move-mint. Such uie of laws proceeds from a.stable
repetitibn of definite phenomena or their change, preservrng or
i,t'"irgi"l tt J causes. 

-Uiith 
a knowledge 9f ,.say, the level of socially

;;ffiffy;ip;;diiut"s or"i a long peiiod (approximatelv: 9{ course)'
;il;-;1[6 

-piiie-setting 
bodies 6in chanCe the correlations and

structure of Planned Prices.-- 
T6" 

""tirL 
use of taws has the aim of causing quantitative or

q.r"iii":U"" "i,*s.i 
i" tt i tin"t and intermediate results in the chain of
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direct brtd reverse cause-and-effect relationships. Here politics, using
tJre state economic development plan as an instrument shows iti
primacy over economics. The feedback connection between plan and
laws is effected in two ways. The first consists in purposefully
inlluencing phenomena or processes which act as a sourct ol aetinitL
cause-and-effect relationships in the national economy. Such influ-
ence can be exerted through measures for further raising the
socialisation level of production by the creation of self-supporting
associations, combines, large agricultural-industrial complexes, in-
cluding mixed state-cooperative enterprises; this increases the impact
of the basic law of socialism, and raises the level of planning-and
labour productivity. An instance of the active use of economic Iaws is
a consolidation, or weakening, of feedback connections engendered
by the operation of economic lews. Thus, the creation of material
incentives for work teams and individual workers to fulfil targets of
the state economic plan is an important aspect of the question.

The other instance of the active use of economic laws is more
complicaded. It envisages an increase, or weakening, of impact of one
law on the economy with the help of another law, inasmuch as all the
laws act in a system, in definite unity. Men have long been using the
laws of nature in this way. It is known, for example, that a body in
rree space falls under the force of gravity, with the acceleration olthe
fall subordinated to a definite objective law. However, on the strength
of other laws, men can, when it is in.their interests and within ttreir
powers to do so, lower the velocity of the fall of a body to the
paramete-rs they need (parachute jumping, for instance), stop it, keep
it at a definite height or. even make it move in the opposite direction.
- Something of a similar nature goes on in the planned management

of the national economy. During the almost entire postwar period (up
to 1967) iron-ore mining was unprofitable: the wholesale price did not
compensate for production expenditores. In these conditions the
feedback connection of the law of value demanded a curtailment of
the volume of production of iron ore. However, the planning bodies,
on the basis of the law of balanced, proportional development of the
national economy, instead of curtailing, envisaged an expansion of
iron-ore mining, and thus raised it to the world's highest level.I2'

!g.ch exqmples confirm the Marxist thesis that only under
socialism "will man himself, with full consciousness, make-his own
history-only from that time will the social causes set in movement
by hjm -have, in the main and in a constantly growing mea3ure, the
results intended by him".13

In formulating its economic policy the CPSU aims at making the
concrete forms of production relations under socialism-wiges,
profit, credit, autonomous economic accounting, etc.-reflect to1h6
Sroatest possible extent their essence, i.e., the direct stable connec-
tionr and dcpendence that have emerged between the social owners of
the mcanr of production. At the same time, the centring of economic
tntcrclt! in concrete tasks (stimulation of scientific and technological
pro8rotlt evening up the living standards of all sections of the
population, consolidation of the alliance between the working class
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and peasants) makes it necessary to consciously deflect these.forms
from their content, which, as a rule, increases the regulatiqS o{ '

iti-irt"ii"g function of feedback connec-tions. However, the limits of
s""n- a"iiEctions are determined by the interests of each of the
contracting parties in production relalions-producers and con-
sumers.-- m; principal sphere of the conscious use of the objective

""o"o-i6 
laws'in minaging socialist production is planning, including

forecasting and the creation of material incentives. Here are great
possibilities for perfecting the m-echanism of the use of laws.-

The perfection of the firms of the conscious use of economic laws
is a-majoi problem and in recent year-s i! has become an especially
urgent bne. to handle it correctly it is necessa,ry to conduct a

iafti."A" programme of fundameirtal and applied research in this
field.

NOTES
I V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow, Vol.38, pp. 15Gl5l'
2 The basic economic law of socialism is a law of advanbing the so-cialist ec-onomy

;-hich;iil ;i ;nsuring the well-being and allround development oi all members of
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;;;ffi;;;. ririi is ue'injac-nieved through the sjeadv growth and improvement of
..EiAi.i pi6,ar"ti"n 

"n 
ihi basis of scientific and technological progress'- Ed'

3'Ibid., p. tB5.
a K. Mrrx and F, Engels, Selected Wor*s, Vol. 3, Moscow, l97O, p, 495,
5 See V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 32, p. 8l-
6 Ibid., vol. 38, p. 151.
7 lbid., p. t52.
8 K. Marx and F. Engels, Op. cit., pp. 365'365.
e V. I. Lenin, Collected Worfts, Vol' 14, p. 325,

l0 K. Marx and F. Engels, Op..cit.' p. '1t7.rr V. I. Leoin, Collected Works, Vol. 14' p. 190.
12 ln 1967 the price of iron ore was raised from 3.4 rubles to 7.65 rubles per ton, in

accordance iith ttre operation of the law of value.
13 F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969' p. 336.

Socio-Economic Problems
of Developed Socialism

The lntegrated Approach to lmproving
Economic Planning and Management

NIKOLAI FEDORENKO

A-1ngng-the characteristic features of life in the Soviet Union today
one finds_ the steady increase in the scale of economic activity, rapid
structural change in production, the growing requirements of the
population both in volume and variety ind thb increasing impact of
social and scientific and technological factors upon the econoirv. All
this dem-ands, as the Communist Party of the Soviet Union pointi out,
a radical lmprovement i1 the quality of economic manalement, a
substantial increase in the Soviet economy's efficiency, hakinj it
betler 4nd smoother functioning and the pursuance of a consistent
policy aimed at the allround intensification of social productiop.

. Iir. preparing their recommendations for improving economic
planning and management, Soviet economists concentiate on the
promoting accelerated rates of national economic devllopment,
scientific and technological progress, and more efficient'sociai
production and ensuring, on this basis, a rapid and steady rise in the
well-being of the soviet people-. Both in theoiy and in praciice priority
is given to improving thc most important sectors of national ec'onomil
planning. As the country's economy undergoes structural change and
its indiv,idual elements become more interdependent, the inti:Erated
qpproach to planning and the adoption of crucial national eco-nomic
decisions grows in importance. Experience has furnished convincing

N, Fcdorenlp, Academician, Academic Secrctary of the Econotmics Division,
USSR Acadetny- of Sciences, Direcior'of the Central Institfie ;l
Economics and Mathemcfics, USSR Academy of Sciences,
Edltor-in-Chi{ qf the joumal Economics and- Mithematicai
Methods, State Prize Winner. Author ol the books: Economics
and Mathematics, Mathematics and Ehb6ration of the Systern of
thc Optimal Functioning of the Economyi problemi of the
Economics of the Industry of Organic Synthesis.
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Droof of the beneficial results and etficacy of such an approach.
b;;;rtty in-ttriSoviet Union an in-depth elaboratlon is being made of
u "i".iair"ttJ 

number of long-term inaiviau* programmes and their

".riii*tiJ, 
*ittr the geneil plans for the country's economic

i;;;i6;4. Solutions-are being sought for a whole number of
ttieoiiii""t and practical questions, pertaining to the further improve-
meni of ihe orianisational structurt of national economic manage-

rr".i, it 
"iunctiining 

mechanism, the provision of material incentives

;;;'"iil;-*;aei-inritue-ent of the 
-working people in managing

economic affairs.---iif this demonstrates time and again the need for systems

"oo-u"ii"io 
iri,iiioving planning and management of a socialist

;65;;t, i""i.,iirs riciirocalli interdependent elements of this
,i"iiJi iitJ f orecaiting, itanning, the structural orga-nisation of the

;ffi;;a iionomic mari'igiment .ind the creation of the appropriate
iechnical and material and inforination basis.

IMPROVING THE METHODOLOGY OF NATIONAL
ECONOMIC PLANNING

The integrated approach to the elaboration of national economic
d"r;i;;;;f pia"s att"cries increasing importance in -view of ihe

ii""t"i influence social, scientific and. technological factors have
6n the economic development of socialist society',

one solution to this irucial problem could be the comprehenslve
olan-ninc svstem being worked out at the Central Economico-
'fr,i.ttiffiti"iut Institute-ot tte USSR Academy of Sciences, based on
ii;;;;;;;Aisatiors draw n f rom the planning experience- accumulated
;; f;;i; til Soviet Union. This syst-em is intended to achieve such an

ffi;;;;;;t 
-oi- 

nationat economic planning methodologv and

lit-tr"iq"iJ *trictr ensures a synthesis of the lgSet pd- resource

;;;G "f 
tt"-pfan, " 

iotierent fusion oJ scientifiC and tehnologicll

"il*iss ofarrrri.c,.bioduction and the functioning of the economic
';;h;;ffi, ttri 

"lt6riion 
of the scope of planning and the transfer of

;h" ;1gn;di sy.t". 
-io 

a new scientifit and iechnological basis

i-,,,pti,Vi"g iionbmico-mathematical methods and models and compu-
ters.-'-;it 

" 
point of departure in national economic planning are.the goals

of sociJf-Jiriiop,i,int formulated. in the policy documents of the

LpSU. et tt e initiat pt as" of the planning process thgy 
"t" 

specified
iit[" iui-iJii;;iitiriltional plan of econbmic development, which
are-*orti"a out on ttie basis of comprehensive socio-economic and

scientific and technological forecasts.-- -Mutti-period 
forecaits for national economic development are an

int"gui-piiiof socialist planning. As CC CPSU General Secretary I, .

il gi"rtii"u indicated, irnproviig the methods of national economic

olannine "must rest on a more precise study of.-social requirements'
5^r'.'"i.]itiii" f-Ll"rt. of our'economic possibilities, on -allround
IiiAv"i-r:'"riii";"Gtfi of different variants of decisions, and of their

EO

immediate and long-term consequences".r The thesis that there is an
organic relationship between socio-economic, scientific and tech-
nological forecasting and the entire centralised planning system has
been substantiated in a comprehensive and profound wa| in party and
Government documents and in the works of prominent economic
executives and scientists. This conclusion is- confirmed by the
objective conditions of the soviet economy's development and the
91ti1e experience of socialist planning. fhe effectiveness of the
Marxist-Leninist economic theoiy lies precisely in the fact thai it oia
and does allow the main contours of the future to be predicted on the
basis of those regularities in the development of s6ciety that have
been discovered.

- Forecasting helps predict and elaborate not only different variants
of- development of production complexes but also their interaction
with scientific and technologjcal progress, the demographic,iocial
and political processes and changes in the natural eniir6nment.It should be borne in mind that the possibilities of lone-term
scientific and technological planning are relalively limited becau-se, by
its very nature, this process contains an elemeni of uncertaintv. one
could, for example, plan for the introduction of inventions but [o plan
for inventions as such would, perhaps, be a task too difficuft to
handle. At the same time the- socib-economic consequenc"r oi
scientific and technological progress are having an eue. er"ut",
impact, with the more efficient uie of prbduction-resources tfirough
the employment of achievements in science and technologv provioii-g
the main source of economic development. In these cii6umstances
scientific and technologic-al forec-asting is one of the main prerequis-
ites for drawing up sound plans for na-tional ""or".ii aiu'"iopr"nt.
Another factor enhancing the role of forecasting, 1. ttr'ai tne
consequences of plarning decisions are becoming increisingly diverse .
and more far-reaching.

All this also incr'eases the role of forecasting as an indispensable
prerequisite of national economic planning and is an intesral part of
the entire system. of the socialist econom-y's planned ."iag.-ent.
. Definite practical results have been obiainid, in ttreiirii-piace, in

the medium-term forecastihg during the preparation of scii"tiri"
materials for five-year plans, in particular, fbr ihe l97l-lg7s national
economic development plan. The central Economico-Mathematical
Institute of the USSR Academy of sciences, the Research Institute of
Economics under the ussR State planning committee and a number
of other research centres have accumulated-positive experience in thisficld. Considerable effort was put into drawing ',rp nu.irors
long-term forecasts as elements in elaborating the nitioial economic
devclopment phag which is to extend until 1990. This exceedingly
complicated task had its share of difficulties and problems. Here are
the most important of them. whereas in medium-term prognostication
economic forecasts (rates of growth, structure bf -proauction,
reproductio_n of fixed assets and labour resources, the dy.namics and
structure of consumption, the development of branches of production
and economic areas, external economic ties), could in hr[e measure
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be drawn up independently, long-term prognostication-Pllt-il th"

ffi "'i;;;; 
.;'"i;i;a r Ji-" 

"iiti" 
- 

"ni 
te ctrn6to gical f ore cast s that mu st

;;;;;;t-".i, to, 
"conolnii 

forecasts, and calls for a comprehensrve

solution of its Problems'
The "geneti"" 

"pptou"h-,. 
an{ the cxtraoolation method as a

variant, applicable i-n--meOium-term -forecdsting within definite'

.frJiru'a"tlf,"oliritrl ";;;i, 
be used in lonc-term forecasting to a

ilii"iliiii;;i*;: il.ill'riilJ,. 
""se, 

the main-role should belong to

;#,JUii; ;ii"r* 
"iir"roblective 

" approach consisting in deter m in-

ing possible *"yr, .""i.?i1it"-ti;itt fot the attainment of major

socio-economrc go"i. "ir-'ti'" -;6;;''' development' with the

,Jl"itrtiJiirv_"rt"6iiiir"a- consumption- norms being taken . 
into ac-

count. A wider ."op"' Jt-to-r""".iirig r"t"s this approach, .objectively'
;u il"; ,o," irnpo.iunr ii-i' ouvio:us that 

tl1:."llJ"f""I#Ji,lh*,f,1iiii"iii-ii t" subjectivism since the object

;ffi;i;; 
"onaitibnt 

of socio-economic development'
Improvemen, or. #tio"n-"i""ono.iJforecasiing raises a series of

important org"nr.",rorili pitUt"tt and calls' in par.ticular' for a better

ili5riii"tiJir""iih" ;;;L"a ptanning and economic agencies so as to

make forecasting an i"n[;;';;;I;f-tiie national economic planning

and management system-*F;;;;:i;-;h.rl'd';;;ide the inf orm ation nece ssarv- f or f ormulat-

i rg il; ;fr;ir;,-. "f 
i# ;i;;, $;-ciivine ttre social de velopme nt goals

for a given perrod."Tft'"'.ui""ti'it it..ttte plan are.cheqked for

consistency, 
"oorainuili 

- 

"i'J dovetgiled in .priorities' .all of

which allows tt" p"rpi.-"-. p"r.""aln the plan to be represented in a

certain pattern (..tr6e") to serve as a'basis for evaluating the

e f f e ctivene s s of UotniirJ 
""irpr"frl..in" 

f togt",,,me s and the national

economic development plan as a whole-'

composing " .vJ,t"''Ji'iltP";i;:lould be concluded with the

lu.tifi""iiir-Erir," Aiiitea Gvel of realisation of some purpose or

other, with due ,"g"iilli-rt" pioou"tiue resources necessary to this

tndin" 
objectives of the planprovide an orientational framework for

th" 
^;i;;i;iion -or^ ii"iil,r*ifo" intersectoral programmes, i. e.,

i;;"g":; ;; ;; ; ;';ilfi; ; ;;*r; ;-hich are coor dinate d a s re gard s

time, resources and;;e;,itliiii.i *t iih cover a number of economic

sectors and areas ;fi-;;;;-ihe solution of the most important

socio-economic tasks.
Comprehensive |ianning implies.' first' a close coordination of the

tarcet and ,".our"" "r'fril."ri-iil ;ian and, second, the adoption of a

il:i#;il##;i,o-ti,l'n Ls welt as ensuring continuitv between the

i;;;-i"ffi ;i"-aiur-Li.-and current plans. The riational economrc

development plans 
"i"- "uff"a 

upon to- provide for those leyels of

oroduction and distriiitil'i; iJtms o-t 
'olume 

and time) which can

*H;"-i#^ ;iirt "lril,ii"i?;i;;;i.athe 
country's socio-economic

development goats';ihis-tras atways been the planiring age-ncies' main

task. Today, to*"*i,-*itt the iresent com'ptexity, magnitude and

rate of change in'rotiur and economic reiationi, technique and

i?L1r"ti",i'ii""[r.rogi,-i-r"Jii"r i.pi"tement in planning methodolo-
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Sy and the consistent application of the programme-objective
principle in planning and managing the national economy is indispens-
able.

Comprehensive national econornic programmes are used to
coordinate the key objectives of the plan and the production
resources necessary for their achievement. These programmes, which
are elaborated within the framework of the plan, must become the
most important means for the balanced introduction of scientific and
technological achievements into production and an effective instru-
ment of socio-economic policy.

The decisions of the Communist Party and the Soviet Government
regarding the key economic problems, such as the development of
agriculture, the extensive use of chemicals and so on, are, in fact,
examples of such programmes. At present, efforts are being
concentrated on elaborating a uniform methodology for drawing up
such programmes and for making them an integral part of the national
economic plan.

It is important to bear in mind, however, that the planned
management of resource productioqcannot be organised other than in
conformity with the technological specifics of production which
determine the division of the national economy into branches, as well
as the formation and specialisation of economic areas. The initial
information about the production resources and the designation of
directive plan targets should conform to the sectoral and territorial
structures of the economy. That is why the production-technological
structure of the national economy calls for a further development and
improvement in the sectoral and territorial principles of planning and
noi for their rejection which is often associated, withoui any ground
whatsoever, with the introduction of the programme-objective

"oof;r"il; present stage in history, the country's development goals
are so diverse that their direct reflection in the sectoral and territorial
structures, with the indication of priority sectors and areas is
becoming increasingly difficult. As a way out, we would suggest that
the programme-objective approach be combined with the sectoral
aspect within a single system of elaboration of national economic
development plans, supported by appropriate measures to improve
the organisational structure of planning and management.

This combination can be effected on the basis of the socio-
economic aims of the country's development as specified in the
programrnes, determining to a considerable extent the volume and
structure of the final social product. This should be the basis for
planning and balancing output patterns and for elaborating the
territorial.aspect of the plan.

Thc integrated approach to planning presupposes not only a fuller
covcragc and account of the complex interconnections between the
procesies planned but also an overall expansion of the horizons of
natlonal cconomic planning. Elaborating the USSR's 1976-1990
lon3-tcrm national economic development plan has demonstrated the
need to ensure the methodologicai continuity and reciprocal
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dovetailing of three types of plans: long-term, five-year and annual.
This task is solved, within the comprehensive planning systep, in the
following way.

The long-term plan (for 15 years), whose main parameters of
management consist in the planning of scientific and technological
progress and social development, is elaborated once every five years
indlncludes provisions for the main directions of development for the
coming five-year period. The five-year plan is the main element of'
nationwide pl6nning. Its main parameters of management are
investment and the functioning of the economic mechanism.. Its
division into one-year plans provides the framework for current
planning. Thus, planning for a full cycle is effected once every
iive years, which ensures the regular continuation of the long-
term 

-plan 
and its specification in five- and one-year plans. The

five-yiar plan is givln a more detailed form, in terms of a wider
spectrum of indicators, in the annual plans, which are the responsibili-
ty of the minlstries and departments of the Union republics. When
diawing up a state budget it is also necessary to tie in these indicators
as regards material and technical supply. However, the overall
balanCing of short-term plans as concerns the indicatofs of a five-year
plan is to be ensured by the USSR State Planning Committee.- It stands to reason, however, that the work aimed at improving the
planned management of the national economy can only give the
desired effect if it results in the planning system being transferred to a
modern scientific and technological basis by employing econornico-
mathematical methods and models and computers.

Let us dwell on the situation in this field.
The development of the socialist economy and the determjnation

of the main indicators of reproduction at the initial and terminal stages
of the glaboration of the nitional economic plan can be successfully
foreca6t with the aid of various types of macro-economic models
which reflect quantitative relationships between the key indicators of
reproduction and permit assessing the dynamics of national incomeo
tha factors of iti growth and distribution for consumption and
accumulation and so on.

During the last five or seven years macro-economic models have
been tested in elaborating variants of medium-term and long-term
forecasts and plans by a number of the country's scientific
organisatiorrs. The most notable achievements in this field are the use

of multi-factor models of economic growth (macro-economic produc-
tion functions) and models of the optimal distribution of the national
income or final product for consumption and accumulation.

Multi-factor models make it possible to determine and give a
long-term assessment of the sources for production expansion and at
the same time to take account of the expenditure of live and
materialised labour. This approach conforms to the directive of the
24th Congress of the CPSU to the effect that "a substantial increase of
output and of the national income per unit of labour and material and
financial inputs should be achieved. That, in the final analysis, is what
raising the productivity of social labour amounts to".2
t4

The range of models employed includes the intersectoral balance
of production and distribution. This model allows the magnitude
of gross output to be calculated for any given final frbduct and the
necessary investment and labour resources to be fixed for each
specific branch of production.

Op[imisation models based on the intersectoral balance help to
solve the converse task, i.e., to calculate the maximum macnifudeof the final product that is possible with the given vollme of "

investment and labour resouices. The intersect=orar balance of
production and distribution has long since been developed and used in
planning. It has not yet become, howevei, an integral part of the
technology of national economic planning though th6 problem of its
introduction still remains relevant. Of extreml impbrtance is, in
par,ticular, the elaboration of current and planned relional balances
and their coordination with the national intersectorai-balances.
- Atpresent there is a real way for the elaboration and practical use

of optirnisation models in drawing up the long-term national economic
development.plan for 1976-1990 on ttre basis of a multistage complexof optimisation economico-mathematical models. This -wav ii to
embrace three levels: the branch of production, the national ec'onomic
comple.x (group of industries), the national economy as a whole. A
model is to be develo-ped for each of the levels and,-in combination,
such models should form a single syste-rn of optimisation. AII thesi
cplculallons, when correctly organisid and mutrially tied in, will makeit possible to obtain a more balanced and efficibnt variant of the
national economic development plan.

The experience so far accumulated in theoretical and experi-
mental research has provided the basis for the central Econoniico-
Mathematical Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, the Main
!.gmRuter - Qen_lr9__aqd the Main Depariment of Long-Term
Planning of the USSR State Planning committee to jointly part-icipate
in preparilg,the 

_ 
USSR's long-term national economic development

plan for 1976-1990.
Soviet economists have also solved a number of fundamental

problems as. regards the method of studying and p[nning people,s
welfar-e, which have not only theoretico-metliodotofiiat val-ui brit are
also of great practical significance in the system of iational economic
management.

-. A- complex of models has been developed describing the
distribution-proc:esses that take place in the socialist sociei! and
permitting the solution of a wide range of planning-economic taiks in
re-gulating labour remuneration and plarining iicome distribution.
lhcs-e include income and wage formation models, the models for the
dirtribution of social consumption funds, demand ro.mJtion moaets
end othcrs. They have already been put !o good use inforecaitingthe
Srowth of incomes and wages up to 1990.'

Thc. problem of -consumption and demand has been intensively
roloarchcd. A methoddlogy for forecasting demand and tradi
turnovcr has been developed based on the conibined use of statistical
and normativc information. Depending on the prescribed planned and



normative indicators '(incomes, rational consumption norm-s for
vliffi; io6l.i,-.uctr moaets allow several variants of ,a future
;;;ffi;-ili-6,i -".r.r-piion 

and' demand to be obtained and

;;;';il;-;ittlitre planned objectives and the available resources'""'E;;ia;;;6i#ff;t ["s'u"", made in emplovins economico-

matiimat'ici.f ,,iti,oAt in planning the material and technical s-upply.

if,|.-ir " 
pr.blem to *tii6n in9 igencies of the USSR State Supply

ci.ri,-itt"E-p"i ii.ior. attentionlAs early as 1972, with the,aid of
ifriili-iiiitfr.ifi'anO compuiiri a treigtrt shipment scheme was devised
i'";;I"fi; 60I million tlns of prod-uce, saving a considerable. sum

;'i;9.;--ilii;;;Ll;. *-traniportation services' It has now been

;;.;;;;ilff';t"h ;;"h"mi uJworked out for 1,000 milliontons of
6rfi gLoO.. The anticipated qaving in this case would reach 90 to 100

iliii":.--ruUto ana ri-teaie iS,OOO railway cars.. The USSR_.State-S"""tu 
Committee is currently engaged in working out an optlmum

iri[|iii.-" i'ii;;;;i;; .rpprv 6rdeis i,rricrr is also expected to yield a

significant effect.---lrr- -i-oressive 
volume of scientific material has now been

.""irnufutJi p.i"-iairg u--Uu.i. for. a wide-r practical en:plPyT-e_nJ,9l

eionomico-mithematical methods in supply planning: stock plannlng

;J';.oniroi. tinoine- otiona proporti'oni between two forms of
l"J"ri,iii ih" - "or"turii. 

(directlv from producers or from

*it:"-fiouE".i, calculating delivery schedules and so on'
It should ue notedlfiat the macro-economic and balance models,

th;sh';;;t 'h,i"url 
-6f,ih'i1,*;;ii""ttv 

and practicallv' cannot in

iiiirTifrii'be used ioi *fr-i"g tt" pt,iUt"* of multiple variants in

;;;;;[., oi tt " ,i"rtit"a" & poisible alternativei in economic

;;;;6;;;i-;htd-;h;- s'";i;s iomptexitv of the structure of

oroduction 
"na 

,"q,rit"'rn"fr. iinftisJt'' T!'i planners have always

il;";il';;.o;'il;;i-;l;;;;i"s Tire best.possible plan variant' But the

ffi k 
-;i'*"tttoa. 

f ,t-;;;;;tdv 
- 

descri^bing the numerpus economic

iiiJr"":iirii;-a.A tt" fai[-ot'the n'ecesiary technical .means for
;;;;;il;1nioi."iiin *ii"-" .Jiio,rs handiiap to accurate quantita-

Iir";;ililisons of plan variants. The properties of.macro-economrc
;d b"ilil" modets, aetermined by their mathematical struclure, are

iii"fr tf,"il*iiifr". ttri-variants are compared qr not, the solution, in

;il;;Giy'e;;;;a';; th" i"iiiatlnto.-lation (for example' the given

volume and sfructure of the final product)' 
-'-'S;ii.s ilt" ptiuri- ot m"itille- variants;opli-T-t:T,8-. plln-

nirri-- irr-oil; di";;;ibing me .r"tti1"a3 of possible alternatives for
the developr"nt "ria'tr;di""i"s 

of the national economy and its
iiiiiriii,"i'";il.; ;ii[ Gti"s oe-gre"s of-aggregation. and w,ith due

;A;;il 6; iriJii"e-rir" ;ir;;:c"d"es of theli inieraction with social
-"."J" 

""GiiA 
proi" *.. Ii 

"f "=o 
i"r"lve s determining tf-rq qomp arable

ouantitative ctrar"ci"risii"i of tn" elements of this multiplicity. This

il.fi ' ;fi.;;;;;;.v C";ri of it i national economic structure - from

il;;ily;; ""ori".v ".-a 
whote down to the primary production

unit.-'"rq,t present, optimalplanning models for individual eco4omic cells,

auov" 
-;ll-fdir#i;;;ria-6an-rtiial associations. have found wide

r

application. They have, however, one common drawback in that the
most important information that has to be used in such models
autonomously (volume of investment, output assignments, prices,
and so on) is in large measure determined without the use of
optimisation methods.

Analysis of theoretical results and of attempts to use optimisation
models has prompted an increasing number of researchers and
practical workers to conclude that an optimal national economic
planning system for a socialist economy can only be worked out if the
economy is viewed as a single, integral organism having a hierarchical
organisation. The economico-mathematical trend has definite
achievements with regard to elaborating procedures for coordinating
individual planning solutions within the optimal planning system.
However, the latter's "technology" is so complicated that its full
practical realisation will not be possible until some time later.

IMPROVING THE MECHANISM
OF ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT

An essential feature of the integrated approach to improving the
socialist economy is that the problems both of a further improvement
of the mechanism by which it functions and those pertaining to a
further development of the planning systemd are regarded as a single
whole, in conformity with the "single organism" concept of the
national economy.

A point of principle that emerges in solving the problem of
optimising.the components of the above-mentioned mechanism is the
need to take into consideration the existence of the organic unity
between them and the centrally established plan. The economic
valuations are determined quantitatively (as demonstrated both in
thcory and by experimental calculations) by proportions laid down in
the optimal national economic development plan and they can be used
to promote its effective realisation.

Analysis of the task of dptimising the economic mechanism of
management shows that questions like improving the price system,
economic accounting, the finance and credit mechanism, the charges
for the use of productive resources, the organisational structure of
our economy and improving the relations between self-supporting
units and planning agencies should be regarded as being intercon-
nected and interdependent; Such an approach allows one to see more
clearly the way in which, for example, the self-financing system may
reault in kcwer rates of economic development when there is no
well-dcvcloped and effective credit mechanism.

A vaat amount of work has been done in recent years by the
rgoncior responcible for the state of affairs in planned price
lormrtion. Thc rcsult was the introduction in 1967 of a reform of
wholorelo prices which was followed by a number of steps to
coordlnato prices cxisting in various industries. But it should be
ecknowlcdgcd. however, that the existing price system is still not
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good enough to meet the present-day t.asks of economic development
and, what is more important, the tasks of stimulating technological
progress. Besides, the prices do not adequately reflect the national
benefit to be derived from using new types of material, machinery and
equipment.

To remove these shortcomings, it is very desirable that the
following principle be observed in fixing prices: the price level for
new products should be directly related to the economic effectiveness
of their use in the national economy. Prices should not only reflect the
direct costs of production but also product use efficiency in the
various spheres of activity and by the various users. It is only in this
way that prices can fulfil their function as economic levers for an ,

effective distribution of production resources, act as a barrier to their
irrational use and become a truly national-economic yardstick for the
economic evaluation of products.

It should be noted here that the theory of optimal price formation,
far from denying the need, as its critics erroneously believe, for the
costs of production to be thoroughly taken into account in fixing
prices, gives quite definite recommendations with regard to improving
the existing methods of cost calculation for the purposes of planned
price formation. Let us consider two of the most important aspects of
cost calculation in this context-anticipated (incremental) costs as
the basis of price-fixing and the need for a fuller calculation of the
social costs of individual types of products

One of the fundamental tenets of the Marxist-Leninist theory of
value is the notion of socially necessary costs of reproductionas the
basis for calculating the value of products and their price. This tenet
acquires a special relevance today when, under the impact of the
accelerated rates of scientific and technological progress, the
quantitative gap between the past costs of production and the
anticipated costs of reproduction in the planned period becomes ever
more significant. If the rates of technological progress and change in
costs in various industries were similar this gap could be ignored. But
it is not so in reality, and thus an orientation on past costs in
price-fixing may heavily distort, in present-day conditions, the level
of socially necessary costs of reproduction.

The policy of stimulating the intensification of production calls for
the universal application of the principles of. efliciency and retunts,
which could be best implemented through the credit form of resource
distribution, for the latter alone really places on the ministries,
associations and enterprises material responsibilitytor the use of the
means at their disposal in a rational way. But capital investment is still
distributed mainly through budget financing. Besides, the procedure
for the distribution of bank loans does not sufficiently take into
account the efficiency of various economic projects, which results in
credit dispersion. Loans are repaid by enterprises, in fdct, out of their
free profits left, which, coupled with a low rate of interest, practically
nullifies the advantages offered by the credit form of resource
distribution.
tt

. special .attention needs to be devoted, in this connection, toimproving the system of charges for the use br proo""iio" ar."t, 
""0the amortisation policy. It is necessary to esta6lish the same iate ofcharge, be it for the use of assets or for loans. And whativii io,rrceof investment the enterprise may decidl lo,;il;tto, ;i;;r ir;;;state budget or its own expansion fund, the chaililoilir" irr" orproduction assets, just as the rate of inteiest, s^troutt-ctraraciirise ttreminimal national economic demands as regarils tt 

" 
iln"ii"iv withwhich the aceumulation fund is to be u.ial.-a pio""iiril'-.iiiirrii!

established for levying s-eparate charges for the uie o}-new proiu"tion
assets and those which have alreadibeen functioninl-io.'.o-rii ti-"with due regard for the degree of iheir obsolescenii

The problem of the economic evaluation of' natural re-source-s-land, forests, water and mineral depositi-ir-Jos"rv
related to the whole -range of questionr p"ri"iiri"g-to eco=nomic
management of technological progress and iis stimulition.

One result of the-mam-moth growth of the country's industrialpote.ntial-is.that agricultural land isiaken out of proauiii.irio rneet trrineeds of industrial construction, for building traniport irii.i".,hydroelectric po.wel stations and other prolicii. it i. -ii"".i"rv ro,designing organisations to evaruate th6 oimaCe- suitaineJ-Ev trreeconomy through the loss of agricultural landl rne queition'of a
pj:,_":-,qy",y!"I:t, the monetary valu6 of such Unas iouiJli ruffvlncruded ln techno-economic calculations to justify new projecti
d.eserves a special study. The economic evalualiJ, 6r .""rriuia. i.also necessgy fo1 choosing technical aevetopmlnt ,".ianis a"astlmulatrng the rational use of natural resources.

One 0f the main consF-,quences of technological progress is the
substitution of machines for labour. It is extiemely iilportani-io
correctly estimate the expenditure of live labour thus displiced, ior it
bears closely on the introduction of new original ."ctiin" d;sigil:
should the estimates of the labour savings be t-oo low, the cost or-trre
machines outweighs the saving of laboui, resulting in their introduc-
tion being hampered despite the saving in labour, tf,ey provide for the
e-conomy as a whole. As a result, the investment seemi inefficient, is
therefore not made, and the rates of production automation and
mechanisation slow down.

. . In calcufating the efficiency of new technology the saving of
labour is taken to be equivaleni to wages plus ded[btions tor sdciat
insurance. This results-in an underesi=imaiion of the efficien;y of
mcchanisation especially in labour-intensive branches arld' spheres
and in sparsely populated areas, i. e., where it is needed'the'most.

ln o-ur view, it is necessary to introduce a system of differentiated
rstes 

-of compensation for the expenditures made by society on ttr"
urc of labour resources in the areas with surplus laubur ard-iothos"
oxperiencing. a great labour shortage. These raies should also tale into
account the level of skills. The cdmpensation sums mighi"Ja-io tt"
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:J#:i"!,#"r.;:::le\'11';'],"1'1,"3:i,l:i"J.!,:::3T:1"'i:'";l*',ll'l#
conditions necessary io regUlate migration flows into areas experienc-

ing labour shortages.

with a view to a further development and strengthening of the

.vsteni oi fuit-scale economic accorinting we deem it necessary to

:il;H; ;;;;;.-;i'.i"'uii' desieied to bring into a closer

iJ"ii.r.fiip the methJi 6;-td 
""onorili" 

justification of technical

,iriii."r-i.d irr"i foilrre evaluation of the efficiency-of gnterprises

and industries run ""ifr"i"ooo-ii 
a"co,rnting basis' 1he firstJhjng it

is necessary to do, #I; d'i;;;;tin"L- iiti"n6e on the multitude of

;)(#il "a;"t-l.rlnini"rild; -(tii;;;iume of produce to be re alised,

orofit. level of profitability, labour productivity and so on)' The

;ffi i:i"rrils-^ir,'aii'".ti"r 
";i' 

th; 
- *oir-. of indistrial associations

G;;rffi;;.i-.r,oda 6Jon; 
".liiiciuv 

riflecting the.maqnitude of the

economic effect proiu"ii Ui-i't 
" 

O"i,"topmentlproduction and use of

ffi;;;ii.A;d th" ;iili"'iv g'-qit{it of 
-the production unit

li,"."Iiiirg -i tf* ""oioii" 
-"""i,inti"g-Uasis, given- the restrictions (as

regards nomenctatu'rl""".0--"tttii--lndi""[o-..) laid down in the

centralised Plan.

It is desirable that the government-established'indicators should

include assignments-"t'i-qe'*at irt" t"v range-.of output' the- basic

;;;;i";ffi t,";JirJi:'...iiif;,ff "j,;ti':,15-ffSffi :i!l'iil:orcanisations, the . il,i,]ii. t"T" ,ade to theii-p"n." of centralised investment, contr:
state budset. The t;A;i';;;;;i.ftt th" use of assets' labour and

natural resources, i;i;;f;'; "t"ait' 
pti"* on the main types of

product, tariffs ;[;;;; 
--;ald should also be fixed

centrallY.
It is extremely important to ensure.a long-time character of all

nlanned economic ;rffi;i;;. i-fri. *iit criate conditions for the

i,iiiiri-ri"r-ir:i;;i;iid;;ai.ii*uvtoevaluatetheresultsof measures

which have an 
""ono-iiiiie-Joi'ring 

a number of years andto show

concern for the p."$;;';iin"ii-il1-ti"ical and eionomic develop-

ment.
Large.scaleindustrialandscientifjc-industrialassociationsare

now becoming the #il1;iil" 
-*u"G"gi-"ct 

"otogical 
progress and

current production 
."]'; ;ffi;; tt e.s" 

--"-r*pon*ib'ie tothe state for

the f ull satisf action?iri"'riii"r"r ""orroir-i 
i iiquirements in their

oroducts, irr,pron",,Jit l,t ttri'iiif,.ofogi""i'tt".dirds and qualitv of
'the latter, IIt oa" rni.rTti;fi iiffi ;;ar;iffi ""dcitie 

s and re new al of

their outPut range.

It is desirable to give these - 
associations wider discretion tn

disposing of materi'i iili tiiiiiiiA-i"r*i""s so as to-create the

conditions n"""...ry-f #il"il;;;i;tii"i"ni tp"ration and raise their

sense of responsibilit;"i#Til;;"ili. or ir,iir 
"ctivities. 

Thev should

be allowed to tr""iv'ai."p.;;-;ia;r"ii"il* allow"n""r for capital

repairs and the complete replacement of the fixed assets' and also to
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retain a share of profit large enough to enable them to develop
normally above all out of their own resources.

Automated planning and management systems (AMS) are to play a
major role. They represent a new, progressive form of management
organisation based on a radical improvement in the methodology of
solving planning and economic problems, the technology of manage-
ment operations and information supply.

A number of the country's research centres have prepared
manuals for the development of AMS, which contain details of theit
formulation and the principles to be observed in setting up and
organising such systems and procedures for developing them,and
regulating the relations between enterprises and research establish-
ments. This signifies an important step forward in regularising
research and work in developing AMSs.

AMSs were mainly developed for solving management's economic
planning' and organisational problems. Automated technological
inanagement systems (ATMS) were developed quite separately from
the latter. At present, the task of integrating the ATMS into a single
automated system is being succesfully fulfilled.

Two important points have been experimentally proved in
developing and setting up AMSs. First, the efficiency of using
economico-mathematical methods and- computers is the greater the
more complicated are the problems to be solved. Second, the
introduction of the AMSs at the enterprise level should conform to
the requirements of establishing a single nationwide automated
system 

- (SNAS). This determines the importance of introducing
economicq-mathematical methods into planning and management.

The development of AMSs should.largely be oriented towards
solving complex optimisation problems, and towards working out
optimal economic solutions in planning. This is to be the main
guideline in using economico-mathematical methods and computers in
management.

The establishmentof automated systems in thecountry's central
planning and ecirnomic bodies will be of extreme importance for
improving the national economy's planned management system. The
quality of the decisions adopted by these organs greatly influences the
efficiency with which socialist society's productive resdurces are
used. The automated economic projecting systems (AEPS) at the
USSR State Planning Committee and the state planning committees of
the Union republics are the most important of these systems. They
are national economic planning systems making wide use of
economico-mathematical methods and models and computers. In the
final anqlysis, AEPSs are oriented towards developing an optimal
natibnal economic-planning systeni ind shoutd be based, methodolog-
ically, on a cbmprehensive planning system whose main features have
been described above. Developing AEPSs will reguite thg planning
bodies and scientific research Lentres' cbordinated efforts based on a
single theoretical and methodological concept of planning 
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The main trends in the work to further develop the planning and
management theory are now absolutely clear. There can be no doubt
that the systems approach to economic management, methods of
programme-objective planning and economico-mathematical model-
iingare the moit impoitant trends in research holding out th9 Promise
of leliable practical results in the vitally important field of national
economic planning and management. It is also obvious, however, that
there are still many "white spots" in the field of economico-
mathematical research. A concerted and coordinated effort by the
entire, many thousand strong, detachment of Soviet economists to
further improve the theoretical foundation of modern economic
planning and management may significanfly contribute to a more
effective and speedier application of scientific achievements.

NOTES

r24th Congress of the CPSU, 197l,Moscow, t971, p. 80.
2Ibid., p. 62.

Socio-Economic Problems
of Developed Socialism

The Socialist Way of Life
as a Socio-Economic Category

EVGENY KAPUSTIN

The creation of developed soclarism in the usSR and the building
of.such. a society in othei countries of the socialist io'n-u"iiv, tiiE
scientific and technological revolution - and its impact on so6i"urt
society, and the ideological struggle between the two *ortd iv.t"..
have made the que-stion of the sociatist way of life extremilyiopicai
and drawn to it the attention of representatives of all ttie ibcial
sciences.

.. For ." Long time ec-onomists endeavoured to confine the question of
the so-cialist^yay of lU-e to the range of issues united in tlie concept
"standard of living",. However, they increasingly felt that conciptrs
limitations and much too narrow frlmework. T[is *aJ-ii* i" uororelief in the attempts to work out mathematical moail. oi trr"
p.hcnomena included in the concept "standard of living". li was rouna
that the formalised economic models of the standaro 5f ii"i"itr"a trr"
fpnggmentat sllortcoming since they did not take into 

"c"Iouni 
tn"

socrar' potlucal and other superstructural phenomena that mirror the
manifold conditions of the 

-life of socieiy and of ttiJ tit" oJ tn"individual in that society. without takin! tnis into- 
"c"ou"i-it 

i,
impossible to forecast society's advancemeilt adequaiirv u"o io arr*
up long-term plans for the development of socio-eiono.i"iiraiio"r.

E, Koputtln,.D. Sc. (E9o1.), Director of the Institute of Economics, USSR
Ac odc my ot- Sc ienc e s, profe 

s s o r of Mo s c oi Univ, ii s ii i.-'Sp ec i al_rtc, rn pmbrcms.of the poriticar economy of socialism.'Auihor of
!4. - mlrqocla?{r, 

. ]h" euality of 
- 

Labour and *"e"r,
Mothodolqical problems of the Economics oi iaUoui, 

";;;i;1!ryhr! o! cxt-!tog!; on potiticat economy fi" ii_iiii"inipl,
anU oJ ttthcr sdcntlflc w*s.



Indicators of the living standard give.a more or less comprehensive

ia""^Jt-t["'"-"t"J i"io-?J oItt" pipulation and its co-ns-umption of

;;";;i;;;d;;"4;;il;' tr'"v-ini"or the size -of the national

income and the "on."-pii* 
it"'d "t a whole and in terms of per

rl'.*'It','ai;;*i;i"#':f l','#I"]l#ixilA3,o'#'1T'1!'fl :,:,xt'"l5--;;i.;;l: ;"Ai"ar", iAri,"ti.r,-"rd s-o on) ; the lengfh of,l!: Iglki"qe;til leisure ti.i:-iir" 'i;;;iil" of the ,,i:"l1li:l"lJr5i"T?1il:
"ii""ait"t".; 

the pattern of consumption;
ii'piri"tion 

;"' incorn" s'-"rra 
-" 

*p-"nait"ie s. bv social and prof e s sional

HJ.I*?'"-,:t;iY*ir,-,umr*.*';#','31i",fi iiioi",nl"lll;
;iri';ffi;,6;;;gfi;;;A .o oi; loireevitv' oooulation increment and

other demographic i"iiLtoi., 
"rliif.JAv"l"irii"'oi-rif 

iti"t" indicators'"*3;;-;;;;di.,r-;;64-th"t ihe- concept "standard of 
^liv-ing"

also shows the exteni'tiiJ'pop"latio"'s requirements are satisfied'

However, this can o"l'v G a6n6 by corp"rini the living standard with

;;;',iiirrl r"i it'-i.-iitiirneiy_difficuli to work out such a

}ii;, ; ;;i it'it i, .titt-t"r froni being carried out. Today we can

;#;; il;6;i ;i ;i;'";J.piio" qi. material goods and services

with scientific norms oi"o-rit"rifitib* These norms give an approxi-

ffi; ft;;a i"tiorui ;;";;;li& ensuring the necessary condjtions

il;};;;ioJ,i"tiJ" of labour lower ani the development of the

individual with accotriit oi .*iiiv" possibilities of. satisfying the

iJiiiii.i-i"i, oi iti -i.Uers in eath given period.. These ,.)rms are

founded, first, on ,"i"-"iiii" i""orn-eriaatioris on the consumption of

i;;e;;Ati;;d io' *""-t noil"."i p.l^i""'develooment with account of
the snecific conditions";i'h[iii'" (."*, age, region, national food

li:"iffi :;i'i,-",iii',ioir,"i,1-iittorationirtnelnergvexP-gndedin
ifl!"];iii;;'-""iriti,r'i-oip"naing on jts conditions and diff icultv ;

HJ",:fi;";il; "f 
tfii'u"oeJir-of families with different income

i"-iJf.I' ""4, tfriri, 
- 

on--pr"rJrrt-a"y notions about the rational

;";;}";fi of "ioit"ilt#t*;;;, 
h6usehold and cultural goods with

account of scientific norms of wear'
There is today ;-;iir;; b".ir tor determining the extent the

,"qui*."n6 of u"rio"rffi;iE the population are.satisfied' The

ideat could Ue norriJ-tff;;rtd not Ui influenced by society's

ii.*iU-nitiir iri l"ii1':iviiiitri tequiiements of its members in the

fi;ffi;"-i"t;"lnil""i-day norms are, of course, to some extent

ilnalilfi"t influence. It is unquestionably possible and.even necessary

ii;';;ti;;;;;rvti;J ;;;;;'6; o.t ttri consumption. lever of the

;U;L;ii.;';f ili";;;;;'t"v *itt 
-oit 

"' 
countries 6r a given group of

fhe nonulatior,. ana-atso-ot ttte average level of consumption in a
;['.,#fiffilii"t'}itt tt 

" 
iot"sutptioil of high-income groups of the

i6riiiiii.i. uui 
-trris' ;;;i;;d ;1 iirarv eiy"-.a .suff icientlv complete

;i"'d;f the extent requirements are. satisfiod'
'--iir".,- if in the sy-i". oi qu"ntitative indicatorsof the"living
standard,, we inctudJ'a" Jo-p"tiJJ" of tt " achieved actual-level of

"Jri.iripti";;fth 
;;;;, ;; ihall receive what is still a far from

;!g;il; iOia ot ttte-iiient ihe requirements of the population are
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satisfied. All this, needless to say, does not exclude but, on the
contrary, requires the elaboration of a special indicator of the
satisfaction of the people's effective demand. This is particularly
necessary in planning.

However, the concept "standard of living" is clearly inadequatp
for a full and comprehensive characteristic of man's condition in
society, his physical and cultural development, his purposes and
methods of achieving these purposes. For instance, this concept
cannot without stretching a point include such an important aspect of
man's life as his satisfaction with his labour. Yet this satisfaction, the
possibility of expressing oneself as an individual in the results of one's
work, to obtain not only the right to a certain sum of consumer values,
but also a definite moral and creative satisfaction, is particularly
important under developed socialism.

The unhampered and guaranteed possibility of creatively applying
one's capabilities is not a secondary but the prime feature of man's
life in a socialist society. However, this indicator of the life of the
individual and of society as a whole can be included in the concept
"standard of living" only with considerable reservations. This'fully
applies also to the character and content of labour, to the
characteristic of its socio-economic heterogeneity, to the incentives
that attract man to labour, and so on. Besides, this would then be not
the same concept and it would be necessary to look for a suitable term
to express the spectrum of indicators that are today united in this
formula.

For that reason, parallel with the fairly definite concept "standard
of living", it would be expedient to adopt a much broader
formula-"way of life" and "socialist way of life". To a large extent
this meets with the aim of socialist production formulated in the basic
cconomic law of socialism and covering not only the fullest
satisfaction of physical and cultural requirements but also. the
harmonious development of the individual; but this cannot be fully
included in the concept "standard of living".

An analysis of the substance of socialism's basic economic law
and the all-sided characterisation of the aim of socialist production are
inconceivable without the use of such a socio-economic category as
the socialist way of life. Without this category one cannot have a
thorough understanding of the operation of the law of balanced
development that brings into the sphere of planning not only the
dcvelopment of the productive forces but also socio-economic
relations, of whose progress the socialist way of life, its formation and
improvement, is a major summarised indicator.

Without an account of this pategory the planning of socio-
economic relations under developed socialism cannot be complete
oithcr. Directly linked with it are the operation of the law of
dlrtrlbution according to work and the development of distribution in
tho form of social funds of consumption, for all forms of distribution
rro dlrcctly mirrored in man's way of life, and this cannot be ignored.
Tho rocio-economic concept of the "socialist way of life" is thus an
lnrllohablc element of the political economy of socialism.
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Interest in the elaboration of question relating not only to the
standard of living but also to the Soviet man's way of life was
heightened considirably with the drawing up of long-term plans of the
Soiiet Union's socio-economic development. Medium-term (five
years) and, especially, long-term plans provide for. the growing
ionsumption of material goods, and create the conditions for the
harmoni,ous development of the Soviet citizen, for the formation of
the socialist way oi life. Moreover, society's possibilities to -ensure
this formation increase considerably with the development of social
production, with the enhancement of its efficiency, with the CrgryinS
irossibilities of satisfying the population's re,quireme.n!9 more fully-.' The heightened interest inlhe question of the socialist-way of life
is also due to the need for exposing the attempts of bourgeois
propaganda and Right-wing revisionism to idealise and embellish the
;'welfire state", "consumei society", the "American way of life" and
so on, and, at the same time, maliciously distort the way of life under
socialism. This chorus has been joined by "Left" revisionism, which
endeavours to portray socialism is a society of universal levelling and
asceticism.

The concepts "way of life" and "socialist way of life" are
extremely complex and many-faceted because they embrace all the
aspects-mateiial, spiritual and social-of man's life' For that
reison the formulation of these concepts, as the sfirdy of the problems
of the socialist way of life, can be fruitful only with the participation
in this work of the representatives of all the social sciences.

The attempts to ta-ckle this task from the positions of a definite
science are also important. Although this does not ensure a
comprehensive study, it allows synthesising the results of research by
reprisentatives of ciifferent social sciences and thus working out a
cdmmon formula giving an all-sided characteristic of this concept.

Without claiming to the solution of the question of the socialist
way of life as a whole, we should like to approach it from the
standpoint of the political economy of socialism and thereby alteqpt
to define its economic aspects. We have in mind precisely the
economic aspect of this category and not the economic basis of the
socialist way of life. To show the economic basis of the socialist way
of life meahs to set forth the entire sum of socialist relations of
production with all their economic laws and categories. Attempts of
itris tino will evidently yield little because they do not and cannot-give
anything new compared with existing descriptions of socialist
relltioni of production. The way of life is a synthetic concept that
covers many economic and superstructural indicators and gives an
additional, Lxtremely importanl characteristic of the given socio-
economic system.

An independent study of the economic aspect of this-question is
also justifiei because thb various aspects of the way. of life are not of
equai value. In the given question the economic aspect is the
determining factor, although there is no direct connection between a
person's eionomic status in society and his way of thinking or
purposes. Had there been we would not have been able to note
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innumerable facds showins -+qw man's spirituar deveropment lagsbehind his economic_.-co-naition.---.,itumin psy"trlloir-,;-L"on.O
prezhnev pointed out, "is remaae muctr more st-o#tyih;"ti" materiarfoundations of life."i -

In a political economic study of the socialist way of life the objectsare:

- first, the economic.aspect of the socialist way of rife, in otherwords, the materiar a-nd spiritirar requiiiments or peoite ciiaiicieristicof this wav of rife, th-e eitent ilJi;-.-;-of tr,"ir'r"tIri"iiili'i, tt"i.y"l*Jli.:ffi 
tf; t'f #lni:rxT&iiil6,;i';i';;;;;lJ,'",a,r,"

- second, the economic conditioni that are the foundation-onwhich the sociatist way of life G16f ;iiil;';il''"rJJir:?ii"rr inopposition to the bouri,eois way.;f,liri,-i,i td; J;&i"'igainstleft-overs of the oast -suih as surriu"ts of petty-bourgeois thinking,philistinism, inaiviauUis; 
"rdE;i;il 

"

- thir{, the economic leiers ,i,t ictr socialist society usespurposefully and syste.matic-aily to give shap" "ri"t".iliii'"t" tr,"socialist wav of rife, and facilitaie iis?roruiio'"-irt 
" 
ir-"viiift" tr,"tyi! be intrinsic to til-hdfi-ei iiqiJ'ri ;;;;r'i;;""ii""tir"influence of these revers on tfre *"f oirii" 

"nd 
th;;;r.-""'o ir.ln, orcontinuing to use them.

of course, in reality alr these-obi-ects of a political economic studydo not exist in isolation from eactroit 
"i. 

i["v-i"i"i"it irid'ini"it*in".It must be noted that economic sciintels cafled upon to study notonlv the sociatist wav o-f.life u"t arso ttr" ;;;;;i[ ;n"aiiiJis ,noIevers on the basis of whicrr 
"no 

unair *-1,";.hfil;r;'ii"i"#"v 
"tlife forms and deverops. rt trso-f,".- tir" purery practicar task ofworking out.recommeridations ttr"t *outo ;;bG t["-ioJiiri.?'rt"t"and production colrectives (by \r.inl1hi economic levers at theirdisposal) to infl uence the f oiniati,oii 6r--tr," S"rl"i;";-,;;;Lr rt"more effectively.

- It would be advisabre to- preface an analysis of questions related tothe socialist way of life with some;;;;il about the substance of thegencral.concept-"way of life". rirst anoloremost, it iJnlcissarv tostress the fact that t[is concept is much tr;;d;iil;;il;;;i:sory
if "J,Tt,""itx*#;rx**:,r#;.iti:gr$Il$m',,r1
work, relations betieen peopre in i[i- frocess of production, incvery-day life and inrhe ipjty, ttre aitiiuoi t" 

"i,ri[iv-*j^io tt"mothertBnd; vitar idears and the iruv. o-ii"r,i";id th;;,irti"i, 
"r"relc.cted by members of- g given-"society. . at.o included are the

ii:j:i,::,H#'"#e.+Tl!!",#i,;i":i*:;i*H,?,'Jff t:3,",,:ltf Itraditions, rules of human agrg"iaiffihJrars ana cuttuie. fi,J;*"v
9f -[f9]' is the mode or p"opie;s 

"ial;"fiirt, tr,i*"i;"iiir" ot 
""ctrlndividual, sociar group, 

-ctass "no 
nutio, ln a given socio-economicformation. Ultim;tety,'ii E ;il ;;;;;tated expression of theeconomic., social-, politicat and spiritual;;ili.d p;;;;til;; il ,"gir"r,locicty, the resurt of the interaclion of an aspecti ana piie-nome"na or



social life. The relations of production actively - 
influence and

iii"iirri:riiiitr" *uV of :if", but th6y cannot be included directly in this
concept.

However, the point is, of course, not only that-tt-P j'*3V 9-f life" is

" -ult, broader concept than the "standard of living"' Here we

,Uiiiri iiiintiat, quaiitative distinctions. Although there is an

inatienaUte link bitwien these concepts, it is not a direct, hard and

iuJii"L, U""ause under one and the same standard of liYing there may
^dl it 

":ii,ty 
iiii"*ni and even- anlipodal ways of lif e. The superiority

of one 6oirntry or another in the living standard is not yet evidence of
it-r .iie*i.iity in the way of life of its people. At the same time, under
lrlr!"ii"ttv aitGent living standards the way of tife may 

-be. 
basically

similar. As distinct from the way of life, the standard of llvlng may
iffiil;1" a.nJideraUly within a short span of time and in the same-r""il-i"t".miC 

tormltion. before the way of life can be changed

;i;;; -il;a -ui 
furoamental socio-economic changes 

- 
in -societv'

ii,i;.;o;;;;it is precisely the way of life that determines the character

"na 
oii"rll"tionbf the changes iithe living standard,-while, in its turn,

" 
l,t 

"rgi 
i, it e standard of living is only gradually reflected in the way

of life.
The category ..standard of living" makes-it possible to compare the

"""ir*oiioi-level 
in socialist and capitalist-societies. Here use is

;;a;;TA;ious quantitative indicatori. But in analysing the w-av of
iiii-io different'social systems use rnust be made not only of

luantitative but also, and chiefly, of qualitative indicators'

while the level of consumption of material and spiritual blessin-gs

is ."faiiuifv si-ifa. in socialist and-deve-loped capitalist countries, the
iiuv" of iif" of tn"ir people differ fundamentally. As- socialism
afiJ"pi t-triie aistinctions iannot help but grow because the.socialist
;;;;i tii;- aitiit. basicallv from the bourgeors wav o-f life'- This
&ii";;;ls-ii"" in the U-otaest relief at the phase of develop-ed

;;"irlifi: fhe historical character of the category "way. of life"
il;ii;i. ifiif most strikingly in the fact that tht bourgeois way of.

iite is inevitably superseded-by the socialist way of life'
Addressing the 24th congress o-f .th9 cPsu the General secretary

of the Comminist Party of itre USe Gu-s Hall said:-- .G tfi.i"Ai of mitiions in the caprtalist world, there is growing.a

,"* -"riioion 
UV *tii"t they measuie and compare the two world

systems.-'-:tt 
" 

comparisons are not now limited to industrial charts or prices

of goods.
..what is placed on the scales now is the overall quality of life.

StaniaiJs of iiiysicat comforts remain very important in determining
;h"-a-dtity;ffii", U"t tne yar<lstick is much broader now. It includes
iiii iot"r .ir""tru. of human vatues, the ord-er of priorities, dictated by
;ii; i;ii;r;;ilawi ot each system. it includes the moral, cultural and

ohilosoohical concepts nuriured by each system' Many of the new
;;;-.ft;aa that adil up to a qualitv of life cannot be measured by
charts.
9E

"How can you weigh the growing sense of insecurity, alienation
and frustration of not being involved, not being a factor, under
capitalism with that of being lolally involved and relevant, of being
able to determine the course of life that flows from the inner nature oi
socialism?

"How can one compare by charts the quality of life, of distortions,
humiliations, the brutal suffering and pain that is the product of
racism, fostered by capitalisrn, with the flowering of a quality of life
under -socialis_qr, a lif_e without racism, based on equality and dignity
of each individual?" 2

By and large, the "way of life" is a historical category. It
undergoes fundamental changes with the replacement of socio-
economic formations. Deep-going changes in uniform fundamental
principles may be observed at different phases of the development of
the same system. Particularly striking qualitative changes are
undergone by the way of life of society and the individual when
capitalism gives way to the communist mode of production. The
socialist way of life is a new socio-economic category that emerges
with the appearance of socialism and develops with it in proportion to
the development and strengthening of socialist relations of produc-
tion, social consciousness, collectivist social psychology and-morali:
ty,in the struggle with survivals of.proprietary, individualist mentality
and morality.

The concept "quality of life" has comE into wide use in the West in
recent years. Here most economists make no essential distinction
between the concepts "quality of life" and "way of life". In our view,
the use of two different designations for the same phenomenon is
hardly justified, it only complicates seeing these two cbncepts in their
ploper aspect. It is hardly advisaole to replace the formula "way of
life" by the formula "quality of life". When we deal with the coniept
"quality" generally, we are justified in raising the question of its
gradations: high or low quality, higher, lower, and so on. However,
there is no justification for the use of such gradations of quality for a
comparison df the condition of the working man under capitalism and
under socialism. In fact we see fundamental distinctions in the ways
of life: one is bourgeois and the other is socialist.

At the same time, we feel that the concept "quality of life" may
and must be used in characterising man's life, but in ri different sense.
The life of society and of the individual is increasingly influenced by
external conditions, by the environment. The formula "quality of lifei'
should be used as a concept uniting the system of the quantitative
indicators of the state of the environment and its influence on man,
i.e., indicating the ways and means of solving the ecological problems
in a given society. This interpretation of the concept "quality of life,'
is most closely linked with the category "standard of living", and they
must be considered in their close interaction, otherwise seriouc
mistakes may be made. For instance, the automobile over-satiation of
capitalist society gives rise to atmospheric pollution and considerably
worsens the population's state of health, which in its turn leads to a
growing incidence of disease and a forced expansion of the health
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services. Formally, the living standard grows (as a result of the
increase in the use of cars and an expansion of the health services),
but human conditions of life in fact deteriorate.

The way of life has several levelg of concretisation. At the highest,
most abstiact level it is characierised by the most important,
fundamental, determining and, at the same time, most general aspects
of man's vital activity in a given socio-economic formation. Here the
poncept "way or mode of life" is brought considerably closer to the
concelt of "mode of production". However, it would be a mistake to
confuie the concept'tocialist way of life" with the category ".ogi1l!st
mode of production". On the one hand, the former concept is wider
than the latter, for it covers, in addition to economic aspects' such
superstructural phenomena as morals, ideology and s.o-on, ald,.on the
ot[rer, the socialist way of life is obviously not socialist relations of
production in their pure form but the result of their influence on man
in a given society, on his purposes, attitude to work, to the p-roduction
collective, on the level and structure of his consumption, and so on' In
a given socio-economic formation the development o-f the productive
foices determine the character of the development of the relations of
production - they influence the entire spectrum of social relations
and, ultimately, man's way of life.

Karl Marx wrote that the "way in which men produce their means
of subsistence depends first of all on the nature of the actual means of
subsistence they find in existence and have to reproduce. This mode
of production must not be considered simply as being the reproduc-
tion of the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite
form of activity of these individuals, a definite form of expressing
their life, a definite mode of life on their part. As individuals express
their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides with their
production both with whqt they produce and with how they produce.
the nature of individuals thus depends on the material conditions
determining their production."3 Here, of course, one should not
forget the reverse influence of the way of life on the development of
Ihe productive forces, on social, production relation$ri i.e., their
interaction.

At this highest level of abstraction we see most clearly the most
general, most fundamental distinctions in the way of life of man in a
given society, his place in the system of social relations, in the
possibilities created by the social system for his vital activity. Each
iocio-economic formation is characterised not only by its socio-
political system but also by its way of life. Thus; the socialist way of
iife differs fundamentally from the bourgeois way of life chiefly by
the fact that the former is founded on public, socialist ownership of
the means of production and is characterised by the absence of
exploitation, by comradely cooperation among people engaged in
social production, by collectivism, internationalism and socialist
patriotism, while the latter, on the contrary, is based on private
capitalist ownership and brings with it exploitation.of man by man,
anarchy, competition, antagonistic contradictions between the ex-
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ploiting and exploited classes, relations of domination and subordina-
tion, and nationalism.

The socialisl *ay of life spells out relations of cooperation, of
social equality,-i.e.-, an equal relation of all members of society to the
means of production owned publicly. In the socialist way-of life
competition is superse-ded by entirely new relations between people,
relations characterised by socialist emulation, whose purposi is not
the attainment of success at the expense of otheri bi.rt, on the
contrar-y, the achievement of overall progress on the 6asis of
comradely mutual assistance and the dissemination of the finest,
advanced accomplishments in work.
. The.way of life in capitalist society is inseverably linked with the
de.epening of that system's antagonistic contradictions. This is
mirrored by the lggravation of the class struggle, by uncertainty and
pessimism, by the striving of many peoplJ-to eicape from'their
e.nvironment, to shrink into themselves. Under socialism, the way of
life is characterised by the fact that progress steadily weeds out tl
elisting contradictions, which in socialist society are not antagonistic.
The essential distinctions between work by 

-hand 
and Ui Ur"in,

between town and countryside, and so on are lradually erased. rnir ii
leading to increasing s-ocial homogeneity in soiialist society, while the
capitalist way of life exacerbates contradictions and-gradually
destroys society.

Herein lies the most-characteristic specificity of the American wayof life, which is extolled_-by bourgeois propiganda in eveiy way.
Judging by objectlve indicators and noi by -propaganaa and tlie
pronouncements of bourgeois leaders, the Amiric-an way of life is
marked by an intensification and refinement of all 

- 
forms of

exploitation, by a wide-ning gulf between haves and havenots, by an
aggravation of the class -struggle, competition and anarchy of
production. It is a society of racial violence and a certain degradition
of cultural fife, a society where organised crime is growin-g; it is a
society. which cannot provide all- the working piople iitt ttre
possibility o-f effectively applying their capabilitie-s and'talents; it is a
society. in which corruption llourishes; it ii a society charactJriiio ui
the militarisation of ihe economy and by unbri<iled inflation, thl
growing burden of which falls Cquarely 

-on 
the shoulders oi the

working people. These are, of courst , noi all but only the most salient
features of the American way of life.

The next level of concretising the concept ..way of life" is the wayof life of individual social groups, classei and hations in a giveir
socio-economic system. on-thai level, in addition to elemen-ts in
common that are determined by the given mode of production, there
are more or less fundamental distinctions in the way of iife of
individual social groups, classes and nations. For exampli. unaer
socialism there are some distinctions in the way of life 

'of 
the

intelligentsia, the working class and the coilective faimiri. th"s"
distinctions do not affect what is most important, tor atitti 

"tass..hnd.social group-s of socialist society are united by public o*neiitil
of thc means of production and have the common aim of buildini
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communism. However, there are distinctions in the size of incomes,
iirt"i, features in the pattern of consumption of workers by brain and
Ui tranO, of urban and rural inhabitants, of the worker and the
c6[ective farmer, of different republics, territories and regions, in the
level of general education and culture, in the conditions 9f work and
iit". tt"i" distinctions are closely stridied and taken into account in
the charting of Soviet economic policy. However,- they do. not
O"i"r.in" ih"t is most important in tlie way of life of socialist
society, and as its developmint proceeds they are gradually trased'

on this level of abstraction the distinctions in the ways of life of
ctasiis and social groups in antagonistic societies are fundamentally
diii;;;r,- The way-of life of the bourgeoisie, for.instance, basically
aiiii.. from the- way of life of the proletariat as a result of
qu"iii"ti""ii different- relations to the ownership of the means of
6roduction. These basic distinctions are growing more and more
iio"ou"cea and this is manifested in the mounting class struggle of
[ti piof"t"riat and all other working people. At the same time, this
does'not rule out the influence of the bourgeois way of life, ideals and
puipo."s on the working class. To this end use is made of the
Lourgeois propaganda michine, the mass media, schools, literature,
and io on. tte- Communist and workers' parties are relentlessly
cOmbating the iorrupting bourgeois influence on the proletarian
masses.

The formula "soviet way of life" appears naturally at the second
level of concretising the concept "socialist way of life".-This fotmula
implies the socialisi way of life concretised in its application to the
USSR w{th accoultt of iis historical, national and other conditions. In
this case elements reflecting the specificity of the Soviet Union's
development are added to thi featuies that characterise the socialist
*ay'of life as an internationalist concept. The Soviet way of life takes
shape as a way of life of the Soviet people, who-are-a new historical
conimunity in a multinational state, founaea on the basis of socialist
ownership of the means of production, Marxist-Leninist ideology,
unity of economic, socio-poliiical and ideological interests and unity
of s6cio-political and cultriral life. It is a uniform way of life for all the
citizens 6t ttre Soviet Union.

The soviet way of life is a socialist way -of life..Its underlying
sociro-political and spiritual features, and,main prin-ciples are com-
;"., fu]gr;;aionJirt'to all the countries of the socialist community.

The second level of abstrastion has, in its turn, some levels of
concretisation that bring this concept closer to the surface of
phenomena. Thus, the c6ncept "way-of -life" of detinite people is
iollowed by the concept of tht "way of life" of a definite class in a
given society, of a deiinite social group tn a class, of a group by
f,rofession, 

-of 
one nation or anothei (if the given .society is

multinational), of the inhabitants of a given region or district (if there
are marked distinctions springing from historical, natural and other
specifics). Moreover, it 

- muit be taken into account that local
cbnditioris-national, historical, geographical-are reflected in the

to2

way of life, but the way of life is determined chiefly by the nature of
the socio-economic system, by the mode of production.

At the lowest level of abstraction the concept "way of life" implies
the distinctions in the way of life of individual members of society. Of
course, the way of life of an individual is strongly influenced by his
character, psychology, physical and mental development, upbringing,
and so forth, thus to a certain degree making it the sphere of research
by psychologists and sociologists. Every person has relatively large
possibilities for independently choosing his purposes and the ways
and means of achieving these purposes. It is clear that under the same
income level and affiliation- to the same social group there are
essential distinctions in the way of life of one person or another.

However, in its basic features the way of life of each mernber of
socialist society is determined by the fundamental specifics of
socialism. To a larger or lesser extent these basic specifics are
manifested in the great diversity of individual features of the life of all
members of society. As socialism matures, the underlying principles
of the socialist way of life manifest themselves more and more fully,
though in an individual way in the life of each person.

Socialist society influences the way of life of each of its members
mainly through the conditions of life: mandatory and universal
character of work, the level and differentiation of incomes, the
possibilities that society creates for the satisfaction of people's
spiritual and cultural requirements, people's need for leisure and
medical attention that are ensured by a definite investment policy, by
the channeling of investments into the services industry, and so on. It
influences the way of life through education, culture, art and,
particularly, such mass media as television and films. Immense
influence is exercised by the production collective by fostering
consciouS discipline, organisation and a sense of civic duty. This
influence is decisive.

Moreover, socialist society influences the formation of the way of
life by definite normative acts that mirror the interests of society as a
whole. By legislation the state ensures the pr6per balance and optimal
combination of the interests of society and the individual.

The entire stage of developed sociaiist society witnesses the direct
building of the material and technical basis of communism, the further
improvement of socialist relations of production, the development of
the superstructure and their gradual evolution into the socio-economic
relations of communism proper. The socialist way of life develops on
this basis and in indivisible unity with these'processes. Now it
gradually evolves in some of its features and elements and later
cntirely into the communist way of life.

NOTES
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Vanguard of Struggle for peace,
for the Social and- National
Liberation of Peoples

!'ast year the world communist movement widely marked the 4fth
aT?iversary. of the Seventh Congress of the Commilisiil;;;;iionat.
This historic event was the s[bject, in particulai;-of , ."i"ntin"
conference "The communist Movement in'the vangiraro oiStrirggr"
for--Pe-ace, social and National Liberation", hela ii lros"o* in-tir"
Hall of columns on July 4-7,lg75.It was orginisea uy-trrin.titut" otMarxism-Leninism under the eC CpSU,-ttre USCR acaAirny ofsciences, the Academy__of sociar sci6nces *a- rrilt 

"i--iarty
. Noted scientists,. Party and public figures, representatives of
reaorng research rnstitutio-ns and of party and other public organisa-
tions took part in the work of the confer6nce. miserri as iu"st"s *er"
prominent_figures of the international communist mori*-"nt, a-ongj1,". Rqd.ngV Arismendi, First Secretary, Cerrt ai--Co-i-itt"",
communist -PaIy of Uruguay; Luis carlos 

-*estes,'General 
secret-ary, Central Committee, Biazilian Communi3r pirty; Xnua fes-

persen,. Chairman, Commuqist party of Denmark; Ni;olaJahaoui,
ueneral secretary, central committee, Lebanese communist party.

The conference was opened by Academician pyotr Fedoseyev,
Vice President of the USSR Academy of Sciences.-

__ lYlkhdl Suslov, Member of the Politburo, Secretary of the CC
CPSU, gave the opening addr-egg. In the world communist, working-
class and entire anti-imperialist movement, he said, there are
momentous events and dates which are important landmarks in its
forward mov€ment. The Seventh Congriss of the Communist
International is such an event.

We have gathered today in the hall whose walls have witnessed
many outstand-ing events in the life of our country and in the
development of the international revolutionary working-class move-
llt4

ment. The great Lenin often spoke from this rostrum. Manyrnternational forum_s_of *ort inl-p"'o-p'ii and their organisations wereheld here. Forty years ago, in lfti, rfli.
Sif,',*",1';r'i,;Xf t":=;'dffi ;si;ifl "';"Hli:;'Xff '?,""'.'.T,:

decisioni*.hri.h.-i:_fi!:.,ff "i*r,ifji:Jl:,,I"u:::im""*il.".,rll:
internationat working ;6r;';d"Jiiiilrr","a a new upsurse of thestruggle of the working peopL of 

", "o'intri". 
against fascism and thewar danger, and for peai", a".o"r""y ana socialism. The documentsadopted by the congress were a iubstantial contribution to thefurther enrichmen-t-ir r""otuiiorr.iv"socia thought and to theelaboration of the strategy ana tacii"sLf the internationar communistmovement.

In their activitie.s the communists are always true to the generalprinciples of Marxism-L";iri;; ;;[f,.are internationalist in theiressence; theirs is a trury crealivJappi;;;h t; tiil;;::i;;b.:uiems oflhe liberation strugetlg. . Ifi"v-"'",i[in.^ revolutionary fortitudeand tacticar flexibiritfl bora-p-#.",i6iiJ, ot ne*.srogans in responseto the new demanas-6r soii'Jlif;';iih':po"ii""i-i-irliiiliLtil,. ii *" J'ir,i. ffi1,lt i',lilt",ilo.I:,Hi"1L,}i,,:

i!.ti!:?ll.l'intf 
,ti3il,".il,:itlln-:"",*r;i::t1'_,"1i#TnT

political line collectively evolveZ Uv-ifripe.i;i;,*it,,i",i;!;iJ"r;t[i;a;;;,i:L".","#1,9::*.""r:il]:
influence of that o'"titic"i fine';; ffiH;re sub-sequent deveropment
::,13:Jl:',j"1""**,,,:il;;;;iliiie"ilr;-i".,-"iii_ia,"i.;;

Dwelling on the internationar situation in the first harf of the 1930sM. A. Susrov noted thai ihe- s.;ilti;ion,- which was in capitarist

ll_lJi'fi tii!.-i:,u,ff :tixly_:1,ir.{it:i:[Tir'".,T#:H"ffi
system which was experiencirdttre-co;i"qun"". of a most pi6touna
e conom i c cri s i s, cra si c ontraaTciio ni-* 

"-.1 
liiJi Jiivr.J 

"'ii Ii,"" "r"..struggle of the proretariat *"Jrnorniine]'irp"ri.ri.ill'"Jiiirir-"rving
heavily on f asci sm. *". pr"p"ring i;iE' r; ;;;,.i';;d;lil"a"aagainst the Sovie t union,'ttre'woir? t"iii.i ."ciari st state . Fascism wa saiming to estabrish tt'ouirroui tk;;;;ft; terrorist regime of the mostreactionary circles or -,,.onoporv' 

"iiii"r, to 
- interrupt society,sdevelopment toward ,o"i"ti.rn'"-ni t"Tiii ."iia pr"i,"il;. 

.-.,
In that difficurt tristoricat:pJii.a*tri"-communists were the onryorcs who ma-pped out a correci p6riti"ii.i"regy and tactics, showedthe masses the wav. out of tti"-iii""ilon-irii7'r,ia-"il"i"lii'*r,occientificallv defined. th; ;;rf.-o"f tl?'ilirggr" against fascism andimperiatist war and ttre wavs-ot;di;g hr. srrussle.Thg strategic orientation e vorveaBv irri se"" nti"congre s s w as notr purclv defensive one, dictated onii lii,r," tasts ot-ieiur.irie tt"f,cirt offensive and me;;;;i;;;: i'r'*"., dictated uv ttieiajo,conclurion that the struggle .r tri"'i.ir.ing ctass and its a[ies againstfarciom and imoeriar;.t rT""tion ;;t;i:ff,o the strengthening of thede m oc rar i c f orce s and to tr," 

".t"iri.i ffi t ;i;;;; i*iffi 
"!c"ir".l0s



or, similar to them, anti-fascist and democratic regimes which would
;;' ;h;-6pt"ach ind then transition to the socialist stage of the

itruo"t".'i."his strategic orientation was an instance of concrete
;;ifi"iti.. ""J 

triit Li Llaboration of the Leninirt teaching on the

i#;;;;;ti"n-of the siruggle for democracv with the -struggle 
for

.o"i"fi.* 
""4 

on broad unitiof the working Clas-s and other sections

;ii-i!.i|;iling peopte in thii struggle. {t to-ok profound ac.count of the

;i;;";;;ilffi i,iair i" it 
" 

worlaind the fact that general democratic

"i,f, 
i.liAiii-tirt. *ir" drawing closer objectively and becoming

intertwined.*" 
T#;;iicy of a united working-cl4ss and popular. front was to be

of gi"uti*p.i,rtance for the entirJsubsequenf stiuggle of the peoples

asainst fascism and war'-"*ih; ;ifitity J th" id"rs of the Seventh c-onEess. wa-s-glaphicallv
revealed duriirg the Second World War. The Soviet Union' as ,rs
rl"li"iiv kno#n, Uore itrJ brunt of the struegle against Hitlerism
i,-lii;'h ik";t*eo'to it stave the whole world. Our country, led by the

Corn-u"ist party, -"ai *r" decisive contribution to the historic

"i.:f.iy 
irtiturlir., in" 3(hh anniversary of which we recently

celebrated.--- 
ail oroctessive forces battling against the German invaders rallied

,"""Jifru $ori"t U-nion in the w-arlears. We pay hrsh tribut-e to the

Lig i.t" played by the anti-fascist Resistance in which the Commu-
.i3tr-ir,ii[i-*-ttr" most courageo_us and conslstent fighters for
i;;;d.. ;"a for the unification ofa[ anti-fascist and patriotic forces
il-ilio|"Iiiont.. tt is .iroggt", which was directed against the fascist
ffi'*i;;i-f- n.ii."..t fb-eration, was, at the same time, a struggle
iorlt" Lst Ulishrnent of anti-fascist and democratic regim-es.-- 

The consistent impiimentation by the Communists of the policy,
propounded forty yeaii-ago, of uniting all anti-fascist forces was thus

5il;f"td ffi;i,iili ;Jndftion. thit made possible.the. peoples'

ua-""n"" iJuiiti,.iour f qa5 *hen, as L. I. Brezhnev said,. "the rout of
i"r"i-., iii*tict ttre Soviet Union played the decisive role, generated

;;ll,iii, tiai ot socio-politicat 6hanees which rolted across the
globe...".
"-- lli" Seventh Congress decisions aimed at further raising the social

rof" 
-ot-tt" 

workiig 
-class 

and its communist vanguard. The

C6.rnr"irtJ "onti""i? 
and carried forward the political line- elabo'

iri;e'il-That-p"iioa ani achieved as a result successes of world
historic signifibance.--T-d *fi.iA tr"s changed beyond recognition compared to-what'it
*"Jtiti" 40 years ago. ifiost cliaracteristi=c of contemporary develop-
mint, contiriued tG speaker, are the following factors:

First. the .ucc".sff Urilding of a communist society in the USSR.
ffris consiiuction and its achieiements, the fusion of the advantages

;i-iliJi;; *itfr tfrr Jiieniitic and rcchnological revolution and, in

;ilidl";;-i-h" "ohpfition-of 
the Ninth Five-Year Plan, which is abig

ilJ-f,ffi;a il;;ffiunist construction-all this is exerting _a
triirerraou. infiuencJ-on ihe correlation of class forces in the world
and on the entire world revolutionary process'

1t!6

!{
s'

Second., the- dynamic_ development and economic and political
consolidation of the world socialist systenn-the main gaii of the
international working- class-and af-round developmint of the
cooperation between the countries of the socialist community. As a
result of this the world socialist system, of which the usSit is an
inseparable link, is more and more-proving to be a determininc force
in the social- develgpment -of mankind. The epoch-maki.rg aJhieve-
ments of real socialism which has given the w6rking massis genuine
democracy, the all-round development of the iniividual ind the
economic, social and c!-rltural prosperity of the peoples of the socialist
community are exerting an incrtasing influinci on international
events, on the conditioLgnd struggie of ihe working class and its allies
in the c-apitalist world. These achi6vements serve 

"-r 
a po-rniriuilactor

in accelerating world progress.
Third, the new victories of the international working-class and

national liberation movement in the fight against imperialism ano tor
peace,democracy, national independence and sociaiism. The victory
of the vietnamese people, won as a result of their heroic struggle of
many -years and of the international solidarity of the sdlialist
c_ountries, the developmelt of the anti-fascist revolution in poriugal,
the downfall of the leglme of the military junta in Creeie, Itre
successes of the Left forces in France,-Italy and Japan, the
appearance on the map of the world of newly-frei countries, and the
mounting struggle in these countries- for social changes 

'and 
for

socialist-oriented development-all this clearly shows-what is the
main content of mankild's progress in our epoch. The whole 

"apit"ti.tworld.is in ttle grip of clais battles. Tens-of millions of peoile are
participating in the strike movement. The expansion of the social base
of anti-monopoly actions is exacerbating thi contradictions bitween
flnance capftal and the broad masses and is creating the prerequisi(es
for intensifving the struggle for progressive so-ciar ana p'otitica
changes. And as always tf,e comriunists raise high the bdnner in
defence of democratic liberties and of the sociar gaiis of ttre wor[inC
people.

Fourth, the deepening of the general crisis of capitalism, the
weakening of its positions and the aggravation of ail its contradic-
tions. Today we witness in capitafiit countries a falling-off of
production or sharp slowing down in its development rates, iiflation,
mountrng unemployment, the rapacious exploitation of natural
resources and pollution of the natural environment. Social develop-
ment ever more convingingly demonstrates that capitalism is an
obstacle to socio-economic piogress.

Fifth, the shift to relaxaiion of international tension in the world
arena. A major role in this is played by the ussR and other socialist
countries and their consistent L6ninisi foreign policy of peace.

The Communists and peace fighters everfwhere have incompara-
bly greater opportunities today 1or rallying the masses to active
struggle- against the threat of war and- foi the preservation and
consolidatio-n of peace than they had in the prewar years. As a resultof the steady growth of the economic and- defencl might of world



socialism, the strengthening of the positions of all revolutionary and
democratic forces and the further weakening of imperialism's
positions, not only has a real possibility arisen in the present epoch of
preventing a new world war; also the conditions.are being created for
eliminating it for all time from the life of mankind. It was from this
premise that the 24th Congress of the CPSU proceeded when it put
forward the Peace Programme which, embodying the results of the
long struggle for peace waged by the socialist countries and the
international working-class and democratic movements, covered the
most vital aspects of this important issue of world politics and mapped
out concrete and constructive ways of solving it.

Today we can say that many of the tasks raised in the Peace
Programme are being realised. This is a striking illustration of the
effectiveness of the peace policy of the Soviet Union and of world
socialism and of the- increased fotentialities of the world working-
class and democratic, anti-war movement.

The major concrete achievements of the USSR and the fraternal
countries of socialism and of all progressive forces in the struggle for
peace are well known. Their central feature is the shift from military
confrontation of states belonging to different social systems to
peaceful coexistence and mutually beneficial cooperation, from the
cold war, fraught with a global missile-nuclear conflict, to d6tente and
the deepening and strengthening of this d6tente. This opens up real
prospects for establishing a durable peace on earth.

There is no doubt that the relaxation of internalional tension and
the strengthening of the relations of peaceful coexistence between
states with different social systems lessen the chances of so-called
"export of counter-revolution". But continued vigilance in the face of
the intrigues of imperialism and its agents remains, needless to say, an
importqnt task of all progressive and democratic forces. We must not
lose sight of the fact that the forces of reaction, of the cold war want,
as before, to exacerbate the international situation, to reverse the
course of history.

In the conditions when ddtente not only makes for a new political
situation in the world arena but also actively influences the internal
situation in capitalist countries, the crisis of anti-communism and
anti-Sovietism grows more acute and more favourable conditions are
created for the expansion of the working-class and democratic
movement. The principle of peaceful coexistence of states with
different social systems has, as is generally known, nothing in
common with the class peace between the exploiters and the
exploited, the colonialists and victims of colonial oppression, between
the oppressors and the oppressed.

The entire course of international events, Suslov went on to say,
convincingly demonstrates the vitality and rdlevancy of the Marxist-
Leninist doctrine of the world historic mission of the working class
which is in the forefront of our epoch and which is its most advanced
revolutionary class. The present stage of social development bears
out anew the correctness of the conclusion of Marxist-Leninists
about the natural growth of the working class and steady enhance-
l0t

ggn!. of its reading rore in the revorutionary struggre and in thecreation of a new society.. The objectivi conaiiions iF"",i"itirg ilr"p.olitical unity of the d6rkin!"r"'.i -" iicreasing. As the contradic-tions between labour ana. ca"piiaiiim lrt"riiiv-irz ir," *i.iiii'"r".,
ll:T":: to a higher poriticir anJ;ffi;l'l;;i: ffiJliiJ'sEieniri-cance rs acquired by the common fEatures. that unite 

"fr 

-li;
detachments and sections . !t,o;;f,-i,iii";i.s l;;oi"iri J#'ilifi s anathe nature of rabour - into 

- 

"--"iur.l"n"r"ty, as v. I. Leninunderscored' its prace in a. historicativ ailiriti iv.,", or sociatproduction, its relations to the ,i"nr-dr production, its role in thesocial organisation of labour ana iiJcomml, i.iJil-.i,ii" trrl-lti"ggr"against the exploiters.
Thus the most important factors of contemporary developmentspeak of the furth6r_.expaniion 

"rd-d;;;;;il';i tH"rwo.ld
[L1?ll?;:?"3:?"?:"*i;*ttl*,,.Xsupnewp-ossiulitiesinttre

Realisation of these growing revoiutionary possibilities depends in
large measure on the strength and coheiion of the communist
movement, on its ability to correctly combine the internatiJnat arranational tasks of the working class and ail working piopt"l""i-on itsability to rouse the broadest masses to struggel itrJint"inaiion"r
communist movement is the most powerful potilical torce oi ouitimesprecisely because it most fulfu expreises ttie vitar-neea's otcontemporary social development, consistently defends the intirests
of the working.class and all working people and precisity u""uri" it i.
rnseparably linked with the working masses and marchei in the van of
these masses.

. Ogr Party, continued the speaker, has always acted as one of the
detachments of the internatio;al communist mbvement; it i. ui*uv.aware of its close affinity with the destinies of the lri"rnriionir
cornmunist movement, of its responsibility for its common 

"uu.-i, 
foiits role in the worl9 --strug€le for piace, democracy, national

independence and socialism. True to the ioeas of'Lin# Lniio its
internationalist duty, the cpsU strives by its policylo i"cilii"ti tt i.
struggle ?nd the social progrers of mankind. rne cpsu iiJi iias rts
sacred-duty_ to successfully build communism in our iluntrv, t"
strengthen the world socialist system and, in close cohesior rrit'rr ilr"countries of the socialist community, to further its 

-unitv- 
andprosperity and the growth of the advaniases of socialism. '

The GPSU sees it as its task to piomote the reraxation ofinternational tension and to make it irrevirsibre. Irhi.;F;;hiott"
electorate of the Bauman District of Moscow on June 13', rg7i. L. l.
Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CC CPSU, said: laNow-ine worfOis entering a period when ihe task of transtatiniltrri piincipres orpeaceful coexistence and mutually- beneficial coo-peratiSn lri'. oaiiv
prac_tical actions is coming to the fore."
. we emphatically rejeci the speculative statements and allegationsot bourgeois ideologues that d6tente is advantageous only-to the

communists. Yes, it is advantageous to us. But it is 
-no 

less
advantageous to all peoples and sta--tes, they all need it, it seiues ttre



cause of world progress. That is why the cPSU will continue with
unremitting energy tb give practical effect to its Peace Prggramme, to
*o.t to, tf," tu.iti"r iirpr&ement of the international climate and lo
strengthen world peace.-In this connection we attach great importance
to thi successfui culmination of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in EuroPe.

fne CpSU sees- it as its duty to promote the unity of all
revolutionary and democratic forCes of today and to secure the
consolidation of their solidarity in the common strugele. Our Party
and.our country support all movements that are against imperialist
reaction and oppresiion and for national and social liberation'

The communist movement, continued M. A. Suslov, is strong
because it adheres to the great teachings of Marxism-Leninism and to
ttre ideals of proletarian-internationalism. At the same time, at its
various stages the communist movement's international unity takes
forms correlponding to definite historical conditions.

The transition tJ new forms of international unity that meet the
new conditions of the life and struggle of the Communist parties have
yielded positive results. Witness the historic achievements of the
iommunist, democratic and national liberation movements, the
successful employment by Communist parties of such effective forms
of contact as- iniernational and regional conferences, bilateral and
multilateral consultations on various problems concerning the
sirategy and tactics of the anti-rmperratrsf strug€le, the coordination
of poiitions and joint foreign-poliiy actions, the holding of interna-
iioial sotidarity iampaigns,-ttri ever expanding creative cooperation
of Marxists of Oitf"i"ni countries in the ideological and theoretical
spheres.' it 

" 
CPSU considers the further consolidation of the unity of the

international communist movement an important task. Substantial
successes have already been achieved in this direction. The attempts
by the adherents of anti-communism to weaken and undermine the
communist movement are in vain. The sptitting policies of the Maoists
to destroy the unity of the world army of Communists, which are
oieiudicine the cairse of world sociilism and the relaxation of
internatiorial tension, are meeting with more and more resolute
riU,rff. Our party will continue to strive persisten-tly for. close
inrcrnational uniti of Communists on the granrte fou-ndation of
Mariism-I-eninism and proletarian internationalism; it will continue
io oppor" all and every ittempt to introduce various opportunist and
nati6naHst ideas in the inteinational communist movement. The
CpSU will continue to strive to make its worthy contribution to the
international strug:gle of the working class and of all working people,
io itri etaUoratioi-of basic problemi of the world liberation struggle
and thus make for new viciories in the battle for peace, democracy
and socialism.

In the course of the preparations for the forthcoming 25th
Co"eresi of the CPSU, saia U. A' Suslov in conclusion, the Party-is
aruniing up plans for further communist construction the successful
fulfihJntbf which it will regard as a contribution to the development
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of the entire world revolutionary process and to the struggle of the
international working class and its allies, and of all progresiive forces
for peace, democracy, national and social liberation.

,1. *

" Commtnists in the Struggle Against Fascism and War, and. for
Peace, Democracy and Socialism" was the theme of a report by
Academician Boris Ponomaryov, Alternate Member of the Politburo,
Secretary of the CC CPSU.

In celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Seventh Congress of the
Communist International, he said, we pay a tribute of deep respect to
the perspicacity, fighting spirit and courage of the Communists of
the world who. stood up staunchly in those years in defence of
freedom and democracy and against the threat of fascism and war.
We are'rightfully proud of the fact that at the most complicated and
crucial periods in historical development Communists were in the
front ranks of the fighters for the happiness and a better future for the
working people and all mankind. The activities of Marx and Engels,
the founders of scientific socialism, the great life exploit of Lenin, the
founder of our Party and the Soviet state, have always been an
inspiring example to the Communists. -

After giving a picture of the historical situation in which
preparations for the Seventh Congress were carried out, the reporter
noted that in mart<ed contrast to the crises rending the capitalist world
was the steady progress of the world's first worker-peasant state. Its
peaceful foreign policy began to play an increasingly appreciable role
in international affairs. On the whole the situation was characterised,
on the one hand, by the growth of the forces of aggression and
reaction and, on the other, by the growth of the possibilities for
countering these forces.

At the Congress the fraternal parties working jointly and
collectively, in a comradely spirit, in the spirit of proletarian
internationalism, gave a prot'ound analysis of the situation and
mapped out a political line of the international communist movement
corresponding to the new historical conditions.

In the centre of the attention of the Communists, the reporter
continued, was the struggle against fascism and the war d6nger. One
of the main merits of the Seventh Congress is that it substantiated a
new approach to the problem: the working class and unification of
forces against fascism and war. Why had this become possible?
Because, replied the Congress, one of the detachments of the world
working class-the working class of Russia-had taken power into
its own hands and created a powerful state possessing the necessary
mcans of defence and pursuing a consistent policy of peace. At the
same time in the capitalist world too the forces of resistance to war
had increased. This essentrally changed the situation compared with
the one existing on the eve of the First World War.

lll



The Congress charted a clear line of action in the struggle against
fascism and the war danger. It called on the working people of all
countries to give all possible support to the Soviet Union, the world's
first socialist state. The peace policy of the USSR, srated the
resolution of the Seventh Congress, is directed hot only toward the
defence of the Land of Soviets, "it also protects the lives of the
workers of all countries, the lives of all the oppressed and ex'ploited; it
means the defence of the national independence of small nations, it
serves the vital interests of humanity, it defends culture from the
barbarities of war".

The Congress raised in all its magnitude the problem of unity of
action of the working class and first of all the problem of the relations
between the Communists and Social-Democrats. While calling to fight
persistently for unity of action with Sociai-Democracy, the Congress
at the same time stressed that the Communists are evel aware ofiheir
independent class position and their firm adherence to Marxism-
Leninism.

A major contribution to the elaboration of the communist
movement's new orientation on questions of the struggle against the
war danger and fascism was made by Georgi Dimitrov, outstanding
figure of the Bulgarian and international communist movement. He
closely collaborated with the representatives of the CPSU(B), the
French, Italian, Spanish and other Communist Parties. The report by
Dimitrov formulated and substantiated the main ideas that underlay
the work of the Seventh Congress.

The question of establishing a popular front occupied a special
place in the work of the Congress. In the historical conditions
obtaining at that time the Popular Front slogan opened up new
perspectives for drawing the broad masses in the capitalist countries
into the anti-fascist struggle, for strengthening the alliance of the
working class with the middle strata of the population. As is generally
known it was the Popular Front that barred fascism's way to power in
a number of countries.

The historic significance of the Seventh Congxess, said B. N.
Ponomaryov, lies, in the final analysis, in tlre fact that it prepared the
communist movement ideologically and politically for struggle in new
conditions and in one of the most crucial periods in the history of
mankind. During the Second World War the Communists showed
themselves to be the mosf staunch fighters and they made the most
sqbstantial contribution td securing the victor/ in which the USSR,
the world'S first socialist $tate, played the decibive role. The unity of
the anti-fascist forces found concrite embodirhent in the Resistance.
This unity laid the foundation for the victory of a new social order in a
number of countries of Europe and Asia.

The Congress laid the beginning of new forms of relations between
the Communist Parties, such as would oorrespond more to the
clanging objective copditions and to the level of maturity reached by
the communist movement. That is when the seeds were cast from
which there burgeoned the present system of cooperation of the
fraternal parties, based on their complete independence and on the
ttz

endlring fidelity 9f the communists to Marxism-Leninism andproletarian internationalism.
. In the post-war decades the communists, basing themserves on

*:- l:.:,tl :.rl !h3 sreal v,ic tory ove r i mpe ri ari s rir, s f asEisii;;;; ; "d ;rarseo arott the bannef-of peace. And if today tt-rg skies over our plinet
are not covered with threatening war cloudi, if it has becomi foisibleto avert a thermonuclear holocapst and to put strong barrieis in thiyay gf imperialis_t aggres_sion tl,e main, indeid, tristoiTc creoiiior thisshould go to the soviEt Union, the woild sociaiiii communiiv ana trrecommunist movement.

_^,Py,"l1rlg.pl t!9 present international situation B. N. ponomaryov
pointed_to $g cualitatively new possibitities for winning a stablepeace. The defence of peace has nbw become a still moielrnportantmatter than it was- at the time of the Sevenitr 

-CorgriG 

""Oconsequenfly occupies -a greater place in the activit -ii tt"uommunlst parties than it did then. First of all, because in fighting for
pgag_e w9 4re, in the words of L. I. Brezhnev, -wolking toiiomiilingwhich billions of peopre.all over the worrd'ch"il;il;;; i't 

"ir, 
tnerishl.to life itserf , alnateiivirance f;;;ii'; oa"Cii 

"iiiJaesiution inthe flames of war". The _struggle against th" ffiHi"i pip"rit-ion to,*.ar-il more croserv and direcir-y rin[ed 
"p 

il;;til;'*i,'rr-it" a"ilv,vital interests of the working feople.
Today we parJicularly-clearry qee how_ iustified and far-sighted

was the seventh congress' conclusion on ttrE reaiiiioi"i"torvln trre
Qa1ttg fo_r peace. Noting that major successes tau"'uiin-a"rrii,ved inthis b,attle in recent ve.ail the rejorter cited L. I. b;";il;b *l'ras atthe election meetinc in June 1975 of. the Bauman District, Moscow,that, "The re laxatio-n ot i 

"i"in"tion.or 
ti i.i-on. ffi;"";; ;;e^ pii s iute

because a new relationship of forces no* iiiitr or-th" ;-;;rdIJ"""...
I!"^r.orq of peaceful coixistence between statiJhave 

"-rii"oi'ue"nrecorded in .many binding official documents of a bilateifu anamurruareral character,. as well.as in political declarations. of course,all this did not come about of itself . i" ";;il;;s;-Ju; #r-Ji,i""fwork had to be done-to do away with the coH waianJi"o-,r]"" tt"threat of a new world war." -

The Central Committee and its politburo, headed bv L. I.Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Ca CFS'U,--;I"; m"ricti anaconstant attention to international affairs, to the t<6viisues-oi worldpolitics which are considered and risoiuii uv trr" c6nt ai doil-itt""and its.lead-ership along the general lines of ttr"-cpsu,.-il""i"i.t
llr-erlatronal.strategy. The historic results of this activity are evident:rne-cau.se-of peace and_social progress has been advanced to aqualitatively new.stage. The turn frdm the cota war-io oci"r,t" t".oocomc the dominant.tende-ncy-. The course of events has clearly
dcm-onstrated the vitalitv and eifecti"erass oi t[" ]";;6:iilili urreof the 24th.Congress of the CpSU 

"na-in" 
p;;; p;;iliirii putforward by it.

..^T:1ll ^tl:lighl 
for p.eace calls for still broader unity of action bytne pcacc forces. As before the Second world war so too now it is thicommunist movement that is the initiator of sucfr ""iit.--' 

'"'
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B. N. Ponomaryov dealt, in this connection' with some of the

x***::':lii,"{:*S:'ff H'if; "1Tr'"i:.'i,f 
:::4il}:,3["i:1il

ffi t;;ii;';;; to il;;i ;; &;;C; it"ut "' 
irre ve r sibre c haracter'

how to use its rruitr ioii't 
" 

gooa oi 
"U 

nutions and all people in the

ililt iiri"i,'ii"i*riii6ri ana?ateriat.sense of the word'
The Soviet uniorl,J;';;;-6 afiis question is clear: it is quite

n""iir-"i"'tJ- 
"-"-fii"u" 

iiiat m states honour the commitments
iiiii-ri"itn, it 

"i 
tfiJv airptuv construclive initiative and a willingpess

;*r;t"ii;-ft"i. "i irr"-n'"eotiating. table on the basis of the'equal
i"".irciriti."-of the ilid;s-t"d pariies; that it is necessary to.achieve

ffi ;ilffi il; ;i ;il"ri v be ne f icial coop. .e ration, to 
P19 P:t-"- 

inc ve rv
oossible way an atmoiphere of trust in international relations and to

ilil'd; ;;t;;; ; ifiut tt 
" 

billions consumed bv it F used to solve

;h;;ifi piout".. of the presen-t and future s!|er3tio11', 
-,,,.-"-ffo*ii,"r, 

the opponents of d6tente-militarist and military-
inaustrial ciicles-ai5;tilt to block the wav !t 1"."1t:1ti"n-oJ 

the

;;1il-;fr;;cetut coeiisi6niZ. rn"v urge increising NATO's military
ffii;il bffi;ilU; ii5;sufgrio{.mi191iqt -potential' 

rhis was the

i"n"?of tt l ,ec-eni NA-TO t"J.ion. The NATO countries are-exerting

undiscuised anO proroiative pressure on the democratic forces of

ffi;E;i-;ltnoirlf 1tri" is in ciying contradiction to the elementarv

ilff;i;;;-inTirfeiinCe in the internal affairs of sovereign states.*'r'ri"io'r*v 
;i-aft i;iii,"s i"uair.t ip, spearheaded asains! socialism

ana- i't|"' cauit ;f p;;;;,-riii*.tv ioniplicates the anti-imperialist
;ilsa; and ttre firiht foi a stable peace on earth'--';&;;; 

atong-thi 
-p"t[.f 

the rilaxation of international tension,

"onti"""O 
g. N. flono"i-Vov, ii a potitical battle in which each step is

ilJ;; 1; ;;ld il ; 5ie irirtai.e-to underestimate the difficulties
Ira*Uirriii. ;hi"h iti opp-on"nts of d€tente p.ut.in.our way' But it
frJrf!"ii.ii" " 

111irt"t "G "*agg"t"te 
these difficulties, to consider

fi;;- i"s*mou"taUte. *tratevEi the resistance of the cold war

;ah;r";i. 1119 internaiional iituation on our planet is developing in the

iicht direction. A great, a truly epochal task faces the-peace-rorces'
iilfi';';;ili;;tihs;ts;siio" is in instrumint of foreign policv and

of putting "finis" to the war history of states'-^'rrrJ-i?p6rt"r tr,in *"rri ot to ieal with prob.lems.of the.world
,."uotuiioniry pro"".. noii"g in this- cgnnection how broadly-these
oroblems *"r" po.edUv ttJS"u"nth Congress' To-day, he s.aid' we

ire witnessing ihe revolutionary transformation of the worlo on a
;;;';il;;""-a""i"di" iiop" arid breadth' It is taking place thanks'
iii.i 

""a'foremost, 
to the iirm and steady qdva-nce -of our €ountry

6;;*i-;;.u"i.rr,-ttta"ki to the successful development of the

i;"6;ul socialist 
"bu"t 

i"J and of their e-ntire great community.
l;il;;;ticipants i" it " 

ti"nrformation of the world are also the

lliii,rii"'Ji"ir-iJh, i;;i;ri itr.o*n off the chains of colonial oppression,

il;;-;;iff-i"i it " .-oii"tirt orientation and the countries where

;;"$i";.ifo.,1.-"r" being carried out. A constant factor,-and one

ii;i;";il.ily 
""""-"t"ti"i-"ne1sv 

f-or fundamental chan-ges in the

iiiitiji.tt-"ii.t i*,-i; 1.11!iorkiii-class movement which is being
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joined by the movement of other working masses. The action of all
these.forces is propelling the world stream of fundamental changes in
the direction of progress, in the direction of a socialist future.

The Marxist-Leninist parties, said B. N. .ponomaryov, 
draw

conclusions with due account of the present situation and the
enormously increased possibilities of the forces operating now in
favour of world social progress. Their composition, influEnce and
potentialities have changed considerably since the time of the Seventh
Comintern Congress.

But the lessons of history have not been lost on capitalism either.
The results of imperialism's efforts to preserve and foitify its rule are
being tested in the conditions of an eConomic crisis, thai has turned
out to be the most serious and acute one for the entire postwar period.
What is more, B. N.-Ponomaryov went on to say, ii is attenied by
processes whose significance goes far beyond the usual. present is i
crisis of the- very system of the state-monopoly regulation of the
economy. If we add to this the sharp intensification of the
environmental problem, the energy and food crisis and the critical
processes, under way in-the political superstructure of bourgeois
society it becomes clear that the issue is one of a definite qualititive
change in the growth of the general crisis of capitalism.
. The s-truggle to.find_ways out of the economiCcrisis is intensifying
incapitalist countries. The bourgeoisie want to place the burden of ttrl
crisis on- the working class and other sebtions of the working people,
and on the peoples of the less developed countries. However, inihe
p-resent conditions the size, character and degree of organisation of
the forces resisting the monopolies make it possible to prevent a
rea_clionary "way out" of the crisis and to ensure a way oui that will
spell advancement to genuine democracy along the ioad of social
progress. It is on the fulfilment of this task that the fraternal parties in
the capitalist countries are bending their efforts

Pointing out to the relevance in this respect of the conclusions and
ideas of the Seventh Congress, B. N. Ponomaryov drew attention, in
particular, to the problem of unity of the woiking-class movement
and, in the first place, to the relations between the Communists and
Social-Democrats. The consistent and purposeful struggle of the
Co-mmunist parties for working-class un1ty, he noted, has yielded
definite results. This is reflected in the joint actions in suppori of the
struggle of the Vietnamese people, the broad campaigns of sofidarity
with the democrats of Chile, in anumber of major lointactions aimed
at making Europe a continent of peace, security and cooperation, and
in many other similar actions. A considerable contritiution to the
cstablishment of fruitful contacts between the Communists and
Social-Dcmocrats is made by the Commrinist Party of the Soviet
Union,

At thc ssme time, the reporter noted the harm being caused by the
rctlont of gome Social-Democratic leaders, particularly in connecti-
on with the events in Portugal. While favouring joint actions by
Communiots and Social-Democrats where thiJ is possible anh
nccclaary, thc CPSU stipulates that the latter must discontinue the
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anti-communist and anti-soviet attacks and actions in their policy and
oiooacanda: it conducts and will continue to conduct concrete,
;-"-fi;;;#d criticism of the ideology and policv of social-
democracy.- g. N. Ponomaryov devoted the closing part of his report !o the
.t rggf" ug"in.t c6ntemporary anti-communism. The enemies of
ri-"ii-ir-, ii iaid, have dtepp6a up their anti-communist activities in
i"c"ni-montts- eilain threadbare fabrications and much else in that
;;il- ari ueing -put into circulation. But the o-utlgo! for the
anii-Com.unisti ii a poor one. It is impossible to halt the inexorable

"an"nce 
of the vast material force in the shape of real socialism, the

*ortA communist and entire liberation movement, represented by
scores of states, parties and organisations.---Th"-;;;i6 

iwelt at lengl-h on the aims and tasks which the

Co-munisii oi ttre roii"lirt ant non-socialist countries, including the

d;ffiilili oi futi, America, Asia and Afric.a, are aspiring to
|g;il;ii.,ilt i n;Jalt 

"t-those 
who try to discredit these noble aims,

to il;; Mrm to the sociatist countriis and Communist parties are

iittii it 
"msAue. 

ttre tooj ind mouthpiece of reaction, or objectively
olav into its hands.
"''tr,"'iir".'ln-*fri"ft we are living, said B. N. Ponomaryov in

"o""Gion, 
*ifi l" ao*n in hiitoty as 

-a-momentous, crucial period, a
;;i"d 1;d;; *itf, ,"pio-"na piotouno changes in all spheres of world

ffiffiffi;;i.'lTir;'p".6d 6t Creat prospelts and hopes and, at the

same time, one of valid anxious concerns'---'il,"- 
ft4irxist-l-eninist parties realise their responsibility.and by

0""d.-pion;-fi"ir ;;CinL.. and ability to carry out.their duty.

Cotnlnrinii6 t are 
"i*"Vs- 

acted and continue to act in the . main

Jiiiiii.ri-"f the majoi'foiiticat battles for pe-ace and security. of
;;;il. ir;^tri" ,"iirr"t ind social liberation of peoples and a.gainst

I"-u"Jtii.i ;a il;;i"tiii aeere s sion, f or de m ocrac v' national indepe n-

dence, socialism and communism'--'TiL affi;uniits'ii tii" S.niet Union too are devoting all their

"""*iirio-it"-"it in-"nt of these goals. The communist mo-vement'

i"i"'?" LJii;i;;;f;il th; tuiuii *ittr optimism' It is not onlv proud

rii6-rifii"ri and glorious past. It knowi that the coming battles will
Uii"i iiiff greater successei to the cause of peace, democracy and

socialism.

The conference participants unanimously ado-pted a letter of
gr""tirigJio^-dil-d*J"ri,- C.r,"ral Secretiry ol the Communist

i;rtt .T Chite, and to othei patriots of Chile languishing in fascist
prisons.'---eit"r the plenary session the conference continued its work in
sectional meetings.---ircl""iio" ;ht" Communist Movement in the Figlrt for Unity-of
All Revbfi;ifi"r, una--b",,,oiiatic forces" heard 

-a report "The
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Communist Movement on the Role of the Soviet Union as the Centre
of Attraction of All Revolutionary and Democratic Forces", by
Academician A. Yegorov, Director of the Institute of Marxism-
Leninism under the CC CPSU. The reporter showed the ways in
which socialism influences the course of mankind's developmeni, the
importance of the unity of the world communist movemenf under the
banner of Marxism-Leninism and of all forces of the world
revolutionary process in the anti.imperialist struggle.

The increasingly bigger role being played by the international
working class and the Communist pariiel in presLnt conditions was
the underlying theme of a report by l. SoUolev, D. Sc. (philos.). The
pape-rs by other scholars treated of the vital importance of the ideas of
the Sev_enth Congress of the Comintern for raising the fighting value
of the Communist parties and for the cohesion of the trad? uni-on and
youth movements.

The sectional meeting-"The New Phenomena in World Develop-
ment and the New Possibilities of the Working-Class Movement aridof All Anti-imperialist Forces" was addresJed,QV f. Tlmofeyev,
Corresponding Member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Dire-ctor
of the Institute of the International Working-Class Movement, USSR
Academy of Sciences. In his report, "The Struggle of the Working
Class and Its Allies in the Conditions of the Intensification. of the
General Crisis of Capitalism", he noted that a comprehensive study
and scientific generalisation of the rich international experience of
struggle of the revolutionary working class and its allies was an
important task of Marxist-Leninist collective theoretical thought.

Professor V. Zrgladln in his report underlined that the Seventh
Congress was a brilliant example of how the collective thought of the
Communists furnished a profound and clear analysis of the new
situation that obtained in the world in the mid-1930s, arid to draw
constructive conclusions from this analysis which subsequently
underlay critical appraisals of that period in,contemporary hiitory.

Current problems of the development of the working class were
dealt with in a report by R. Kosolapov, D. Sc. (Philos.).

.Several p_apers discussed problems of joint action by Communists
and Social-Democrats, unity of the anti-imperialist'forces, class
solidarity of the working people and the correlation of the internation-
al and the national in the world communist movement.



The Revolution
of 1905-1907 in Russia

STEPAN TITARENKO

The 70th anniversary of the first Russian revolutiod is a

momentous date in the history of the world revolutionary movement.;Ii *as the first people's revolution of the ePqqh of imperialism' It
showJd that a n& piriod had begun in world history,lhe period of
potiticA upheavals Lnd revolutionary batfles. Even though it was

iii""iiO the revolution dealt the auiocracy, landlord and capitalist
iut" " 

powerful blow, inscribed a vivid page in the history of class

struggle."l- ff" revolution of 1905-1907 took place ih the period when world
capiialism, inCluding Russian capitalism, had already entered the
m6nopolv' stage oi its develophent. This determined the new
aignriJnl of c-iass forces in the revolution. The revolutions which
io6k p1""" in Western Europe in the 17th-l8th ce-nturies were
[L"a",i by the bourgeoisie, wlio relieil on the support of the urban
pf"U, u"a the peasaitry. In the Russian revolution a new class, the
iiLt"tari"t, su'pported 

-by 
the peasant masses., acted as the main

il;t'*; foice ifio hegemon. Tliis left a deep imprint on the entire
cl".s" of the revoluiion. Bourgeois-democratic in socio-economic

"ontint, 
it was at the same time iproletarian revolution in methods of

itr"ggt", with the proletariat piaying the leading^role- It is not
a"ci6ni"t that Lenin called it i 'idress rehearsal"2 without which

"iittrei 
the victory of the February bourgeois.-democratic nor of the

October socialist ievolution in 1917 would have been possible. '- itre scope and historical consequences of the first revolution were
determined'in large measure also by the fact that the working class

"f""ay had its-own political plrty with a clearly expressed
programrne of struggle for democratic and then socialist goals. From

S. Titarenko, D. Sc. (Hist.), Associate, Institute of Marxism-Leninism at the
'CC 

CPSU. Specialises in the pre-October history ol the CPSU'
Author of a number of wo*s in this field.
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the very beginning the Bolshevik Party, headed by Lenin, clearly
defined the specific feature of the revolution, its motive forces and
most probable perspectives. The Bolsheviks showed scientifically
that only the working class, at the head of the entire people, is capable
of leading it to complete victory over the autocracy, of ensuring
profound democratic transformations and thus preparing the neces-
sary conditions for passing on to the strug€le for the dictatorship of
the"proletariat and socialism.

By the beginning of the 20tlt century bourgois revolutions in the
leading West European countries had long since become a thing of the
past. The cycle of social upheavals, connected with tlte transition
from the feudal-absolutist system to the bourgeois system, had come
to full circle. The bourgeoisie, having achieved absolute sway,
increasingly became a reactionary force. In June 1848 already, when
the proletariat of Paris with arms in hand rose up against the
bourgeoisie, it became clear that a new class, the antipode of the
botrrgeoisie, had entered the arena of active public life. Karl Marx
noted in this connection that not a single one of the many revolutions
of the French bourgeoisie, beginning with 1789, had been an
encroachment on the existing order, for they all preserved class rule,
slavery of the workers and the bourgeois order, irrespective of how
often tlte political form of this rule changed. "June encroached on this
order. W6e to June!"3

After the June insurrection of the Paris workers, the ruling circles
of the European powers and also the bourgeoisie of those countries
where it was still not in power were in mortal fear of the revolutionary
proletariat. This was seen, in particular, in the behaviour of the
German bourgeoisie in 1848-1850 when it was compelled by the course
of revolutionary events to choose between revolution and counter-
retolution. An even greater impact on the thinking and behaviour of
thb bourgeoisie was made by the Paris Commune of l87l which
representid "a certairf advance of the world proletarian revolution'l.4

After 1871 a period of revolutionary lull set in Western Europe
and the centre o? ttrc revolutionary movement began to shift from
Western Europe to Russia where a bourgeois revolution was
maturing. Beginning with the 1870s Marx and Engels more and more
often tuined their gize towards Russia. They foresaw that because of
its objective position, it could become the advance detachment in the
liberation struggle. At the turn of the 20th century, when the process
of the growth- of capitalism of free competition into -monopoly
capitalism was compleied in the main, Russia became the focal point
of-the contradictionl of the world capitalist system. It contained all
thc antagonisms typical of this system: between labour and capital,
betweeri'leveloping capitalism and the considerable survivals of
semi-feudalism, 

-beiween trighty developed industrial regions and
backward outlying areas. The autocracy's system of political, national
and epiritual oppiession intensified these antagonisms- Lenin subse'
qucntiy noted ihat because of the weight of tsarist oppresgion
progressive thought in Russia "sought eagerly for a correct revolu-
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tionary theory", and followed every "last word" in this sphere in
Europe and America.s

The forthcoming bourgeois-democratic transformations in Russia
would be carried out in conditions of much more developed class
relations compared with the epoch of bourgeois revolutions in the
West. Russia embarked on the path of capitalist development much
later than the West European countries. But it traversed this path
much more quickly. It did not, like the West European'countries
have, in the words bf Marx, to pass through a long incubation period6
in order to introducd machine production, railroads, banks, credit
societies, etc. The introduction of the latest technological achieve-
ments of Western Europe and North America into Russia enabled it in
its industrial development to cover in a matter of decades (after the
peasant reform of i861) the pith that took the West, for example,
England, centuries to coryer. This did not mean of course that in its
level of industrial production Russia could compete with the most
developed capitallst countries of that period. What we have in mind is
that various branches of heavy industry arose in the country,
bypassing the long manufactory stage. These branches developed
particularly rapidly in the last two decades of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century. The output of coal, iron, oil and of the
metallurgical and machine-building industries ereatly increased. The
industrial boom speeded railroad construction.

A feature of Russian capitalism was the early concentration of
industrial production and centralisation of capital. Important con-
tributing factors were the introduction of Western ready-made forms
of large-scale machine production, active state support in building up
a heavy industry, the availability of big enterprises inherited from the
epoch of serfdom, and the inflow of foreign capital. The concentra-
tion and centralisation of capital stimulated the formation of
monopolies and banks and afterwards the merging of bank and
industrial capital and the subsequent emergence of a financial
oligarchy.

The growth of industry naturally brought with it a corresponding
growth in the proietariat who. was concentrated mainly in St.
Petersburg, Moscow, Donbas, Krivoi Rog, Baku, the Baltic pro-
vinces, Poland and in other regions. The working class increased in
number particularly rapidly at the big capitalist enterprises. In scale of
concentration of the proletariat Russia ranked first in the world. On
the eve of the first Russian revolution the number of industrial
workers reached three million (including those employed in mining
and on the railways). Of these, more than half were concentrated in
big enterprises, employing 5fi) or more workers each.

A particularly characteristic feature of the country's economic
development was that the rapid growth of industrial and financial
capitalism proceeded in conditions of the existence of an extremely
backward, semi-feudal system in agriculture. Russia was predomin-
antly an agrarian country. At the end of the 19th century the peasant
population accounted for 97 million of the country's total population
of. 125 million. Ruined and reduced to pauperism, the peasants
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cultivated their allotments,-cut by the reform of ilg6l, with primitive
impfiements. The lion's ir,*" i,f tr,i-1".t ratro bi:rongli- io the
landlord s. Various f orm s of sem i-f eudal exploitaqlon ;";;,il" ;;r;;
il th: ::y l"-f .-i9" . T.hJ p" a J"iiil ; iot ci,;iffi ; A il'6"' o n" oi 1lro"g"
T_q_:g1rf",they sgffered from social-estate and civil inequaliiy, tf,eunrlmlted rule of zemstvo officials and from the system of mutualresponsibility in the, yillage commune under *iri"h ih; 'isarist
authorities extorted all kinds of payments.

Thus advanced industrial and- financial capitalism in Russia wascombined with an extremely b-ackya1d, semi-ieudai"gi"ii- .v.t"-
and the existence of-a feudal-absorutist political supeii-ir*t"i" - tr,"tsarist ?utojracy: The big landed estatis *"rJ iiii-m"instav-of thesurvivals of serfdom in the countryside. It is true, the penetiation ofcapita-lism in the countrvside cbmpefled th; d;a;d-- ".iii". toparticipate increasingly in- comm-odity-capitaliil iiiuti*..-firi., inturn, influenced the condition of tn6 peisants. nui in iussla tnepeasants suffered not so much from capitalism,as frorn iniurticient
capitalist develop-ment. The march of events iilioiabiy-p"i^on trr"order of the-day the question of transition to ttre commoa'iti_capitafistform of agriculture.

Such a transition, as I enin noted, could be effected either in the
"Prussian way." of graduar transformation of thi r'andia;J;i;;. ;'hi;r[were g.losely intertwined with the survivals of serfdom, inio'pureri
capitalist "i.unter" farming; or through rtre revotutionaiy Jistr-rctionof th'e survivals of serfdom and land'lord proprietoiihiri, i" tii rir.iplac.g, and the- provision of conditions foi ur'iilree-oi'"Lropr"rt or
small pea-sant farming 9n the basis of commoditytroa"Lti""Ir'ri" t*oposslble forms of solving th9- agrarian question cbrresponded to twodffferent tacticat lines:.rhe fibJrar-uourg"oir 

""a 
tiriiJroiriiio"".v-proletarian. The liberal bourgeoisie wis interest"d h trre-lana,io

estat€s 9-eveloping gradually along capitalist lines in ttri iniirists orrne landrords and without any revolutionary break-up, since theliberal bourgeoisie itself had a slake in landowie;hip. i[; rine-ot tr,"revolutionary proletariat, on the contrary, was to lii-tp iti ii"i.urt vpll"i end radically, in a revolutio-naryln"y, to landiord piopii"tor_
snlp and to all other survivals of serfdom, and to cariy but thefundamental democratic transformations thai *ii" 

"r.*ii'r,r iir thefurther struggle for a socialist revolution.

:*:l*

. wh-at- path tlre further development of Russia wourd takedepended on what class would be at the treaa of-trre litration
struggle: the bourgeo.isie,or the proletariat. In ttre ferioa wtr"n tt 

" 
tio"ot a people's revolution began to rise in tre country this question wasthc subje-ct of a sharp struggre betwein trre r6rirrevi[.-""a- trr"

M.ensheviks, the opportunistiln the workini-cds. ;;;;"ii] rr,"latter asserted that only the bourgeoisie could be the hegemon, theleadcr in a bourgeoii revoluti6n. They referrid td-iilrt.riii*
t2t
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exDerience in an attompt to prove that a Russian revolution could o-nly

il";' ;i;;;^;;;;;iiil-;i;i1[L- tvp" of bourgeois revolution that had

t"k;"-pllai; it hrattq" in 1789-i794 i

Such analocies were untenable, for they com-pletely ignored the

diff;;;; f,ffi.".?;;i "i"i ".4 
itr" fundamentally diffirent correlation of

}1"'.-.^ trtii"..-th; 
-F;;;;-h iirorution took'place at a time .when

caoitalist developmeniiu^ on the ascent, when the bourgeoisie still
;ffiif,;;;;$i;;';;i" a. t-t" ipokesman of the new, the capitalist

[i.il"Jr'iri3o,i,iii"r:-i;-th"t- revolution (as i9 eailier boulseois
;;;irti;dii[" piiiJt-i]"t bni &trer strata of the urban population

;lii"h-did;oi d"to1i to the bourgeoisie, either had qo interests

J"iiilti'ir.i- tlor":of1ti--uoutg"ii.ie, or did not yet constitute
ii5Ji"iia.iirni" d;;;bp"d "i".."t 

o-r parts of classes' As a matter of
ffi:,#;il,id;i; t'h;;*tii"iion oi th" interests of the bourgeoisie

;thd;iir;i-ntfri turt i* of it" bourgeoisie.T A different situation
;;ffi-#;d;;; i"-n"..iu. rte formition there of the bourgeoisie

;; ;.;; ;i ri., i"oip""ai"i potiticat force took pla.ce.at a time when

tfi"-i"A"rtii"f protetar'iai witt'its class interests had already entered

fi; ;;;;;? IociJ .tt"eele. And where the proletariat acts as an

ifi";;;a;"ftfass tfre-Uorffieoiiie ceases to play a revolutionary role.8-'-i;-t# b;;fiil;"""t"ii"n. in the wesi in particular'.the French
r"uoi"tion of tfre ena of the 18th century, the bourgeoisie formed part

;i tilAid;i"t", Ai"iOing the fate of tliLe feudal-absolutist system. In
;#Rfii;;-r!;;li,ti." 

"f-ir'c 
beginning of.the 2oth century the liberal

ffi;;;ii; ionititutiO an indeplndeni political camq whose interests

iii'?iri.'-altii;1{ f-; i-rroii ot revolutionary-democracy. The

iit"-i-iJ "itt* M"".tririfi to include the liberai bourgeoisie in the

ii"oiitio""ry camp were untenable for the latter's ideal'was not

;;;;iltfi b-"t iiforms which would secure the establishment of a

consiii"iion"f 11,on-"ty. gven in 1917, when the tsarist monarchy
tio." to crumble unaeittre Uiows of the people, the Cadets.(thc main

;#t"';f tillil;;"1'L;;tditi.iil tried in 6veiv wav to save itthroueh
#i;.;. i'it'ri" riu"r"t ;;il;iii", sometimes ihreatened revolution it
*i.-."fv in orAer toioidti.atism to be more tractablg. The liberal
#il;H#,;;j.;;d ti,;aplt acrriered hegemony in the revolution-
#i'Sitirigi" il;1;iJ li6-p"i tt-ism to m-ak-e a peaceful deal' one

*fii* *fiia Unetititri Uoirrgeoisie most of all and the people least of
all. The n"ry 

"on""pif 
iivoiution" frightened the bourgeoisie. The

ii"r. 
":"t 

g6ii.- uif*""" it and the proletariat at the time of the first
il:"r.i".iJrotution *i. ufi"uai veryiharp. This was the root cause of
tiil"**afi counteiliwolutionari behiviour of the bourgeoisie.
--ih; .oio.i- ot efintJ fully 

-bore 
out the conclusion of the

gofshevii-iarty tfr"t oniy it 
" 

*oiking class could be thehegemon, the

f""aiiof-t-fre generat-,stiuggle for a de_mocratic revolution in Russia.

il f; uuiii "i 189a, rcffi predicted that it would be the working
i,ii.^.:in--"i-*o"fA-iirl "i itr"'head of all democratic elements and

ir"itf,iiti 
"U.Jf"tirrn.e 

Revolutionary Social-Democracy always

i;il;a on ih" *oi-[i"g class, fostering in it_ awareness of its^fi;;"v ;I ["fp-g iiio organise itself as the leading force in the

iil"";;#.ttiigil".'iE in;s int6lerance, and that of his comrades' of
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the tactical line of Menshevism was precisely because this line
prevented the workirE class from playing-an independent political role
in-t!g. revolutionary struggle and wal aimed at turniirg ii-into a
subsidiary of the liberal bourgeoisie.

A number of contemqorary--western historians allege that in thefirst Russian revolution the differences between ttrJ gitstie;ifs ana
the Mensheviks were due to the Bolsheviks wanting to ttriusion ttre
w_orking-class 

. movement the authoritarian prinEiple, *trit" the
Mensheviks advocated broad democratism and indef,enfu"n""-ot ttr"proletariat.

Thus S. Schwarz declares that by their tactics the Mensheviks
lplpgd to develop the political independence of the *oi*iir-"no tr,"t
the- Bolsheviks, on t}i -contrary, ieared that independln"" 

-oi 
trr"proletarian masses pleht !ead, to their falling irnair uouigeois

influence. It is from thiJ angle that Schwar, 
"*afilniiitre attiiuOe ot

the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks to the stritrJ itiuggti ana-traAe
unions,. and to the soviets of workers' Deputiii.ils,;fh";i"int"r-
prets histoncal reality, keeps silent about the fact that ttre Menstilvits
Qv tneir policy of compromise repressed the revolutionary initiative ofthe masses and their organ-isatibns, sought to coniine itri woiting-
class movement tg fighting for partri aeri'anas soiri"iir," Luri"oi.ie
should not "recoil from the revolution". It was the Bolshevik-s, and
not tlre.Menshevfks, who worked tireressry for the estauiisrimeni of arevolutionary-{ernocratic dictatorship of ihe protetariJr ana 

-piasan-

try. It was the Bolsheviks, headed by l-enin, and not ttr" Mins'tlrilJ,
who saw in the Soviet-s of Workeis, Deputies oieu". of ;h"-rr"*,
revolutionar| power. The tactics of the B6lsheviks-in ttri revotution
pursu-ed proletarian-revolutionary aims, whereas the tactiis or ttrJMensheviks objectively ,played into the hands oi tiii- fiLerat
bourgeolsle who wanted to-extinguish the flame of revolution.
-_-1; 4:h."r, for.his part, tries to iscribe to the Bolsheviks a iirA"""y
gasg-q' as he writes, on_''permanent tutelage of the proletariat bv thiintelligentsia" which aflebedty had no raith in th"';;;;il;-of tt"workers to attain that degrte of consciousness that woutiinabt" itr"m
1g tt!"-a decisive part in the revolutionary evcnts.rrthe aitivitiis ottne Bolshevrk party in general and in the first Russian revolution, inparticular, refu.tg itris assertion. The Bolsheviis 

--were
concerned not with ensuring tutelage of the wo*ing itiii uv'i'li"
intgllig-entsia but with ensuriig that Ihe prot"t"rian paitt-4il ndt r"g
behind the revolutionary movJment, thatit awivi ue'in iir"-u* or tn"
41!ge.s: showing them the true and most diiect wai i" ,ict".V.
c-rit!9i-sins-the Mensheviks.Lor.tr-ailing behind the rivplutlon*v Lu"nt.of 1905, I.enin wrote: "Good ma-rchers Uut pooi-iJiGi., ttiiv
disparage the materialist conce-ption of historv uv'ienoring ih"-;"tir",
114iry,^:r-d,guiding part which can and musi U" piavea i-n iii.t.rv tiparties that have realised the material prerequisitei of a revolution
and_have placed ttremselves at the head oi ttre p'.ogrJi.ir" 

"r".r"rl- 
r,

Lenin and the Borsheviks strove to givE the spJntai"ou.
movement of the masses an organised and puiposeful chiuaciei andthus ensure the most favourabfe conditions'foi iht;;6i;'ir'i"to.v



over tsarism. If the revolution was to develop it was essential to
ensure the proletariat its independent organisation and leading role as

the hegem6nic class. Hence the need for leadershiq pv th9 Party ls
the orlanised, vanguard detachment of the- working class.. The
obiectiie necessity- for the hegemony of the proletariat in the
revolution stemmed from the faci that it developed in that historical
epoch when'the proletariat had already come to the fore, determining
the main content and trend of development.

It is significant that the Russian proletariat created its own p^olitical
party bef-ore the Russian bourgeoisie -managed to do so. On the
itrreitrota of the revolution the working-class movement demon-
strated its growing strength and high degree of organisation. The years
190G19M ivitnessed a powerful upswing of the strike movement. A
new form of struggle cbme into being-the mass demonstration.

The beginningif the 1905 revoluti-on was marked by a greql!-wave
of economic and political strikes that swept the country after "Bloody
Sunday", January 22 (January 9 according to the old calendar); when a
peaceful procession of St. Petersburg workers to the Winter Palace to
irresent a-petition to the tsar was shot down. As Lenin noted, the mass
itrike was the main means of drawing millions of working people into
the revolutionary struggle. Later, when analysing the lessons of the
revolution, Lenin wrote: "The Russian revolution was the. firsf,though
certainly not the iast, great revolution in history in which the mass
politicai strike played an extraordinarily important part. It may even
Le said that the events of the Russian revolution and the sequence of
its political forms cannot be understood without a,sqqy of the strike
statistics to disclose the basis of these events and this sequence of
forms." 13 During the ten years preceding the revolution, the average
annual number of strikers totalled 43,(X)0, that is, 430,000 for the
whole decade. In 1905 in January alone 440,0(X) downed tools. The
total number of strikers for 1905 was nearly three mrllion.ra If we
include railwaymen, miners, workers employed at small enterprises,
the number of strikers in 1905 reached close on five million."

The economic strikes often grew into political strikes and these
paved the way to armed uprisings. The most significanl of these was
ihe uprising in Moscow in-December 1905' Like the all-Russia strike
in Oitober, the uprising showed the capacity of the working ctass to
play the leading role in the general democratic revolution, to inspire
ihi-non-protetarian working masses to rise up in open struggle against
the autoiracy and its social prop - the landlords and the nobility' Up
to 1905 mankind did not yet know, in the words of Lenin, what a
creht. what a tremendous exertion of effort the proletariat was
6apable of when it was a question of fighting for rea.ly great aims and,
wliat is more, fighting in-a revolutionary manner.r6

The heroic struggle of the Russian proletariat exerted a strong
influence on the revolutionary movement of the peasantry. In 1905
there were over 3,2(X) peasant actions, in 1906-2,600 and in the first
seven months of 1907 - about 9(X).17 Peasants destroyed the estates of
the landlords, seized the land and other means of production which
they divided among themselves. The peasant movement, it is true,

IA

was not-powerful enough to destroy l'andlord proprietorship. The
peasants' actions wer€ not organised enough and not aggressive
enough. All this notwithstanding, the beginning was laid foi a firm
alliance of the peasantry with the working class. In the course of the
revolution and after it, the peasants saw for themselves that only in an
alliance with the workers_and only under their leadership couli they
hope to free themselves from landlord bondage and obiain land.

In previous bourgeois revolutions the peasantry had acted as an
{ly of the bour_geoisie which then still believed in ihe harmony of its
interests with the interests of the masses and had no fears.ior the
stability of its rule. As Marx noted, the French bourgeoisie at the
end of the l8th century began with the liberation of the peasants and
with the help of ihe peasantry conquered Europe.rE But already in the
German revolution of the middle of the lgth cLntury the bourgeoisie
no longer believed in the harmony of its interests ivith those of the
p-easants q1d preferred to have an alliance with the monarchy. The
class stratification of the German peasantry had by then becomi more
pronounced.than in the period of the French revolution of the end of
the 18th century, and the contradictions between the bourgeoisie and
the broad masses therefore stood out more sharply.

In the kussian revolution of 1905 there weie'two social wars:
one -against the autocracy and the survivals of serfdom, the
other- against capitalist exploitation. Of decisive importance, how-
ever,.especially-i4 the countryside, was the first social war upon the
w_inning of which depended the success of the struggle ior the
liberation of labour from capital. The struggle against thE-dominance
of the latifundia and other survivals of seridom ionnected with them
was the focus of the peasant movement. Lenin called the first Russian
revolution 3 peasant one essentially. Not every bourgeois revolution,
he stressed, is a peasant one, but every peasant revolution directed
against the remnants of mediaevalism, when the whole of the social
economy i!.oI_u caeltalist nature, is a revolution of the bourgeoisie.le

The definition of the Russian bourgeois-democratic revolition as a
peasant revolution was of the utmost importance for the policy of the
working class and its party towards tlie peasant movement. Since
there still remained the class antagonism beiween the peasants and the
landlords, characteristic of a serf-owning society, tlie working class
and its party could not but be on the side of the peasantry as a-whole
in its struggle against the remnants of serfdom. This underlies the
tactics of the Bolsheviks aimed at achieving a revolutionary afliance
of the proletariat with the peasantry and neutralisation of the Hberal
bourgeoisie. "At the head of the whole people and particulafly of the
peasantry-for complete freedom, for a consiitent democratic
rcvehr^tio-n, for -a republic!"m is how Lenin formulated the political
line of .the proletariat and its party at the democratic stage of the
rcvolution. He explained in this connection that the aboli-tion in a
revolutionary way of landed proprietorship and the transfer of the
land to the peasants would lead to capitalist development and not
to socialist development as the socialiit-Revolutionaries (the urban
and rural petty bourgeoisie), believed. 
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The complete release of the peasants f-rom semi-feudal fetters and
their transfoimation into free faimers on the "labour principlg'l and on
the basis bt ttre equalised distribution of the land would only place
iiiim in conditioni of bourgeois social relations. Criticising. the
Sociafiii-nevolutionaries who called the peasant movement a socialist
movement, Lenin stressed that this movement was a necessary
concomitant Of the democratic revolution, which was a bourgeois one
in iti ioJio-economic content. It was directed not against the
ioundations of the bourgeois order, not against the commodity

"ich"r,ge 
economy and iapital but against the old semi-feudal,

"."-"aoitatist 
relaiions in ihe countryside and against landlord

irooriitorship. At the same time, Lenin exposed the fundamentally
il"5irici vieivs of the Mensheviks who asserted that the strusgle of
ih" p""sants for the "equalised" distribution of the land was
rJactionary in character. He pointed out that the utopian-.peasant
iA"aJ JUo,it "equalisation" of fhe small farmers in the conditions of

"oln*oaitv 
production expressed the revolutionary d-emocratism of

iti" piasaritrv and their detirmination to fight against the survivals of
serfdom.2l--- 

In regard to the peasantry the Mensheviks did not, as a.matter of
fact, diff-er from the liberal bourgeoisie who were not at all interested
i" tire complete abolition of landlord proprietorship. TI9- path of
,ir"ri* er6lution which Lenin called the Prussian way fully suited
tfrem. tt is not accidental that even after the overthrow of tsarism in
FlUiuaiy 1917, when the bourgeoisie was in Powe-r, it did nothing to
satisfy the demands of the peasantry regSrding the landed estates.
n"L"'*or"- The bourgeois 

-Provisional 
Government used punitive

Aetaitrments in an atteript to suppress the peasant actions against the
Unaowners. This explai-ns why-the bulk of lhe peasantry. supPorted
ifii-*oitiing Ctass ii its sffulge for a socialist revolution. In his
ipiectr to tf,e Third Congrgss oi the-Communist International (1921)

lierin said: "We were -victorious because the vast mass of the
p"i-Ji"tii';it" t"rrotuiiorrariiy oigpoged against the big landowners'- 22

brrti itt" Great October Sotialist Revofution fundamentally settled
the 

-agrarian 
question in the interests of the peasantry.

Owing to a number of reasons, the people did not succeed in
orerthroiitg the autocracy in the first Russian revolution. De.snite
itre ii"otuti6.t'-v struggle'of the workers- and peasan-ts- and the
mutir,i". in the aimy arid the navy, despite the exploits of the heroes
oi- itr" revoiution iuch as the siilors- of the battleship Potemkin,
iJari.. was able to defeat the revolutionary forces. Like the
Mensheviks, Plekhanov held that the revolution's defeat was due to
ih" cons"rrativeness of the peasantry. The revolutionary explosion of
ig6siigz, he, wrote, "turnid out tb be less significant than- it had
i"e*iO ai first to our revolutionaries and our protectors. The said
exptosi"" was a combination of two forces, utterly different in their

12,6

nature. One of them was created by th" process of the Europeanisa-
tion of Russia, which began as far back as the end of itre tsttr
century, the other.was engendered by our old Eastern mode of life.
one was essentially revolutionary even when it avoided violent
actions; the other preserved its conservative clfaracter even when it
took the most violent actions".a i

Such an over-simplified and, in essence, f{sified explanation of
the reasons for the defeat of the revolution /ignored the concrete
correlation of class forces in it, the beh{viour of the liberal
bourgeoisie, not to mention a nirmber of other important factors. The
revolution was defeated because the alliairce of the working
class and the peasantry was still not sufficientlyistable. The revolutioi
failed to win over to its side the army whiCh largely- consisted of
peasants. The necessary unity in the rairks of the worfing class was
lacking. The establishment of such unity was hampered by the
Mensheviks, by their policy of compromise and their attempts to
subordinate the working class to the leadership of the treachtrous
liberal bourgeoisie. Another important factor was the financial and
political support rendered tsarism by the West European bourgeois
governments. It took another decade to forge the stable alliance of the
working class and the peasantry which ensure the success of the
struggle to overthrow the tsarist monarchy. In Fobruary-March l9l7 it
crumbled within several days under the blows of the insurgent
workers and soldiers. However without the first revolution which, as
Lenin put it, deeply ploughed the soil, awakened millions of workers
and tens of millions of peasants to political life and political struggle,
such a rapid victory of the people over tsarism would have been
impossible.z

Comparing a number of revolutions of the beginning of the 20th
century, Lenin noted that the Portuguese (1910) and Turkish (1908)
revolutions, for example, were bourgeois and not people's revolu-
tions, for the overwhelming majority of the people did not actively
and independenfly come forward with their own economic and
political demands in these revolutions. In the Russian revolution, on
the contrary, "the mass of the people, their majority, the very lowest
social groups, crushed by oppression and exploitation, rose indepen-
dently and stamped on the entire course of the revolution the imprint
of theirown demands, theirattempts to build in their own way a new
society in place of the old society that was being destroyed".2s The
mass character of the revolution was expressed in the strike struggle
of the working class, in the armed insurrections which Sdvanced
definite social and political demands and in the broad peasant
movement which pursued the object of abolition of landlord
proprietorship and all survivals of serfdom in the countryside.

This revolution gave vivid expression to the revolutionary creative
genius of the people which left a deep imprint in the minds of the
working people. One of the greatest examples of the people's creative
3onius was the Soviets of Workers' Deputies which were to play an
outrtanding historic role. Already at the beginning of 1905 workers'
commissions, deputies' and delegates' meetings, ind strike commit-
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tees began to be formed at factories and mills a-s organs of the strike
siruggl";. Thus in the textile centre of Ivanovo-Voznesensk a Council
of r0florkers' Representatives (deputies) was elected on-May 13 to
conduct negotiationsrwith the factory owlers and local authorities and
to direct thE strike that had broken out. In the course of the strike the
council's functions broadened. It actually began toexercise authority
in ttre town: it annulled the old laws and on its own authority
introduced freedom of speech, the press and assembly, and formed a
workers' militia. l- it ". tiie Ueiinnin! was laid for the establishment of the organs of
the new revoluliqnarilpower. In the course of the October all-Russia
strike Soviets of Woi&6rs' Deputies arose in St. Petersburg, Moscow
and in manv other cities and working-class centres.

The Soviets came into being as a pioduct of the creative activity of
the people, as a manifestation of the revolutionary- spontaneous
activity bf ine masses who were freeing themselves from their old
politicil fetters. They were organs of the new PQyer, Lenin stressed,
ior all their rudimentary, spontaneous and diffusive character as
iicards their composition aio the way they functioned.a The St.
Pe-tersburg Soviet captured the printing works, on its-own authority
introduced an 8-hour-working day, helped to organise fighting squads
at factories and mills, called on the people not to give money to the
government, to arrest the police who tried.to pr€vent revolutionary
ictions Uy ihe masses. To police interdictions the workers replied:
"We have our own government. We will inquire of the Sovlet and act
accordingly."' Sov-iets in other cities carried out similar functions.

The Minsheviks could not, and did not want to, for that matter,
understand the mass character of the first Russian revolution, having
vulgarised the very definition "boufgeois revolution". They-believed
thal the victory of ttris revolution should lead to a period of long
capitalist rule *ith all its inherent attributes, including the parliamen-
taiy system. They therefore derided any mention of organs of-power
thai were of a non-bourgeois, people's character. As H. D. Mehlinger
and J. M. Tomson admit "the Mensheviks warmly embraced the
Soviet [St. Petersburg Soviet. - S. 

".] 
but were not always certain

exactly-what it was or what it should be".a Such "ignorance" was
explaiired by the fact that in their assessment of the character of the
Ruisian revolution the Mensheviks used the old yardstick, not
wanting to recognise that it was a bourgeois revolution of a new type.

In l-906 the Mensheviks appealed to the leaders of West Europgqn
Social-Democracy with a view to enlisting their supporr for their
(Mensheviks') asieSsment of the character of the Russian revolution.
ilekhanov, in particular, asked Karl Kautsky to express his views on
some of the questions put to him. Kautsky did so in his pamphlet The
Motive ForcZs and Perspectives of the Russian Revolution.In it he
wrote that the time of bourgeois revolutions in which the bourgeoisie
had been the motive force had passed and that the proletariat was no
longer a simple subsidiary and-instrument of the bourggoisie-as had
beeir the cas6 in the bour[eois revolutions of the past. The proletariat
acts as an independenf class with its own revolutionary aims.
t2t

Therefore the Russian revolution cannot be regarded as a bourgeois
revolution in the usual sense of the word. Sut it-cann& U"i"garAeA asa socialist revolution either. This revolution sirouid u" i?6ri "" "l!:"r-fi" !,-19,of process "taking prace on ttre uoraeitini ori ulrirg"oiiand a socialist society, -furthering the abolition of the firsi andpreparing the conditions for the foimation of the .icord'.d-*-

In his assessment of the Russian revolution Kautsky still stood on
Marxist positions. In the preface to the Russian trarislation of the
p-amphlet Lgnin noted the Marxist presentation of the question on the
character of the revolution and on-the crass forces that weri capable
of ensuring it-s victory. He drew attention to the fact that Ka"iskt;
despite_the Mensheviks, was not afraid at that time to .av itr"t ttid
social-Democrats must strive for victory in the Russian i6votution.
"But .victory in the present revolution,i' wrote Lenin, ..cannot be
the -victory of the proletariat alone, without the aid of other classes.
which class then, owing to the objective conditions of the pi"s"r,t
revolution-,.is the ally of the proletiriat? The peasantD."ro -

The objective situation was such that ohly the 
-workers 

and
peasants, and not the liberal bourgeoisie, were-interested in a real
yictogr of the bourgeois-democritic revolution in Russia.- fhe
Mensheviks were inca-pable of understandi4g what at firsi sffi
app,eared to be a paradox and strove to achiJve an alliance of iheproletariat with the liberal bourgeoisie. Subjecting the viewi andpolicy of the-Mensheviks to devaitating criticism LEnin showeo that
the victory of the bourgeois revolution ii Russia was impossible as thevictory-of the bourgeoisie. "The preponderance of tt"-p""."rt
population, its terrible opp-ression by the semi-feudal big landbwning
system, the .strength and class-consciousness of thE proletariai
already- organised in a-socialist party - all these circumstantei impartto our bourgeois revolution a specific character."3l
- Ptoceeding from the specific character of the bourceois-
democratic revolution in Russia as a revolution of the people, Lenin
lr_eate-d the question.of state power in a new way. As aiitinci fiom the
Mensheviks who oriented themselves towards f,ower p"s.i"g i"io ttte
ha.nds o! the. bourgeoisie and a long period of capitaiist ruie,-ienin
substantiated the conclusion about-the revoluiionary-democratic
d ictatorship.of the proletariat 

-and the _peasantry. }Ie stro,iv J ihai onty
such.. a dictatorship could decisively crush the attempts of thl
reactiorrary forc-es to restore the old regime, could uproot all survivalsor sertdom and carry out fundamental democratic reforms in theinterests of the people, coutd preparC-itrele* conditions that wourd
enable the proletariat to pass to the struggle for its immediate socialist
goals.

The experience of the mass struggle of the workers and peasants
again-st the tsarist autocracy, as well as the experienie'-Ji tte
treacherous behaviour of the liberal bourgeoisie in ttre ievotution
enabled Lenin to draw the conclusion that in the new historical
conditions not the bourgeois-p-arliamentary republic as the 

-oigan 
of

the dictatorship of. the b.tPgeoisie car-r secure tie gains orttre wiiiiinipeople, but precisely the organ of the revolJtionary-democratii
t,/,,



dictatorship of the proletariat and -the 
peasantry, 

. 
that is' the

;;-";;I;il!rg ttrioritv of the people. sulh a dictatorship must be the

irui,riii..Ji6r- fro* the dictitorihip of workers and peasants to the

ii"i":tii.tiip oi tt 
" 

proletariat. The revblutionary-democratic dictator-
.trip "f itE proletiriat and the pea-santry, Lenin noted, has a past

arri a future. Its pasi iJ the struggle agiinst the autocracy, with its
s"i"ir"ti of serfdom. Its future is ihe struggle against private property

and for socialism.32--Til frf."".-nirift fiied to refute the Bolshevik slogan of the

,"rof"tio"iii-democratic dictatorship of-workers and peasants by
;i;;;ffi-th"-iopti.ti" argument that there was no unity of will
6iiil]Jii'it. *oi[6r. a"a pe-asants. This denial of their communitv-of
into"rir "i 

th" O".ocratii stage,of the revolution stemmed from the

;ti; 5f,.t";olth" M"n.hevi[s; views regarding the char-acter of the

ii*"*ii.-ai.ocratic revolution, its motive forces and.pr-ospects
;;'id;.;*;. "i 

u.rrg"ois democracy in gene-rat. In their theoreti-

;;i' ;;i;;iiii"J triintiig the Menshevik.ide-ologues .clung to the

ii'."!iiio'. "f Uourg"oi.-?ernocratism e stablish"O !V the bour$eois
i"-rJfiitiiiii ;i th" p-ast. They believed that revolution must develop

li|i'rAii'ri-t;- il invariable' pat_terqj- at the initial.stage.the big
Uiirioi.iiEi"- wiii ue in po*er 'and will ensure a certain minimum of
fi*iii"i ." the Uasis of'a constitutional monarchy; then at some later

it-"g'"-it-*ift 6" ripiac"a by a petty-bourgeois democratic re-public; and

""f?- "ft"i*"rAs, 
whin-caiitatism his reached_a high stage of

iiiii"f*r"ir; ;a the prolitariat has become the overwhelming
;;;;Ifi}f th" n"tion cah the question arise of passingdirectly to the

il,fti; for-;;"ili.;. itris aolmatic pattern ignored the features of
;'f" ffi; 

-hi;t;;i""t 
6och, the nlw afigirment of class forces when the

ffii;ft iii-.. ilt"iv iiiod at the hEad of the liberation strusqle -of
iiJit;iiti"g peopti,'wtren the revolutionary creative genius of the

;il;-Iff "triiOy 
produced a type of democracy incomparably

higher than the usual bourgeois democracy'
The Bolshevik slogan oflhe revolutionary-demo-crati:dictatorship

ot irt" ptoi"i"ti"i 
"nE 

the peasantrY Yas 6pposed bY J-19IIX *ho

"a""n"ia 
tfr" ro-""U"a 

- 
tireory oi "permanent revolutioni. He

iliiliii1n.:i "ft* th" ;rerthrori of the iutocrac-y only'a dictatorship
;i-;h;;;t"taiiat must be established since the peasantry is not

Iuo"6it'oi lorming-its own party with which the woikers' party

iolrJ iri"i i;6 ;6loc." Thiiargirment, first, ignored the democra-
ii"it"C" of ttre revoiuiion 

"nA, 
sjcond, denied!.re revolutionary role

of the peasantry 
"s 

itri-"ii, -.i'the proletariat. This was, so to speak,

ti""rfrE"i.rn itiriO"--oui.-'ftre Uinsheviks did not r-ecognirse the

iJrot"tionrty potentialitie. oi tq9 peasantry and urged the proletariat

i;'6;* *'uitiun"" *iih th" liberal bourgeoisie to av-oid jinding
;[";;;lr;J isolated; iiot.tv did not believe that the Russian

;;;il;;i"t, fi;ii";;" *iit t[" manv-millioned peasantrv' could be

;ili;6ra;nd ensure thi democratii transformations that would be

the necessar, pr"r"quiii6 f"a the st-ruggle for socialism. Hence his

nig"ii"" 
- 

"iiit"i" to=-itr" ilogan gf in1 revolutionary-democratic
dic-tatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry'

r:l0

-Lenin exposed both the Menshevik and the Trotskyite position
and pointed out that the revolutionary-democratic 

-dictatorship
presupposes not an agreement of parties but the real correlation of
class forces that could- take shape as a result of the people's victory

. over tsarism. Under the leadership of the proletariit the peasantry
was undoubtedly capable of playing a tremendous revolutionary roll
in the democratic revolution without which the transition 6 the
struggle for the victory of the socialist revolution was inconceivable.
"Whoever wants to reach socialism by any other path than that of
political democracy, will inevitably airive at conilusions that are
absurd and reactionary both in the economic and the political
sense,"a wrote Lenin.He scrutinisedthequestionof therevllution-
ary-democratic dictato.rship of workers and peasants from the pointof view of the possibilities and the neceisity of the bourg-eoii-
democratic revolution growing into a sociaiist revolution.- The
h.egemony.of the proletariat in the democratic revolution being in
alliance with the dntire peasantry prepared the conditions for-the
h.egemony. gf tlr"- proletariat in the iocialist revolution now being in
alliance with all the oppressed and the exploited and, in the first plice,
the poorest peasantry.

The alignment of class forces in the country was such as made it
possible to pass from the bourgeois-democritic revolution to the
socialist revolution without a long historical interval. In September
1905 Lenin wrote that "from the democratic revolution we'shall at
once, and pre-cisely in accordance with the measure of our strength,
the strength of the class-conscious an^d organised proletariat, begii topass to the socialist revolution".3s Thus Lenin shattered- the
Menshevik dogma about the inevitability of a long period of capitalist
rule between the bourgeois-democratic and socialiit revolutioni. It is
characteristic that contemporary bourgeois historians prefer often to
keep silenton this score oi to twist thJfacts. Thus H. Seton-Watson,
for example, claims that "after 1905 Lenin believed that a long
interval would be required between the bourgeois revolution... and
the socialist revolution... in order that the p=olarisation of peasant
society... should be completed...."35

But Lenin considered the transition from one revolution to another
to be dependelt og the degree of class-consciousness and organisa-
tion of the proletariat. And ihe required degree of class-conscio-usness
and organisation is forged in the process of class struggle. Struggle
and struggle alone determines the measure of strength and possibiliiies
of the proletariat. In the first Russian revolutionlach mbnth of this
p_eriod, in the words of Lenin, was so far as teaching the masses,
classes and parties the fundamenlals of political sciencJequivalent to
a wiole year of "peaceful" development.3,
. Le-nin's proposition on the development of the bourgeois-
demodratic revolution into a socialist one was a new concept i-n the
revolutionary theory and practice of the class struggle' of the
proletariat. It opened up new prospects with due accounlif the new
hiptorical situation that took shape at the beginning of the 20th
century.
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The first Russian revolution gaye a great lesson of mass strugSle

asainst the opDressors. In its deielopment it passed through periods

;f;;G; #A d;"iit". Each of theie P-!$ods was characterised bv
;;"4;i riethods and means of strugg[e.-When the revolution was on

;f,;6;;;6 tne ptoietariat and its partv guided themselves mainlv bv

oli"n'.iri1u"ti"i anA purru"d a couise 
-tdvards 

armed insurrection as

;fi;-;;iy 6;iUti re"nr of overthrowf ng,_the f eudal-militarist tsarist
;lid;"{ winning a democratic republic. When the revolution was on
itE eUU other fo-rms of struggle-legal and illegal-were. tested,
i*frAing puitia'1ent".y (the Dirma), tfie press and trade unions for
oreoarin-c ihe masses for new revolutionary battles'
''-'Th;-;";iution of 1905-1907 in Russia was a brilliant test of the
theoJand tactics ot S;tileuii1n. ft " Bolshevik party e-merg€d- from
;i;ir 6ri ia;oiogically and organisationally stro-nger and with firmer
;il b;;;d; ti"i *itt[ the mas-ses. The Bolsheviks showed in practice
if,"ir iUitii/tJiackle the urgent problems 9f the revolutionqry struSSle

;il;;il; ih"*, to defend Soth ihe immediate interests of the working
;;;pb ;d a[e lttimate goal of their liberation movement' Bv coming
;;'r;d";-B olsne vif sloEans the Rus sian proletariat inf luenced broad
O"."ii"iir sections of -Russian society. Opposition -mounted in the
armv and also among the petty-bourgeois sections of the-population
;il;;; ot"*n i"tithe siruigle' The broad masses of the working

iJ"pG-"i nussi"'s outlying nitional regions convinced themselves
irori and more throuchitriixperience of the revolution that only the

r..i"t"ii"i *ui 1119 
'n6rt 

staunih fighter for their rights and against all
foi"ii-if ."tional oDpression and inequality. In the cour-se of the
;;;;i;ti"#t uatttei'the cohesion of- the working pe-ople.of the

"o"rtry;r-Oiiferent 
nationalities grew under the banner of proletarian

.internationalism,'---l;iii; ;r"lution of 1905-1907 for the first time in Russia all the
classes came out openly, all programme and tactical propositions
were tested by massiction. In open revolutionary-struggle the masses
passed throufih a school of political education, widened their horizon,
6r;; ;'fi;il;ill. iiii revoiution once and for alt buried patriarchal
iiff;a" 

""ai"rniA 
it into a country of a revolutionary people. The rich

il;;;-;i the revoiuiion *"." fullv taken into account bv the

ii"iJril,ii-p"tiv li it'" tuus"quent stiugsle to prepare the working
ilili'-"rid t[i- p"".artry for ihe new ievolutionar-y -ba!tle1 which

"iiinluiity 
led t6 the ovirthrow of the domination of the landowners

;;a;;ii.ti.rs and to the establishment of the world's first socialist
state.

The revolution of 1905-1907 was an event of tremendous
inteinationaiiignitic"n"". It graphically confirmed the fact that the
i"roiriioniry cEntr" had .tiii6Oi. fluisia. The revolution stirreg-up
the broad misses and the oppressed in many couniries of the West
and the East.
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Rosa Luxemburg noted that the effect of the Russian events on
Social-Democracy in Germany was particularly evident in the attitude
to the general strike.$ Assessing the significance of strike struggle by
the proletariat, Henriette Roland-Holst, a leading Dutch Sbcial-
Democrat, wrote that the mass strike is able to disorganise the
machinery of state, to revolutionise the army and to create the
necessary conditions for armed insurrection which decides the fate of
the whole revolution.3e All who really aspired to the liberation of the
working class considered it necessary to study the experience of the
Russian revolution, to re-examine the arsenal of tactical means, in
particular, those connected with the problem of spontaneity and
degree of organisation in the working-class movement, the role of the
proletarian party in organising mass struggle, etc.

The Russian revolution exerted a strong influence on the
intensifying -struqglg between the revolutioniry and opportunist
elements in the parties of the second Internationai and faciiiiated the
further demarcation between them. The Bolshevik party, taking into
account the experience of the revolution, waged a sicceiiful str:uggle
against .opportunism and reformism, as well as against petiy-
bourgeois pseudo-revolutionism, in the Russian and -internaiionil
working-class movement. without such a struggle the victory of the
working class over the_bourgeoisie would not hi-ve been possible. on
the basis of an in-depth study of the experience of the revolution the
Bolshevik party raised and solved a number of theoretical problems
that were of vital importance for its subsequent revoiutionary
activities.

The revolution of 1905-1907 with its own specific proletarian
means of -struggle stimulated the upsurge of the woking-class
movement in Europe and America. The workers in many cofntries
responded to the revolutionary events in Russia with m;ss strikes.
d.emonstrations and protesl movements against the bloody crimes of
the tsarist government. The proletariat of Germany and Britain
prevented the ruling circles of their country from rendering direct
armed support to tsarism. German workerj furthermore he'iped to
stock weapons for the Russian revolutionaries and ship them to
Russia. In France, mass meetings protesting the shooting down of
workers in St. Petersburg were tretO in thJ very first dlys of the
revolution. "Aid to the Russian revolution cemented the unitv and
cohesion of all socialists."{ Mass demonstrations took place initaly,
Austria-Hungary, Belgium and in other countries.

. The proletariat of the whole world looked, in the words of Lenin,
with-feveris,h impatience at the Russian working class. ..Th;
overthrow of tsarism in Russia, so valiantly begun by our working
class; will be a turning point in the history of ill coirntries; it wifi
facilitate the task of the workers of all nations, in all states, in all parts
of the globe."ar The- heroic struggle of the workers and peasanis of
Russia was an inspiring example to the working people of all coirntries
ahd continents. Romero Flores, a participanf of tne Mexican re-
volution (1910-1917) declared: "We were inspired by the revolution-
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arv imDulse of Russia in 1905 which was suppressed by the tsar. For
,Jtt 

" 
[t.rggi" tt 

"t 
took place-in Russia then was a lodestar; we saw in

this great PeoPle our hoPe.""
Although the revolution endod in defeat and did not yield the

u*ol"t"d -results the international liberation movement of the
pr;letariat advanced to a higher stage thanks to this revolution. It
Ii.ia ttii working class wilh a new method of strutgle, th-at of a
glnerat political st-rike, applied for the first time by the worke-rs of
frussia. it heightened awai6ness of international proletirian solidarity

"J 
on" of thJ major conditions for the success of labour's struggle

against capital on an international scale.

The revolution of 1905-1907 was spearheaded not only against the
feuOai-aUsolutist system, but against imperialism as well. It stimulated
;il-;;tfi;i tiuetition moverient in a number of countries of the
ioioni"t East. The democratic revolutions in Asia (Ir.al, Turkey,
Ct in"l *ir" engendered by the Russian revolution. "World capitalism
a"d i'he 1905 inovement- in Russia," wrote Lenin, "have finally
;ror;a Asia. Hundreds of millions of the downtrodden and
U"riit i"O liave awakened from mediaeval stagnation to a new life and

"ii-iTr-ir* 
t. fiifri for elimentary human rightiand democracy-." 43 The

ii"otrtiJ" in {ussia struck the iirst telling blow to the colonial system
ii i.6ri"tir., showed an example 9f hoy to combine the_proletarian
.t."-git" against capitalist oppression -with the national liberation
mlvffient-of the p6oples of 

-the 
colonies and dependent countries.

The lessons of the great revolutionary whirlwind of 1905-1907

*"r"-"nO i"main a subjlct of close study by historians and also by
ii,;;;;il "i" 

in the van of the struggle ofi the working peo.ple for
;;;;g1.3;i and sociatisi iOeats in many countries of the world. The
;;iiil};ilJ of struesle against the absolutist system and exploiter
;il;;;, *tiiitt were-testel in the first Russian revolution, lhe
co--u-inatio" of the democratic and socialist tasks of.the-proletariat,
i;'hA;;V in iti" C"neral democratic movement, its alliance with
ii,;--;6-;;<ietaria" -working masses and particularlv .with the
in"r;:;6r;nJa feasantrv - itt this- has becom-e I part of the arsenal
;i- iil ;;rfiuti6narv stiategv and tactics of the communist and

workers' parties.
A characteristic feature of the present epoch is the transition from

""pit"iffi-io-r"ii"tir. "n 
an infernationil scale. It is a historical

,i6"i.. i. the course of which various forms of mass mov€ments are

il,ffi;;;iil,-"ni *ii-n1or"p"ty and democrqtic alliances formed in

tn"--E"u"tii"s'of aeveiopiO i"pit"tism, a pro'cess in the course of
*t i"rt tf," p"ople's iiirggt" against impirialism and for 1"1i9n?l
ind"ol"O"."e ind social--progiess in the developing countries ts

ffi.;Ltili;,& ai [[" .".i ti-"] the historic competition-between the

i*o aitf"..i'nt systemiis Ueing conOucted on an ever wider front, the

ioCiatist system r"pr"iinti"ithe main force in the anti-.imperialist
tit-u-gEe, il.-igt tv u'"r*"iii.ipeace, democracv and soqi{]-s1'-1A'nd if
;;d"fll"]fi!- l"roirtionary' detachme.nts. possess immeasurably
greateD expenence 

"na 
,or" varied methods-and means of struggle
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than they did at the beginning of the century, they are indebted for
this in no small measure to the traditions, ideas and behests of the
revolution of 1905-1907 - the first people's revolution of the epoch of
imperialism.
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Vietnam: Road to Victory

ANATOLI URALSKY

september 2, 1975, saw the 30th anniversary of the Democratic
Republic of vietnam, the first state of wortirJ 

"ra 
p""r""t. in

$outheast Asia. Throughout these 30 yiars ttre bnv rr-ailei" .nimpregnable bastion of the- selfless .iruget" w"g"d Uir-if,f-Jrrtire
Vietnamese people for freedom and indeiindencJ.

For the first time in 30 years the vietnimese people are living andworking. in peace and frledom on their tonglruli;;6; i"ridl arrp_rogressive mankind is lost in admiration of the iici.iv *8" 
-uv 

t 
"roi"vietnam. The. long struggre against f oreign ini"ruinitniJi.,-fir.i tr,"lrencn coronialists and then the uS imperialists and their localmyrmidons, has come to a successful closi. As ;,;*ii 

"n "nd 
fr",

been put in the south of the country to the degenedt" ,;Lil;ii tt 
"anti-people's corrupt administratid,n ttrit ,iii"i- * i"?or"ir'unapolitical terrorism and was to blame for the lons ;'ai;i tn"

disruption of all efforts to reach a political settlemeilt.
. I1 assess4s the- significance of the victory, the First Secretary of

the Central Committee of the Workers' parfy of Vietnam Le buan
said: "With immeasurable joy the 45 million-people of our country
celebrate- the great victory that brillianfly eniled-the longest, most
bitter and gr€ate-st patriotic war in the national history of oIr sdruggle
against foreign invasions.

"We welcome the new era in the 4,(XX)-years' history of our nation,
an era of Vietnam's splendid development as a pelceful, united,
democratic and flourishing coun6y." t-

The DRV was formed as a result of the revolution of August 1945,
in tre course of which the vietnamese peopre shook off the frrle of thi

A. Uralsky, specialist in intemational relations, author of a number of articles
and pamphlets on the national liberation movements in Asia and
especially in Southeast Asia and on toreign policy problems of the
developing counties.
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imperialists and the feudal nobility collaborating with them.. The
revolution triumphed in a colonial and semi-feudal country_ under the
ieadership of ttri working class and its vang-u?fd, the Communist
Party. Tfre August revolultion "was" a national liberation revolution
anO a decisiue itep of the national people's democratic revolution in
Vietnam".2--fi[ 

mainspring of that revolution was the acute socio-economic
anA pofiiitJ iiiri.it 

"t 
stemmed from the exploitation.and opp,ression

;iif" V;;d"mese people by foreign invaders, who relied on the local
i"""tion*i"J. Vi"thani wai seized by the French colonialists in the
;idJilf Aturi. Barly in the Second World War the rrhole of
Indochina was overrun'by Japanese troops. That occupation led to
ii"no,iilJ Aislocation, inflitiori and unemployment. Taxation and the
siquistiation of peasant households reached unprecedented propor-
tiohs. Famine began.---ft"-Co.-uiitt Party of Indochina organised and led the
movement for national liberation against the invaders. At its eighth
olenarv meetins in Mav 1941 the ePI Central Committee passed a
e;;i.6" ;;-itrJtormation of the Viet-Minh, a broad united national
ironi. it " 

programme and Constitution of the Viet-Minh were
outtisn"a on oclober 25, lg4l.It was proclaimed that the aim of the
Vi"t:fr{irrt *us to fight the Japanese and French imperialists, achieve

"o11piiii 
i"dipende-nce and fbrm a "revolutionary-governmenl of the

ffiA;;ti"-iiepuUti" of Vietnam". It was underscored that the
Viet-Mintr, whici placed the interests of the nation above all else, was
pr"pariO to coopeiate with all pgrsons and organisations-regardless of
[h"{^, prop"rty status, sex, ag6 a-nd religious and.political view5,
piouiOlO it "i sincerely disir6a the expulsion of the invaders and

Vietnam's independence and freedom.'-fne_-So"iet'Union's 
victory over German fascism sped up the

matuiing of a revolutionary situation in Vietnam. "The defeat of the
ftiUiritJtascists and the iapanese militarists," Ho Chi Minh noted,
..by the Soviet Army was the principal factor facilitating our victory-in
Ati'd;i 1ils.-n At-their Pariy conference on August.13' 1945' the
Vi"-tna-ese Communists adopted the historic decision on the
commencement of a nation-wide uprising against the Japanese
il;a;: ttii Farty set the course towirds ''stirring the masses to the
il"ggt;, *i"sii"g power from the hands of the Japanese, deposing
tfr"ii-puip"ts, beioming the masters of their own country so as in that
status to.meet the Allied forces".'- - itre rising triumphed in Hanoi onAugust 19, in-Hueh o-q Ayeust 23

and-in S"ii6n on hugust 25. In the iourse of only -l-l.days the
iirotutio" slrept triumf,hantly across all the provinces-of Vietnam. A
itorisio"J Revolutioriary G-overnment, headed by the outs=tgndilg
i"roi"tion"ry and leadef of the Vietnamese Communists Ho Chi
Mir,h, was 

- 
formed in Hanoi on August -27. In the relevant

"o..uniqu" 
ii *"" stated that the powei in the entire country had

pu.iJa- it- tt e Committee for Nati-onal Liberation formed by lhe'efWtt""rn Corrgre.. of People's Representatives. The Declaration
Lf fnaipinaence,-proclaiming-the birtli of the Democratic Republic of
13t

vietnam, was read by President Ho chi Minh on September 2, rg45.A ne-w epoch opened. for the people of Vietnam
The- August revolution in vietnam was the first consistentlynational people's democratic revolution in Southeast-esia-.' rrreliberation movement in vietnam developed 

"rong 
tt 

" ioao Lrazeo uvthe Gteat october Socialist Revolution in n"iiia] i" 
"ror"-iriiJil"tionwith the world revorutionary forces. it" .p"ciii" 
".-ui.uii.. "rnational and social elements in the vietnameie riu"r"iion--Ju"-"ntpredetermined the leadership of that movement uv trroiiliior""..Moreover, the communist Party became tt" liroti"i lhl. n"i;on",liberation struggle.

This was the cardinal specific of the national liberation movement
in vietnam and it po-werfully.influenced the wtroteiuuJiqui"i i,irtorvof tlal coultry. This specific sprang not only rrom 

-th"-l"iernar
conditions of colonial vietnam (the eiistence oi a rei"tiuirv 

-liigr,iv

concentrated and a relatively -nationally homogeneous.working iiiss-,
the.massive disposses-sio-n of land belonging t5 the pir.ani.,-a'"0 trr"
social. immaturity 

. 
of 

- 
the bourgeoisiJ aid its iact or 'poiiticat

orqgnrsation), but also from the fact that no political party in Vietnam
had such allies outside vietnam as had tire cim'munisi-partv otI.ndochinain the person of the communist rarty of thi $r;"i u;id;the French communist party and other con[ini"nr. of irrl *orra
revolutionary movement.

The Communist Party became the acknowledged leader of the
vietnamese people largely as a result of its creatiie assimilation of
internationa[.experience.and its skilful application of that experience
to the conditions obtaining in Vietnam in combination ivith the
flexibility of its policy at different phases of the people's democratic
revolution.

However, no sooner had they triumphed than the Vietnamese
people .had to defend their revolutionary gains against imperialist
aggression. As early as 1945, in an effort to restore their-rule in
Indochina, the French colonialists unleashed hostilities in South
Vietnam. They destroyed the organs of people's power and restored
the former colonial practices on Vietnameie soll. Thus began the
Vietnamese people's- heroic War of Resistance against imJerialist
intervention. The resistance to the colonialists conlinued foi nearly
nine years and comprised the main content of the Vietnamese
revolution in that period.

The intervention by the French imperialists ended in failure whenin the -soring of 1954 the Resistance io.ces c.u.h"d " ts,ooii.i.""g
unit of the French Expeditionary Corps at Dien Bien phu. -

The successful culmination of the-vietnamese people's struggle
for liberation was acknowledged by the worrd and iorriuiir"a ln tn"
G-eneva Agreements of July t9sa, *hictr provided tor tt C ristoiationof peace in Indochina, for -recognition of the independence,
sovereignty, ulity and territorial integrity of Vietnam, iaJJ a"O
cambodia and for the further peaceful development of these
countries.



A temporary demarcation line running approximately along the
17th parallel and dividing the country into two was established in
Vietnam. The French troops were evacuated from North Vietnam
south of t}te demarcation line, while the Liberation forces were
regrouped in the North. Article 6 of the Final Declaration of the
Geneva Conference states that the military demarcation line was
temporary and could not be regarded as a political or territorial
frontier. The question of unifying the country was left to the
Vietnamese people, to be decided by them at free general elections
that were to be held in July 1956.

The Geneva Agreements opened the road to a peaceful settlement
of the Vietnam problem. This was a signal victory of the Vietnamese
people. "It waJthe first time," Ho Chi Minh wrote, "thll a small
ioldnial country emerged victorious in a confrontation with a large
colonial power." 6

With the victory in the War of Resistance the Vietnamese
revolution entered a new phase of its development. In characterising
that phase the Second Congress of the Workers' Party of Vietriam
(the name assumed by the Vietnamese Section of the Communist
Party of Indochina), held in February 1951, declared: "Under the
leadership of the working class this revolution, of which the working
people are the main force, will not only carry out anti-imperialist and
inti-feudal tasks but will facilitate the powerful development of the
people's democratic system, sow the seeds of socialism and create the
torrditiorrs for the idvance to socialism. This revolution will
consummate the bourgeois-democratic tasks and evolve into a
socialist revolution." 7

Constructive work was started on a huge scale to rebuild and
develop the economy and far-reaching revolutionarY qhlnges were
made in all spheres-of social life in North Vietnam following the
restoration of peace in 1954. The Workers'Pgrty of Vietnam steered a

course towardi a gradual transition to socialism, by-passing the stage
of capitalist deve-lopment, in North Vietnam, which was then an
economically backward, mainly agrarian country.

Meanwhile, south of the 17th parallel, the national -liberation
strug€le, whi6h changed from an- armed .to a political struggle,
rerniined the principal content of the revolutionary movement. There
the imperialiits minaged to preserve an anti-people's colonialist
regime. The creation of the "Republicof Vietnam" was pro.claimed in
.saigon in October 1955. Its Constitution "legalised" the-dictatorship
of t-he US puppet Ngo Dinh Diem, spokesman of the pro-US elements
among thi Siruth Vietnamese compiadore bourgeoisie, -who replaced
the Eirperor Bao Dai, a elose collaborator of the French colonialists.
Ngo Dinh Diem obediently carried out the will of the imperialist
cirlles in the USA, who had decided to set up in South Vietnam a
regime that would be an instrument of US policy in Southeast Asia.
The social mainstay of that regime consisted of landowners, the rural
nobility, the compiadore bourgeoisie, the Catholic 6lite, reactionary
army 6fficers and officials of the puppet administration. The Saigon

1.fl)

\s\
$

regime relied heavily on the armed forces that were maintained
entirely by the Pentagon.

_- Ytittg1,f the specifics of the revolutionary process at that stage,
Ho chi Minh noted: "From 1954 onwards the vietnamese revoluti-on
ha9 two strategic aims: on the one hand, to put socialist reforms into
effect and build socialism in the North and, on the other hand,
oonduct a patriotic struggle for south vietnam's liberation from
domination by uS imperialism and its lackeys in order to reunite the
country." 8

The building of the new life in the North commenced as soon as
the. DRV was proclaimed. The country's first-ever Constitutio;,
which gave legislative embodiment to the DRV's ,social and state
lystggr' was adopted as early as 1946. steps were instituted to restrict
feudal exploitation, restore and promote the economy, strengthen the
defence potential and raise ihe people's culturii level Broad
socio-economic reforms were enforced ln the DRV after 1954. The
agrarian reform was completed by the end of 1956: a total of glQ,000
hectares of land was confiscated from the landowners and tuined
o-ver gratis to 2,000,fi)O working peasants' families.e ln North Vietnam
the.national economy was in the main restored in 1957, i.e., within a
period of less than three years.

- The-three-y?lplarl of economic reorganisation and development,
adopted in the DRV in 1958, provided fbr the abolition of capitatisi
ownership of the means of production in industry and commerle, the
reorclnisation of agricultuie and artisan production on the basfs of
socialislownersh-ip-and the eradication of Capitalist exploitation. with
the fulfilment of that plan- the socialist seltor firmly occupied the
leading-place in the country's economy. By the close oi 1960 slate-run
entgrprises were accounting for 100 per clnt of the industrial output
and.nearly_ 8_9 per cent of. the output of the artisan industry, ind
handling ?1.1pq. cent of the retail trade; almost g5 per cent of the
peasants had joined cooperatives, and of that number ll.g oer cent
had joined cooperatives of the highest type.to

Even more striking results were achieved by the DRV with the
successful fulfilment of ils first five-year plan of economic develop-
ment.(1961:1965), when the republic begah the full-scale building 6f
socialism. The decisions adopted at the 3id congress of the workirs'
Party of vietnam in september 1960 called for Ihe compretion of the
economy's socialist reorganisation, the consummation of the first
phase of socialist industrialisation and the building of the mateiial and
technical basis of socialism. Bv the close of 1965 a total of 80
p.er ggrlt of the aglicultural coopeiatives had become cooperatives of
the highest type. The first factoties of the engineering, metallurgical
and chemical industries were built and placed-in operition. whereas
qqi-o-r tp August 1945,95 per cent of ttri population was illiterate, in
1965 almost the entire population of the DRV could read and write. In
1964, as goppa-re{ to 1954, the number of pupils at secondary schools
increased 3.S-fold, while the number of-students at institutions of
higher learning and technical schools increased 25-fold.-

These achievements were closely linked with fraternal assistance



from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. Between 1954
and 1964 they granted the DRV nearly 750 million rubles in the shape
of gratuitoui assistance and long-term credits. Duqig8 these- years
Sov:iet assistance alone enabled the DRV to build 92 industrial
projects. More than 2,500 Soviet experts went to the republic to give it
technical assistance.

While building socialism in the North, the Vietnamese people
waged a perseveiing struggle to carry out the tasks of-the people's
deriocratic revolution in the South, for the fulfilment of the terms of
the 1954 Geneva Agreements, in particular, for general free elections
in the North and South with the purpose of reuniting the country.

However, the prospect for Vietnam's peaceful development in line
with the principles Laid down in the 1954 Geneva Agreements did not
enter into the plans of the imperialist circles in the West, chiefly in the
USA. The possibility of a peaceful victory of the people's democratic
revolution in South Vietnam did not suit them. They feared.that the
elections envisaged in the Geneva Agreements would bring about the
downfall of th; puppet regime in Saigon and the country's
reunification in an intEEral state. In turn, this would have meant the
"fall" of the whole of Indochina: according to the notorious "domino
theory" underlying US policy in Southeast Asia, the loss of one
position spelled out the collapse of the entire system of neocolonialist
imperialisi domination. This apprehension was clearly stated in the
seiret Pentagon documents reliting to the mid-1950s and published in
the American press in June 1971.

That was what induced the imperialist circles in the USA to
"export counterrevolution" to Indochina. They aimed- to per_petuate
Vietnam's division, turn its southern part into a military base, a
springboard for aggression against the DRV and for the suppression
o? ttre national liberation movement throughout Southeast Asia.
Washington spent money lavishly to make the puppet army the
backbone of tlie Saigon regime and the assault force against the DRV.
Between 1955 and 1959 tha USA's allocations to the Ngo Dinh Dienl
regime amounted to nearly 1,500 million dollars. ny qg end of. 1961
the Saigon puppet army's strength had reached 300,000 effectives.

In keeping with the USA's policy of wrecking the Geneva
Agreementi, ihe Saigon regime openly refused to carry out their
cardinal terms, in particular, ttre trolaing of general free elections. It
flatly turned down all the DRV Government's proposals for
preparations for the elections, for contacts between the North and the-So,rtt 

, and so on. Mass repressions were started in South Vietnam
againsl progressives. By a decree of 1959 the Communists were
outlawed.

The liberation struggle mounted in South Vietnam in response to
this anti-people's pol-icy, to this betrayal of national-interests.
Commencingbs a peaceful political struggle, it begln to ev-olve into an
armed strug[le. Eisentialli, this was a continuation of the PlpPtg'q
democratic-ievolution with a clear-cut anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
orientation. The peasants led by the working class, and also large
segments of the urban population, formed the social basis of this
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re-volution. The puppet.regime laboured in vain to win over the mass
o,f the peasants. The sharp deterioration of the material condition of
the urban petty bourgeoisie and intellectuals led to growing disaffec-
tion among them with the policy of the ruling crique.-Unbriitea ierror
and.repressions evoked an explosion of ariger imong the broadest
sections of South Vietnam's population.

As the masses in the South became convinced by their own
experience-that the saigon regime was holding their-interests in
contempt, the conditions began to take shape for in intensification of
the national liberation movement and an ixtension of the fiont of
st^rq8gle. The constituent congress of the National Liberation Front
of -south Jie!1a-m, attended by representatives of different potiti""r,
qg_Ulig and -reliqious organisations 

-and groups, was held in Dliimber
1960 in a situation that was marked by an ripswing of the revolution.
The- co_n_gre s1 -a{opt9d a I 0-point programme-callin! f or the oveiihrow
of the Ngo Dinh Diem dictatorship, the creation 6f an indepindent,
democratic, pe-aceful and neutral south vietnam and the 

"b,rrtry'ipeaceful reunification.
The formation of the NLF and its conversion into a mass political

organisation gni-ting the broadest sections of the population powerful-ly influenced the entire further course of th6 national iiberation
movement in South Vietnam. It marked the beginning of a new phase
of that movement with the initiative in the libe-ration-struggle pissing
.into the hands of the patriotic forces. L,iberated areas w?re iormea
and enlarged in south vietnam. In the spring of 1965 three-quartirs.of
the_territory of South Vietnam was controlled by the NfF.-

In this situation the us ru.ling circles adopted i new strategy in an
effort to save the Saigon regime trom inevitable collapse. Ndionger
depending on the puppet army, washington decided to use mainly'its
o-wn_military strength. At the end of 1964 and the beginninc of iqos
the USA openly assumed the principal role in suppressing thJnational
liberation movement in south vietnam and itipped -up its direct
military pressure on the DRV. The pentagon unleaiied an undeclared
air war pgainst the DRV,- beginning the missive barbarous bomting orits territory and spreading hostilities to the whole of tnaoitrlna.
puling. the- p9q! of the escalation of the war of aggression in
Indochina the USA and its allies had in that region ,nore Ifran ooo,ooo
troops, of whom over 540,000 were American officers and men. An
armada of US aircraft, the US 7th Fleet and huge quantities of
sophisticated armament-s were used against the vietiamise paiiiots.In the mid-1960s-the struggle of the Vietnamese people for
.f.Ieedom and independence thus ranged beyond the framiwoik of aliberation movement in one of Franie's former cotoniii. 6;-O5armed intervention turned Indochina into one of the most dangerous
flashpoints on.the-planet, while the vietnam problem acquirii-vital
international significance. vietnam became one of the m'ain foci of
contradictions between the two world systems. one of iinperialism,s
sharpest postwar clashes with socialism and the nationai tiuerationmovement took place in that region.

In defence of their freedom and independence, the Vietnamese
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patriots unfolded a struggle on tfuee fronts-military, political and
diplomatic. The Vietnamese people.mobilised all their material and
spiritual strength and, relying on disinterested assistance from the
socialist coutries, turned the DRV into an invulnerable fortress (that
successfully repulsed the heavily armed imperialist aggressors) and
inflicted a series of overwhelming defeats on them in the South.
During the war more that 4,300 US aircraft were shot down in the
skies over the DRV: these included scores of.B-52 strategic bombers
and variable-geometry wing aircraft F-lllA VSW.

By the sumErer of 1969 organs of the people's revolutionary power
had sprung up in the liberated areas of South Vietnam. The first
democratic reforms, particularly in the sphere of agrarian relations,
were. put into effect in these areas. Land was confiscated from the
most reactionary landowners, the peasants received 1,500,(X)0
hectares of arable land gratuitously, and rent was reduced by 4G80
per cent. The peasants' debts to usurers were cancelled. The slogan
"land to those who till it" was translated into practice. A congress of
people's representatives of South Vietnam, which proclaimed the
creation of the Republic of South Vietnam and the hovisional
Revolutionary Government of the RSV, was held on June 6-8, 1969, in
one of the liberated areas. This consummated the formation of a
system of revolutionary rule in South Vietnam.

Popular discontent with the government's Vietnamese policy
mounted sharply in the USA under the impact of the defeats suffered
by the US-saigon forces in South Vietnam and the failure of the US
aggression against the DRV. A broad movement was started in the
USA at the ilose of the 1960s d6manding an end to the Vietnamese
'adventure and the withdrawal of US troops from Indochina.
International criticism of the USA's Vietnamese policy likewise grew
increasingly vehement. Support for the heroic struggle of the peoples
of Vietnam, Cambodia a.nd Laos was urged from the rostrum of the
World Congress for Peace (Helsinki, July 1965), the World Assembly
for Peace (Berlin, June 1969), the World Assembly for Peace and
Independence of the Peoples of Indochina (Versailles, February 1972)
and the World Congress of Peace Forces (Moscow, October 1973). A
tangible contribution to the movement of solidarity with the
Vietnamese people was made by the World Peace Council. The Soviet
Union and other socialist countries waged a consistent struggle to
bring the imperialist aggression in Indochina to an end and achieve a
political settlement of the Vietnam problem. They rendered not only
moral, political and diplomatic but considerable material and military
assistance to the embattled peoples.

In 1968 Washington had to agree to quadripartite talks in Paris on a
peaceful settlement of the Vietnam problem and halt the bombing of
the DRV. At the same time the US ruling circles sought to evolve a
new military strategy that would permit them to continue the war with
smaller material and moral-political outlays. The principles of a "new
Asian policy" known as the Guam Doctrine were formulated. The
essence of this doctrine was that the USA intended to give puppet
governrients in Asian countries every possible support in suppressing
t4

the national Iiberation movements without direct us militaryinvolvement. The "vietnamisation;; oi ttri wai *u, i6rt"i, tt.objective lglrg- to .strengthen the Saigon r"gimei- inieinar anae-xternal political positions and make its army more combatworthy iothat it could shodlder the main burden oi t[,e *"i. - ---'-^'
- universal military conscription was instituted under the ..vietnam-
isation't programme jn all ihe areas controi;d- by 

- 
s-"igori. m"numeribal strength 

-o_f 
s,qigon's regurar army, tocat miiiiii ,"a tn"police grew to t,tOo,(mo. Vast qlantities bi US ;;;;iis anaequjpment were turned over to the Saigon forces.

However, the implementation of the-"vietnamisation" policy didnot vield the resutts expecred Hv. ttrg us invadii.-"iia-in5ii"siigon
puppets. The milita-ry and poliiical successes of tlie Viii*-"."patriots, their skilful combination of various fo... oi.trr-jg", tt.broad international supportror their just 

""u*, uni tt 
" 

rrop"ilr.n"r,of continuing the shameful war compelled Washington tb sien thepans Agreement on En!!ry the war and Restoring place in vietnamin Januarv 19J3. Thg usA pledgea to trai aii;iltt ;; op"i"tio",
against the DRV and evacuatt iti troops from south vietn'arn
,,-In the.very first article of this agreement it i. unalrlin"JJii"t tt"usA and alr other countries would respect the independence,
:p-*j"1gryy, unity and territori4. integrity of Vietnam as-ric'ognlseO iritne (ieneva Agreements of 1954.

Article 3 states that iri south vietnam there are two zones
controlled ay_!wo authorities - the provisionar nCrotutioriiicor"r-
nment of the RSV and the Saigon Administration - each of trin[n n".its own armed forces.

-.. The signing 9f llls agr€ement was a signal victory of theVietnamese people. "A decisive step has Ueei maae-a;;"rd; ;ir;gomplele restoration of- peace on Vietnam"s" Joit,"-dC-tpSu
Gerieral s-ecretar_y Leonid firezhnev said at the time: *ihe o-em-ocra-
tlc Republic of vietnam is returning to creative work. It is now able tofocus all its efforts on building icialism, and new prorp""* 

"r"opening-for cqrving out preside-nt Ho chi Itainfit b;h"Jt-i;L"ila 
"peacetul, reunrted democratic Vietnam."ll

, JIg Paris A.greement laid the foundation for a political settlementln vretnam and created the. prerequisites for consolidating national
independence and democratif reforhs in the souttranaloi-p;;;rirt
lf E9*ftjo-ls for pcacefut reunification with ttre n;th: Er'.;;ti;lry;
-rr ryrls Agreement recorded the provisions that in principle met wiih
the asplrations for which the vietnamese people hai wagid an armed
strugtrle . 

. 
The se were the_ _very provi sion. it 

"i 
tt J S"iio-n-"drn ini.tr"-tion headed by Nguyen Van Thieu flagrantly viofatea as ;;;;; th"rarls. Agreement was signed. It sabotaged the discussions with theProvisional Revolutionary Government- of the nSv oi- tt 

" 
'i.."",

linked. with a peaceful settlement and wiecked 
"il tr,i-"ti"Lri. to

organise. .the stipulated mechanism for ttre iutrimi"i-Liirr*"'igr""-
1r!.--ltl lhe r^roq9y1s-made_ by the provisional niuoriiti6".rv
y9:-"rlT"lt on April 24, June_Z8-, Juty tg, 1973 and March 22,1974,were rerected out of hand. Had these proposals been accepted ii
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would have been possible to create_ the conditions for forming a
iuoot"'s Council of National Conciliation and for the subsequent
ilections in South Vietnam. Instead, in violation of the Agreement,
OL- ffiln cfique attempted to seize by armed force territory
i"nt ofua Uy t'he Provisional Revolutionary Government. In 1973-

lrii -th"- 
Saiigon regime conducted. thousands upon tho-usands of

operations to-*paciff" and seize territory and systematically bombed
liberated areas.'--- 

Saigon was able to pursue this policy-oqly ry-? result.of support
from-tIie US imperialiits, who regarded the Thieu regime aq the
initrumint for a'bserting their interests in vietnam. International
iiaCtio" io"tinued to aclcord the Saigon regime the role of a mailed
iigt-ioi the suppr"ssion of thq national liberation movement in the
wtroie of Indoiiina. The New Yo* ?imes,admitted that it was oltly
il;;i"e US assistance that gave Thieu the possibility to preserve his
militarised state in south vietnam, keep a million men under arms,
ana maintain the police force and the jails, that were filled with
oolitical orisoners. 12

- - h t# period from January 1973 to the end of 7974' in order to
fcep'tiie S"itd iegime in power the USA supplied it,-despite the
Frrit AgtJ"m-ent, w'ith 1,10d tanks and-armoured cars, 800 pieces of
artitteiil""arty ?00 aircraft, 200 warships, and-a-large quantity of
tirJ"rnii, ammirnition and equipment. Some 25,-000 American advis-
irJ iontint ed the training of tlie Saigon army.r3- - ln reputsing the Saifon troops the People's Armed Forces of
Libeiaticin of South Vietnam defeated thern utterly in a number of
battles. By the spring of 1975 the Provisional Revolutionary
CovJinmerit was in coritrol of 17 provinces in South Vietnam. The
rtrieu regime found itself in a truly -cqt_qstrophic position. The
inevi-taute-ctimax came in March and Airril. Hit by the armed forces of
the patriots and the populatioir who had risen in arms, the PupPgt
trooirJ fled in panic. fnfire units surrendered or went over to the side

of tlie people.-As a result, most of the towns in South Vietnam were
liherat6d piactically without bloodshed, and this allowed avoiding loss
of Lurnan tite and destruction. on April 30 the patriotic troop! entered
Saidr; the last stronghold of internal reaction and foreign imperial-
ism in Vietnam._:rt" 

historic operation for the liberation of the South lasted for 55

davs. desoite the fact that Thieu had one of the largest and most
tr"aritv arined armies in the world. According !o t!9-capr-tallst press, it
trari a itoct of military equipment worth 5,000 million dollars. !t had
ovirZ,OOO tanks and #m6ured cars, nearly 2,5(X) combat aircraft and
["ticoit"t., almost 1,500 pieces of artillery qld lq warships' The
puppet regime proved to 

-be 
bankrupt not- only politically but also

irliiiarity.-fnis 
.1ryas 

the natural outcome of its total demoralisation.
----ftrJAmerican press has scathingly commented on the results of
tbe usA's imperiaiist policy of inteifering in the affairs.of vietnam.
For instanbe,ihe Waihington Pgsf considered it symbolical that the
iinh-ait of US interferenc6, whiih continued for an entire generation,
tooia the lives of 56,737 seivicemen,.cost more than 160,0ffi million
ts

dollars and affected pra-ctically all aspects of the life of Americans,
was played out amid chaos, panic and suffering.ra The New york
Tirnes has estimated that while the congress-sanitioned allocations
for the war amounted to 150,000 million d-oltars, th; 

"osi 
ot-t-ili-*"r to

tax payers. exce_eded 350,000 million dollars.'rog"iliei tuiih'other
payments, including grants to war veterans and theii families, interest
on war loans and so oq; the total was evidently in the order of
l-,000,000 million dollars.ri The conclusion to be drawn from this is
that it 4ust be recognised, albeit belatedly, that the policy for wtrictr
so much blood had been spilt and so muth material means lost has
failed. t6

The heroic victory, of the Vietnamese people will go down in
history as a major landmark in.the strugglebf ieoples f6r fieedom,
tndepe-ndence, peace- and social progress. This victory became
possibl,e as a result of the continued change of the world balance of
strength in favour of socialism. The termination of the war in
southeast Asia, which had been poisoning the international situation
on a global scale for many years, will help to further the process of
d6tente and contribute to the spread of ihat process in^the Aad;
continent. Leonid Brezhnev pointed out that "fhe elimination of the
hotbed of war in Indochina creates the conditions foi allurther
improve,rnent of the international atmosphere. This will benefit the
cause of international d6tente, including, as we hope, the d6tente inthe relatio-ns between our country rnd the unit"a staiii of
America".lT

The victory of the patriotic forces in Indochina creates a new
situation in the whole of southeast Asia, which has for many aecaaes
been a sphere gf "special interest" of the imperialists. Their militaiy
presence in that region is now diminishing, while a,movement
demanding the dismantlir-rs of -all US military bases is gathering
momentum in countries where that presence stiil remains. Ifnder thE
impact of the events in Indochina the masses are displayirg er"*6ipolitical awareness and activity, while the southeast Asian-ciuntriei
are-increasir.rg their efforts to ensure the neutrality of the entire region
and turn it into a peace zone.

The removal of the flashpoint in Indochina and the new situation
in southeast Asia are creating the conditions for consolidatinl pia""
a.nd security in the Asian continent as a whole. This is acceritrialing
the need to strengtlen security in Asia by collective effort on ttrJuasii
ol egu.al cooo_eration among all countries of that continent regardless
of their social systems.

Thg victory ir-r VieJnam ,was won, above all, by the courage,
staunchness, dedicated patriotism and self-sacriiice of its her6ic
people,who endured all the hardships of that struggle. The Workers'
P_arty of Vietnam was the organisei of all the triuilihs scorfd-Uv ttre
vietnamese qgople-. Guided-by the Marxist-Leniiist teaching and
pursuing a policy championing the interests of the entire vietnimese
people, the WPV achieved outstanding successes in the struggle for
g.qtional independlnce-, democracy and socialism. The vic6ry-in
Vietnam, Leonid Brezhnev said, ..is the result of the skilful us6 Uy
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them [Vietnamese patriots.- Ed.] oL various forms of struggle:
military, political and diplomatic. At the same time this-victory is a
triumph of ttre effective and militant solidarity of the socialist
countries. It is also an indication of the great moral and political
importance of the sympathy and support coming from the progressive
forces of the whole world".18

The militant solidarity of the peoples of the socialist countries
passed the test of strength. A major factor that contributed to the
iriumph of the Vietnamese people's just cause was that from the very
beginning that cause could rely on the material., moral and political
sufiport of ttre Soviet Union and the entire socialist community.

- 
When the aggressors began bg{nbrpg ltre DRV, the Soviet [Jnion

took the necesiiry steps to-provide the Vietnamese People's Army
with sophisticated armaments, including anti-aircraft missiles, artil-
lery and fighter aircraft within the shortest possibl-e time . -With the

"rii.t"n"" 
-ot tt 

" 
Soviet experts who were sent to the DRV and who

i-oin"a Vietnamese at miliiary schools in the USSR, thousands of
viet.ra."s" quickly learned to handle the latest types of armaments.;"fil Vietnamise and Soviet peoples," states a message of
.oncraiutations from the Vietnames-e leaders on the occasion of the
jiitianniuersary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, "are
ii.ri"a Uy ties of-close friendship and milit?nt solidarity resting -on 

the
pii"tipiir of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism...
tti" dtt-.m"d support and the immense, invaluable and effective
aisistance of the USSR to the people of Vietnam in their resistance to
US aieression for the salvatioh oj their-homeland, to the building-of
.*iaiiirn in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and to the
i"roirtion"ry struggle of the Vietnamese peop.l^e at the present stage is
a splendid nianifesiation of this friendship."te

At all phases of the struggle waged by the Vietnamese people the
Soviet Uriion did everything in its power to render them effective
assistance and initiated joint actions by all the forces of progress and
peace in support of Vietnam. The struggle to end the war in Vietnam
Lecame one of the key elements of the CPSU's foreign policy and the
Peace Programme adopted by the 24th Congress of the CPSU.

Today ihe Soviet Union is helping the Vietnamese people to heal
the wounds inflicted by the war, to restore their national economy. An
agreement on urgent lratuitous assistance to Vietnam was signed in
Moscow on May 12, 1975.

Ho Chi Minh, founder of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
repeatedly noted that friendship between the-peoples of the. Soviet
Uirion and Vietnam was unbreakable. "Throughout their long
struggle," he wrote, "the Vietnamese people have always relied on the
disinterested assistance of the Party of Lenin, and of the governments
and oeooles of the Soviet Union and other countries of the socialist
comirunity."2o He stressed that "in applying the Leninist principles of
internationalism the Soviet Union, the land of victorious socialism,
has always given the national liberation struS€le in colonial and
dependent countries vast moral assistance", and thal as amains^tay for
all-the peoples opposing the forces of war the Soviet policy of peace

14t

"is of .p-articularly great importance to the peoples of the East, which
imperialism regards as sure prey and as a 'natural' supplier of
man_p-ower and material resources for its piratical wars".2r 

- -

While paying tribute to the Vietnamese people's historic victory,
world progressive opinion does not forget ttrat this victory mieht have
been won earlier and would have involved smailer sacrifi6e anld losses
had the pres-ent leaders of china not refused to contribute to the joini
actions of the socialist_community in support of the struggle of the
peoples o-f Indochina. one cannot obliterate from the meri6ry of the
peoples facts such as the obstructions erected by peking to the
transportation of soviet supplies to embattled Vietnam-and its
un-seemly actions to subvert the efforts of the vietnamese patriots to
achieve the earliest possible settlement of the conflict by po'litical ana
diplomatic means.

_ The_Peking leaders are openly expressing regret over the reduction
of the US-presence in Southeast Aiia. ThJWestern press has given
1m-p.le evidence of the fact that Hanoi's victory in Indochina wdrries
Peking.22 Bqring the reasons for this worry r'he riiei iioie tiat in
theory the chinese "have supported the idla of a united communist
Vie_t1gm. but in practice they have not realised the prospect".23
. US Secreta-ry _of Defense James R. Schlesinger has spoken

eloquently of the Peking leaders' view of the situat-ion in Southeast
Asia aft-er the victory of the vietnamese people and of their interest in
preserving- the US presence in that fegion. The pentagon chief
declared that the "chinese no longer regard the America-ns as the
principal threat to their survival but as fuseful balance against the
Soviets".u

Peacg has opened for the Vietnamese people the prospect of
peaceful, constructive labour in both the North aid the South, and the
pos.sibility- o-f euicklV healing the .wounds inflicted b]rthe war. The
building of the new life in South vietnam rests on the long experience
of constructive work accumulated in the earlier liberated arias. The
victgry has gelerated unprecedented social activity by broad sections
of the population of South Vietnam. In the newly-1;6lrrted areas the
Provisional Revolutionary.Government is consi-stently carrying out
the programme it had p_ublished on April 4,1975. Theirinciialiasks
are clearly.defined in that programme: the complete a'boliti6n of the
old administrative, military and political apparatus, including the
dissolution of reactionary parties and other potiticat organisationi that
had collaborated with the USA and the puppet regiie; the earliest
possible formation of organs of revolutionary power at all levels; the
restoration of democratic freedoms, in particular freedom of religion;
the strict observance of legality and order, and the pardonin-g of
repente-nts; th.e. implementation of a policy of broad national uiity,
national conciliation and concord; the resumption of the work 6f
industrial, artisan, trade, transport and oiher enterprises, the
guaraxtee to- entrepreneurs of the safety of their property and the
possibility of continuing their businesses; assistanie io peasants in
restoring and promoting farm production; steps to ensure the
operation of cultural, scientific, medical and educational institutions.
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Economic rehabilitation and'development, started in 1973-1974, is
successfully proceeding in North Vietnam. Within a short span of
time almost all the economic enterprises have resumed normal
operation. Many key industries (power engineering, coal, heavy
engineering, chemical and the light industry) have achieved or
surpassed their prewar ouiput levels.

The Vietnamese people are successfully advancing along the road
of national unity, peace and social progress. As was stated by Le
Duan at a rally in Hanoi on May 15, 1975, the Vietnamese people
"have the spirit, energy, strength and ability to surmount all
difficulties, rfue to the highest summits of the epoch and turn their
country from a poor, backward land devastated by war, duringwhich
the USA perpetrated innumerable crimes, into a civilised, flourishing
state, into an invincible bastion of national independence, democracy
and socialism in Indochina and Southeast A'sia".5

An important result of the victory of the patriotic forces in South
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos is, unquestionably, the fac.t that these
countries have activated their foreign policy. Progressive opinion
throughout the world firmly believes that their policy will help to
strengthen peace and security in Asia, draw the great Asian continent
into lhe prbcess of d6tente and consolidate in it the principles of
peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems.
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Systems Analysis in Literature

MIKHAIL KHRAPCHEI{KO

The systems approach to social and natural phenomena con-
tinues to be a subject of great interest for scholars in various fields.
I. ively discussions are' held on its nature and application, its
theoretical principles are developed and extended and il serves as the
foundation for concrete research. Ther'e are ardent partisans of the
systems approach to the study of natural and social processes, as well
as sceptics; and there are those who take a completely negative view
of its methodological prerequisites and possibilities.

Some sociologists express the view that this new approach to
social phenomena is used as a cover for a modification of
structpralism, whose well-known methodological principles have not
yicldeil any significant scientific results. Accordin! to tliese scholars,
to "renovate" Marxist-Leninist methodology by using structuralist
ideas is not only unjustified, but harmful as well.

There is, however, another school of thought regarding the
systems analysis of social processes. Its essence is this: lo4g before
structuralism appeared as a definite trend in scientific philosophical
thinking, Marx, Engels and Lenin thoroughly invCstigateil the
structure of various aspects and phenomena of social life and their
systemic relationships. Therefore there are no grounds whatsoever
for considering the systems approach an achievement of modern
structurdlism and its property.

The fundamental differences between systems analysis based on
Marxist-Leninist methodology and "orthodox" structuralist analysis

M. Khrapchenko, Academician, Acadqmic Sgcrelary of the Division ol
Literature and Language, USSR Academy of Sciences. Autlwr
of the monographs:The Works of N. V. Gogol, Leo Tolstoy as
Artist, The Creative tndividuality of the Writer and t}c
Development of Literature and of many other works on Russian
classical literature and the theory of literature.
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are quite obvious. What may be called the Marxist systems approach
is not a new method, but a concretisation and further development of
principles elaborated by the founders of Marxism-Leninism, taking
into account the new processes and problems of present-day social
reality.

We believe the second viewpoint to be nearer the truth. In
estimating the various views on systems analysis we should bear in
mind that the study of structure and of systemic connections is
considered to be of great importance in the natural sciences. This
brings out not only the interdependences that exist between social and
natural sciences, but also certain general tendencies in their
development, without blurring the peculiar features.of either of these
fields.

Literary criticism is marked by certain specific features in the
formulation and elaboration of methodologlbal problems, including
those of systems analysis. For the past several years now persistent
attempts have been made to extend the dominating influence of
linguistic structuralism to the study of literary phenomena. Structural-
ist studies in literature have, from time to time, been subject to critical
analysis in the Soviet Union and some other socialist countries, but
these studies are sometimes lacking in substance and depth. At the
same time systems analysis in literature is not infrequently identified
with the structuralist approach. This partially explains why problems
of Marxist systems analysis in literary criticism are virtually
neglected. Literary critics actually keep aloof from the de-
bate-sometimes quite heated-on new problems arising in other
social sciences, in particular, philosophy, political economy, and
sociology.

, We believe, however, that this is not the sole reason, One of the
most important features of systems analysis is that it brings out the
internal connections within a certain aggregate of phenomena,
relationshipp between separate components of various social proces-
ses, and examines their structural unity. But it is well known that the
internal integrity of works of art has been the object of close study
since the days of Aristotle. Nineteenth century aestheticians and
literary critics considered this fact to be of prime importance.
Schelling, Hegel, and Belinsky come immediately to mind. And that is
not a matter of chance. Considering all man's works, art and literature
have, perhaps, the greatest degree of unity and proportionality, and
are most successful at integrating ideas and images.

But the representation of literary works and literary trends as
definite systems or, to be more precise, as systems of systems, cannot
be equated with observations and judgements coricerning their inner
creative unity. Our most important task now is to demonstrate the
inner relationships in certain structural formations, the relationships
between their constituent parts or components. And not just the
interrelations between components, but also their coordination, their
position and role with respect to the general function of a literary
phenomenon.
152

- Ho-wever great the achievements of our literary critics, they havethus far shed little light on the deep relationihipi tetweJn thestructure of a work of art and the way it actuail| functions, the
correlations between the structure and ideological sources of cieativeworks, This undou9tgqtv creates gaps in ihe analysis oi tii".u.y
phe-nomena and in addition gives risJ to all sorts of ttiioiLJ, "r-iit;iin their essence.

sometimes a certain component of a work of art is arbitrarily
singled out and ascribed geneialised signitica;cl,-ii;;ftf;;iations
to other elements being ignored, or, m6re frequently, ne anlfvsis ot
one -or two components takes the place of the study of the work as a
whole.

Most of us are familiar with E. Dobins's thesis: "The prot is a
conception_of reality". But the main question is left unansweied: how
rs lt that the artist's. w-orlg view is expressed in the plot and not in
other.components of the literary, wort<^t How can tt"'pii*iiv of trr"pl91 in this particular re.spect be exqrained? The pioi o6rio".tv
refle.cts in som-e way or other a concepiion of reality, 6ui ttre taiter is
much. more fully and clearl_y embodied in the system br imaili ana in
the idea of a creative work.

At the same time the plot performs a specific and unique function:it reveals the ties and interrglationshipi between iil-;;r;;;g"r,
unfolds their life story, and defines theif position with iisiitiio'eactr
oth-"r. In fulfitling thii function the proi ii Interrelated 

"na 
[ooiainut"a

with-other components of the work. That is why we ari noii"stiiiea in
gi"glirg it out as the exponent of the writer's gln"r"i*oita'vii*, anO"burdening" it yith "responsibilities" foreign-to its nature. 

--

.. Literary criticism continues to be conceined largely with so-called
"conc€pt-and-thematics-" analysis (however condesEendingly or ironi-
cally-it might be treated), as well as one of its offshoslsJ.;problem:
and-.thematics" analysis. of all the vast complex of aesftietiCatii
slgnrtlcant values that make up a work of art or a writer's creative
work, the literary critic- using this approach singles out juJi those
to-pic.s or problems which attracted thT author's i'ttention, ih" iO"a.which are expressed in his works. The critic aisumiiifrai-tri r,is
selected. and analysed the mosr essential features. we niea hardly
demonstrate that this analysis is purely illusory. The genuine richness
qf .a. m-alor creative work is reff outside the icope 5r suctr a ituav.
9ritical analysis is replaced by a comparatively 

"iemrrtarv 
imitation

thereof.
. The interpretation of problems and ideas is often combined with a

thorough analysis of the imagery and characters in a *o* oi 
"rt. 

eno
thrs, no doubt, broadens the critic's scientific conception of individual
literary_works and the work of an author as a whole. sut 

"litoo 
ort",

the analytical study ends here. It is sometimes followed tv 
" 

[ino orslpplement in the shape of cursory observations and reflections onthe composition of the work and the author's t-*il"c;: Sin"" ir,"r"
observations and reflections do not form an il?d;r p".i .i' tt 

"preceding analysis. they add little to our understuioing oi titeraryphenomena.
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I would like to stress that I have in mind "average" works, not
those exceptional studies that have made a significant contribution to
soviet liteiary criticism. But even in some of these better studies
critics seldorn analyse the tonality of literary works, the highl.y
developed system oi emotional pr6iections, inherent to them, their
attitudi towirds life, their emotional-expressive accents and nuances,
in short, that system which alone provides the framework for
aesthetic assimilation of the world.

Analytical studies in the tonality of literary works-can make our
conception of their inner structure and content much broader and
ti"tirl fn"v gt"" ,ri-" a""p"r understanding of the-character and
dimensions bf-artistic generalisations. The discovery of the system of
emotional projections ind attitudes expressed in a major literary work
enables on-e, apart from everything else, to see clearer its broadrange
of ties with reility. In close conjunction with this discovery one can
determine the creative potential of important works of art.

Literary critics havl devoted a fair number of studies to the
language of poetry in its most genelal aspects and the rvord. in the
corit"xi of a liteiary composition. But achievements in this field
cannot hide real defects and errors, In many studies the language ofa
literary work is examined primarily from the point -of view of the
simple correspondence between the work and the reality and
characters it describes. without much difficulty the scholar estab-
lishes the fact that the vocabulary of the work somehow reflects the
characteristics of the personages and features of their social
liniionment. It also bec6mes evi-ident that there is a certain dynamic
correlation between the author''s vocabulary and that of the
personaSes.' ln adldition the syntactic forms chosen by the writer are sometimes
considered. It is established that the syntax of a work, Iike its
vocabulary, correspondp tg the content and reflects the peculiarities
of the characters.

But the real function of language in a literary work is not to record
passively certain aspects of life and man's psychology; it is-rather to
itay an Lctive role in creating artistic ge-neralisations. The discovery
bt ltre essential attributes of-men and their surroundings calls for a
purDoseful, efficient, and economical selection of lingristic means.
bnly a precisety chosen word or expressively constructed- phrase,
only poelic speech with its unique disiinctive marks, can emb-ody the
characteristii elements of social reality and men's spiritual life. The
word-concept, which has a certain universality, acquir-es a.vivid
individual colouring in a work of art, embodying that combination of
the particular and ihe unique that contains a meaningful artistic
lmage.

But this is just one of the aspects of the study of literary language'
The poetic wbrd is correlated with various fields of force of the
artistic whole. It is the means of embodying a concrete image, and at
the same time it takes an active part in forming the tonality of a given
oart of the work which differs in its emotional colouring from other
farts, and in forming the tonality of isolated episodes. Moreover, it is
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correlated with the general ideological and aesthetic trend of the
literary work, its "supertask", and its genre peculiaritieJ. 

--
It is easy-to distinguish the specific featurei of the verbal fabric in,

say, l tragedy or novel-of manners, a comedy or an epic. The poetic
spee-ch-in works of different genres embodies a sp6cific mo^de of
aesthetic assimilation of reality, and artistic images of a piculiar
sfructure. This seems rather clear in general terms] But it is'evident
that the more concrete and profoundlies between genre andpoetic
language have not yet been iufficiently studied.

-enl although--.the impact--of genre upon poetic speech is
undoubtedly significant, just like tlie impa6t of 'speech upon the
formation of-genre, the tot4lity of the specific featurei of the linguage
of a ce_rtain literary_work cannot be red:uced to the specific reaiuies 6t
genre formations. of -prime importance here are th6 specific features
of -reality- that form the object-of generalisation in a *orliti-"rt, 

".well as the general idea and the cleative conception of the literary
work.

Neither of these act ir,r isolation; they are a living unity, a kind of
f usion. This unity determ ine s the f undamental, chara-ctoisiisliat.rr" sof the poetic language of a work, its generai colour, superimposea
upon all inner differentiations. All this forms thi base for the
"involvement" of the poetic word in the gbneral goals - the
"supertask"-of the work, for the primary role played by the word
in-influencing the reader. All these cbrrerations beiwien thi word and
otherco-mp-one_nts of a literary composition require intensive studt a;reveal both their general typological features and the vario,rs
peculiarities that distinguish the work of individual authors.

{. r* *.

Aesthetic systems, like all other systerns, are founded on certain
basic principles, and are characterised by their specific dominant. At
the same time the various components oi aesthefic .vst"',Jpois".s 

"gellairl independence. The- problem of dominant prinliplis in
individual works of art or the entire corpus of a singla 

"utiioi 
*a.

thoroughly_investigated a long time ago. oi special imfortanci in this
respect- is Belinsky's doctrine of the creative spirit. '
.. In the critic's opinion, the creative spirit consists of the general
rdea of a work or a complex of ideas; these, however, apDeainot as
abstract logical entities, but are interlaced with the artisi'i crnilions
and passions. The creative spirit is a combination of the author's
general view of events and his attitude towards them. we find a
similar conception of the creative spirit in Lermontov, who ixprisseoit in splendid poetic form:

The thread of forceful thought
Binds fast the pearls of words.r

Nowadays literary critics prefer such formulas as the creative
conception of a work, a writerh artistic conception or tt,e woiro-. rrre
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essentially valid notion of the "artistic concept" is sometimes uged in
an extremely vague sense. The connection and correlations between
the "artistic concept" and the structure of a work, its component
parts, and other works by the author are not outlined with the
necessary clarity.

At times, the artistic concept is, for some obscure reason, ascribed
the role of an omnipotent demiurge, an all-powerful ruler of many
individual creative destinies. V. Borshchukov's comments on this
subject are of some interest. In his History of Literature. and the
Preient he writes: "The character of any literature is determined first
and foremost by its underlying concept of the world and man.... The
concept of the world and of man have aquired new features and
propeities at each successive historical phase. In the process of its
development it has been enriched and, in turn, has engendere9 new
ideas in literature in general and the work of each author in particular.
The more original and striking its manifestations in the best works, the
more varied ind rich its cont6nt and the more poriverful its impact."2

The artistic concept of the world and man is attributed here a
significance so great, even universal, that it virtually -conceals social
realities that are the source of creative work and the determining
principle of its growth. Moreover, the concept of the world seems to-Ue 

developing spontaneously, primarily by virtue of its inner
potential. At any rate, the type of arguments that the author uses
iuggests this particular interpretation of his views. It is obvious that
this-isolation bf artistic concepts from the movement of social life is
quite unjustified and, although it must be unintentional, fraught with
negative consequences.-Furthermore, it seems that the creative concept of the world and
man is not developed or elaborated by writers, but exists long before
their works appear. This inexplicable concept independently engen-
ders new ideas in the work of every author; the best literary works
derive significance and value from it.

But we are well aware that a talented writer does not and can4ot
get-hi 

"r"aiir" 
concept of reality and its interpretation frdm

ieady-made images. If that were the case, he would be merely an
imitator, a literary tradesman, and not a creator of original artistic
generalisations and significant aesthetic values. A great master's
power does not lie in assimilating and applying existing concepts, but
iather in his independent search for a profoundly truthful and vivid
reflection of realiiy, revealing its new aspects and its development in
an original manner.

In attributing great significance to the basic or dominant principles
in aesthetic systems, one should by no means.treat them as absolutes.
The systems themselves should not be regarded as autonomous
entities. This is not only because art and literature reflect social life
and have their origins in definite social conditions. Of equal
importance is the fact that they play an active (and many-sided)
socio-aesthetic role.

Here one must consider another problem: the degree to which
separate components of a work of art as well as other aesthetic
ts6

systems are internally bound and the relative independence of the
most imp-ortant of thete components. So far the previilini ti;w is that
any significant litgrary workls always a sort of iaea wno]e in *t ict ,
maximal harmonious unity has been achieved.

But this view is at variance with many.facts from the history ofliterature. Moreover, it conflicts, to a certiin degree, *iit tt" n"tur"
of q creative work of art. There is no doubt that a-ny tiue ;tiJ;it;ya
strives to achieve pr-ofound unity in his wor(. rtrese quaritils
determ.ine the impact that his work-will have upon the readei.-At the
same time the writer invariably fa-ces an essentially different problem:
he must-convey ttre rich yariety of phenomena and collisioni'*tiict tredraws from- reality in bold ie[e]. The unbroken cuirint of tit"
conflicts with the perfect u.nlty-of the work as such. His striving forrn[er harmony conflicts with the need to reflect life's antagonisms
and complexities. The more acutely and broadly the authortipiCii
these antrgonisms, the more the ideal wholJniii arJ-co.i,r"t"
harmony- of structural relations become unattainable 

"ni unrr""".-
sary to the work.

of course, this does not mean that the author in depicting
profound conflicts of life must give up the idea of creating a *oi[ tnat
is all of {.pjege, permeated witlia single purpose and a siiae cieative
rdea, well balanced and.convincing in its inner developmint and its
various parts-. Far from it. The moie the material resiiiJ, ttre gieater
the artist's efforts. At-Jh" same time, b6cause liter"ri*-is 

"iluoaythe diversity and conflicts of reality, their unity is aynamic ana rree
from rigid canons and immutable .;eternal" noims.

The 
^relative 

independence of the most important components of awork ot art is most clearly manifested when an authoi introduces
p-ara-llel plots and secondary episodes, or when one charact"r o""ufiii
the f-oregrould. In Anna Raieninawe find a parafleiairiiop.irt orthe life-stories of Anna and Konstantin Levin. rtris is'viial to
Tolstoy's con-ception of the novel. The author toot< priae in tris aLiliivto splice or blend together the narratives of the norel's afuierent
heroes -"the arches are joined in such a way that one doesn-'t see
the keystone".3
__ Nevertheless, the -relative independence of the story of Anna
Karenina from that of Levin is obvious. one is constantly aware of
the counterpoint, but that does not interfere with th" ;or; oi l"r,
isolated treatment of each of these characters, *ti"ti rr"s ,"ivrnucr,
to do.with the descrip-tion of distinctly different processes of i"atitv.It is therefore not at all surprising that Anna's stoiy was dramatised is
replesentative of the novel as a whole at the Moscow Art ilieatre.

Parallel and at the same time integrated levels of narration arecoqlmol in large-scale works of art. Not infrequently the various
parts take. on independ-ent significance. The Lye o1 xttm samgin, for
example, is a lo!9,_profound epic novel. Gorki iniludes manylcenes
and episodes which appe-ar.standing alone and, to a ceriain'extent,
apeuire a significance of their own. 6ne example is the oisciiption of
the January 1905 non-violent demonstration. ihis is noi a"o'.ission
on the part of the writer, but the result of his conscious oJtiuiiatio".

ts7
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Sub-plots and episodes put even greater stress on the differences
between various narrative levels and their distance. World literature
abounds in examples of works constructed on tltis principle. These
need not be limited to picaresque romanses, like Fielding's History of'Tom 

Jones, a FoundTing we might also include Voltaire's socio-
philosophical satire Candide and other works of analgggqs structure,
as well-as Cervantes's Don Quixoteand Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's
Apprenticeship wherc sub-plots are important.- With this in mind, V. Shklovsky theorised that a novel is a
collection of stories. While this reflects certain features of some
forms of novels, it is not true of many of its other forms in various
literatures of the world. It is true that from time to time modern novels
appear that are collections of several novelettes, stories, and
fiagmentary sketches. But,'as often as not, these works can not be
cited as genuine creative achievements, in particular, in the novel
genre.

Whenever centrifugal tendencies are manifested in a literary work,
their main interest lies not so much in the relative independence of the
various parts, as in the content of their imagery and their tonality. The
inner richness of a work of art, the variety of tonalities embodied in it
are of great significance for its social function.4 It should be
emphasised here that the character of various components of an
aesihetic system determines, to a considerable extent, tlie
peculiarities of "transposition" which it undergoes in its historical
existence.

It is not only in works of centrifugal structure that the various
components or larts acquire relative independence, but also in cases
wheie the narrative centres on one or several main characters.

Showing the inner logic of their character -is of 
- 
particular

importancJfor the realisation of the "supgrtask" of the work, because
these heroes are at the focal point of the action. These heroes are
made prominent both semantically and structurally.-I-n Faust, Dau.id
CoppirfieW, Eugene Onegin, The Herq ol Our Time, Madame Bovary,
Oblbmov and Rltdin,f.or example, the image of the central character is
emphasised, its semantic load set, as it were, in italics. Many 

-other
outitanding literary works could be mentioned in support of our
contention.

Treating the dominant principlis of a literary work as absolutes
often leads us to misinterpretation of the most important inner
structural connections and correlations involving more than the role
of individual artistic generalisations in a unified aesthetic system.
Many scholars are inc-lined to think, for example, that style and its
corirponents simply project or reflect a creative method. But this
contention is refuted by the facts. The relationships between style and
creative method are often mutable and indirect.s And that is not at all
surprising if one views a single literary composition, an author's entire
woiks or a literary trend as a dynamic unity and interaction of many
elements and components. The scholar who postulates that a literary
phenomenon is derived from some nucleus capable of generating and
transmitting energy to the enormous body formed by its components
r5E

oversimplifies. one tends here to overlook the fact that the most
important components of a literary phenomenon are set in motion by
impulses from reality itself. At the same time within an aesthetil
system there are evident functional correlations. A literary pheno-
menon cannot exist without various levels of interaction ambng its
components; but each also performs its own specific function.

One well-known theory, going back to German classical aesthe-
tics, treats a literary work as a kind of organism. V. Kozhinov defends
its basic principles: "A work of value is a kind of organism, i.J.,
something capable of- independent existence and development. tt ii
w-orlh repeating that this is direcfly conditioned by the emLodiment of
vital_necessity: having assirnilated it, a work of ait becomes a sort of
small 'universe', for it carries within itself the 'law' of life. iust like
life itself (needless to say, this 'law' was drawn by the 

"r""io. 
of the

work from real life and 'transferred' to his work)".c
- A related theory states that all outstanding liierary works and

characters (even a poet's rhymes) bear the stamp of 
'spontaneous

generation, 9f a su-perhuman force. ..Tl!rq, the smaflest c"I of fo"t yreveals the laws of artistic creation; this is true of Eugene oiisin, iswell as of. Dead Sorls and And euiet Flows the" Doi. G?iff
Melekhov is the embodiment of a neiessity, his non-existenc" is 

"i,impossibility,- which also means that he-gives oni a-powerrut
impression of spontaneity, he is life itqelf, b6rn of liie.'i '-
^ 9n" can hardly 9oult t[3t, f-or instance, Rabelais'S Gargantua andPantagruel, Swift's G.ul_rjye-1'1 Travers, voltaire's M-icromegas,
l::",:::,!:fgyin lslqryd, Wells's The Time Machine-ani fni wiiitthe worlds are valuable and even extremely valuable works. But atthe same time one can hardly say that ;he, ;;-iif;-iirlifl rr,"relationships betwe-en reality Lnd'many outitandine literaiv and
Iotktore- pleces are fairly complicated; this does not dertract from the
value of their artistic g.eneraris-ations. proceeding iro, tt 

" 
;iire--iiseff"

principle, one can easily dismiss the marvelous ireationior ciassicists
and romanticists, not to mention ancient or mediaivaiiiier"iui", anafolk epics where the fantastic is a promin"niliutur". "rvrEre'v!

_,, Th: idea.of alleged spontaneous generation of works of art and the
l,r-*S": paructpatton of superhuman forces has not proved produc_,ve. Jucn theo,es are contradicted by the facts: all great masterstoited prodigi-ouslv and unceasingy, seirchi"i-r.i tr* ,'igiii-ig" otthe hero and for better ways of ifrit'ementingirrei. cieaiiie;;i;;;"..

Leonid 
^Leonov expresieit an interis-ting- uii* tir"J-*onib'our",

support: "A genuine work of art,-a literary iork in particular,'uf*"yt
has qn inventive form and reveratory c6ntent.;d-I]eonou-['.icht io
emphasise the significance of the artist's creative qriii, of t is 

"Trortsthat. are purposive but do not preclude profound self-doubt andrnturtron and result in a perfect work of art. Neither invention nordiscovery emerge spontaneously. Leonov's ctraracierisation oi tr,"
gs"1!lcl a.nd sng.cifi.city of works of art and literature is atiolusiiriea.
I helr socio-aesthetic function is to a considerable extent deiermined
by .Q" artistic discoveries.*.t igt they convii;a iil;;"f;;"iii,if,ip
which they reveal and which is a sp-ecific type of in"iniions.--
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It is precisely because a genuine work of art is a wondrous creation
of human talent and intellect, that one should not ascribe organic
properties to it. The very semantics of the word "creation" clearly
indicates constructive work. The view of an artistic work as an
organism does not just depreciate its underlying creative and
transformative basis - it may obscure its ideological and aesthetic
properties and the specificity of its impact. The functioning of a work
and the life .of an organism are essentially different phenomena,
although metaphorically we do speak of the "life" of works of art.
Whereas an organism lives according to natural laws,.a work of art
functions in accordance with the properties imparted to it by its
creator, conforming to the laws of social development.

At times the integrality of a work of art and its'organic properties
are considered to be identical. This is not the case. Integrality is
indeed an intrinsic quality of a work of art, usually interpreted as
naturalness, profound veracity and the cogency of the prose
narrative, lyrical utterance, or dramatic action. Naturalness and
veracity are expressed not just in the delineation of individual images,
but also in the description of their relationships and the whole sum of
details and components that a literary artist uses. Equating an artistic
creation with an organism has quite a different meaning. It means the
recognition of spontaneity as the determining principle in the
emergence of a work of art; it implies that its structure and all of its
components, including such devices as rhyme, are not dependent
upon the will and intention of the author.

Correlations between components are different for aesthetic
systems of different lovels. Some scholars believe that just as a
component of a literary work cannot be evaluated in isolation, a
separate piece cannot be understood correctly in isolation from the
whole corpus of author's work, the literary context of the period and
the context of national literature. This statement is justified, but only
to a certain degree. There is no doubt that there are considerable
advantages in analysing a literary work against the background of
other works by the same author; the student has a clearer perspective
of their common features and distinctive traits. But for the reader a
literary work generally exists as an isolated, independent phenomen-
on. To appreciate the aesthetic wealth and the rich experiences of
War and Peace, he does not have to turn to Childhood, Boyhood and
Youth ar Resurrecfi,on. When the author creates a literary work, he
usually views its interpretation independent of his other works, with
the exception of works in two volumes, trilogies, or cycles united by
common heroes and plot.

The fact that literary works are received and interpreted as
independent units stresses the essential differences between.the
bonds inherent to a writer's whole corpus and those inherent to the
structure of each separate work.
r60
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Nevertheless, tle work of a writer is a systemic unity. Jt issysteqric, first and foremost, because 
"r"iv tariiriia-.i;iit"i"li"ates aspecific set of themes,- ideas, and images. itiii.-ir.o iiuJ w-rren trratset is very largg and the author's crea-tive searctrings t"r"'unir".."timplications. The work of a tarented writer i. 

"iio-.-vri"ri"-L""ur."all his works bear the expressive.stamp-ot ili. 
".tiJiil-iniri-ri"au"ritv.I^ry:.":- I an y- c o ntrad i ct-ion s i n the e vilu tio; ; i;-;;i rni. iJi, tr," vdo not' as a rure, disrupt the. unity and systemic quality of his creativlwork. Here such cohtradictions ch#acte.ise' a s'peciiiJ'iit"r"ry

phenomenon as distinct from other ariisti" pfrir*"[;. "'- "
-,^ Ihili:lgll of literature has also witnesslA-itnsidiable upheav-
ars ln the creative evolution of writers and extreme shifts in prif,cipies
and forms of aesthetic assimilation of rearity. iiiil h."p;;;;',,,o.uv 

"tturning-points in social rit, in periodi ,ir ."ioi--d".i"r"i. tt"development of literature. such trlnsitions are typicar, for example,or the period when romanticism was suferseded br;ari.ri.'it trr"time the works of many. outstan-d-ing 'writeis,- inLruoing"ir,r.rrri",
9og9l, Lermontov, Shevchenko, Mic[iewic;, 

-h"e'];il;""r' 
Ji uotr,trends; this, however, did not' disrupt ttri'innii-uniii-J' tn"i,grealio,nl:. Rather, their- works clearly express the neclssity andlnevlrablllty ot the transition from one trend to the other. Theieforethe combination of heterogeneous 

"itirtii tril"ipi"; i;iire ,iorr. orthese .authors does,not r6sult in eclec.licis;;'ff ;;;il';. r.
:_.._"Itifl Iglganicphenomenon,.conrtit"tinirirr".ii-I'"iii"tptraseln the development of a national literature .

- Even greater creative upheavals occur in the period of theformation and development of socialist iiarism, asi"pi"s"it"ti"". orother trends come to lc.cept its creativs piir"irir"..-Fl.li"ril'pil, tr,"works of A. Tolstoy intheiate 1920s are c'ompr6terv aiit"r"nillo,n nis
g1e.11o]utionary work. One is fu-lly justified il $;aki.e hIr" otqrrrerent aesthetlc systems created by the author. But it would bequite wrong even in-this case to rtr".i ir,i fi;;il;r* li-tr,"-[r""r..There are inner connections here too. F;;;fi;;eqrisit"irl, tmformation of a new creative trend ripened within it;;?il;;;;;[lr tn"older one. It is well known that no't all the representatives or-ciiticatrealism, not even the.majo-r ones, rearisea tti'i"irii"uir'ilili d; n"*social relations and ideas that maiked the process of ttreieno"aiion orsociety. A. Tolsto-y -was one of those iaiented mastiiJ ,[o .rr"a 

""?gute realisation of the crisis of the "old" social ora-ii iro, l" sp]te otfluctuations and errors, persistently ri"ri-rrlJ- ou;;;1ffi ;togicatand creative paths.

- The work of a talented.author, as an aesthetic system, ischaracterised .b-y the figurative reveraiion of eiihii ii,uci, orprocesses in life and man's spiritual world hith;ito ,n"i?or"aartistica[y, or of new asp-ects of'ptrenomena pl"rio,ijfliallfiilitf, i"artistic generalisations- fhe signiiicance ano itre varuToi a mu.t"r'.new creation is therefore detdrmined not Uy it. piopirirriti,ll f,i.previous lvorks, but rather b-y-the degrle ,it tti"ii a-i.siHiiiriiv, inotlrer words, by the measure of the newina tfii ,iril"L^'"rii, .iiliri""ntrntormation expressed in them. And all this is by no meaniariuiiacte
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to the existence of an integral whole, but, on the contrary, its
necessary base.

Til flw works on systemic relations in literature and art manifest
,"riou. tendencies. D. Lashmanov, for example, expresses the view
ttiat ttre literary and artistic works should be excluded from-the sphere
oiiyit"111s analysis at any rate, at- the present stage-of -scientific
ieseirch. He writes: "In ali probability, a concrete work of art in all
ttre aiversity and richness oi detail cannot b9 lfre prerogative of a
philosophical-aesthetic investigation. We also believe that it would be
oremature to perfect the specificity of systems and aesthalic analvsis
;f ;;;h;ti*[Jis, let us iay, 'types' oi 'kinds' of art."e

In D. Lashmanov's view, "for determining the systemic charac-
teriitici oi a work of art as a construct it is useful to consider certain
aggregates of works as definite sets for which some 'system-forming
iffatifin (or property)' uniting these works is realised." Research
prinCiptei cai A3o a6i as such properties (relations), e.9.,: 'the image
6i itri auttror', 'the artist's point oi view', 'the stylistic type of work',
etc."lo

It i8 nccc!38ry to point out, however, that aesthetic-systems are
not arbitrarily constructed models; they actually exist' -{ Srlat
numUer of ,.iesearch principles" may appear to be useful for the
i-tasiitication of literary or artistic facts. But it is a rare speculative
ionstruct that can provide an adequate model of actually fun-ctioning
aisttretic systems ivtrictr play a detinite role in the history-of artistic
iulture. Frirm this perspe6tive, for instance, "the image of the author"
ian by no means funciion as a "system--forming" factor. Pve.n if we
liave'aside the debatable character of the concept itself, the fact
rl.ai"t that "the image of the author" is manifested in the works of
iomptetety different Iiterary artists, in entirely dissimilar aesthetic
Jist6.s. For this reason a model that is based on "the image of the

"irit 
oi; will be unsuitable for determining systemic relations in art

and literature. This is equally true of such categories, as "the artist's
point of view", etc.' The view is sometimes expressed that a broad aesthetic s-ystem is
an integral unity of the proiess of creation of a work of art, its
Jctremelttre finiihea workbf ait itself and,f,inally, its reception pv 

-tte
reader.-Although obviously attractive, this idea gives- rise-to doubts
and objections]First, the icheme of the work, as well as the various
.t"g"s of its realisation, are not yet-an aesthetic phen-omenon in the
pr;;; sense of the woid. Second, the reader, especially considering
ihe^prolonged temporal function of a literary work, is a highly variable
quantity. 1 systim, on the contrary, is made--up-of parts or
cb.pon"rtt poisessing som'e constant "parameters", which-does not
preciude the-development of the system-as a whole or of its parts'
therefore, the creatjve scheme, thl work, and the reader--i-n 

-s.piteofiiri Ovnomic interactions between them-can hardly be defined
as an aesthetic sYstem.

It is essentialio emphasise here the difference between systemic
connections and typological correspondences. Whereas systemic
connections presuipose a common genesis for literary-artistic
152

phenomena and their.functions, typorogical correspondences entailproperties common 
. 
to .artistic. ptr'enoirena, liil;;;iii"-ii tr,"i.genesis 9r.!h9.peculi31ifiss of thiir runiiion. T-h; ;;; piJ*_"n"

can be studied both from the pointof uiew oiltrii;1y-;;6sl;;r'l'i,il,i,ii,
and their systemic relations. 

-

^r^ll^.:g^A.4lq, F" typologicat asp.ects of literary trends, wecnaracrense their rvpes 3nd subtypes either within the fiamewoii< of anational liter.ature,' o. tdi ;i ;;ii' iiiirutr.". The actual historicarcontcxt of their development has no esientiar-iiiniii-cai# in tr,i,
l,lHfi,#1tJlxlfiy";!ii::';:Hff .*"i"ht,,t"*ffi ;",ti,ti"
-- ut p'me lmportance in the systems approach is the treatment of aliterarv trend Ls a definite 

"lsttiiic-unitv--ivfiir]ii ir**iil', 
"raf unctions in concrete historicar conatiori. 

-N.t 
i,iir"qr"itii"iii"r"rv

movements, including romanticism and realism, ;;H;E;tei ontyon the basis of an 3narysis of their ienerat 6onteni.-fri"ii-i, noattempt to discuss the socio-aesthetic-impetus toi a-gii"i'iit"r"rytrend, its constitutent parts and components, and the aesthetic systemas a whole. If these points are not 6tuciaatda, [o*er"i,'it"ioi,.iti"features o.f a titerarytrend iannoi, irl;;t, b;';1;.-u:Ai;"d:t'
rnus, tt one were.to speak of the social.impetus for romanticism,

one shoutd, in mv opinioi, point out ttri *idiipie"a i;;;;;.i"n""
!: ryry bourgeois relations b-etween people, an 6ppositio, it 

"-i"ii.t"orn vanous strata of society in the initial stagesbf capitalism. At the
1iT:-tT: it is important to characterise ilie ,i'"Uri 

"rAiotti, 
iiii"ts 

"nAhopes tor the renovalion of humanity concurrent with iiaisocialchanges- Both the resistance.and theiopes were not homogeneous.
Hence the heterogeneity of romanticismii."tt tt 

"i 
J.]itin"uaiii."r".

scholars and at times baffles them.
It follows that there are contradictions within romanticism and, onthe. other hand, there.are connections between itJ uarious-ii"noswhich.permit to define it as a definite-aisthetic si.tim. rri"i" 

"r" 
,otmutually exclusive. In co.nside-ring ro."nti"irm 

"6 "" ""Jfi;;; J"rt".one takes into account first of au the artist'Jconce"iiulioir-,ip.i" trr"individual and the compricated cottisions *rtt i" 
-tir'i"'iiaiiii,ii. 

trr"individual's private and- sociar aspirationi ; i["-"rtiJ..iitr"iJ$',n"n
rrom a temporal, concrete historical context to better reveal hisconstant, "eternal" features. As for the- internai aiirii"rti"ti"g
features of romanticism, on-the one tranalthi il."riti"i-ri"il'"lt 

"nactive sense of the world's 
"onii"aiitio".; f;;;;;-*;iJi.i-'*",closely dllied with the growth of nuturaf ."ri.il.;ffi;"r-.,'on tr,"other hand, some romaniicists are iliinJa L a"."iib" t[i-:;.up""rn"tu-ral", the irreal. While there are othiit:i;i,E;i;;;;il;, Jio"iil",nhave common sociar sources and areiivpolog["riv ilrrtJa]'"' ''

. Svstems analvsis of riterary ;oifi;.L-ii liiri"iri, if notimlossiPlg, to distinguish from historicar-iesearch ini;-iil;e i,or"-ments. 'l'he analysis of systemic connections, one would suppose,must form a part of the general characterisatib. irr itii"n!-sII anadevelopment of literary-irtistic phenomena. Inlh; ii"r'pi"""., orliterary development the components iie not 
"-orptro.ii-ctraotic
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nebulae, but creations manifesting a sufficienA.y higtt (aad. sometimes
i"iuifiUi, high) degree of systemic -organisation 

which dynamically
interact with Jach olher and with earlier literary-artistic phenomena.
Oi-paiticutar importance is the study of the structure and formative
oroiesses of established aesthetic systems.'--aitfr" present stage of develop-ment of our science one cannot
simply stat'e that an iuthor's creative work and literary trends or
moiiments are dependent upon the specific features of the historical

;;;ird. It is necesiqry tg reveal the origin and development of
iistiriti" systems, their interaction and at the same time their
contradictions and conflicts.---Sisterns 

analysis as applied to literary history and criticism will
helo io raise literary research to a new level.----hii"-*i 

have dealt with only a few aspects.of-the systems

appioach. Many problems remain. It would be quite inter.esting to
iiirir" systemic-relations among ggn-r.es, within a national literature'
;;["il-t-ti; Aiuiioprent of world literature per se' Even those

oroblems discussed above demand mord thorough treatment. The
';;il';iriil1fti th, systems approach has great potential-as.a tool
for lilterary criticism and concrete analytical studies .ot llterary
phenomena.
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Soviet Ethnography Today

YULIAN BROMLEY

Communication between nations is expanding on an unparalleled
scale in the present epoch, which witnesses the consolidation of the
forces of peace and socialism, increasingly higher rates of social
progress, and the unfolding of the scientific and technological
revolution. This manifests itself in the intensification of contacts
between industrialised countries and in the ever deeper involvement
of the peoples of the developing states in worldwide relations. This
expansion of international relations requires a profound study of the
culture of every nation. In the world today there are nearly 2,(XX)
peoples, big and small, ancient and relatively new. Each people has its
own culture and makes its own contribution to the treasure-store of
world culture.

In order to ensure sincere and businesslike cooperation, Leonid
Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee, said at
the World Congress of Peace Forces, the peoples must know each
other well. Ethnography (ethnology), the science that has long been
giving attention mainly to studying the general and the specific in the
culture of nations, is called upon to make a large contribution
towards strengthening trust and friendship between peoples.

To this day a fairly widespread view among Western ethnog-
raphers and social anthropologists is that the object of ethnography
is chiefly the peoples who have no wnitten language and are

Y. Bromley, Conesponding Member of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
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books, The Fornlation of Feudalism in Croatia andThe peasant
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backward in their dev-elopment,.and that its object of study is mainly
archaic phenomena. The reasorl.for this is that having taken shape as a
science iq ttre. .ep-och of bouigeois Europe's coi6nial eip"ir.ion,
ethnography initially gave attention to studlng the peoples in'hibitini
non-European territory, many_ of whom had no wriiten language.
Moreover, ethnography was iharply counterposed to histori. Tie
latter was-regarded as a science based on writteh records and studying
"historicql" peoples: ethnography was accorded the role of".Li"nc"
of so-called "non-historical" peoples.

Marxist ethnographers consider these views hopelessly obsolete.
The untenability of dividing peoples into "histoiical" and ..non-
historical" has long since become evident to progressive scholars. The
Marxist teaching that the rephcement of socio-economic formations
is natural has finally asserted the view that peoples who have no
written language are at early stages of social development.

The historical materialism of Marx and Engels has become the
theoretical basis for promoting a genuine science of the study of
peoples. Moreover, the founders of Marxism have made a major
contribution to the direct elaboration of the problems dealt with by
ethnography. For instance, in The Oigin of the Family, Privaie
Property and the State Engels enlarged on the basic methodological
propositions of the Marxist concept of the primitive stage of peoples
and the rise of class society. This was of inestimable signific-ance to
ethnography. In the USSR, which is a multinational country,
ethnography asserted itself, during the very first decades of Sovilt
power' as an historical science founded on Marxist methodology. Thisprocess w-as accompanied by the intensive study of the theoretical
legafy of Marx, Engels.and Lenin by Soviet ethnographers. Lenin's
yolkp on the theory.of the national question, hiJ teaching on thesocnl structures and his propositions on the equality of nations and
languages, on national cultuie and its class conteni 

"o'npilria 
tne

theoretical basis for research by Soviet ethnographlrs.i-'-----
Historical materialism is firmly consolidating its position in

ethnography in the socialist countries, and the nimber bf Uarxist
ethnographers is growing in the capitalist and, particularly, the
developinq countries. Although anti-historicism lb strongly en-
trenched in such widespread Western ethnographic schools as
functionalism., cultural relativism and structuralism, the historical
approach to the study of peoples, including peoples who have no
written language, is winning an ever larger numbLr of adherents in
ethnography abroad.

Scholars in the Soviet Union and other countries are now
increasingly seeing in ethnography a science of peoples at all stages of
their development. This means that by spatially embracing the Entire
territory of the world inhabited by man, lthnography chronologically
studies man from ancient times to our day. ItJ field of vision 6overs
existing peoples and peoples that had once existed. This new
approach to ethnography as a science of all peoples at all stages of
their development has raised before it the immediate taik of
deepening and specifying the notions about such a highlv complex and
t6

many-faceted phenomenon as a people. In Russian and in other
languages the word "people" has many meanings, which include the
working masses, national groups or simply a multitude of people. For
that reason in cases where the word "people" implies historical
communities such as tribes, natiooalities and nations, ethnography
usually uses the generalising term "ethnos". Soviet ethnography
studies, In particular, such key aspects of the theory of the ethnos as
the determination of its place among human communities, the narrow
and broad understanding of ethnical communities, their typologisa-
tion, ethnic features of culture and the way of thinking, varieties of
ethnical processes, and so forth.

Moreover, the elaboration of the theory of the ethnos has made it
possible to specify the object of ethnography. This is especially
important because alongside the restriction of its task to the study of
the archaic world there is another extreme-the trend to represent
ethnography as a super-discipline claiming to study almost all the
components of society. These views are typical of many Western
ethnographers, ethnologists and social anthropologists. In this case it
is obviously extremely difficult to draw a line of distinction between
ethnography and contiguous disciplines. What are the criteria for such
a demarcation? Since in the case we are dealing with, the object of
study is the people-ethnos, the criteria for determining the object of
ethnography must be sought among its specific properties. These are
the properties that distinguish the ethnos from other social com-
munities (such as class, caste, community, and so on). As an analysis
of ethnical formations shows, properties of this kind, along with
language, are possessed mainly by traditional, day-to-day components
of culture-customs, rites, folk art, oral literature, and so on. These
cultural elements are studied also by many other scientific disciplines.
But they interest ethnographers mainly because they form the specifics
of the siudied ethnos. Ilere it must be noted that one of the tasks of
ethnographic investigations is to study not only the particular in the
way o-f liie, culture and psychology of one people or another but also
whlt it has in common *ith other peoples, what determines their
affiliation to one and the same socio-economic system, to one and the
same economic and cultural type, historico-ethnographic region, and
so on. This fundamental, rnethbdological requirement of the Marxist
theory of the ethnos is opposed to the hypertrophying of the-pthnic
partiiular, which, in its turn, is closely linked with understanding the
ethnos as an extra-historical, eternal category.

Ethnography thus studies mainly the similarities and distinctions
between pe6pies-ethnoses, and also the modifications of their
specifics in time, in other words, ethnical processes. It must be borne
ii mind that the eihnographer's object of study does not remain
immutable at all stages of man's ethnical history. At the early stages
of the socio-economic development of peoples-ethnoses' society's
life was founded on unrecorded traditions and was permeated to a
large extent by the ethnical specifics. For that reason ethnography
s'tudies all aspects of the life of such peoples. with the transition to
class societies, a transition in which prominence is gained by
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professional culture, the ethnical specifics are concentrated in the
relatively shrinked traditi-onal, day-ib-day sphere. This is strikingly
seen- among the. peoples of industrialised countries. Today, as a reJuliof the scientific and technological revolution, that hai led to the
spread of mass industrial outpuf, the ethnic specifics of these peoples
are increasingly shifting from the sphere of material culture to that of
spiritual life. Accordingly, a certain change is taking place in the area
studied by- ethn-ography. The weakening of ttre ethri"i6 specifics in the
areas traditionally studied by ethnogrpphy is sometrmes regarded as
the gradual disappearance of its objacf generally. HowEver, the
concept of ethnography as a science of ethnos leives no room for
such views about its prospects. As long as peoples-ethnoses exist
ethnography will have its object of study-, and thii object will be not
only the historical past but also living r-eality. The orily change will
occur in the significance of the various areas 6f ethnographic stidy, in
accordance with the shift of the ethnic specifics in theie areas.

- A comp-rehensive characteristic of the ethnos can only be given on
the basis of a special study of its individual components, primarily of
the traditional forms of culture. The study of these components is all
the more important because today many forms of traditional,
day-go-day culture are rapidly disappearing from day-to-day life. One
of 

- 
the cardinal ways of recording the traditional components of

culture is historico-ethnographic atlas. Moreover, an essential part in
studying traditionalcultureis playedbyethnographic museumi, the
large network of history and l,ocal studies museums, most of which
have ethnographic displays. The close attention given to traditional,
day-to-day culture is due to the wide employmenl in ethnography of
the method of direct observation uy expeoiti-ons. By concen-traiing its
a.ttention- chiefly on traditional, day-1s-6ay culture, ethnogralhy
thereby Jacilitates the elaboration of a vitai aspect o? man,s-eniire
cultural his-tory, which is by no means reduced to the development of
solely professional forms of culture. A notable role is piayed by
ethnogra-phicresearch in reconstructing the history of culture itearly
stages of social development, for in this case it embraces the entire
range of. culture. By and large, ethnographic historico-cultural studies
convincingly show th-at all peoples aie equally capable of achieving
cultural progress. Although in trhe sphere bf cirtturi the development
of mankind is uneven, tf,e essentiil distinctions are due not io the
inner properties of the ethnos but to local features of the world-
hislorical-process, chiefly to the socio-economic development level of
individual qeoples and to the relations between them. ,{6 was noted by
Marx-and pngels, "not only the relation of one nation to others, bui
also the whole internal structure of the nation itself depends on the
stage of developmentrreached by its production and itjinternal and
e.xternal intercourse".

The study of peoples at all stages of the world-historical process
confronts ethnography with many problems.
- In-particular, ethnography has long been playing a major role in

the. elaboration -of probtems relatin[ to thi tiist6rv of'pri',itiv"
socrety. As we have already noted, a study of peoples who have
l6E

Iagged behind in their devglopment.brings their entire Iife into focus:their.economy, th-eir socio-economic syitem ,"a i["i. 
"riiuie. rrrisenables ethnographers ro make wide usi of the a;i";i tr,Jir'.il"""" toreconstruct the history of the primitive commun4 ivslem.-riiring tr,"past decades soviet eihnographer.s have amas.ea-ana 

"n.rv""i'u 
ru.trange of factuar mate{ir testifying- t tn" urir".."iitv or tr,"communal-clan svsrem.. .progre ss h:as ;ls; b;;; ;il; il .Tu,aying tr,"

ll,".l9'r::f the-primiti;;.;;;;;;;;-,'i#;;#rl'ili,'u",r,"
ot the patriarchar clan has been erucidated, the ri"gi, 

-or 
tn"development of .rhe rarge family have 

-b;n 
uroiiir,i"t8-Iieit andextensive material conierning 

-its iaLr extant forms has beengeneralised. Much has also beei done in iire stuai of aiciaic'iJrms orsocial life persisting in class arO, ctrieiiv, earfi cfass-s;;i;ti;;.A srudy ot these 
-pr-obrems yields extremely valuabre factualmaterial in favour of 
- 
the mateiiatiitic concept of the historicalprocess' confirmins,that phenomena such as ctaises, piTi"tr"o*r"r_

ship, the state andIh" ;66ihti;;-;f;;; by man are-transient, thatthey are by no means eternal. ifitiopi;;li^ty;f tffi;p;;il#i,'*rii"r,
seem to be far removed from our diy, is !*""ptionfu:rv?i,iil 's-"[
wonder that primitive history was givin consideiauli 

"il"iltiJn 
uv tr,"founders of scientific communism-a ;;;Gy ago. rht fiou"airr"t uclassless societv, dominated ui pii-iiiri. dottectivi.ir-.piingirgfrom the undeveloned state of it"'pioau"ii";l;;;;;;;ir#i.,", 

"r,earry s.t?ge of the tristoricai-pio;;."p.:;;ction, Engers wrote, ..was
essentially collective. and, Iikewise, ;;il;;iilr-;;?lipiiJ"iv rt 

"direct distribution of the'prooucts in Ir*, or smalrer communisticcommunitie:' r4is" produciion in commoi was carried on within thenarrowest rimits".3 The researches by s;;iei;choiil # i.Jili"irgmore and more evidence- that tt 
" 

i"uori"t[i"ii'Jir".,Ji'o"rln"ri.evolved bv the founder-s or siientilic 
-#rimunism 

ina tniiit-o"riceptsof primitive communar-cr"" 
"o-ir-i.t-ir-iir' "r" unshakeabre. of theIatest soviet works on thiJ irijil; ilicri-is-i,ipoii"'n'i-ir# tr,"philosophical standpoint, we shail"mcntion u, an example the volume,

';:ljli;,i{;:i;:f{:{?":y"tr"lx1!"fi{il-;il'ii"ii""i,'''
Moreover, the study- of problems as the formation of conscious_ness and religion are of. grdat importin"" to ii-ri"ligi"pirv. rtir.g-raphical material has allowed soviet scienfists to corroborate andconcretise Engels's proposition tfiai ttrJ eile.g"nci ant a-&"dtiimentof thinking and the iccompanyi"g a"r"lop.eit of spii"t iool'pr"c"in the course of neopre^'s iauiui- ""tiiiiv i" 

-pi'"ii,iii"i"io* 
th"development of prodlction ;il till;;.;;;ment of the implements oflabour.

A clear orientation in-the study of the probrems of the genesis andessence of primitive rerigion-is-given tiy Lenin,s *oiaT-trrui trr""impotence of the savage'in tris ua-ttli wiifi nature gives iise ioferiefin .gods, devils, miracl6s, and tii-lik;;;l-;i;iu-ai' ;i rh; rii"giou.beliefs.and rites of peoples who are backward in their socio-economic.and cultural deverooment provides 
"onrircirj ;fi";;;;iIf,e'tactthat much in the teachi"is;;d ini["-;I;il;:";id;;;id ,IiLio^



directly stems from the same primitive superstitions,-from which the
pii.L.|-a"i apologists of religion assiduously dissociate themselves.
itaoii ott"ri these iet"arches havp completely shattered the construc-
iio"r of"i"rical ethnographers, who endeavour to prove that belief in

" 
ri"Ei goa *"s inhe-rent in mankind from the very beginning'- - 
S6-.iof Lenin's propositions are of fundamental importance to an

ettrnograpni" ii"ay bf in" hirtory of primitive society- One of the
il;iA;;;aial of t'hese propositions concerns the role of the "primite
il;;e"; th; Gimitive cdmriune" in the formation of human society'5
;o; ;t;," 'i""in lvrote, "was not preceded by a Golden Age;'and
ori-itif" han *u. absolutely crushed by the burden of existence, by
lfre aifficutties of the struggle against nature'"6--- 

A ;i"dy of the archaic f6ims of social organisation is-of-ideological

and direci practical significance, for the downfall of the colonial
ivst"- ["i dramatically aggravated the question of the choice of ways
;i a;;;i;t;eni tot manyieoples, who ire todav at various stages of
irJAisintlgration of th6 irimitive-communal sy.stem or have many
.ui"i"rti oI that system. Further, in this connection mention must be

-"Oi of tt " 
6ansition to a settled way of life and the changes that

ii"*-t"f", place under socialism_in the way-of life of forme.rnomads.
The experience of these changes is of no little practical significance to
many develoPing countries.-- iitt ogr"ihic- material is one of the prime sources for a study_-of

ttre-pioSfEm-ot tt" origin of peoples,-of their ethnogenesis' The
i"orilorJinterest showi in ttrii problem is in marlV ways due to the
;;il;iaisirJ of each people to have a clear idea'of its origin' The
,iiia foi its thorough^study is also dictated by th9 fact that the
commonolace consc-iousnesi is frequently inclined to give- it a

;il;iiiira--interpretation. However, because of their complexity

"ilriooi"ot 
i*t 6roblems have to be considered in their totality: for

mani?ecaOes tiris study has been conducted by $oviet ethnographers
lo-i"uv with anthropoloiists, archaeologists and linguisls. The plesent
iroiiois about thi or-igin of many peoples of the USSR are
unquestionably closer to historical reality than the notions of two or
ttiiii a"i"O"s ago. It is vital that these investigation-s qhoul$ not be

iCa"""A to a stidy of the origin of some one people but that they
.t oria embta"" the ethnical history of all peoples of one or another
iarc, region, because their origin in such regions is usually closely
iniEi*oi"r. Much interest is ceitred on a study of the ethnogenesis of
iii" p"opt"s of Asia and Africa, for this is of particular importance in
;i;d ;i the emergence of new sovereign states. The range of
eihnogenetical prob-iems that has been elaborated bears testimony to
it 

" 
i"Ei tt at huinan history has always been a history of contacts and

iirU"L.i"ts of various anthropololical, lingual and cultural affilia-
ii.ffi bf go,rp., that no "pule" peopte that has not absorbed
innumerabfe foreign elements exists in the world.- 

1.t" importancE of making a comprehensive study of ethnoses as

integral dynamic systems haidetermined the fact that such a form of
iiil-arit 'as the historico-bthnographical monograph devoted to a

"o.po.it" 
characteristic of an individual people, is widespread in
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i.:":*i:l:?.-A speciat place among- works-of this kind is occupiedDy monographs on.numericalry sma[ peopres that do noi h"ue aIong-established written tradition. rni trilstoiy or suc-rr piopi"s c"n u.reconstructed retrospectiv-ery (needress to iay, *ithiil;;;; of ail

iii1i"'.';'.,?',TT":::,nff ;*.,1,?l'.1?*:1,#:li*Tf fi ;.,;#lr:[ipeoptcs of the ussR who had no *rit-t-en-tifi;;"il""ti" purt,particularly the num-e,rica[y snla[ peoptei ln-tr,"'-roittr"-or trreEuropcan part of the USSR and siberil,-io* tnbw i-rr"ii-t irtoiv 
". "result of the painsraking_ work of ettrnoliapher;.

A- comprehensive ethnographic stud-y or each people inevitablyentails, as we have already p-oinled out, iie elucidati'crn rioi onl-vof the
epc-cifics of its curture_ bui ilso of the i""t"i"ii["-iii t ri"iil"6.-onwith other"people.s. Moreover, iris irnportant to studf tt" 

"o-rnonIcatures of peoples because the commonplace consciousness isinclined to absolutise the correlation betwien ttrJ iiir"os -""a 
trr"

individud components of c-ulture, creatlng the illuiiortrrat trre ipreaoof these ggmponents is limited to thJconfines of ttai-cuitrrre.
Howeve.r,the specificcharacter of almost all such-comfonints orcutture rs not absolutb but relative: in addition to the peopll tor wtriilthey are most-typical, these components are to ue buiiiveo-to onecxtent or another among some other peoples. In this conneciion it isextremely 

- 
important to sludy s6-cauea ethnolinguistic 

--"o--
m-unities - broad formations that enibrale all kindrid #;l;r. A taskof this-kind, for instanc-g, the elucidation oi tt 

" 
u;ily fiJ'r;;ifics inthe .culture of all the Slav peoples, is assignea tJ [rr" irri6"-uoru."

yplk^gl ll" erhnography of ihe-Stavs ttrat iiUeing".rpii"A i.inily Uy
ethnographers of European socialist countries.

. The concept of ethnography-as a,science studying all peoples-
ethnoses at all stages or-tn-eii hisrorical a;""I;;;;i ."[iJ tr,"tscrence responsible for working- out a common ethnographic
characteristic of all the p-eopres of Ihe worli. fi il;il", y;ui."'sori"t
scholars have pr_oduggd c r3-vorume pubricaiion u".i", iii tiu"
l!301es oI tlrg World. 

- At present, work is in progress on aR
ethnogeographical 2G.volume series, countries and-peiples, for the
mass reader. In additio.n to a descriptlon of nature ana tfle economy,
this series will give a characteristic bf the culiuri and 

""rtorni 
of 

"llpeoples.
The fact that Soviet ethnography regards modern peoDles as aljlin-q,_r".di,v, ptaces..it arongside the'soci-at ."ii""". tirit-iliil"ip"t"

dlrectly rn resolving the practical tasks of the building of socialism andcommunism, in short, sciences that not only reconitiir"iirr"-r"rt otpeoples but also serve them today and in future. - -- ---- r-'
The fact that today the peoples of the ussR have a socialist

culture that is common to all-of ihem in content does not Lad to the
d-isappearance of the national forms of this culture. on itr" coniiu.v,this culture harmoniousry 

- 
combines with 

"ationai 
c"iir*i *i r,progressive national traditions that have been furtliei aevitopeounder the conditions of soviet reality and are gr"or"riv ui"..'i"g

attributes of all the soviet peopres. In 6ne way or inott Jiit is p.o""ss

t7t



embraces all forms and levels of culture in the broad sense of the
*oia:- material and spiritual life, social and family traditions,

"riryAuy 
and professional culture. This is, naturally,.an extremely

comitei p.oceis, and special ethnograp^hic research is required to
analjrse it6 mechanism and, especially, to forecast lts various aspects. '-- -il""i";r proposition on ctiltural bontinuity is. fundamental to the
ethnoCiaphii sfudy of the culture of Soviet society' r'enin regarded
the utlis;tion of the entire cultural wealth accumulated by man as an
i"aiipe"i"Ute condition for the formation of the new, socialist
culture. ..Proletarian culture," he said, "must be the logical develo_p-

-iiri"f the store of knowledge mankind has accumulated under the
,o[" of caoitalist. landownei and bureaucratic society."T Further,
Lenin's pro'position that in antagonistic society there_are two cultures
in each nati,onal culture requirel a partisan approach to the cultural
i"g"ii of each people and in abiliti to distinguigh yhal is advanced
an? itogt".sive in'this legacy, ruling out the idealisation or, much
less,-the fetishisation of extant forms.

One should not get the impression that the study of contem-
poraneity has become one of the cardinal tasks of Soviet ethnography
Lnlv in iecent times. Work in this direction, springing directly from
the practical requirements of reorganising- the countrY's former
ouUvi.g regions,'began immediately after the October Revolution.
tru6, U-y thE Ueginning of the 1930s the study of the- remote pa-st had
become the maii objeit of study, but on the eve of the Second World
W". tt" ethnographic study of 'modern culture and customs of the
peoples of the-USS1 was iontinued. The first p-ublication-s resulting
irori tt is work were mainly of a descriptive character, but by the
beginning of the 1960s this stage had been passed. A deeper and more
coinprehEnsive study of the modern stage of culture and. customs
cominenced, and scholars began the monographic investigation-of the
life of the collective-farm peisants and initiated research into the life
of the workers, and then bf the entire urban population.

The accumulated experience has shown, in parlicular, that the
study of the material cullure of th9 peoples of the USSR can also he-lp

to cieate such standard designs of houses and towns that woUld take
the rational features of local folk architecture more fully into account,
to remodel popular clothes adapted to local conditions,,and^plan the
production 6f household utenqlls, food-and !o on. 4 -s-tudy of spiritual
Lulture is of even greater significance, for with the shitt of the ethnical
ipecitics from thJ sphere or material culture to that of consciousness,
siiritual culture grafuuaily becomes the basic indicator of the ethnic
siecifics.Here eihnogtaihicstudy can help,for instanc€,to specify
the lingual aspects ofthe work of educatironal bodies and publishing
housesl and iropularise and integrate into Soviet culture the finest
works of the- oial, musical and folk fine art of all of the peoples
inhabiting the Soviet Union. Further, ethnographic- studies of the
family and of family life can help to improve culural development.

Airalysis of preient-day ethnocultural traditions is an essential
aspect oi the ethnographic study of Soviet society. Traditions play.a
key role in sustaining-the cultural link between generations and in
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ensuring cultural continuity. Traditions are a historical catecorv: with
the development of society some traditions constantli blcome
obsolete and are replaced by innovations that with time themselves
become traditions. At the same time, due to their relative stabllity
many obsolete traditions are preserved as survivals. For that reason
each ethnocultural complex always has progressive and outworn,
lfgative- traditions, many of the latter beinC fnked with retigioui
idcas. Thc com-monplace consciousness frequently regards all t-radi-
tional forms of activity without exception as nationil values and,
conccquently, as inalienable features of a given people. Thii
confronts ethnograph_y with the task, on the one hand, oi asiertaining
pocitive ethnocultural traditions and thereby facilitating their furthei
dcvclopmcnt-and, on the other, of showing that if negalive traditions
arc not idealised they can be quickly oveicome. It was this kind of
cxtant phenomena that Lenin had in mind when he wrote of ..the
remould-ig8 of the most deep-rooted, inveterate, hidebound and rigidtordert 

"'.E
A study of the ethnic aspects of national processes comprises

another_extrerygly important area of the practital tasks of ethnog-
raphy. It would be hard to overestimate the significance of the*
aspects to a multinational state like the USSR. trVithin a period of a
little over half a century the socialist nations and nationalities of the
USSR have achieved an unpreced'ented level of development and
drawn close to each other to form a nlw historical community, the
Soviet people. The relations between the peoples of the USSn
provide a model of cooperation and friendihip between nations.
However, it'should not be forgotten that these ielations took shape
not spontaneously but as a result of the cPSu's Leninist nationalitiis
Lo]r_c_y-, that -guided by the objective laws of social development the
CPSU continues to create ever more favourable conditions for the
burgeoning and drawing together of the peoples of the USSR. This, in
turn, sives rise to the need for a profouhd itudy of the various types
of modern .e-thnic processes in the USSR, their trends and prospects,
their specifics and rates, and the factors that infhienci ttri
development and drawing together of the socialist nations.

In an -ethnographic study of present-day nafional processes it is
particularly important to bring to light the reiatiohship lietween ethnic
propg-{ and socio-economic aspects. This sets a dual iaski to study the
s-pecifics of ethnic changes in various social groups and te asceitain
the features of the social changes in various ethnic surroundings,
among concrete peoples. In recent years in the USSR thele
investigations have given rise to a Ccientific discipline on the
borderline between ethnography and concrete sociology. This discip-
line. is ethnos_ociology. Parallel with an analysis oi the generil
indicators of the economic, socio-class and culdural developrient of
the Union and autonomous republics and of the relations^between
thgq, " study of this kind presupposes ascertaining the course of
:t!tug- processes in the different- social and nati6nal groups in
individual-republics; in particular, the task is set of findinE ouf ho*
various ethnic phenomena are refracted in the consciousnesls of these
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gxoups. Mass enquiries with the aid of questionn4ires and with the
data subsequently processed by computers have been conducted for
this purpose. The results of the first epquiries of this kind organised in
the Tatar Autonomous Republic were iecently generalised in a
collective monograph published by the Institute of Ethnography of
the USSR Academy of Sciences. Similar studies are being conducted
today in Moldavia, Georgia, Estonia, and Uzbekistan.

Important tasks face Soviet ethnographers also in the study of the
ethnic aspects of present-day national processes in foreign countries.
Collective monographs on Europe, a number of Asian countries,
Canada and the USA have been published. Work is under way on a
three-volume comprehensive monograph on Latin America. Re-
searches of this kind give us a better knowledge of the modern world's
national problems, of establishing the link between their ethnic
aspects and the specifics of the socio-political development of
nations. A study of the ethnocultural situation in the industrialised
capitalist countries lays bare the national, lingual, religious and racial
discrimination against large groups of the population in many of these
countries.

Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania, which have taken the
roa4 of iq4ependent development, are of special interest to ethnog-
raphers. The unity of the anti-imperialist forces, the attainment of
political independence and the upsurge of economic and cultural life
have led to an unparalleled activation of ethnical processes in these
countries. A study of these processes is not only of theoretical but
also of practical importance. By studying the course and prospects of
such processes, Marxist ethnographers help the progressive forces in
the developing countries in their struggle to put an end to clan-tribal
and feudal-regional disunity. Of no less importance in this context is
the study of the course of the revival of the original culture of the
non-European peoples, 'whose development had been slowed down
by colonial oppression in the course of scores and hundreds of years.

Ethnical communities differ from each other not only in various
features but also in scale, i.e., quantitative indicators. For that reason
the corresponding demographic indicators (chiefly numerical
strength) and their dynamics are of considerable importance for a
characteristic of such communities. A study of these indicators is an
object of ettqnic demography. This borderline discipline investigates
factors that determine changes in the numerical strength of peoples,
such as the birth-rate, the death-rate, the sex and age composition of
the population, and data provided by medical geography, which
studies the regional and ethnical incidence of diseases. As one of its
tasks, ethnodemography determines the link between the dynamics of
the numerical strength of peoples and ethnical factors. In particular,
in order to understand the distinctions in the indicators of the
birth-rate of the peoples of the world it is important to take into
account the traditions of each ethnic community, such as the marriage
age, the attitude to large families, and so on. Assimilatory and
consolidational processes directly affect the numerical strength of
peoples. Migration,'too, influences the numerical strength of ethnic
174

communities. For prognostication in the sphere of ethnodemography
it is very important to take all these factors into account.In addition to data showing the internal strupture of ethnic
communities, a characteristic oi these communities must contain
indicators rclating to the territories inhabited by them and also io ttriii
intcraction with the natural environment. This explains the-long-
standing contacts between ethnography and geograihy dating froit
rGmotc qntiquity, when it was inconceivable to aeicriu6 the spicifici
of thc life of peoples without describing the elements of the'natural
cnvironment. The demarcation of ethnography and g"og."phy as
lcparatc- sciences bega-n in the mid-llth ciniury. But i 

"6teirortri'iturn in this respect took place in the USSR only-in tre late 1920s ani
thc early 1930s, when, as.we have already noted, ethnography iam" to
be regarded as a historical discipline. we feel that It i's dxtremety
importeut to stress,the fundamental error of isolating ethnograplii
from geography. Ethnic maps, for example, are a malor souice'for
shedding light on questions related to national-territoriil transforma-
tions and give us a better understanding of the essence of relations
between nations. Soon after Soviet power was established, Lenin
noted lhe need, in connection wilh the preparations for the
national-demarcation of Central Asia, for, among other things, a
special ethnographic map of "Turkestan with a-subdivision-into
Uzbekia, Kirghizia and'Turkmenia".e In the 1920s, Soviet ethncig-
raphers completed a number of ethnographic maps of multinationil
regions-of the USSR and later they began preparing ethnic maps of all
parts of the globe. Soviet ethnogeographers and ethnodemogiaDhers
are now jointly compiling at Atlas of the Population of the World, the
numerous maps of which will spatially record the basic ethnic and
demographic indicators of all the peoples of our planet.

Special mention must be made ot the tasks in the sphere of the
struggle against the man-hating concepts of racism and chauviriism.
Although overt racist ideology had discredited itself duringthe years
of the Third Reich, in the West not only political and day-to-day but
also "theoretical" racism has not been uprooted to this day. Concepts
abour 6lite, chosen and exclusive nations and races are siitt
widesp-read -in reactionary science. Employing strictly scientific
methods and operating with exlensive data bn iultural values, the way
of life, way of thinking and other ethnic data about various grouos oi
mankind, Marxist ethnography proves that all peoples ar6 eqirally
capable of historical progress and, at the same timl, teaches us that an
attentive attitude must be adopted to their ethnic specific features.

A vital task of Soyr"l ethnographers is to make i critical study of
f-oreign- literature, including woiks not only on ethnography but ilso
those- that on many points coincide with it, for instanEe,'cultural and
social.anthronqrlogy.-In particular, mention may Ue maae of ;;;;;tly
published book, Ethnological Studies Abroad, in which a critical
analysis is made of the theories of Western ethnographers on
questions relating to pre-capitalist societies. As was shoin'at the gttr
International congress of Anthropological and Ethnographic Sciences
(Chicago, September 1973), a critical analysis must 5e made of such
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concepts as evolutionism in social anthropology and of the idealistic
constructions in ethnocultural research.

Further, the same international congress convincingly
strated that many progressive scientists are keenly interesteci in
Marxism-Leninism, seeing in Marxist methodology the key to the
solution of the problems studied by them. This interest in Marxism is
one of the most characteristic features of present-day ethnography.
And this, judging by everything, is to some extent promoting
familiarisation with the achievements of Soviet ethnography.

This science, which is based on Marxist-Leninist methodology'and
performs not only cognitive but also ideological functions, is opposed
to objectivism and indifference to politics. That is why despite the
breadth of their studies, Soviet ethnographers ultimately always set
their sights on the solution of pressing and important philosophical
and practical problems. Thereby, together with other Marxist social
sciences, Soviet ethnography makes its contribution to the strug€le
for lasting peace and social progress.

NOTES
I This work is reviewed in Y. Bromley's essays "Ethnographical Studies in the USSR",

Social Sciences, No. 2(12), 193; "Ethnolraphical -W6rks", Social Sciences, No.
2(20), 1975.- Ed
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Ethology and Ethics

ALIXANDER SHISHKIN

For centuries philosophical ethics claimed that human behaviour
and morality were based on human nature that never changed. That
wa8. a challenge to the notions that morality was of sup-ernatural
orisln, and in some conditions a challenge toihe social order wtrictr
tcnded to distort man's "natural nature;'. However, the view that
man's nattrg was g-iven once and for all allowed a wide range of moral
characteristics of that nature, which could be regarded as Eeingwiid,
am-oral, and irrational, or as rational and k-ind. The nulierous
cudaemonistic theories saw human nature as containing the urgi for
happin-css or pleasure inherent in all living beings.
. Following lhe appearance of Darwin'J theoiy, some claimed on

tho. rtrcn$h of the "struqrqle for existence" (seen as a strug€le for
lndivldud -survival)-that 

-human nature was'chiefry predatffi-and
bcrtial. othcrs emphasised mutual assistance as thi inain racior in
organic- evolution and discerned in man deeply embedded moral
principles which were to triumph over egoistid irges atso intreiitea
from his animal ancestors.

Leaving aside for the moment the question of the role of man's
natural nature in the shaping of his behaviour and morality, let us note
that a century ago Engels said in a letter to Lavrov ttrai- Uottr
conceptions . ("struggle for existence" and ..cooperation") were
"justified within certain limits, but the one is ai one-sidid and
narrow-minded as the other. The interaction of bodies in nature...
includes both harmony and collision, struggle and cooperar:;;;; i

A Shishkin, D. Sc. (Philos.), hofessor, Head of the Chair of Philosophy,
Moscow State Institute ol International Relations, member of the
Voprosy filosofii Editoial Board. Author ol the books: From the
History of Ethic Theories, Fundamentals of Marxist Ethics, The
2fth Century and Moral Values of Humanity (in co-authorship),
and many other studies on problems of ethics.
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ThiS interaCtion Of "struggle"'iand "Cooperation" iS nOw aCc-epted

UV -""ytiit*;iiaaa, believii! that it is-wrohg to contrast these forms
;i ;;6tlors between animals- in straightforward terms, and that the
.t."oof" ior existence is expressed not only in direct clashes but also

i"tffi[-"i: ott "i 
tor.. of refations, the chiei of which is the formation

oi- trienOty communities", which ,is a "powerful . instrument of

"offi"ti""'defence", 
and one of the "main conditions for group

selection".2
with the development of genetics the.question of human nature

anO'ettrics acquiria inottrer aipect, becom-ing a question of th.e.role of
fiii"aity 

"nO 
environment in the shaping-of man, a question which had

6;;, ;ir.aidered earlier as well uut wtricn could not be solved 
-byr"l** *itt its then limited possibilities. What is more,- many 17th

u"J i3it 
""rtury 

philosopheriwere convinced that men with a normal

;-fit.6i oig"ni.ition dia not differ from each other in their
;;[il;";tt: that at birth the human soul was a tabula rasa, and that
iipiriirc" and education made it possible for everyone to be shaped
i"'.""oia"nce with the desires of educators. Let us note that a
;;".ti"r Aupiic"te of the basic idea of this revolution-ary theory (the

F;;;ii fntighteners who adopted it put the blame for human vices on
,ifi; ;oaift, and called forits transformation) will-now be found in
it " notio, of man as a product of external conditions governed

"uio,,"ii*tly 
and mechanically within the framework of the be-

[;;fi;irt p'"ttirn of stimulus-ieaction. One scientist wittily called
itiis notionihe "ratomorphous view of man", for here the same laws
oi beh,aviour are applied- to man as will be discovered in laboratory
experiments with rats.- 'U"ur*tile, the growth of knowledge about heredity, which has

"urii"a 
i"n"iiis to t'he forefront of biological science, was initially

;il;d;i;d by 
"..oneous 

notions dbout [he fatal role of heredity.in
.*t'titi, in [tre shaping of his bodily and spiritual qualities, by

"iiiriion. 
about his preditory nature inherited from animals, about

iiis innate urge for aigressioi, murder, aggrandisement,.and qo on'
These vie-ws becail--e popular, in particuhr, in connection with the

aavanies of comparatiie'ethoiogy-, a young branch _of- biological
."i"n"i dealing rirainly with the'genetic basis of behaviour in
otriiocenesis an-d the experience gained by animals on that basis in the
'firr?;iitieii life., Atihe samelime, fresh attempts have bee_n made

i.iipt"iriomJ-iocial, including ethical, phenomena in the light of
biological science.

There is no doubt, in general, that man does inherit certain
qualities and traits of behaviour from his animal ancestors. This view
*as expressed with adequate conviction by Charles Darwin, and was
also aciepted by Engels, who wrote: "It is ... inherent in the descent
of man frbm the animal world that he can never entirely rid himself of
the beast, so that it can always be only a question of more or less, of a
difference in the degree of bestiality or of humanity."4
t7E

Modern gdho[ogy has.a.ccumulated many observations and experi-
mental data bearing out this view. They show that the transformition
of man's animal nature does not at all imply any solid wall between
man and the animal even in a sphere which appears to be most human,
that ir,-thc-sphere of mental capabilities. There is a growing body of
ro&.erch showing that animals are not confined -to steieotyped
lnrtinctivc behaviour but are 4lso capable of deliberate action airiredto achieve definite goals, and that in the adaptation to the
onvironmcnt a great part belongs to training, imitatio; and initiative,
and that reasoning activity among animals deserves the closest
attcntion, etc. The advances in ethology show that it is an important
clcmcnt of the whole complex of the iciences of man.

However, many ethologists have expressed views which totally
fnorc the achievements of social science, what it says about the
lubstance of man, about social relations, and the institutions and
forms of consciousness in which men reflect reality. There is, for
ingtance', the claim that ethology is capable of tackling ethical
problems of its own. One British scientist says that "ethology sheds a
great deal of light on the question of what kind of behaviour in what
circumstances contributes to human happiness and fulfilment, and
therefore... on what actions in what circumstances are good, and what
b&d." 5

Wc think that this is a big mistake. Ethical questions, the questions
of good and evil in human life cannot be decided only by means of the
data available to ethology (just as there is no similar solution for
problems in art, religion, philosophy, politics, etc:). What is more,
when it comes to similarities in the behaviour of animals and man, all
comparisons must take arcount of the fact that the same models of
behaviour have, as a rule, a profoundly different content. This
applies, for instance, to the conception of aggression, which many
naturalists claim is a common trait in the behaviour of animals and
m8n,

Let us take a closer look at this question. Meynell refers to a book
by thc well-known ethologist Konrad Lorenz, On Aggression. Here is
how he sums up one of the key ideas of this book: "Aggression
between man and man is to a large extent an innate, rather than a
socially imposed characteristic, and is hence hardly to be removed,
though it may indeed be ameliorated, by changes in education and
social structure."6 Below we shall deal in greater detail with these
ideas of Lorenz's, which he has elaborated in a number of recent
works. But before doing so we want to quote another extract from
Lorenz to show how little ethology can help to understand human
ethics.

"Living in the natural environment which has influenced its
gradual development throughout the earth's history,'the wild animal
enjoys in a certain sense the paradise that man has lost. Every single
urge which wells up in a wild animal is 'good', that is, all instinctive
impulses from an inner source are such that they must finally
contribute to the good of the particular animal and of its whole
species. For a wild animal in its natural state there is no conflict
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between natural inclinations and what they 'ought' to do, and this is
the paradise which man has lost. The fruits of man's higher mental
capicities are his cultural development, and above all the power of
speech and of conceptual thought, and the accumulation and
traditional passing on of common knowledge. All this has resulted in
man's historical evolution at a rate which is many hundreds of times
more rapid than the purely organic genealogical development of all
other living beings. But the instincts, the innate actions and reactions
of man, remain tied to the much slower rate of organic development
and are unable to keep pace with his culfural development.

"'Natural inclinations' no longer quite fit in with conditions of
human culture, where they have been largely superseded by human
intellect. Man is not 'bad' from birth onwards, but he is not good
enough for the demands of cultivated society which he has imposed
upon himself. In contrast to the wild animal, the cultivated human
being-and in this sense every human being is cultivated-can no
longer rely blindly on his instincts: many of lhese are so obviously
opposed to the demands made by society on the individual that even
the most naive person must realise that they are anti-cultural and
anti-social."'

These views of a most prominent authority in the study of animal
behaviour suggest that it is only with great reservations that we can
speak of the ethical content of animal behaviour. Lorenz shows this
on many examples. He gives due credit for the diverse expressions of
emotions and intpllect among animals. even discovering some aspects
of "ethical" behaviour, for instance, among dogs (conscience,
responsibility, a chivalrous attitude to females and pups, etc.), but
shdws that ohe must discern a qiralitative distinction betwein man and
the animal. Neither conscience, nor loyalty among dogs has anything
in common with the groping along "the labyrinth of moral obligations"
which frequently accompanies human behaviour. The dog "only
knows in minute measure the conflict between inclination and
obligation.... Seen from the viewpoint of human responsibilities, even
the most faithful dog is to a large extent amoral."t

In another book, Lorenz gives the example of "chfvalrous"
bohaviour on the part of a wolf when he spares a weaker ailversary
who is tired of the fieht and admits his defeat (by offering his
unprotected neck, the most vulnerable place where a bite would be
fatal), and says that some animals have innate restraining mechanisms
fixed by heredity. In his book King Solomon's Ringhe says that this
kind of mechanism is no more than an outward analogue and at best a
remote predecessor of man's social ethics. Hence the need to be
extremely wary of any attempts to extrapolate ethical criteria to
relations among animals. Lorenz opposes any attempts to an-
thropomorphise animal behaviour, that is, to ascribe to animals
everything that is characteristic of relations between men. "The
essence of creative organic evolution is that it produces completely
new and higher characters which were in no way indicated or even
implicit in the preceding stage from which they took their origin. Of
course, even today, the animal is still present in man, but never man in
1t0

the animd. Our 3cncalogical examination methods which necessarily
proceed from thc lowest step, from the animal, enable us to see in
clear reliof thc csscntially human, the hiefi achievements of human
reason and cthics which have never existed in the animal world."e

Howcyor, Lorenz's correct ideas are somewhat debased by his
ur8p (which will be discerned in the works we have quoted here) to put
humrn and animal behaviour on the same footing. In his book On
Aggnsslonand in various other writings, he claims, for instance, that
a8grcttivcncgs has been inherited by man from animals. He says that
intratpccific aggression is an instinct which is common to man and
othor hilher vertebrate animals. Whenever aggressiveness cannot be
contalncd it tends to spill over both among aninials and among men.
But while many animals have a special mechanism inhibiting
rtlfesaive action with respect to their llke (as, for instance, the
tbove-mentioned submissiveness of the vanquished wolf arouses the
vlctor's clemency), among men, with the development of weapons
and new. methods of killing their kind the instinct of aggressiveness
mccts less resistance in the innate taboo of fratricide. There remains
only one hope-human reason and ethics, awareness of moral
responsibility, etc. In this way Lorenz appears to enhance the
importance of the "moral factor" in the life of society. He stresses the
nccd to develop contacts (especially personal contacts) between men,
oducation designed to strengthen the internal taboos to destroy other
mcn, cducation against nationalism and racism, etc.

But while emphasising the role of moral motivations in behaviour,
Lorcnz still says that the instinct of aggressiveness is the basic factor
of behaviour, and so suggests that in this respect man has not made
any headway at all in the matter of self-possession.

We believe that these are obvious overstatements. Althouglr
Lorcnz does pin some hope on the education and growing moral
rorpohsibility of men for their future, he appears to take a dim view of
that futurc. Indeed, what can one expect of man who has not made
rny hcadway in self-control, despite the age-old moral prescriptions
end taboos? After all, he is burdened with hereditary aggressiveness,
that is, an urge to kill his kind, while increasingly losing the innate
restraints. Nor is man able, for the time being, to exercise any control
over his social relations. Lorenz says: "If... we are powerless against
the pathological disintegration of our social structure, and if, armed
with atomic weapons, we cannot control our aggressive behaviour any
more sensibly than any animal species, this deplorable situation is
largely Uue to our arrogant refusal to regard our own behaviour as
oubject to the laws of nature and as accessible to causal analysis." r0

But what can one obtain from an analysis of human behaviour
tubjcct to the laws of nature for control of social structure and human
rctr? After reading his book, one is left with the impression that the
ruthor tends to ignore the aEcomplishments of social science. He does
0rprc!8 Eome encouraging views about man and his development and
rho ol thc possibility of lruman reason and ethics controlling animal
horodity, birt insteai of 'being well.grounded propositions ihey are
morc in the nature of pious hopes and wishes.
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We think that the fundamental flaw in these views is that the
problem of control over "aggressive behaviour" is not presented as a
social problem, that is, in the light of historical development and its
tendencies, the struggle of advanced social forces in present-day
society against reaction, and the effort to do away with exploitation
and war. If anything, Lorenz's advice concerning the danger of
aggression and the need to avert it fails to go to the heart of the
matter. He suggests self-knowledge as a means of combating this
danger (that is, a study of the causal nexus governing human
behaviour), including both ethological research and psychoanalysis of
so-called sublimation, that is, the orientation of man's instinctive
activity to the higher realms (poetry, music, painting and science),
which helps to foster men in a spirit of respect for human values and
ideals. Fdrthermore, he urges the establishment of human contacts or
friendship between individuals representing different ideologies and
nations, the need duly to rechannel bellicose enthusiasm, develop
sport, etc. We have no reason to doubt the sincerity of all these
intentions to check aggressiveness, even if the author fails to see its
sources. But that is not what has been generally brought out in his
book. The bourgeois press has advertised it as an epoch-making
worldwide bestseller, with special emphasis on the "killer instinct"
which is allegedly common to man and the animals, an instinct which
is less subject to control among men than it is among most wild
animals. Indeed, whether the author likes it or not, these assertions
are akin to the cynical statements of Robert Ardrey, which have been
widely popularised: "We know above all that man is a portion of the
natural world... We are Cain's children."rr

Actually, we have no authentic data about any innate sources of
man's aggressiveness. Scientists who regard man as a predator seeing
others as his prey or as a means to attain his ends, are apparently
aware only of the relationships between men which are characteristic
of the society based on the principle of money-making. But these
relationships have not been created by nature, and men who act as
predators and aggressors are not such by nature. In such a society (as
in any other exploitative society) there are also me4 and women
fighting for freedom, progress and enlightenment of the masses, men
and women prepared to make sacrifices for that end. Indeed, are they
moved by any aggxessive purposes? Is it also right to say that the
masses of men involved in the aggressive wars waged in the interests
of capital do so out of innate aggressiveness? One need only pose
these questions to realise the groundlessness of the conception of
man's innate aggressiveness. We say nothing about the very different
interpretation given by men in various periods to the conception of
aggression, the difficulties involved in its legal definition, etc.

In the animal context, the term "aggression" is used to denote the
more ferocious forms of competition or struggle for survival, but
many naturalists assure us that these forms are not as widespread as
one would think. According to the well-known US scientist Ernst
Mayr, "in most cases ... dramatic competition occurs only where two
species come newly into contact or where a radical change of the
1t2

environment upsets the previously existing dynami-c balance"..The
author refers t6 other sci-entists who claim that "such an acute phase
of competition is often 'a relatively evanescent stage 

- 
in- the

relationship of animal species' and will bg leplaced by a ne-w-balance
in which s6verc competition is avoided."t2 Competition both between
and within species is a biological relationship, refe-rence to which does
not in any ri,ay help to undlrstand the nature of social relations.

Wc think tliat th-e most substantial objection to Lorenz's approach
ic that it ic not right to equate ethological "aggression" and political
aggrccoion. In gEneral, ihe use. of conceptions like aggression,
c&rpctition, parasitism , etc., in the same meaning when app-lied to
aninialr and hen cannot help to gain a correct understanding of
Uioioiicat or of social phenomina.,3 This has been repeatedly brought
out 5y the founders of Marxist-Leninist theory. f1V analo-gie-s

bctwcin animals and men need to be very carefully weighed.
Observations of animals are frequently tainted with anthropomorph-
iom or sociomorphism, which now and again springs from the
obgcrver's own limited experience.

The American scientiits V. Dethier and E. Stellar say that
references to instincts in general need to take account of the fact that
"in many cases instinctive behaviour is not an infallibly-accurate
'fixed pattern' of response, since there is too much variability-in the
bchaviour of even simple organisms, and the behaviour of the higher
ortiimiimi ii t6nstantiy being modified and shaped by.individual
exlerience and learning." In virtue of these and other considerations,
thd two scientists object to any free-wheeling use of the conception of
instincts in application to animals, to say nothing oJ pan. Tlpy ryga1f
the claim thit "man fought because he had a fighting instinct" with
unconcealed irony.ra One can, of course, distinguish more and less
"aggressive" characters among men (just as one can distinguish
dif-Erent degrees of aggressiveness among animals), but that-does not
3ivc any grolrnd at all for saying that wars_am-ong states are due to the

frevalehc-e of "aggressive"-ov6r "peaceable" characters among the
citizens of these states.

Attempts have also been made to deduce from organic evolution
such traiti of human behaviour like altruism and egoism, love and
jealousy, and to apply these terms as completely similar characteris-
iics for'tire behavi-oiriof animals and men. Here is Lorenzonce again:
"If, in the Greylag Goose and in man, highly complex norms of
behaviour, such-asJa[ing in love, strife for ranking order, jealousy,
grieving, etc., are not onfi similar but down to the most absurd details
Ihe sarie, we can be sure that everyone of these instincts has a very
special survival value,-in each case almost or quite the same in the
Greylag and in man."rj

OnJ must object most seriously to such comparisons,-above all
becauSe of the anthropomorphic characteristic of animal behaviour
which is completely identified with human behaviour.

The conception of value which is very often used by naturalists to
designate both "evolutionary value" and "ethical value" cannot, we
beliJve, lead to anything exiept confusion in studying the behaviour
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of animals and men. Take as in exanlple the conception of altruism. A
study of-animal behaviour shows that in the course of evolution many
of them have deve.loped a capability for self-sacrifice, which helps thi
group to 9r,rrv!ve.l6 But there is hardly any doubt that this capiUitity
has no ethical value, because it does not involve any free clioice or
m-oral purpose, but merely indicates a biological adaptation. That is
why naturalists themselves take a sceptical view of-the use of the
gonception of "altruism" in application both to animals and man.
"Though in bird behaviour we may find models which demonstrate
the selective advantage of 'altruism", wo must be careful about
regarding this as an ethical phenomenon. It is true that birds do learn;
long ig. handed down from generation to generation by imitation and
local dialects can deve_lopl and the geographical spread by learning of
other behavioural traits has been reCorded. Bul bird behavioui is
largely genetically programmed. Similarly, we must agree... that the
'b-ravery' of soldier ants is not an action calling for moial assessment
of any kind."l7-- 

T-fie sa-i applies to egoism as a "norm" of individual behaviour.
Among animals this "norrl" does not require any moral assessment,
encouragement or condemnation. In The German ldeology, Marx and
Engcls said- that "no dog has ever made phosphorus... oui of a bone,
any more than it has ever 'got into its head' anyttring about its .right;
to a bone". But some men will claim that a doc-fichi has the puroose
of establishing the right of ownership, to providJ a moral sincilon,
and prescribe the force of a natural law, an-approach which does not,
of course, d-o anything to help one gain a beitEr understanding eithei
of law or of morality.

/

rf !t rt

The comparison of human and animal behaviour has its limits, as
we have suggested above. The dividing line runs where man is
regarded only as an aggregation of physical and spiritual forces of the
living organism taken outside the context of the given social structure.
That is the sense in which Marx has used ihe term ..the human
organism". In real terms this always has the specific features which
charactgrise it at the given time and in the given historical conditions,
{gpending on the development of produition and social relations.
lhen abstracting ogrselves from trhesc conditions, we can speak
about-man-ig.general as a social animal and cor4pare his behaiiour
wit} that of his animal ancestors, immediate and frore distant ones.rt
We can compare human labour taken in general with animal forms of
"labour" and establish the specific natu:e of human labour as
distinct from the "labour" of animals, together with the specifics of
o_ther expressions of human activity as cortpared with animil activity.
However considerable the gap between man and animals, it is not
absolute.

But the natural-historical connection between man and the animal
world, the connection between human labour and animal operations,
1t4

etc., does not givc any ground at all for trying to find in the animalworld even in embryonic form what Marxist political economy
designatca, fo_r -instance, as simple and comple4 66;r, as-;6stract
and concroto labour, as necessary and surpl'us tluoui, tb trv to rinaq: kfr,plgl of com.modity proiuctio", ;;aha"s;, ii"r,*d" rau",ctc. Ncltncr social science, nor the science of animal behav:iour can
!?t!. ry,!! qgtosils. in natur.e. According to th;;;;iana-i"e-irenci,
ctnoroSr_rt, I(cmy. chauvin, the basic task of ethology is to ieek andltudy "thr principal and characteristic line of actiiity" of definite
lpGcior ol-animals, the line.which is "pivotal for the wh6le uetravioui,to rtudy thc -behaviour of the or-ga-nisrn as_ a r.rlnciio" of nJ""ti"itv
and thc dctails in the context oithe whole.;ra---

chauvin adds that human activity a$ the activity of any of man'smort dcvcloped ancestors are quit6 different. ..Thiough Jpii"t *"nlvc moved so far away from the- animals that no com6arison isporsiblc in the intellectual sphere."a As roitte 
"-otiona ip["i", rri31y-r that here the comparison between man and ariimats is

undoubtbdly_most importarit. He writes: 'rn teims ori.Jiio", 
", 

inpathology, Man is farfrom Fioe " B?r gr 
" 

M""il"v, u,ililiiii," tr,"doctors of their animals and yo--u wil inexorabi, [*l1h;ii..i"o""
back two centuries. It is in this sense that .our ini"oiuioiir"ii'"",
oerve psychology as they have already served human Ui"f"o".'",

Animals used in experiments or under observation can -Jdvance
man's biological or psyahological knowledge-(both fiii i"tiirJ"t al and
nrE.emorlo-nat srde) but we do not think they can help advance our
y1lgrltaqaing of human ethics, unress ethici ano Lii'"nioui'(io,n"-
tnlng w€ have dealt with above) and ethics and mental procesies are
equated. 

- 
The natural foundation of mental_ acti"itvli t[" 

-Jiui""i
matter of the natural sciences on- which psyctrotoCi i"li".l nut rn*'.meqtal aclivity is of sociar origin, and pjycholob, *irii,t ni&", 

"rtudv. of the specifics of.this actility, musi riec"ii"iirv i"r:iiiri'* tr,"
rocial sciences, -especially the sciences formulatingihe ienerai la*,governlng the historical development of sociely an-d the laws
3ove.rning the development of iefinite sociat i<irmatioo..-wt"r,
m.,.rng-a study of the menlal processes shaped by social conditions,
Bll:h_olgsy a,o"q.l,gl substitute either for it'r,iJ. &itl,i"Jitioiy. ltoocs not deal with the origins of ethical norms, the moral criteria in
l*.:h:iT gl af ts, their rioral 

"ss"ssrneniJ 
;-i"t. Aiiil'.","..i-iirnJ,plychology is of vast importance for ethics and a scientific anatviis ofmorality, because no _study of moral t"t"ri",ir,--,ir"r 

"i"i.i,Hl"l_r.T"_il: etc., can afford t9 ienqre mental activiiy, its stru-ture,
:$_,:I_p^"1 and^ expressions of the human character, temperament,
ptnrln8 activity, motivations, will, emotions, etc. A 

"ery 
common

111y.1.n ethic?l writings is the confusion of man's mental and moralqualltres' so that now and again you will find volitional qualities beirig
l.Jllq9.-9^.":, motal, yitlout ani, referenCi to .oraf riurposes. WerfrGc with the view thatit would be useful to have a sp6ciat branch ofprychology, the psycholosv of moraliii.--'

Bccause individual moatiiy falls within the sphere of individualmcntrl activity, its naturar iremises, ai rr" fit;-saial-io- not
1tlt



constitute anything different as compared withlhe natural premises of
marr's mentil adtivity. But because man's mental activity is
inseparable from the 

-historical process which shapes.it,-we are
iustfried in speaking of the natural premises of morality in the same
iini" as the iremisis of history in gEneral. Marx a1{ Engels. believed
it uf tt "." 

iniiial premises of history lay in the bodily organisation of
inOiriAras, in th6ir relationship with the rest of nature and also in the
naiurat conditions to which thi individuals of every new generation
succeed and which they modify. The natural and subsequenfly ever
more historical condiiions created by men themselves are the
premisesof their further activity, with the new forms of social life and

"ciirity 
springing from earlier-ones and replacing them. Thus, with

iJsp"ci t6 boirieois society "the pre-bouigeois phases are .merely
hiitoical, that 

'is, 
already Llimina[ed premises". Accordingly, the

corraition6 of the bourgeoii mode of production "appear as c_onditions
wtiiit eliminate theiselves, and for that reason as conditions of
production which lay the histoical premises for a new social
iystem."2 The higher itructure of society makes it poss-ible t-o gain an
iisieht into the stiucture and relations_of production of all the forms
o1 s-ociety which have gone and from whosC elements and fragments it
has ueen built. .,whaiin the earlier forms of society was contained
only as a hint, has been developed here lin bourgeois-society-A'
Stri to full significance, etc. Thl human-anatomy is the key to the
ar,"lorny of tf,e monkey, but the hints of a higher order among the
iower siecies of animais can be understood only where that higher
order is already known."a

what Marx says about the premises of transition from one form of
sociity io anothei and from one species of animals to another should
not be taken to mean that the lower stage of development contains in
embrvo evervthing we find at the higher stage. Marxism does not
siiare suctr pieforriist conceptions. When speaking about "hints of a
trrgtti. ordei", Marx did nothave in mind that everything that is of a
iiiifiir order must have its "hints" among the lower orders of animals,
L-i-pecially in view of the fact that the "hints" can be discovered and
,"il6ioirA only when the higtrer stage is there, and not the other way
io""a. This means that the formula according to which "man has the
."." o. nearly the same features that the animals have, but only in a
more mature form" cannot be applied to man without important
reservations.

We often hear it said that human nature is immutable, but in such
instances we are never told what is meant by nature. If it is man's
physical structure, the biological mechanism of his behaviour, the
'heieditary properties going all the way back to the formation of man,
this stateinintls relatlvely true. According to the well-known Soviet
anthropologist Y. Roginsky, "modern mankind does not reveal-any
trace oi a iorphologiLal progress that could lead in the course of the
millenia to the-emergence of a new species as distinct from us as we
are from Sinanthropus and Palaeanthropus."z The structure of the
human body, the coitex and the mental peculiarities of men connected
1t6

with the activity of the brain do not differ in modern man from those
of our mogt ancicnt representatives.

But what is specific about man is his social nature, his social
relationg. Thc principle that the "individual is a product of heredity
and thc cnvironment" can no longer be applied to man withoui
important additional commentaries because in contrast to the animal,
man croatco his own "environment" and gains experience which is
much vacter than the animal's acquired habits of behaviour. The
history of human society is not a history of human populations and
Scnotic changes in these populations, but a history of iis culture, its
civiliration, which are unknown to the animal world.

Evcn primitive human society differs radically from any communi-
ty of animals, because there human behaviour is already "governed by
a culture transmitted from generation to generation in the form of
language, knowledge, rules, systems of social grouping, beliefs and
matcrial objects. The members of such [primitive-A. Sft.] com-
munities feel a sense of common identity based on a transmitted
mcmory of the past; they are governed by a system of values and they
havc a power of conceptualising social relationships".s.

Marx agreed with Adam Smith who saw clearly that "the
difference of natural talents in different men is, in reality, much less
than we are aware of; and the very different genius which appgars to
distinguish men of different professions, when grown up to ma-turity,
is not so much the cause as the effect of the division- of. labour.';*

Marx, Engels and Lenin showed that in human society even
natural processes (for instance, the reproduction of men) "are natural
laws, but these are the natural laws of man only at a definite stage of
historical development with a definite development of the productive
forces determined by man's historical process proper."n In other
words, natural laws are taken in the context of hisiorical develop-
ment, that is, the development of production, social relations, etc.
That_is the basis, in particular, of the Marxist-Leninist critique of the
Maltl-tusian law of population, the law of diminishing returns, etc.

Thc biological approach to ethics frequently amounts to the claim
that man "as' he is" has definite natural requirements (in food,
housing, peop!9 of the opposite sex, etc.), that hL yearns for pleasure
and avoids suffering, and that these are the requirements and urges in
which one should seek the basic (natural) motivations foi his
Ehaviour. Indeed, morality has to be adapted to these requirements.
We shall not analyse in detail such ethical theorieb. Thiir rational
content consists in the conclusion that the satisfaction of material
requirements is an essential condition for man's spiritual develop-
T.9nt,- that preaching aimed at suppressing natural requirements
(likc-the preaching of asceticism, the mortification of the fleih, etc.) is
hogtile to man and that nature has a tendency to ..revenge itjeH" ior
ruch suppression. But "nature" cannot explain why and-under which
rocial conditions such ideas can be advocaied. What is the meaning of
thc advocacy of asceticism in Christianity and at the initial stagef of
the working-class movement? Why is it that in some conditioni men
do not avoid suffering but deliberately accept sacrifice.for a definite



goal and even set up a cult of sufferilg, arguing its ettric?l value, etc.?
Fluman morality cinnot, quite obviously, be based simply on the
demands for the satisfaction of man's naturirl requirements, because
these requirements themselves, being genetically connected with the
animal w:orld and differing with natuial conditions, are a product of
history in their proportions and mode of satisfaction. Apart from
naturit requireminti, man develops,, on the basis of his activity and
iis social ielations, a rich world- of social requirements, including
moral requirements engendered by historical-development..

Naturb has not pioduced a single capitalist or worker, nor,
accordingly, class mentality and ideg,lggy, moral rules and theories.
All thesd iie a product of history. Whenever reference is made to
such "eternal soirces of truth and morality" like the Old and the New
Testament, their very different interpretations at various periods of
history ari forgotteh. In the early stages, Christianity- was the
iaeotoiicat banrier of the deprived massei, and then the banner of
Kings-and Popes, Crusaderi and Inquisitors, -heretical sects and
i-e,U,iti, etc. It i1s impossible here to refer to man's everlasting nature
even ii only because (as the well-known turn-of-the-century Russian
Marxist, Piekhanov, showed) immutable nature cannot explain the
changini ideas, principles and rules and their diverse interpretation.
The -saie applies to refercnces to heredity in explaining social
ohenomena. Without the framework of the overall characteristics of
the genetic basis of behaviour in the organic world it is possible to
draw comparisons between man and animals, butthese are unaccepta-
ble whenever the laws of organic evolution are extrapolated to social
life, and vice versa. Consequently, it is wrong to reduce morality and
ethics to conclusions from etholoSy, just as it is wrong to convert
ethics into a part of ethology, and vice versa.

"All history," wrote M4fi, "is nothing but a continuous transfor-
mation of human nature.'.'r Throughout ihe history of class society,
the shaping of man has been inev:itably limited, and ttris limitation
consisted 'not only in the exclusion of one class from develolment,
Uui atso in the narrow-mindedness of the excluding class."a What was
uDDermost in Marx's mind here is capitalist society, in which man's
physical and spiritual properties are reduced to utilitarian needs -by
baiitat, instead- of being iegarded- as "something-that-is o/ a higher
order per se, as legitim {te pbr se."s He saw that the whole course of
historical development was paving the way for transition to a
communist.social-system in wliich tlie development of man would be
regardod as an end in itself , that is, preciseJY, as-something of.a highe-r
order "per se". That is the principle the fighters for a new society seek
to impliment. This principte is not realised in the restricted form of
bourgiois wealth, oi in the subordination to it of all human relations,
but ii man's growing mastery of the forces of nature and the forees of
his own natuie, thatls, the sphere of social relations. In contrast to all
its earlier restricted forms, ihis wealth is "an absolute expression of
man's creative endowments, without any other premises but preced-
ing historical development, which makes this coherent development
an end in itself."3r
Itt
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This cohcrcncc is,-in fac!, lhe fullest development of man's social
nature, which ic- possible only in a society in which men's ritarioo. 

"remost dcvclopod, and social inequ?rity, competition and tii--i-eilum
omnlum contta omneseliminated, thatii, the verythingr irr"iir# unogpin givc rlrg to definite as.o"iaiio* riith preaatory behaviour in the

U'{t#l,l',h?i'r"l:,:l;li*q*slli":iitiitr,*kitS*condltionr of existence. nre moiaiaspect of -"n',-lol-erentdcvclopmcnt is the deveropment of[r-"n s:"rid"rity *a 
"ooi'Jiliion,fratcrnal rclations between -"n *d 

""tio"., the iostering'oi !r".ymcmbcr of societv in a spirit of joint stru-geG il;;-.; ir;'.F#ei anatnditions of the ord sociity, ana roi ;;ffia';-b"tr[r],itui"-"'ia rt.cohoion in one fraternal fiiniii.
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Developing Countries:
Ner Re*arches

Scientific and Technological Progress
and Social Orientation
qroRoY SKOROV

Slnce 1974 the lnstitute of the World Economy and lnternational Relations of th€
Acad€my of Sciences of the USSR, in conjunction with the Mvsl Publishers, has
been producing a series of joint monographs ontitled "The Economies and
Pollcles of Developing Countries". We have already acquainted our readers with
tho tlrlt book ln the series-Developing Countries: Regularities, Trends and
Procpects-wlen we published a chapterirom this work inbur journal No.4, 197S
and a revlew of the book in this issue. The current issue of our {uarterly carries, in
an abrldged form, the concluding chapter ol the second book bf the ieries- De-
veloplng Countries: Science, Technology and Economic Growth.

The Editors

The specific nature of the scientific and technological revolution
as a worldwide process consists in the fact that, in the main, its active
development takes place in industrially developed socialist and
capitalist countries, with all the differences inherent in these two
opposing social systems. As for the developing countries it is
introduced into them from outside. As a consequence of economic
backwardness, a shortage of scientific, engineering and technical
personnel and the underdeveloped nature of the scientific infrastruc-
ture and industrial base, these countries, with a few exceptions, are at
present only consumers of technical innovations developed in other
countries. Shifts in the scientific and technical base ol the Third
World take place mainly as a result of external rather than internal
stimuli and represent a complex interweaving of two different
processes-the industrial revolution, at least 150 to 200 years late in
arriving in these countries, for which capitalism is to blame, and the

G. Skorov, D. Sc. (Econ.), Professor, Head of the scientific andtechnological
progress sectot of the Department of the Economies and Policies
of the Developing Countries, Institute of the World Economy and
International Relations, USSR Academy of Sciences. Author ol
the monograpfts.' French Imperialism in West Africa; Who
Needs Euroafrica?; Integf,ation of Education and Economic
Planning in Tanzania and others.
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scientific and technological revolution. It is practically impossible to
distinguish between these processes in developing countries.

Foi many of them the techniques and technology developed at
the end of the last or the beginning of this century (the electric motor,
conveyor, tractor, radio and chemical fertilisers) are fundamentally
new productive forces (in comparison with those in current use), and
their use means a true revolution in productive forces. There is no
need to say that the use of computers, nuclear reactors, polymers,
laser technology and satellite communications-all the innumerable
innovations brought about by the scientific and technological
revolution exert an ever greater influence on the former colonial
periphery. At the moment, however, one can only talk of individual,
isolated "break-throughs" of the scientific and technological revolu-
tion into the Third World.t

TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

As the national scientific and technical potential of newly-free
states gxows and gains in strength, the situation will changg. The
geographical limits on the active development of the scientific and
[eclinological revolution will expand. The last decades of the 2fth
century mieht be a period during which the developing countries
will intensively participate in world technolotical progress in
particulir forms reflecting the socio-economic conditions within these
iountries, real progress in their science and the impac! of world
scientific and tlchnical achievements. Along with India, which,
during the 1960s, was responsible for one out of every-forty
discovcries made in the world, by the end of the present decade and
particularly in the 1980s, Mexico, Brazil, Egypt and a number of-other
Ttrira Woitd countries will probably be in a position to make an
independent contribution to the development of science and tech-
nology.

li-ttre coming ygars, scientific and technological progress in-these
countrieS will bi the result of interaction between many diverse
factors-economic and political, scientific and technical-which
will either assist or hinder, accelerate or slow down its rate of
development. These,factors may be divided into two-gf,oups. The first
includis internal conditions: the nature and extent of socio-economic
transformations, the establishment of an economic mechanism
ensuring constant renewal of the production base, the qevelopment of
internal-scientific and technical pbtential. The second group consists
of external conditions: the competition and struS8le between the two
opposing social systems,expansionof comprehensivelinks between
Oeveloping countries and the socialist community, ? neY b.?lance of

""nii'Uiiween 
the Third World and the developed capitalist states

IrJ--.tt""gtt"rri"g of economic and political ties between the
developing countries themselves.
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Current trcnds in.t.!e development of productive forces in thecapitarist world oermit the assumf,tion itrit, i, iri" 
""". 

ruiuiJ, ru.tn",shifts wil take irace in_ trre a-iitri'uuiil;i';i,;d ffiailil;:tigr,rvscience-intensivi branch". oi indu.tri,' iqui.irg ;-;J;i;;'hiorogy
a-nd a qualified rabour.force, wil uecomi in"r""slngty con"l-ritr"t"o i,the de veloped cou ntrie s, wh ile ind;#i; ; r, qu iiinE-iuiii' -"-, 

o,irt, orlabour and materiats, such u. 
"onrivoi 

p.oiu.-t-iin,-ifi"tliii,iiv _ametal-wo.rkirlg, the manufacture of r'aile'-size units and assembries,the production and. assembrv or iiinsilt*-';;;-'fv "i.i], tn.m-anufacture of the simprest erectronii 
"irip.irt, ira 

"rJo 
ii-d'istrieswhich pollute the envirbnment, wil evidlnhi Li irrn.r.rr""a"inlr"ur_inglv to the deveropine 

"ouniiii.. ii" 
-intiniriyilc;;;i;i""r 

"naenergy crises in the'wdsr *iii tiirp tihi.- pro."r, arong. A number ofchemical enterorise.s- requiring ixpensiue purification plant are
p_lre ad v "e m igraiing" tro ni iiii- 3e u. l'ipii' 

"ip.ii;il ;i;; t Jltx" r op-ing countries. where poflution of tire ent]ironmenl'i. n"oil"t 
",significant and where', l;:tt," -."iiritv ;iA;, "r#i" ,i. ,ocorresponding nature-preservation l"gi.t"iion.

This transfer cannot but resurt in a certain_ increase in employ-ment, industrialisation and infro_w of new iictrnidG;; ii"ililir;dvinto devetoping countries. ai [r" iu."'ii.", h";;";;;r 
"niuir. "nincrea$e in the amount of profit exported-froilih;;; 

"luntii".-"ro "strengthening of their tecrinicar anb rinaniiai-;;;;;;i"-Gp;ii"r,""
on the. m-ain capiralist centres rto sav 

-"oitring 
ot'irr" 

-"iii"-o,ir"ur"
ecological consequences).

.-rn the coming quarter-century, the following quaritative changeswill take place in the developr"rt of the productive forces of ThirdWorld countries: increasing irse of .""t",ilriAl;;.t;;-;;,i, #UUourand transition to machine [roduition il th"l;a;T;;6;;#. Jt,rcecoremy. At the same time, in a numbe, oi ui"nt}[.]-r-uit 
".agriculture, construction, -handicraft lioiuction 

"na 

-p*iiiilv-i-n 
trr"service s_-sphere, manuar' rabour wi[ bi ;;6i;;il; I".[i.ia"iuur"extent. The coexistence in the economy of thi mosi"au""""Jiii trr"most backward labour methods wilr niturarit hid;;-;;/ii"rir." inthe level of mechanisation on ttre scari Lr-tm *tiot"'""onoilv i,

lgy,elop,ine. countries.. As far as automation i. 
"onclrneil"it'wilrevrdenfly develop only. in individuar enterprises, the largeii and-mostadvanced, primarily those in the pubric'sector or connected withforeign capital.

On the whole, the introduction of new techniques and technologywill,. as before, be herd back by the enormous ind iuJ. inciiasirrg
l_u_T-b". of unemproyed. and semi-emptoyia. no*i 

"..,-"t"r"-uJt- 
t*oracrors mlght be menlio.ned w-hich operate in the opposite direc_tion-the limited oossibilities tor usi,ielow-skiled r"ii,uil" runvbranches of modirn industry 

-rno 'if;.'-ln"rC"."- 
lr";h; 'rri" 

"raccumulation which accompanies a rise in tfii oiiani"co.p'oriiion otcapital. For this reason (in spite of statements made by public figuresin a number of developing iountries ;;;h; ;;;;.rrrir'riilii ru?"i"g
the rate of mechanisati-on or for its selective appticati6n) ttreiec[*i#



ilt'i,H:'f,l"l?1#'Ul*"#'ifi I":::1T.;:"XILi'"#"""1::"*""'f#";;fi 
""iuiritv 

-iii ;i";iif il -and. 
tichnological progress in

H""ir.':*?#tiir;:i:il;""l",iJtl#:'h11f H13frfJ'Hi":",;
;;:fi;u".;;; r;;ih";;;E:iia"p"nai't states' ro the extentthat' in

the comins years, *"h;iu;i'1ii1'-G ;.9 licences will be imported

from the capitalist world, ateriain incre?.se in the dependenceof the

!'""r1]r"iiri [.""i'i". o,i'1fr.,;;il;;it"tist centre s ii ine vitable' On

the other hand, howl';;-"iii;i;;i-it ,", be to borrow foreign

technical achievemeni;'tft ;ilG'iai'noi ti compared with- those of

;;ii$-; fi il ;;-hilil;ff ;;;l;" *l u"' Ja on a 
-do 

me s tic sc ientiric

and technical base.
With the ever increasing de^velopment of world science and

,""rii.iigi,-til t"1i;;iil[Er iirt Gt''een the advanced and the

technically u.ctwarJ'""Jintries-will become ever deeper. while

[:i",'"4'*.:'*[ff*"*"}l,i**'y-k+rl:%ys:!#'.riih'i
countries wilt remaiir- ;;"fi;; a^s to.ng as their scientific and

technical base lags uiiiriiiiii"y"r or t".g1r"ically adva-nced countries.

iri".l:t:;*i1ii:1"1"'il'-i':f,:tTf,f,3*iii;Ill;:f Ht:l:rff :
division of the Third world into sepirate groups of countries which

;;;;; Jistinct at the turn of the-.1970si ^--.--,^-!^^, --^ara"--i"'tt"-iiring yifi, siientific and technological progress in

a"*iopi;e 
-d;;i"i;iii ;;;;;"ttv-io'"' three different' thoush

interconnected, Processes:
1) the use of .;;#i" and technical achievements which are

already widespread #ffi;-'ffi; fla"{n-ry"d in industriallv developed

#:ftbiit:mroll:'t"-;,uHffi ,::"l;1"8i&?,',iilisli:

'"r'f lffi ttssliiiHll""#"r;';:i]".Eiif icdiscoverieswhichmav

be made in the near tiii"*lriffiEially developed countries towards

tfl :"#;$#:'#ii:'.'Hiff :f'i";"Jir'ff ilxlffi i,f i'il#3i!:
lii"JtiiJ'i""iili-pl-anning ina so-on); . . !,-i ^--L-:^-r :-

3) the devetopririi i?Jl-rrtroauciior, of original technical .innova'
,io# rli-,tJ ;;i;;;.fi .,?A;;dpfit countries-or in conjunction with

scientists trom aeveiolpeA- tt"iJtt i-to1 .exalnnl-e'. the creation- of an
..intermediat"" t""nilj5; ;'frt;t &ld ;i." labour productivitv in

#;il,;A;lroduction ind ensure morc efficient use of scattered

t"to#i*" 
of scientific and technolqsicat prg.sres,s in $-evelqninq

countries wiil aep!n[^'i.i*"riii- on {e grriortfi -of .their .national
,Jii"iiiiJ poiinti"f, lut i; 6 ;'-. sm-all exient on the degree to which

riiiJJ il[i'"[ [i"J i iJrJop"A .ii"ntific-research and.production base

;ffi;tffir;iirinsr".i to-de*t" their efforts to solvingthe problems

;;;;ifi.: t. deveiop-iii 
""unt 

i".. For example, research carried out

i_ilfi iil"'h.fi ;f -J"ffi 
ti.t.- Iiom developed' countries in the f ield of
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plapt geqglics has shown that such help can prove extremely effectivo
and- significanly speed up the solutioii of a number of tliJetonomic
problems of dcveloping countries.

. The. participation of highly developed states in working out
scientific and technical problems of diiect intgrest to oi"ii6pG
countriee is closely connected with international d6tente ana ieiucl
tron in the arms race. Expenditure on armaments is an enormous
rcscrve for increasing economic, scientific and technical 

-aid 
to

countries in need of it. This reserve includes arms industrv i"paciti,
raw and other materials and labour poryer. The transfer of ivJri a pat
of this capacity and resources to peiceful development couia lioa1r",a tremendous economic effect. According to cLrtain estimaies, the
usc.of only l0 per cent of the world's annu-al militaii 

"*pinaiture 
ro,

capital investment in civil produbtion would allow an increase of
one-third in the accumulation fund of developing countries.2 From
this point of view, the recent suggestions made by t-he soviet union to
cutback on the military budgets of the member countries of the uN
security council by 10 per cent and to use part of the resources thus
saved for aid to developing. countries, as well as to forbid
influence on the environment and climate to military and other ends
incompatible with international security and the welfare and health of
people, are direcfly related to the prospects of scientific and
technological progress in the Third world.-Each real steD towards
disarmament will bear tangible fruit foi all mankind, inciuding the
peoples of developing countries.

The main trends of scientific and technological progress in
developing countries in the remaining 25 years of thi. cenlurv will
evidently c-orrespo-nd to those in theteveiopment oi-tnoila i"'i"n""
and technology. These include:

- Ihe de-velopment of power engineering, primarily through the
use rf nuclear power and othei ..non-traditional"' sourcis of
energy-solar, wind, geothermal, tidal and others, which are
acquiring increasing significance as a result of the current energy
crlsrs;

- the discovery of new, highly productive food crops and
breeds of catfle and fowl, and also the industrial production of
protein;
. - comprehensive use of the resources of the world's ocean,
including the mining of minerals, artificial fish breeding and the
development of economic methods of purifying sea-water;

- the prospecting for and exploitation of natural resources;

- the creation of a wide range of synthetic materials on the basis
of the chemical industry;

:- th9 development of soft and low-waste technology
with a view to the multiplg use of scarce and irreplaceable resources
and reduction of environmental pollution;

- a further extension of the use of computers, laser technology
and -artificial multipurpose earth satellites llong-distance telecom-
munications, weather forecasting, the elimination of illiteracy,
geological prospecting, etc.);
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- the creation of fundamentally new and improvement of
existing means of transPo-rt;- 

--'-_ 
[trc oJvelopment'of biology and medicine, *!ri"l will provide

reliable-me.ans of curing illnessei, improving man's living conditions
and family planning.--Wildil it " ftuio"*ork of these basic trends, research and

a"""ioo.lr[ 
-of 

inairiA,ral scientific and technical problems will
;;;;;e;;--n"tio*ot priorities, the conditions and resources within
;#i-;;r;Lt;;a ;r'efforts made on a national, regional and world
iciii.--ft"rt'is no doubt that technological progress includes

iroirJrOoi^ 
-potential 

opportunities for raising the economic and

i ifiiri"f i"r"l'of developirig countries, creating the material precondi-

tions for them to "step over" a number of intermediate- stages in the

iiistorical evolution of productive forces. However, the use of the

;;;;il po-i*iia oppbrtunities of technological progf,ess requires
specific socio-economic conditions'

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOCIAL ORIENTATION
OF DEVELOPMENT

The obstacles which the scientific and te-chnological revolution

"n"""nt"* 
in aevetoplA-cafitalist countrie-s., which are enSendered bY

;h;; d.;;;;;;i;a io'cio-i"onomic contradictions, testifv to the fact
iii"i, gi"J" tt i powerful modern.pr.oduction 

"qP"{?llt- Td, nur.nerous

hichlv-skillea e"rsorrnJ, itre capl'tatist system limits considerably lhe
iliil;"i;;; fi;;;;;;Lni ""d 

furthei development of productive

ioiii.. l-".in driw "iiiriion 
to this long before-the current scientific

;Ji;;d;i;Si""l r""oiution *tten he n6ted that "capitalist technolo-

iv-it lirii""."iniy, a"v ui dav, out-growins tbe *:i4,,"9[9itiont
iifri"t 

-condemil ii,"-ioi[itrg leople 
-to wage-slavery."3..This has

uJliiir" p-iiti;i"rly noticiauie in d',t time, wlth.the to:i4i:1!':" of

irJiiiiiiS, i. i;";i";;d ffit"rirt.countries reaching a truly gigantic

scale and the appro-pri.t-i.io ot. tt " social product, in spite of all

state-monopoly measures, remaining private'
- -h-e;;;ibpirs a.untti; ; numerois'obstacle s block. the path nf the

."i"ntiiic ""i te-"trn"f ogic"f revolution, obstacles which result,from
tt "ii ."Uorainate and "dlpendent position in the world capitalist
;;;";;-;t;i;;, fio,, -t-t-.i i-matdritv of their national capitalism'
Ir-J;ii;;;6;ili., or .o"i"t relations bv p-re-capitalist {orms of

"tl""rnv. 
a-n-d from &;r"tt;;omic backw-ariness. In contrast with

ffi;ilile, ;;;it"i[i;""Lii", where the main task is the search for
;;;-;"y, or aaapting iiate-monopoly capitalist relations,j,o-_t1:
oroductiire forces wtrlctr already exist and are constanuy. 8alrung m

[;;;fiitr. iil t".i *nicn faces developing countries is the creation
of rirodern productive forces, without which there can be no

iirt:i"""iiiirfi tecrrnologic"t pioer"ss nor' consequently' scientific
and technological revolution.-l ffia;;;tat quistion arises in this connection: can.capitalism
.ofii ilii-pi.i6f"n1?'e scientific analysis of the real development of
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newly-liberated countries permits an unqualified negative reply to this
question.

The very nature of the problems which developing countries have
to solve in overcoming their age-old backwardness and in creating
new productive forces and production relations is such that a social
systcm based on exploitation and the pursuit of profit cannot solve
them cuccessfully in the interests of the majority of the population.
This is cqually true as far as both the general problems of the
dcvelopment of a backward econgmy and the specific problems of the
dcvelopment of science and technology in the Third World are
conccrncd.

The restructuring of social relations and their liberation from all
survivals of the Middle Ages and above all from backward agrarian
rclations, is the most important condition for improving agriculture,
for development of the domestic market and for solving the problem
of accumulation. The national bourgeoisie, with its multiple connec-
tions with semi-feudal land ownership, with merchant and usury
capital and other pre-capitalist structures, is unable to carry out
radical agrarian reforms-to eliminate estate and latifundia land
ownership and archaic use of the land. It confines itself everywhere to
superficial changes in the system of rents and does not solve the land
question in favour of the peasants. Without thorough agrarian
reforms, however, there can be no technological progress either in
agriculture, or in industry and other branches of the national
economy.

Another measure without which the problem of scientific and
technological progress canhot be satisfactorily solved is connected
with radical social reconstruction. This is the establishment of
effective control over the activities of foreign capital. The most
general trend in the policies of developing countries in relation to
foreign capital in the last two deoades has been to limit its freedom of
activity-the investment sphere, conditions for the establishment of
joint companies, reinvestment and the transfer of profits abroad and
so on. All the same, the overall sum of foreign capital investment in
developing countries increased significantly in comparison with the
period just before the Second World War. The amount of profit
annually exported from these countries by foreign monopoly capital
(in spite of a certain fall in tle rate of profit due to the limiting
measures taken by national governments) continues to increase. This
means that young states, excluding those with a socialist orientation,
in which the position of foreign capital is put under pressure and
undermined, have not succeeded in stopping the oufflow of
accumulations caused by the activities of foreign monopolies.

The most important economic problem-to ensure a planned
restructuring of the national economy (including overcoming its
agrarian and raw material orientation and coordinated development of
industry, agriculture, the infrastructure and the services sphere)
cannot be solved by private enterprise. It requires centralised, overall
state planning of the basic economic proportions, the systematic
redistribution of the national income in favour of the working classes,
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efficient rnobilisation of domestic accumulations and their use in the
interests of the whole of society, i. e., a complex of measures which
are linked with restructuring the society on a socialist basis.

The problem of employment, or the Productive use of labour
power, is shown by the development of newly-liberated- .states,
cannof be solved by i market economy and capitalist profitability. A
contradiction existi between the use of the national accumulation
fund for raising productivity of employed labour and increasing the
overall numbeis- of employed, a contradiction which requires an
optimal balance between intensive and extensive ways of producing
tlie national income. This balance takes account of the acuteness of
the problem of employment, of the short- and long-term interests of
development, of -th6 overall magnitude and structure of the
accumirlation fund and a number of other factors. Only a state which
acts in the interests of the whole of society can carry out a programme
of measures making it possible in the future to solve such a complex
problem as that of the full employmen! of labour resources.

The solution of internal problems of development in 1ewlyl
tiUeiaila- Countries is insepaiably linked with the necessity of
ii-s}uCt"ri"g their foreign lconomic connections on 

-a-n- 
equal and

inui"Ary piofitable basIs. Such is the basis on which relations
betweeri frhe young states and the socialist community develop.
Howe.rer, the-ovenfuhelming majority of developing countrie.s have
not yet broken away from-the worid capitalist -economy' A.large
pioplrition of their foreign economic links is with developed capitalist
'co"ittrii.. ttris is why-progressive changes within this system of
iionomy have become-thi isiue of the day. Such a task is beyond the
iaoaUitiiies of individual developing countribs. It will inevitably
;;4"fu; ionsiderable time, a persistent s!-ruggle against international
mohopoty capital and the bloC of imperialist countries and an alliance
;i-;tiiil anti-imperialist forces of ihe world. It is obvious that the
ai"p". and the more radical the anti-capitalist transformation of the
aooiCttrc life of liberatod countries, the more rapid will- pe the
i*iirli*i.i oi- t[r" iystem of international capitdlist division of
labour, since this is also basically anti-capitalist in n?tu1s'-_-lt".,-" 

catit"li.t path of dev-elopmeni is incapable of -solving. 
in

".t*t"'any of the' key economic problems facinS-develoP-ing

"ourrt 
i"s, either becaus6 of the weakness of national-capitalism

wiitri" tt6se countries, its exploitative nature and incapacity to solve
problems beyond the bounds of the market economy' or as a
Eonsiq"inie'of its links with pre-capitalist forms of economy and
dependence on foreign monopoly capi14. Some of these problems
ni-riii"iia capitalisil in the iVelt, while others have become much
more complex'under contemporary conditions. Besides., the- very
UoiAlrtine bf underdevelopmeirt hai, in the time of the scientific and

a;ffilogi""t revolution, been pushed significantly upwards, and to

reach thi average level of worid development today.requires means
;;il;;;es-*"fricti national capitalism is in no position to mobilise.*-Nilitiiii. 

""pit 
ti.- capabli of solving the specific problems of

tfre divilopmeniof science and technology in the Third World.

r9t

THE CREATION OF A SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL POTENTIAL

Tho crcation of a scientific and technical potential is an
indiiJinsablc condition for efficient use of world science and
iictrriotogi"nd for their further progf,ess within developing countries.
This includes such practical problems as the training and rational use

;ft;fiiifi" ara ie"'t 
"icaf 

peisonnet; the construction of a network of
iia"iidii i"siitut"s, laboritories, design offices and of a national
liii.illoi Jcientific anO technicat infoimation; the establishme-nt of
il-l;ffitri"t-U"i" foi making use of the discoveries and results of
;;il;;[;"d a"r"foprnini; fhe discovery of organisational- forms
;f,i[bfihti[" individual compone-nts of the national-potential into a
ii,iit. iii..r* ihe solution of all these complex problems isnot only
bcy-ond-the capabilities of individual priya!9 capitalists, b-ut als.o

iclually contradicts the very nature of capitalism, which-in the main
sceks ieturns on investments and avoids activities which bear no
direct profit. This is why private capital cannot solve- such problems
satisfaitorily either within-developed capitalist countries or, even less
so, in deviloping countries and why, from the very start, their
solution here becomes a matter for the state.-- 

foittre same reasons, private capital is also unable to solve such
an imoortant nroblem of national scientific and technical policy as the
deterrirination of top-priority research problems and fields. The
criteria of pay-off and profitability which govern - private

""pit"tirt "ombat 
ies is not suiiable h-er-e, for at issue are problems of a

naiionat sig"iticance, connected .with large-scale, lon-g-term pr.oiects,
*iit ttr"n}ii"ning itate sovereignty or, for example, reducing the
Oeaitr-iatJ-of the plpuhtion and impioving health services and similar
,ioUf.Inr. in reliti6n to which a purely economic approach is not
[""ipi"Utl. Private capital is organically incapable- of raising itself to

"n 
,iO"iitunaing of nitional intlrests or maklng them the goal of its

activities.
An interestinc admission was ntade in this connection by the

NatiinJ SciJniE Foundation of the USA. In the opinion of this
ori""i."tion, ;the trouble with purely private-enterprise research is

ini:t too many research and devel,opm6ni efforts of American industry
aie aimed at low risk, small step,-product and process improvement
tf,at off"rs the necessary assurance of pay-off in the short term".a It is

"ot 
toituitoui that, in recent years, under the influence of competition

with socialism, the state in- all capitalist countries has taken over
J.r"t.p.i"ioi ttr" national scientific policy and determination of the
liv sc-i"ntitic fields, thus recognising the inade-quacY of private
tiiit"ii" 

"-"p" 
*ith tirese probleis. However, such a solution, being

;il"f i["-ro-ayr in which imperialism adapts to the cyrrent situation,
ir l*,uit"Uty no mor" than a half measure. Lenin's words that
;toii"ti.. utoni will liberate science from its bourgeois fetters, from
its enslavement to capital, from its slavery to the interests of dirty

"apit"tirt 
greed"5 could not sound more topical than they do today.
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Private caoital everywh.ere dernonstrates its totar incapacity in thefinancing of'science'ana runaari"it"r r"r"urch. The indetermi-nate nature of the expected ,ea;its;?;;ri3;;[-;ft ,tl:r",iig periodnecessary for recoupment of eip-endii".i 
*irar". "'capitarist

companies to transfer the burden or suin 
"ort. 

onto tt!li"r". only inapplied research. wh.er9 not onl1, ;;;;d;,;;it.";;;;ffi: but it isalso possibre to protect oneserf trlm'competition with-paients, do
!;'#,|i" ::X,*l;;f 

- *,r"1ii 
e ; 

-;;fii";ir.,!_ ;ffi t,rl"iiv'i! u"rop"a--6i;;,i"",i;f 
':,!fi i3"'J"1";Xifis:;iffi i;.";;.;;,i-onof theeconomies of back*ard countiies Giilffi;;p"-.-.ii,i" 

"priitation 
ottechnicar innovati.ons- til;;'ilio;; iire' n"tionrt i 

"orom 
y. Tir" . yrt".of private enterorise acts as a uraki-on- this process. The siimurus tothe use of neiv t""r.iqu"J ;;?;;-h;;l;ir" ,iJ;r,.t'"iil"ri* i,a-dditionar profits over and 

"uou. 
tr,. ivgrage. This is whf it is in thernterests of a comp.any making 

" 6;ili-";fil";;il;I i!.ain itssole owner for as'Iong u. ii"i.iur".'ii i. rypicar that in India, fo,example, raboratories prg"rfi."a oi'a- cooperative basis with statep arti c ip a ti o n d o n o-t e n j o v-iri; J " 
e ;;ilf ;i i',il;;; iiu'r i.i in, p rni".which fear for the-ir production'i.c."is, in spite of the undoubtedadvantages of this.form oi 

"iE"rir"-ii* from the point of view of theefficient use of rimited ;"ii";;1;;;;;;s. The same opposition by theindustriarists of deve'ofiltffi;1.il'liu"s .ir" to the idea of the statebuving up foreign licencis ano aisiiiuutirg ir,., ffi;'r"u"r"rcompanies simultaneously.
At the same time, the-use of modern technology intended for themanufacture of comm_oditi"J mr'i'i"r.-,market, while the domesticmarkets of developing- countrie. ui"-.iir-i ii;;iti;;;1";i"s ll rapiamonopolisation of proiuction. it 

" 
ii.ri'"ompany to int oauce highlyproductive equipmint u""orc. pi"iiii"rrv. a monoporist in the givensphere. It must not be cafled ifionor-Jr'in th";;ffi;;fi aicepteose n se of the word : neither "*;Jffi ii it,t ;;;i;;;,fi , 

rnJia" 
g.""of maturitv of caoitarisi;"6i;;'i'ii".irit", to a moiroporvin r,i*,rydeveloped capitafist 

"orntri".. ti*".tir.r"r., it occupies a monopotyposition on trie markei ;;a-il;;;r#n'leatures characteristic of anymonopolv, in particurar, a tendcn"v--to*"ros- ti-Jr,'ri""i''.tltnation.such monoporisation cannot. herp 
'but 

srow down techn-ologicalprogr-ess in developing countries. 'ur considerabre significance for speeding up the deveropment ofscientific research..dd.-;dii;ri"-""o'i,," resurts in the nationareconomv are coordination of ttre scientiric ;ii;il oi " iriirl", orneighbouring countriis aiia-in"'-"igii'i'J"tion of speciarisation andcogperation in the production oir?*'i""rrriqu"r'"ra i"Itiorogv.However, under capitalii, ii'i'.."i,r;il;, develop extremely slowlyand rn a contradictory manner, ;;i-;ir. intervention if,fireignmonopories in the intieration-p;o;;;:"; i" ii;'iffi"#orri onrv
3liffi;ffi:,"!."tffS and rriction'u"i*."" it. ,"i"uli'. 

"i 
,Lelil',i"r 

"nirSuccessful economic integration, opening up broad scope forproductive forces, ir onlv-poG;il;; #. ;;A oi ,Iot},:.t"ii"r"rop-
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resources - thc most skilled personnel, electricity, transport, storage
space-from uses corresponding to the national priorities.

All thc basic questions concerning the activities of such enter-
priecs which are, in essence, individual workshops of huge production
combincr rpread out geographically in different countriCs, remain
bcyond thc control of the national governments. Developing countries
arc thur drawn into a new type of capitalist international division of
labour which dcprives them of all production independence. These
intcrnational corporations insure themselves against the risk of
nationaliration, since this only makes sense when a complete
production cycle exists within the country.

Thur, Bs a result of the activities of international corporations, the
productive forces in individual developing countries develop, but do
to, ac previously, ln a one-sided manner, at the cost of the retention of
old and the strengthening of new economic disproportions, upsetting
prioritics of economic development and the sacrifice of the national
intcrests of young states to the selfish interests of international
financial groups. Instead of economic independence, new forms of
dcpcndence develop, the essence of which (i. e., the subordinate
position of developing countries in the capitalist international division
of labour) remains unchanged even though young states thus reaeh a
higher level of economic development.

The main danger here is that international corporations, in seizing
the key positions in the economies of national sovereign states, tie
them to a course of development which precludes the possibility of
winning economic independence even in the distant future.

The only real alternative to this is, in our opinion, a course of
dcvelopment which opens up a socialist future.

Only socialism as a social system corresponds to the objective
trends in the contemporary developmerrt of new productive forces
resulting from the scientific and technological revolution. At the same
time, it is only on the basis of this revolution that new productive
forces adequate to socialism can be created. The dialectical link
between these two processes operates particularly strongly today in
the Third World. Here, the incapacity of capitalism to make use of the
opportunities presented by modern science and technology for solving
the key problems of development, for speeding up economic growth
and raditally improving the living conditions of the population yet
lgain demonstrates capitalism's lack of historical prospects and its
impending doom.

This certainly does not mean that the social conditions necessary
for the upswing of productive forces and the development of the
scientific and technological revolution in the Third World can arise
spontaneously. Historical regularities are always realised by the
political activities of the people. The lack of correspondence between
the needs of the development of the productive forces of the former



colonial periphery and the social qonditions obtaining in this part of
the world can only be eradicated by a consistent revolutionary strugg-
le by all progressive forces against imperialism, neocolonialism and
internal reaction and by thorough progressive social transformations
in preparation for the transition to socialism. The last few decades
have shown that this transition can be accomplished either under the
direct leadership of the working class and its political vanguard - the
Communist party, or under the leadership of a bloc of revolutionary
forces, headed by revolutionary democracy, which directs the
advance along a non-capitalist path, opening up the prospect.of a
socialist fulture.e

In the first case, the time necessary for the transition to socialism
might be considerably shortened, the rate of development'significant-
ly speeded up and the social transformations made direcfly
socialist in nature. In the second case, the transition period is
significanfly drawn out and transformations have a clearly general
democratic content and only gradually take a socialist turn.

The decisive influence of the socialist system on the development
of the whole world, the progress in international d6tente, the steady
growth of the economic might of socialist countries and their ability to
render comprehensive assistance and support to the economic and
scientific and technical development of the newly-liberated countries
are the most important factors in the successful struggle of the
working class, peasantry and all democratic forces of these countries
for the transformation of society along socialist lines. The growing
unity of all revolutionary forces in the world today is an earnest of
success in this just struggle.
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CRIIICAL STUDIES AhID COMMENT

Bourgeois Sociology
and the Problem of a Social ldeal

IVAN ANTONOVICH

The establishment of a perfect social system has long been one of
th-e focal problems confronting mankind. irowever, in tf,e conditions
of capitalism, the ideal of a perfect social system cannot but run
contrary to the bourgeois individualisticideoloiy, and the interests of
private ownership. The acuteness of that fundamental contradiction is
b-orne out by the entire history of social thought under capitalism, the
clashes between various social groups, classes, and mass inovements.
The mounting crisis of capitalism 

-is 
ever more insistenfly leading

bourgeois ideologists to seek for a solution of the problem ind to try
to blend what cannot be brought together, thaf with the aim o?
establishing an lcceptable theoretical cbnstruction to be contraposed
to the ideals today embodied in the sociralist countries, and of trilping
preserve the capitalist system.

- Examples of such attempts are provided by the numerous
futurological concepts so much in vogue today in ihe West.

Futurological social forecasting is, in the main, directed towards
the. problem of reconciling internally contradictory individuaristic
aspirations with the "communal" aims of the politicil machinery; all
this in a situation under which the ever grbater centralisation of
control over social processes under capitaliim is not only activating
all forms of social control but is stripping the individual of even a
semblance of- participation in decision-making, since the existing
institutions. of- bourgeois 4emocracy are turnin-g into appendages of
thc ccntralised managerial systein of the big coiporatioiri and -ot ttre
privatcly owned process of production in the bioader sense of the
tcrm.

I. Antonovlch, D. Sc. (Philos.), Professor of the Chair of Marxist-Leninist
Philosophy of the Humanities Faculties, Byelorussian Lenin
State University.
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Bourgeois scholars are giving preference to short-range forecast-
ing of specific social processes. Although the subjects of many
fuiurologricd forecasts are worded in general terms, e. g., the
"prospects for peace", "the roads of cooperation", "the way out of
tlie impasse", and the like, they incorporate the results of particular
researches, such as the prospects for the development of the labour
force, higher labour productivity, the development of the educational
system and so on. "It is evident," writes O. Flechtheim, "that in this
sphere of short-term forecasting the topics tend to become more
numerous and more specific. In contrast to the more abstract and
general speculations marking middle- and long-range developments,
the immediate future in its concreteness and its nearness easily
appeals to the public." I

The concrete and specific nature of this forecast is of a special
kind: irrespective of its aims and limits, the question of the system of
social relations is not brought up for discussion; forecasting refers
only to quantitative factors and to the organisational forms of their
evolution. Such qualitative factors as the alignment of social forces in
the process of production, and the correspondence of production
relations to the level of the productive forces do not as a rule come up
for analysis.

In general, bourgeois sociologists are more and more coming to
see the task of futurology, not in helping mankind shape its future but
in predicting what awaits it in a future that is being fashioned quite
apart from its volition. In this sense, the social role of bourgeois
futurology is a passive one: it does not indicate how the historical
process should be purposefully guided, but merely attempts to
determine what that process will look like in the short or the long run.
It does not provide any outline of an ideal society, but merely
describes the appearance of what will, in one way or another, appear
in the future, irrespective of man's volition. Again to quote from O.
Flechtheim: "Supposin! then that it is beyond the power of
Futurology to shape the future nearer to our heart's desire, we must
proceed on the assumption that it will have to restrict itself to telling
us what is in store for us. In so doing, it will base its forecasts among
other things upon our fears and hopes, our omissions and actions.
Still, if it were to show that our civilisation was doomed, if it were to
demonstrate that a new global war was inevitable, if it were to
establish that a rejected ideology had the best chance of success, we
would have no way of preventlng these developments."2

Howet'er, there are no grounds to reject futurological forecasting,
bourgeois sociologists think. Any increase in our knowledge of the
world-whether in its present condition or in the future-is an
essential condition of normal human activities. "But even if
Futurology were to confirm the gloomiest expectations of the
pessimist," O. Flechtheimgoeson to say,"it couldatleast,like me-
teorology, serve the personal welfare of some favoured individuals.
As the weather forecast helps people to protect themselves against
storms and floods, so futurological predictions might enable some to
escape the social tempests, cultural deluges, and historical catas-
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trophca. And if this lucky minority were to preserve not only their
lives, but also some of the best social achievements and cuttural
values of th9 past, Futurology would have rendered some service to
the futurc".'
- What ryalks any look into the future is man's crossing of the
fronticrs of the unknown and rising to a new level - that of prudence
and purposefulness, says the American scholar Fred L. Polal. That is
thc basis of the man of action, one who is guided by the needs of the
momcnt, turning into a man of thought, with an awareness of the
conscquences of his actions and of future events. According to polak,
man's study of his life and activities revolves, one way oi enother,
about the future, but in the sense, not of defining an integral ideal oi
society but of foretelling the prospects of individual social process.a
_ In the opinion of bourgeois sociologists, the need to gain a
knowledge of the probable future. is in no way dictated by the concrete
socio-historical needs of society. They do not wish to understand that
kno-wledge of the future should be gained with the purpose of
pcrfecting social practice in the creation of the pr-esent,-and of
advancing towards a better and historically more peifebt way of life.
Of course, they are far removed from the historically obvious fact
that- state-monopoly capitalism is the final stage in the development of
capitalism, which cannot but yield place to socialism. ,-....State-
monopoly capitalism," wrote Lenin, in dealing with the historical fate
of imperialism, "is a complete materialpreparation for socialism, the
threshold of socialism, a rung on the ladder of history, between which
and the rung called socialism there are no intermediate rungs."5 This
absence of intermediate degrees between monopoly capitalism and
s-ocialism is why bour-geois futurologists are incapable of forecasting
thc future in terms of concrete social systems.

- Nevertheless, the exacerbation of the futurological neurosis (it is
hard to give an-y other name to this widespread v6gue, which riged
with particular force in the late sixties and early seventies) objectivily
stems from capitalism's approaching an impasse, this naturally b€inb
accompanied by vastly growing efforts on the part of boirrgeoii
i.l-eol-ogists to find some way out. Futurology is thL window through
which such researchers would wish to discern the prospects, close or
more distant, for social development. However, the viCw they get is a
joyless one, for, as Lenin wrote, "...socialism is now gazing at us
from all the windows of modern capitalism; socialism is outlined
directly, practically, by every important measure that constitutes a
forward step on the basis of this modern capitalism."6

That is one of the reasons why a positive social ideal is being
rejected. The ever more clearly discernible objective determinism of
tocial processes which is impelling develolment in a direction
opposite to capitalism is frightening the non-Marxist futurologists,
w-ho are interested, not in objective scientific forecasting but onli in a
klnd of forecasting that will help the future strengthening of
crpitalism. Hence bourgeois sociology's urge to entei non-s6cial
lphercs, its-exaggerated attention to forecasting the development of
productive forces, not of production relations,-and the search after



futurological models considered capable of solving social problems
with the aid of non-social factors.

Of course, it cannot be said that all futurological forecasting by
bourgeois sociologists has no significance at all to society as a whole.
However, the non-social factors are predominant in such forecasting,
which concentrates on technology in its self-contained role, the
economic potential and the like; wherever mention is made of social
factors, these are presented in the abstract, and bear upon society "in
general", which allegedly consists of just as abstract anthropological
one-dimentional human individuals.

It is an historical fact that capitalism is incapable of advancing
positive aims of the social movements, in the same degree in which it
is incapable of solving the social problems it has engendered. "On all
sides, at every step," Lenin wrote, "one comes across problems
which man is quite capable of solving immediately, but capitalism is in
the way. It has amassed enormous wealth-and has made men the
slaves of this wealth. It has solved the most cornplicated technical
problems-and has blocked the application of technical improve-
ments because of the poverty and ignorance of millions of the
population, because of the stupid avarice of a handful of mil-
lionaires."T That is why any positive analysis that is directed towards
a determination of society's future is objectively obliged to establish
the historical inevitability of capitalism yielding place to socialism.

It goes without saying that the class stand taken by bourgeois
sociologists precludes the possibility of such a platform. That is why
they limit themselves to predicting the quantitative evolution of
individual social processes, and eschew any attempt to evolve an ideal
for the society of the future.

LA BELLE EPOOUE AS THE EQUIVALENT OF A SOCIAL IDEAL

Led by Herman Kahn, researchers at the Hudson Institute in
the USA are prominent in the area of forecasting by bourgeois
sociology. Their yardstick in forecasting is la belle ipoque, that ideal
condition of Western society alleged to have been peculiar to it in the
past, and capable of reappearing in the future.

This ploy is marked by a rejection of gloomy apocalyptic
predictions, which are replaced by a cautious optimism: thinking by
analogy, it is asserted, prompts the conclusion that since la belle
dpoque was inherent in capitalism in the past, it can return, given
certain conditions.

According to the Hudson tleorists, capitalism has seen two such
epochs. The first was the period between the onset of our century and
the First World War, a time of relative peace, rapid economic growth,
the development of world trade, communications and the free
movements of commodities and capital, and tolerance of business
activities.

It will easily be seen that the choice of this belle dpoque as a
criterion of futurological projections reveals the researchers' class
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orientation. With reference to this period, one should recall Lenin's
words that the turn of the century was an historical moment when
"capitalism has been transformed into imperialism".t This was
expressed first and foremost in the high level of the concentration of
production, which brought it to the monopoly stage. The distinctions
between capitalist countries were minor ones of the forms assumed by
the monopolies, or the time of their appearance. That is whv the
authors of the belle 4poque concepi, Herman Kahn anil B.
Bruce-Briggs, have advanced as its characteristic feature the ideas of
a "single community" and a "single world".

With the establishment of the monopolies' predominance, there
begins, as I .enin_pointed out, "...immense progreis in the socialisation
of productiofi",e a! this accompanied by-the growing supremacy of
the monopolies, which spread to take in the political ani the social
areas, and are becoming masters of the entire capitalist social process.
It is not fortuitous that Kahn and Bruce-Briggs have taken ihat belle
dpoque as.a criterion, for in following years ilie rule of the monopoly
bourgeoisie became less unclouded. The concentration of the means
of production in the hands of an ever narroryer group led to the
appearance of inner-class contradictions in the bourgebisie, aggra-
vatgd-the oppreqqion of the masses, sharpened social antagoniims,
and ultimately laid the ground for the appr6aching crisis. ThJonset of
the. e-poch of imperialism- was the mosi promising in all its history,
which is .why, in the opinion of the -Hudson exfierts, it should 6e
repeated in the future.

The second belle dpoque was the period between 1953 and 1965,
wh_en imperialism still possessed colonial empires, though on a fai
reduced-scale, and the USA held the capitalist countries of Europe in
a tight financial and political grip.
__ In their futurological forecasts for the seventies and eighties, the
Hudson theorists think that, thanks to their use of a suiprise-free
projection the third be.lle dpoque will begin in the mid-eighties. They
do not venture to specify how long it will last, but think it should holi
until the end of the century. Hopes for the arrival of that epoch are
linked only with economic growth.

Kahn and Bruce-Briggs have calculated that in 1985 the world
gross product will exceed $6,(X)0,0(X) million, as against $3,500,fi)0
million in 1970. The overall economic growth tiil outpace 

'the
population rise, while the annual per capita income in i985 witt
average $1,200, a75 per cent increaie as against 1970. However, the
authors' calculations and expectations are associated with an absence
of any radical social changes in the period under discussion.

Kahn and Bruce-Briggs consider that the industrialised half of the
world will be creator and consumer in the belle dpoque they await.
Thereby they have exluded from participation in thit belle Apoquethe
entire population of the developing countries. Although iconomic
development is expected to improve the conditions of tle masses in
th.e developing countries, no radical change will take place: the world
will continue to be divided into two -amps: deviloped and the
developing, rich and poor countries. The devLloped countries will be
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marked by a high level of industrialisation, with a typical and gradual
"convergence" in their way of life.

Although the national state will remain the basic institution of
political power, it will be unable, Kahn and Bruce'Briggs think, to
bppose the sense of a "world community" which will be the main
fiitor in bringing the peoples of the industrially advanced countries
closer togethei. nThe rtsidents of this half of the world," they write,
"will have remarkably similar urban bourgeois life styles, will enjoy
the same or similar consumer goods and recreation, and will see, hear,
and read much the same material in their media... In short, a large part
of the population of the industrial (and post-industrial) societies
will see-th'emselves participating in world society, much as fid the
haute bourgeoisie of Europe and North America in La Belle Epoque
preceding the First World War."ro- As we see, the Hudson theorists do not examine any aspect of
social life, basing all their projections only on a quantitative increase
in the gross product. They say nothing of the fact that, in the
conditions of capitalist social relations, consumption takes place on a
basis of inequality, which is determined by the social nature of
production and the private-ownership nature of distribution'- 

That means that economic growth, with the social institutions of
bourgeois rule remaining unchanged, can lead only to minor
improvements in the workers' economic conditions, in just the degree
neiessary for the system of production to function smoothly. The
lion's share of social wealth will continue to find its way into the safes
of a handful of possessors of controlling interests in industrial and
financial corporations.

What strikes the eye in this projection is the striving to preserve
the status qzo, which means, first and foremost, the preservation of
Capitalist relatiens of production. The.latter are also seen by those
theorists as a centripetal force which will attract other socio-economic
systems as well, and fashion them in its own image. It is quite clear
that when they speak of the belte 4poque of the mid-eiehties and the
uniformity of the way of life in all the developed countries, Kahn and
Bruce-Briggs express the hope that the socialist countries they have
numbered- among the developed states will live according to the
standards of capitalist social relations.

However, their striving towards verisimilitude prevents them from
expressing themselves so frankly or from jugeling with such terms as
a "single industrial society", whose class rneaning is clear enough. As
they see rt, the convergence of socio-economic systems will follow
not the road of mergmg in a single industlial model but rather that of
urbanisation which, they claim, holds out the prospect of a single
"urban" way of life. In the third belle'Sque,life in the derrcloped
countries will become standardised with the approach to a "global
mtiropolis"-a type of big city which will subordinate to itsclf the
Iiving-processes of any national state to such a degree that it will
gradually turn into a nation-wide conurbation.- The belle 4poque forecast the Hudson theorists came out with in
the early seventies bears a resemblance, on the whole, to their
2r0
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"ri ar"w" "i in
such a way that it is- easy to surmise tlie lines tt"i *irrloriow: sociat
aims boil down to the pieservation of capitatiit-ioiiar ,iialio"s anatheir conversion into a-fundamental modil.
. This rej.ftion 

-of sociar forecasting is one of the most vulnerable
teatures of futurological research, not only of the Hudson theoristsbut also of the authors of many other short-term forecasts.
objectively, its causes stem from the trends of social fioiressind itsmotive force-q simply failing to coincide *ith ;Litr;y .-"f,".".
deslgned to direct world development towards a renascince of thebourge-oisie'! golden age, when the capitalist svii"o,-t"ra sway
throughout the world.

THE "IDEAL OF MAN'' AND A "MORAL SOGIETY"

lt-r9-colcgpt-of a third betle 4poquecannot of course be cafled a
social ideal. with the exception of individual 

""onori" "ircJJi6ns, 
iicontains no social _characteristics, follows up no trends in the

de-velopment of social structures, and presumes -no 
roads or means ofachiiving. social equality and freedorin. wtrar ii mo.iimpoit""t, it

l$ks tlrs inlgqip of a complete model which migt i Ue 
"on[apoied 

tothe optimistic ideals of communism.
f$t is .why individual bourgeois sociologists continue toseiox tor such a model, -but in doing so, they, like the Hudson

scieatisrs, eschsw the socitarea. whJn-, i, riisifi;, 6r*"iJsp"ngr",spo*c of the decline .of Europ-e, he did ,rot address rii.'."it to
IlpTl{.ttfals, uto]ians, p.cifijtsor ;improvers of the world,,, in
$ :r-1S,of recipes.f-or the erimination of cf,ises. "Man is a piiaator',
ne woukr repat, with roference to the bourgeois ana ttri'capitatistproprietoq in ttris he was undoubtedty rightfi s;;;:;;;-J;1iiBut $ince the bourgeois _..the ' pridator,;_* 'l;;;;;irl" of
lcqept-ing any. other soql*v- excppt one'in *ti"r, h"E 

";'i#i5p-, trr"
3*.$.::,:Ptj:!ilq an ideil soc'i&y. rras uC"l srrouiae.;d [y lif,lrars,pacrilsrs and reDresentatives gf gF bourgeois intelligentsia, with theiifear of the futuie and their n irgi"ing- oit"pit"rii.;iio.Jirooi'sucrr
qeople are working i, q*o dir.;tion; rhev rie out to create an idear ofman ano an lde&lor societyr The ideals thems_elves are restricted ones,for_it is declared, ttre-taskconsists in a search *af;;fii-"r-t-rioo"r
:,tjT_l1q -society,.but 

for a model that is ..least unacceptabie;; thearms are seen not in the dy-namics of progress but in a piociis ot
:y9|^1!i., in which.negative phenor"na ir" i"t;rl;;;i5.ir,ii tr,"poJruve ones., while.-hopes boil down to the creation of a variani thatwur make it possible to survive and maintain continuity. The
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transference of the past into.the future and the preservation, in the
new. of the Createsi number of elements of the old-such are the
;;;iltti;a ii-i ot the creation of a liberal-bourgeois social_ideal.*-'fnJit 

i.risii of the liberal bourgeoisie regard seekings after the
r"""ing oiiife as the basis in the creation-of an ideal of man, with the

ii'fr-ifriliin*J-of religion standing in the forefront of such seekings.
lTi;;;;-i;-;o-gainiayins that-the question of the meaning of
indi"iO"at s iife -cannoi totay be regarded dogmatically.in a manner
;;;f*-G i"t"chis*," writes the West German philosopher of
ieligion Rupert Lay, "but that does not mean that he cannot becbme

"n 
6Ui""t if phitosbphical or theological discussion. Besides, that

il"ili|;;ait i -""nrng of life cannot today be considered in isolation
ir;;;;ti;" "orit"iof 

other questio-ns which reflect the semantic
structure of the world and mankind." "--Thi-qr"siio" of the meaning of human life is examined-by
non-M"riirt thinkers in the manner of abstract logical- speculStion.
$;h;;i" irai. that an unilerstanding of the meaning of life is
;ii;r;A;h""-tt " 

individual realises thai it should be sought within
lfiii; t[tt "t" broader than rigid judgements hemmed in by a

i;il;*-;r[ Ji t uttr or falsenessl "Whei we pose the question of
,niuning;; n"pert Lay writes, "we sho-uld understand that though the

ii,-.tiii-inuv- 6i .,rUject"d to scientific analysis, it is not in itself
scientific." 13

----iiom 
ttris, however, bourgeois sociologists draw a-conclusion that

"o"LuailiJttiis 
thesis, namei-y, that it is human life that is subject to

;i;;tifi" a"ii"ition, since its meaning can be reduced to the meaning
;i--hfi;;i, ;hi[ -ih" 

latte. can bi reduced to a realisation of
ii,io-ai,'numan affairs and actions. Since they are the outcome of
ffi;rc ',11;iiu"iion, they also possess concrete mea-ning' To avoid
ffid;ttiil, such ieseaichers issert that the scientific in this sense

i. ;;""tilniv equal to man's exact appraisal of the purposefulness of
6-,.fiy lii;-, tii"ni'r io his having been iiovided a prioiwiqlq" idea of
;h" ir;;;il, ot tir". In the abiense oi that idea, his dailv affairs would
lose all significance and interest to man.---it 

iitiil"ithat ."r, aspires towards a search after the meanlng of
fite tliotigtr it i ""ri fact 6f his existence. That striving, tle bourgeois-.""ilii"iitr 

aisert,is expressed as_a hope of findin-g one's particular

;d;;;-il;;. signiiicanci and one's meaning, such hope being the

;;i;; ,,oto"t if any active man. Thus, hope as- an incentive of
'ni.i.irc"ity 

"orpritl"ded 
advance is equated with the meaning -of

iii;. th; ;rrpositut direction of hope to*ards practical.action is the
ciiater dina'mism communicated bi meaningfulness to the individu-
ii'. tr,r-in condition. .,The meaning of the individual's life," Rupert
Lai-;;i6;; liionsists in his cogi.ition -of the concrete historical
.it i"tion, of hia ;t; destiny and h-is own boundaries, all this enabling
irirn to i.ignise the absolute aim of hope and to act accordingly so as to
;i;;"S"-;ff *oita (social life and sbcial consciousness in the first
phce) for himself and for others." ra

This abstract wording of the meaning of life as activity contains
neitt"i"tetnents of an ileal nor any humanist content, since absent
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in it is any indication of the nature of that activity, any definition of
the "absolute purpose of hope" or the means of its-achievement.
Religious philosophers who have come out in support of this concept
of the meaning of life avoid giving any definition of the ideal 6f
purposeful human existence in terms of religious belief. That was
done in the past, but life did not bear out religion's promises of an
earthly paradise. That is why they prefer to use secular terms and
assert that happiness is the meaning of life.

As is common knowledge, the bourgeoisie are out to halt historical
progress, keep the present structure of capitalism in its present
condition, and preserve it as it is as long as possible.

Its flexibility in respect of the present and the future is limited to
that structure, although it has in considerable measure modified its
stand as compared with previous historical periods, and is also
revealing a definite readiness for compromise.

The specific feature of the current moment in social progress
consists in that the revolutionary transformation of the world
according to the objective demands of the laws of history is not a
theoretical imperative but a task that can be accomplished in practice,
a dynamic process of world-wide scale and tremendous force. That
task was first forrnulated by Karl Marx whose theory, as Lenin wrote,
"...made clear the real task of the revolutionary socialist party: not to
draw up plans for refashioning society. not to preach to the capitalists
and their hangers-on about improving the lot of the workers, not to
hatch conspiracies, but to organise the class struggleoftheproletaiat
and to lead this struggle, the ultimate aim of which is the conquest of
political power by the proleturtd and the organisation of a socialist
society." rs

The blending of revolutionary theory and the class practice of the
proletariat has determined the advance of historical progress towards
iocialism, a process of transformation which has involved the whole
world and is irreversible. The obviousness of that situation has
amazed the imagination also of certain bourgeois philosophers of
history. They no longer give thought to bringing to a complete halt the
mov€ment of world developments towards the socialist ideal, but
merely hope that they will be able to localise that development and to
gain for themselves some place in the revolutionary world

In the opinion of the theorists of the liberal bourgeoisie, the
ultimate aim of the advance towards the ideal of man should consist in
the "humanisation of progress", which many of them see as man's
naively utopian return to Nature. "Humanising progress," writes
Ren6 Huyghe, "means returning our decisive concepts to contact with
Nature. Now that is something we have lost. For five thousand years
or more civilisation has been agrarian; it has remained that right
down to our days. That is to say, man has lived in a collaboration with
Nature, and therefore in harmony with it. He has accepted things just
as they have been in fact and has tried to improve them when he came
across grass, he turned it into corn; when he came across an aglantine,
he produced a rose from it." 16
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The naively .romantic idealism contained in this call is a
contradictory one. In the first place, man in his interaction with
Nature has been guided by his interests at all stages of his activities,
and this interaction has been an active one. In the process of that
interaction, man's world has appeared as a world of culture, which is
nothing else but a world of the conquest of Nature. In this proc€ss,
the initiativb has always belonged to man. "The animal merely useshis
environment, and brings about changes in it simply by his presence;
man by his changes makes it serve his ends, mastirs it." t7

All the portraits of the ideal of man as produced by bourgeois
sociology are contradictory, which precludes their being embodild in
concrete social roality. In his summing up of the numerous abstract
schemes in the shape of a more or lesC complete figure, the US
bourg6ois humanist Anthony Hartley has set fonth his idea in the
following words: "The problem of describing an ideal type of man
adapted to the late 20th century is, tlerefore, one of finding for him a
relationship to modern industrial society which neither isolates him
from it nor submerges him in it. The element of individual freedom
and aristocratic detachment which he requires to be exemplary must
be preserved; but so must a real connection with the woild around
him. No doubt, he should be in that world but not of it. He should take
part in its activities, but refuse to accept its values." rt

However, the two abstractions contraposed to each other, namely,
man and the world, are unequal and non-equivalent if only because
the bourgeois humanists are themselves aware of them with different
degrees of distinctness. Thus, since man, in his ideal condition, is
defined by them as the completeness of a self-contained and
self-determinative essence which merely draws upon the wbrld for his
resources but does not blend with it, they do not present a full picture
of the ideal world. They are not even agreed on whether that
macro-ideal should be called a "world", "society" or anything else.
Though they do speak of an ideal of society, they often measure it
with the yardstick of their representation of the ideal of man, whose
future social condition they express merely through the stato of his
consciousness.

Thus, to the US sociologist Charles Reich, the ideal society is
"Consciousness IfI", a new view of the world which is already
emerging on a social foundation which the author characterises as the
rock bottom of the American corporotive state. He alleges that it is
represented by a "new" generation which is distinct from nold", which
has created the contemporary world of teghnology and financial
corporations, by the verylact 6f its being obliied to i-iie in that world.

For F. Fromm, the social ideal is a "sane society", one marked by
a capacity for love and creation, a sense of fellowihip, the ability to
soberly appraise inner and outer reality, and to dev6lop objectivity
and reason. As practical s,teps towards ihe achievement bf thlt ideaf,
Fromm recommends precise-information about society and social life,
presented in a manner within the understanding of all citizens;
214

participation in management, the inculcation of a sense of common
purpose, and similar things.re

Of other ideals of. society, we could name J. Garcia's "moral
soci€ty", Ph. G6rard's "federal world", and a number of similar
concepts current in Western sociology in the seventies. These ideal
types, however, do not lend themselves to sociological analysis, since
thcy lack the social element, an assessment of the possibilities for the
evolution of capitalism's structure, social relations and so on.
Bourgeois sociologists, who iefrain from encumbering present-day
c-apitalism-with any sociological criteria of the ideal, do not recognisl
the possibility of social creativity along the road towards the ideal in
other social systems either. Their ideal society is nothing more than a
moral imperative, a romantically utopian abstraction, one that is
ggitablg for arguments on general humanistic themes but not for any
kind of purposeful historical practice.

The substitution of moral and ethical imperatives for social reality
has long been failing of the idealist philosophers, who for centuriei
have been hoping to cure the uleers of an exploiter society with the aid
of pious wishes and "noble'i intentions they have tried to inculcate on
the masses-that very object of exploitation. However, they have
not ventured to propose this "humane" measure to those in power, the
owners of society's wealth and masters of the process of pioduction,
to those who have been the subject of exploitaiion-the ruling class.
The bourgeois sociologists of today are no exception. Just as before,
they do not make so bold as to call the capitalist class the main
generator and subject of social evil.

Many of them, however, have come to recognise the narrowness
of moral voluntarism; they are becoming aware of what Lenin said as
far back as the early years of our century: "Oursubjective
preferences do not determine the changes in historical periods".4 If
bourgeois sociologists .continue to appeal to moral perfection as the
main instrument in achieving the social ideal, it is nclt because,they
have faith in its effectiveness but because they can offer no othei
meln-s, for they are hemmed in by the framework of bourgeois reality
and the bourgeois world outlook.

In the 20th century, the logic of the historical process brought
about a radical turning point in mankind's development from lts
pre-history to a genuine history of ever greater and progressive
development. That turning point was the victory of the iocialist
revolution in Russia, which was the point of departure for the
development of the communist social system, that acme of human
civilisation. The struggle between the new, communist social system
with capitalism, which is on the way out, has become the-basic
content of our times.

As a new socio-economic system on the ascendant, communism
has firmly assumed the historical initiative, which capitalism has lost
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for all time. That is why capitalism is all the time going over to the
defensive, its ideologists bendinj every effort to create apologetic
concepts that run counter to the fundamental laws of social progress
and are incompatible with historical reality.

The task of establishing a positive social ideal has been taken up
by Marxism-Leninism as the scientific theory of the new social
system. Guided by it, the peoples of the socialist countries are
successfully giving reality to the ideals that doctrine has substan-
tiated.
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VIEWS AND OPIMONS

Ovenrhelming Joy of Knowledge

VASILY SUKHOiILINSKY

The remarkable soviet teacher, _Vasiry sukfromlinsky, entitrod one of his works asfollows: "t Give My Hearr to tne criirJien;. i#;;#i;;;;;:"i;'i:I*"

,tpTnfi*'fi ih.,lrn'sn.H+r"***iri,'l[ilcgacv of this rurar headmaster 'is aiifictini' ti'e attention of evei wider circresot readers in the USSR ano aoroad. rlei'e i-s ii.,"aiiiEre iiom 6'ii iiciiri;;.. '-"' "

If you want a first-y.ear pupil to learn anything in the classroom, toprevent learning from being i burden d tifi;rJ io-ri"1"'ii""".i",
and not harder for him.to leirn as rre gains niw ffifi4;;-vou--u.t
see to it that the child becomes a thin'iieiana a researi[;;:i6i -u;isee to it that-learning is not closed in on itself wimin trri w"il, or trr"crassroom' for otherwise it ceases to be mental education and
becomes a mechanical traasfer of facts and truiiJlio.lrri-i"i"rr"r'.
hcad to the heads of the children. Metaphoricati, $;iiri; J;srid;
the classroom there must be a fierd or intettigirit nior[-i"rbir"d'' withthought. This field may be very sma[, and tieii is-no ,iJd-to r,av"
large--tracts of land. Indeed, it 6ould very well ue conlinia to ismattbox filled with soit. The most important-thi"i ii ttrat ilie ctririirroura
simultaneously. see, observe and do. wherEver au these-ihrii areprese-nt, there is also vibrant thought developing Ui"i". 

-- ----
Meanwhile, there are some sJhools (ani t[t-;; not few innumber) where the only purpose of teaching ii'to trave 

"tiar"r,391imitgt9, .qh.at.ig, rememblr, -and 
be prefared-to r""iti.o-"-set ofracts. rt ls thrs krnd of narrowing down of the aims of education that

SocB to create the difficulties which result in overstrain and sharpiy
roducc thg pupils' interest in their lessons.

-. Thc teaching of a small child is a very subtle and intricate process.'I'nG concern to have the pupil assimilate a definite voiume of
knowlodgc is.only one aspeci.oi the mattei. rt"-ott"il""J p"irr"p.
aYon .morc important task is to have his brain develop as ire
mrlmilates knowledge, that is, to have the child become eier more
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intelligent and developed. The cornerstone is a blend of instruction
and mental training.

Mothers and fathers tell us with alarm: at first their child did well,
absorbing knowledge without any special effort, but then he found it
more and more difficult to study as the months went by. Why is that
so? Why is it that the store of knowledge the child has gained tends to
become something of a heavy burden? There we find a gap between
the assimilation of knowledge and mental training. The ideal, the
correct type of teaching should result in learning becoming easier and
easier, instead of more difficult, as the child acquires more and more
*""x1",flfi;oint 

we come to the most fragile thing of all-the child's"
memory. Mental training starts with care and consideration of the
child's memory, with concern for training it and making it stronger. It
is quite intolerable, and is evidence of a low standard of teaching,
when we hear that in some schools the teacher merely exploits the
child's memory, merely loading it, without doing anything to train the
mind. The careless and uncouth handling of the child's memory is an
evil which is bound to hamper the development of the personality.

Take a closer look, say, at a mathematics lesson in some first
form. The children are offered one problem after another, for the
teacher believes that efficiency of education is promoted if the
children solve as many problems as possible in one lesson. The
children are tired, and towards the end of the lesson they can hardly
understand what the teacher is saying. This is followed by a lesson of
grammar.Once again theyhave to memoriseand memorise.What is
the outcome? A child returning home with dull eyes, indifferent to
everything around him. The best thing for him would be to run on the
lawn and get a breath of fresh air, but the inexorable daybook
demands that he should get on with his homework.

I repeat that the human memory, the child's memory in particular,
is a very fragile and tender thing. But what is the meaning of a
well-developed memory? Human thinking is discrete. This means that
in a thousandth of a second our thought switches from one object to
another, and this switch of thought is, in effect, the instantaneous
switch of function, the work of one group of brain cells to another.
The fact that one group of cells (neurons) is instantaneously switched
on and another oif, to be switched on again in the next instant, in
effect means that man thinks. The secret of mental training, I think, is
to engage in special work from the very first year for the purpose of
developing the discrete nature of thinking and, consequently, to
develop memory. At first sight this regularity appears to be something
of a theoretical abstraction. However, this is an elementary rule of
day-to-day mental training for small children.

Educational work designed to produce a harmonious assimilation
of knowledge and mental development must begin with a study of the
child's individual peculiarities. Our teachers start their acquaintance
with their future first-year boys and girls long before they arrive at
school. In the spring, summer and autumn we take them out into the
woods, into the fields, into the orchards. We go there to think and
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to marrel. Iqdgg4, we attach exceptional importance to the emotional
hue of thc child's thinking.

If thc child's intelligence and memory are to be developed histhoqhtc must be expressed in an active ittitude to the s"rrdu"ai"g
world. For our futrrre first-year puprls we have several spoti where
thc curr-oundings induce them to think. we see the ctritu iaini"g "knowredgc.g-f the world., and anticipate his efforts at teaining-, ana tne
porsiblc difficulties t-hig mqy proiuce. In one su"t 

-.pofti,i 
r,"""

ilozcns of plants, and the children observe their development from
rpring to autumn. This induces them to ask many ,.*tiyi;. Another
epot is. a ro-om-with pictures from the life of animais, and itiit-anottrer
room is full of models of machines and mechanisms.

Ihil preparation before school helps to bring out, to see and to
study- the-peculiafities of each child's itrinting. Ctritoren aittiiin trri
speed with which mental activity is switched from one group of cellsto another. We makg a study of all this, pondering-how bist to
{e.vgl.on the brain of each: to train the ability to c6ncentraie his
thinking onone object and to switch it to anotirer. rtaiis-G r"rv
substance of the trainir-rg of th9 mind. Discreteness, trre auititiiwittii
to.switch one's thoughts is the source of a mental qu.tiiv we caltq-uickwittedless. In older to {qy-elon this -ability *" tr"ri l.tti"ting
classes" with nursery-school childrei and then *itt tirri-y"fiirptt;
thc children observe natural phenomi;;;d ;;;[i; di;;6; i'nat isstill unknown to them; they-are surprised, ttrey marvii. H"tpirg-th;
child to understand the unknown is one of ihe suuue- seiiCts or
pedagogical_ craftsmanship. The more vivid the understanainc of ttle
unknown, the more activb the workings of the mind.
. . of exceptional -importance in deve-ioping the child's mind is the
balance between whafhas been insertea iirtolis treao riaoi*naai anawhat has reached it and been established therJ itnourit 

--rrii 
own

reflections. The more the child has to memorise in thJciasTioom (ano
that is inevitable), the more active must be the laboiaiorv 

-or 
ni.

creative thought, in which the child itself is tt e Ctt* ioilei and
architect..on our.experimental plot, each first-year pupii tr". rii. o*n
r.ow, f91 the specific purpose of securing a harironi6uiuteno o] ttrese
!tr^?" j!i"g::. seeing, observing and thinking. Intelligent work inspired
wlm thougnt.and amazement-is, metaphorically speaking, the heep
water on which the vessel of thoughi will float.'Intefli]c;ni-handi
slape the intelligent head ; serf -rerianithought springs, iiiie iri*ii.o'n
the s-park, wien the little man, in touch wiih naiurJai aioiiii,-inst"aoof the indifferent observer,. discovers for himieiilir"-"".iro"t
"whys" and provides the answer himself as he seis, ousirves a"o
does.

Why does the sunflower follow the sun? Why is the potato shootgreen in the sun and white in the cellar? why ades ttri siiaii t io" ir,
h_is nest before the rain, and spin his web beioie it 

" 
*eirr"i islin"i

lfv ao the cat's eyes shine?-Why are seeOJwarm"d-"pl; if,i ,u'
Dcrore sow-lng? At the moment of intense thinking over eich of these
qucstions the child's thought is switched from onE obiiciio a"ottr". a
3rcat number of times, as the object is probed from Lvery siai. me
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child learns to think, while observing, and to observe, while thinking'

""a 
tn"t is the whole point of the school of thinking which helps him

successfully to gain knowledge in class. 
-- -fh"re ii notliing monotonous in the school of thinking' One group

of children are enlaged in observing planls out in the steppe and on
tle- -eaO.*; ano-thlr is looking inio life in a pond-; a third is
e"itr"iiasticaily growing flowers in a hothouse; a fourth. is building
fouses, factoiiei and fower stations out of small wooden compo-
,i"iJ- iuU"r and little boards; a fifth is breeding fish in an aquariutn;

" 
.iitt iJphnting acorns and growing little oaks; a se-venth is attracted

bt td;drtd of inusual eveni=s. We f,ave one spot where everything is
uirriiu"t, an eat of wheat growingpn a stalk of maize, something that
looks like a pumpkin growing odt of a cucumber flower, etc. One
hears what? howi why? on evlry hand. Every child is thinking about
something and asking-the teacher. Everyone feels a rising interest in
somethin!, for witliout interest there is n-o jqy in discover) , no
inclinatiois, no living soul, no human individuality

fireoristi and dieamers stand out among the children. The
theorists probe deep into the details of things and-phenomena, seeking
to get at dreir substince: in their thinkingone willhotice an inclination
to -reason and provide logical proof. the dreamers see things and
phenomena in general outline: tliey are much impressed by the beauty
'ot ttre sunset, by the storm'cloud; they are delighted wittl colour
schemes, while the theorists pose questions: why is it that the same

spot in the sky can be blue and then turn red?' The little man's consciousness is very sensitive to the assessment
of his successes in learning and to what adults think and say- about his
advances. Awareness of f,is success, the sense that his efforts have
not been in vain, the teacher's praise and encouragernent are all highly
important inceniives for the fine and whimsical thing which is known
as the child's willingness to learn.

The experienced-tedcher will take special care to see that no child
goes home without having experiencedthe exciting selse of success'
in the child's joy lies the iouice of the spiritual strength that he-needs
to overcome the difficulties, for it is so hard to master more and more
knowledge from day to day, and to sit and concentrate on one's work
for four-and sometimes fiie hours a day. If the teacher has failed to
imbue the child with the iov of success, school will become a heavy
burden on the little man,-who is not yet strong enough and lacks the
neccessarv moral exDerience.--suih6w 

are we to achieve the ideal condition in which no pupil
goes home gloomy and disapaointed, that no childish heart should
iainfully shiink ai the thouElit: I am good for nothing.-Indeed, an
i-nexhaultible source of the joy of sucoess lies in the fact that thought
lives in activity, that thought is transformed into real fruits of labour.
The labour of thought is, in effect, the source of the ioy of sucoess.
What the experiencld teicher of first-year pupils will be m-ost careful
to do is to have the knowledge and skills seculed, obtained, acquired
by the child always in motioi, that is, always applfe{ in the workings
oi the mind, which constituies the'meaning and the substance of
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learning. The craftsmanship and art of teaching in primary school-in
thc first form, especially-consists in giving the child knowledge as
an instrumcnt for him actively to use, aware of and sensitive to the
fact that he is making use of that instrument. Through the awareness
and thc experience of handling this fine instrument, the child feels
himsclf to be a gainer of knowledge, and from this springs the joy of
tuccess. In primary school-in the first form, especially-there
must be no knowledge that is inert, frozen, apparently stored up in
rcserve. Where knowledge is inert and frozen it becomes a burden,
and where knowledge is a burden, there can be no sense of joy from
success.



SCIEhIIIFIC LIIIE

INSTTTUID OF SCIEFTNFIC INII)RMI.IION
FOR TIIE SOCIAL SCIENCES

The Institute of Scientific Irf,or-
mation for the Social Sciences of the
USSR Academy of Sciences
(INION) is a relatively new estab-
lishment in the system of the
Academy of Sciences of the Soviet
Union. It was founded in Moscow in
1969 and in the short period of its
existence it has become the coun-
try's major centre of scientific infor-
mation.

INION was created as a resirlt of
the growing importance of the social
sciences and of the necessity to
supply systematic information about
the ever increasing flow of literature
in the field of social knowledge. It is
a complex scientific establishment in
which scholars of various branches
of the social sciences are rep-
resented. The Institute acquires and
subjects to textual information pro-
cessing wor*s on the social scienc€s,
first and foremost works on scien-
tific communism, philosophy,
esonomics, history and law. Just a
few years ago a system of scientific
and technical information alone
existed in the USSR, with the All-
Union Institute of Scientific and
Technical Information (VINITI) as
its main, establishment. Thanks to
t22

IMON, the pre-conditions were
created for the organisation of a
system of information in, the social
sciences.

Thg system of scientific informa-
tion for the social sciences which
exists at INION at present, is con-
nected with various levels of current
and retrospective information on the
world flow of publications. At the
first level, the current bibliographic
processing of world literature is car-
ried out. As a result of thiS work, 2E
bulletins are put out on new Soyict
and foreign literature on economics,
philosophy, sociology, the state and
the law, history, philology and liter-
ary problems in the socialist coun-
tries, the development of sciencq and
scientific research, and so on. Every
year all the series of bibliographic
bulletins reflect 28&3m thousand
documents of various kinds: books
and articles on the social sciences.

The next level of information is
the issue of two abstract journals by
IMON Social Sciences in the USSR
and Social Sciences Abroad in six-
teen series. These abstract journals
give selective current abstract infor-
mation on the most significant publi
cations in the field of the social

sciences in such series as "The
Problems of Scientific Commun-
igm", "Economics", "Philosophy",
"Thc Statcand the Law", "History",
"Lirpuictics" and "Literary Criti-
cism". Bcsides the above-mentioned
lubjccts, the Socdcl Sciences Ab-
,pad also includes the series "The
Science of Science" and "Oriental
and African Studies".

ln 1975 through its agents abroad
V/O Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga ran a
subscription to all the series of the
abstract journal Social Sciences in
,fts USSR which comes out in Rus-
sian. All the series of abstract jour-
nals have constant, carefully worked
out rubricators, but the material
under individual headings depends
on the current entries of publications
to INION.

The rubricator of each series of an
abstract journal covers the main
research trends in a given field,
reflects the main general theoretical
works, sourco retrieval, questions
connected with the development of
individual regions of the world, and
so on. In the series "Economics" of
the Social Sciences in the USSR
among thc permanent headings there
are the following: "The Economic
Problems Involved in Creating the
Material and Technical Basis of
Communism"; "The Centralised
Planned Management of th€
Economy and Long-Term Social and
Economic Forecasting"; "Defining
and Increasing the Efficiency of
Social Production, Improving Its
Structurc and Proportions"; "The
Social Problems of a Developed
Socialist Society, the Standard of
Living of the Soviet People"; "The
Problems of Developing the
Economies of the Union Republics,
Large Economic Regions and Indi-
vidual Branches of the Economy";
hcadings on the problems of the
rocialist and developing countries,

on the economic problems of the
industrial capitalist countries, ques-
tions of international economic rela-
tions and oriticism of bourgeois
economic theories.

The publication of abstract jour-
nals is managed by the Editorial
Board whose Chairman is V. Vinog-
radov, head of INION, Correspond-
iqg Member of the USSR Academy
of Sciences and a prominent special-
ist on the economic history of the
USSR and of the European socialist
countries. The Editorial Board also
includes many distinguished Soviet
scholars: Academicians N. Inozemt-
sev, M. Khrapchenko, F. Konstan-
tinov, A. Narochnitsky, A.
Rumyantsev, and E. Zhukov; Cor-
responding Members of the USSR
Academy of Sciences O.Bogomolov,
F. Filin, D. Gvishiani, V. Kudryavt-
sev, M. Rutkevitch, V. Solodov-
nikov'and others.

The creation of the system of
abstract journals of the INION of
the USSR Academy of Sciences is an
extremely important step in forming
a social science information service
in the USSR. Abstract information in
the social sciences has its own
peculiarities, and its own specific
nature which had to bo taken into
consideration when these journals
were created. The most important
problem of all is the selection for
abstracting, of the most significant
scientific literature on the social
sciences. This is a question of sci-
ence'and can only be dealt with by
highly qualified specialists in all
branches of the social sciences. On
the other hand, the content of a
scientific work on the social sciences
cannot be formalised to the same
extent as a scientific and technologi,
cal docunient. In an abstract of a
scientific work in the field of the
humanities the structure of the work
must be presented, the author's ideas
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must be stated briefly but in detail,
as well as the peculiarities of the
source of the document; the author's
stand on debatable questions relating
to the subject must be shown without
any additional comment on the part
of the abstractor, the relation of the
author to other scientific works in
the given field; the social and
ideological significance of the given
work must be revealed by emphasis.
ing the essential features. It is also
important to expose the method of
investigation and describe the factual
and statistical material on which the
author bases his work, and so forth.

The objective exposition of these
points of view in the abstract means
that it does essentially differ from
the short or extended annotation
given in the scientific and bibliog-
raphic descriptions contained in bib-
liographic bulletins.

The complex character of social
knowledge is evident even at the
level of current abstract information.
Among the series of abstract jour-
nals there are series on separate
branches of science, as well as series
on some of the complex questions of
social knowledge and on questions
pertaining to individual countries or
regions. These complex problems
with regard to information in the
social sciences are fully manifest at
the next level of information
work*the level of retrospective
information when the problems-sub-
jects, integral approach is prevalent.

In the social sciences the solution
to many urgent research questions is
connected with the study of complex
socio-economic and ideological
problems, in the elaboration of
whjch representatives of many
branches of the social sciences par-
ticipate. Take, for example, the
question of the social aspects of the
current scientific and technological
revolution (STR). Of course, the

2U

pressing problems of the STR can
only be given an integral elucidation,
when the economic, social, political,
ideological and also scientific and
technological aspects of the STR are
examined in a comprehensive man-
ner. INION has arranged the sys-
tematic issue of abstract information
on questions of the interrelations
between the scientific and technolog-
ical revolution and the economic
development, on the social and
ideological problems of the STR, on
the organisation of scientific activity
in the conditions of the STR and on
the environmental problems in the
conditions of the STR.

Many questions of international
relations, which have their own
economic, socio-political and
ideological aspects, are of acomplex
nature. Methodological problems of
the social sciences as well as many
questions of information pertaining
to individual regions and countries
are many-sided. It may be noted, in
particular that, despite the process
of extending much of the research in
the field of social knowledge, and
working it out in detail, there is at the.
same time an obvious tendency to-
wards an increase in literature on
subjects connected with individual
regions and countries, which forms a
considerable part of today's entries
to the INION fund.

Retrospective abstract informa-
tion on problems and subjects is
connected with an important and
essential side of the work of the
INION which expands its activity on
the principle of cooperation with the
leading institutes of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, where the
main problems with regard to the
social sciences are worked out. The
Institute of Scientific Information
for the Social Sciences takes into
account the main tendencies in the
research carried out at the institutes

of thc USSR Academy of Sciences,
in rclccting cubjects for its research
and, corrcrpondingly, for its publica-
tionr. Thir is connected both with
thc lmprovcd acquisition procedure
rnd with thc issue of information
publicstions. On the other hand, it is
bccoming more and more usual to
lmuc joint publications of informa-
tion material together with such
ccntres of the USSR Academy of
Scicnces as the Institute of the
World Economy and tnternational
Rclations, the Institute of the USA
and Canada, the Institute of Sociolo.
3ical Research, the Institute of philo-
rophy, the Institute of the History of
thc USSR, the Far East Institute and
thc Institute of the Economy of the
World Socialist System.

Thc complex character of IMON,
rnd ir3 staff of highly qualified
rpecialists representing various
branches of social knowledge create
a unique situation which allows an
ever higher level of information
work, the compiling of scientific and
analytical surveys reflecting the ma-
in tcndcncies in the development of
thc rosiat sciences and of other
lnlormation material of a conceptual
rnd 3cncralising character. Scientific
rnd andytical surveys are prepared
hy thc most eminent scholais in that
particular field and are, without any
doubt, works of scientific research.
Thc spccific peculiarity of these
works is the exact indication of the
iourccs analysed on branches of
knowledge as a whole, on tomplex
problems or, retrospectively, on one
ol thc lubjects of the research being
dono by various authors in differeni
counlrlcr.

ln conformity with its tasks
INION har scicntific information
drprrtmontr and sectors organised
faaordln3 lo branches and regions.
Thr rrc depertments carrying out

work in the field of scientific com-
munism, .philosophy, sociology,
economics, history, the state and the
law, the science of science, Oriental
and African studies, and also sub-
divisions on the problems of the
socialist countries, the capitalist
countries of Western Europe and the
USA, on the social, economic and
ideological problems of the scientific
and technological revolution and of
thq international workers' move-
ment.

IMON puts out information ma-
terials which assist in dealing with
the problems of management in the
field of social science, in the plan-
ning of scientific research, and in the
development of international scien-
tific ties between Soviet and foreign
scholars. The Bulletin ol Intemation-
al Congresses, Conferences, Sym-
posiums and Meetings comes out
regularly. The bulletin publishes the
dates, places and subjects of interna-
tional meetings of scholars in the
social sciences and gives the addres-
ses of the organising committees.

The development of h system of
information in the social sciences is
connected with the acquisition of
current world literature. INION sub,
scribes to literature from ll5 coun-
tries and exchanges publications
with 1,610 scientific organisations in
62 countries.

An important feature of the Insti-
tute of Scientific Information for the
Social Sciences of the USSR
Academy of Sciences is the fact that
it includes in its composition the
Main Library for the Social Sciences
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
This library was founded in l9!8,
and is extremely rich in the most
interesting scientific documents, in-
cluding books and periodicals, all in
all some seven million documents.
Such an organic combination of an
extremely large main library and the
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Institute of Information makes it
possible to substantially improve the
icquisition of sources of information
and to solve on a global scale the
problem of creating an automated
system of information storage, re-
trieval and output. By including this
main library . in its comPosition,
INION, in its new building which
was opened in MaY 1974, offers the
staff of the institutes of the USSR
Academy of Sciences the best possi-

ble working conditions, and also
allows foreign. scholars who come to
the Soviet Union to carry out re'
search on their own subjects.

Besides a common reading room,
the Institute has at its disposal spe-

cial studies for philosophy and scien-
tific communism; economics, the
literature of the socialist countries,
history, law and UN documentation.
It boasts a big biblioeraphic depart-
ment which possesses a unique col-
lection of reference materials and
information card indexes.

Tte Institute carries out a great
deal of research in the field of
information retrieval languages and

other problems of creating an auto-
mated system of information in the
social sciences.

INION has extensive international
ties with many countries, thus de-

veloping cooperation in the field of
information, above all with scientific
information centres in the socialist
countries.

The basis for this cooPeration is
formed by the exPanding joint work
between scholars in the socialist
countries on elaborating such topical
present-daY Problems as: the reg-
ularities of the develoPment of
socialist societY and of the world
socialist system; the problems of the
management and efficiencY of
socialist production; questions of the
theory and history of the internation-
al workers' movement; topical qucs'
tions of the present-day ideological
struggle, and others' ManY forms of
multilateral and bilateral cooperation
between scholars in the socialist
countries are being developed. The
Institute has agreements with and
carries out joint activity accordingto
definite plans of cooperation with
scientific information centres in Bul'
garia, Czechoslovakia, the Democra-
tic Republic of Vietnam, the German
flemocratic Republic, Hungary'
Mongplia and Poland. INION takes
an active part in working out the
general concePtion and in imPle-
mcnting definite measures for the
creation of an international informa-
tion system for the social sciences in
the socialist countries.

M. Gapochke,
Cand. Sc. (Philos.)'

Deputy Director of the Institute
of Scientific Information
for the Social Sciences.

SOVIET.US COOPERATION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

under the Soviet-uS General Ag- held at Tarrytbwn (N. Y.) in March

reement on Contacts, Exchanges and 1975'

Cooperation signed in Washington The members of the Commission
on June 19,1973,the firstmeetingof from the US side are Eh. F' Bur-
the Commission of the American kardt (hesident Emeritus of the

Councit of Learned Societies and the Council of Learned Societies); R.

Academy of Sciences of the uSSR Lumiansky (vic.e-Pre_siden! o{ the

on Contacts and Collaboiation in the Council); G. Turner (Vice-President

Social Sciences and Humanities was of the Council); Professor W' Leon-
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tiff (Harvard University); Dr. M.
Thompson (American Historical As-
societion); B. Manning (Council of
Forcfin Rclations), Professor R.
Mcrton (Columbia University); Dr.
W. Ertos (Rockefeller University);
rnd A. Wallace (University of
Ponnsylvania). The delegation of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, which
took part in the work of the Commis-
sion, was headed by Academician N.
Inozemtsev (Director, Institute of
the World Economy and Internati-
onal Relations) and included Acade-
mician E. Zhukov (Institute of World
Hictory); B. Lomov, Corresponding
Mcmber of the USSR Academy of
Pcdatogical Sciences (Institute of
Psychology); N. Mansurov, D. Sc.
(Philos.), (Institute of Sociological
Studiec); I. Neupokoyeva, D. Sc.
(Philol.), (Gorky Institute of World
Lltorature); and A. Movchan, Cand.
Sc. (Law), (Institute of the State and
Law).

A Protocol containing the Com-
mission's recommendations aqd list-
in3 specific measures for promoting
contacts and cooperation between
tho two sides in the social sciences
wtt drawn up as a result of the
lrultful discussion that was held in a
burinctrlike and constructive spirit.

Economlcs. The Commission sub"
rcribcd to the agreement reached
earlier between the Standford Re-
rcarch Institute on the American side
rnd thc Institute of the World Eco-
nomy and International Relations
snd thc Institute on US and Canada
Studicr on the Soviet side, with the
prrtlclpation of other centres and
alpartr to ctudy the forms and
mathod, of ortablishing and develo-
pltg rconomlc relations between the
UttR rnd thc USA. Moreover, it
wll t.trcd to hold a joint symposi-
Um on lotqFtGrm prospccts of Soviet-
Ut reonomlc rcletions viewed wit-
hln thr lrrmowork of world econo-

mic development. The Commission
found that it was desirable to organi-
se cooperation in the study of prob-
lems such as "Capital Investrnent in
the Process of Production (Including
Methods of Complex Assessment of
New Technology)" and the "Utilisa-
tion of Input-Output Analysis, Inclu-
ding Multiregional Aspects"

History. The Commission recom-
mended the organisation of a bilater-
al exchange of bibliographical infor-
mation and copies of archive docu-
ments and the promotion of scien-
tific collaboration in the following
areas: history of cultural and
economic relations between the
USSR and the USA, the application
of quantitative methods to the study
of history, the role of the state inthe
economic development of the USSR
and the USA, and the concept of
progress in the history of man.

Law. Agreement was reached on
the following priority topics of
study: Soviet-American trade law
and practices, federal-local relation-
ships and problems of local govern-
ment and law of the sea, and also on
a number of topics for subsequent
study.

Intemational Relation s.The priori-
ty topics selected were !'American-
Soviet Relations and Negotiations"
and "Machinery for the Regulation
of International Conflicts at the
Global, Regional and Local Level".
The topics designated for subsequent
treatment were: "Scientific and
Technological Progress and Interna-
tional Relations", "The Role of the
United Nations", "Political Implica-
tion of Arms Control" and "Food
Resources, Raw Materials, and po-
pulation Problems".

Sociology. The sides agreed to
concentrate attention on long-range
social prognosis, research methods
and the use of indicators in the study
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of social processes and on the struc-
ture of leisure time.

Literature. The Commission Plan-
ned a series of sYmPosiums on the
topics *Editorial and Textual Princi-
ples Involved in Editing Classics of
National Literatures", "Principles of
the Writing of Histories of National
Literatures" and "hoblems in Con-
temporary Literary Theory and Criti-
cism".

Psychology. The Commission aP-
proved priority areas of cooperation
in the study of problems linked with
the use of small computers in
psychological research and also of
theoretical problems in psychologi-
cal experimentation.

Further, the Commission recom-
mended the hplding of joint study in

INIX},SOVIET COMMISSION

The First Meeting of the Joint
Indo-Sovict Commission for Cooper-
ation in Social Sciences was held in
May 1975 in Moscow. The Indian
side was represented by hofessors
Rasheeduddin Khan (Chairman),
Moonis Raza, G. S. Bhalla and D. D.
Narula, and Dr. Surajit Sinha. The
Sciviet side iirctuded Academician B'
Gafurov (Chairman), G. KotovskY
(Vice-Chairman), P. Anikeev, V.
Kondratyev, M. UrmancheYev, and
N. Cheboxarov.

The segsion was opened bY the
two chairmen who emPhasised the
great importance of the setting up of
the Indo.Soviet Commission for Co-
operation in Social Sciences, and
expressed confidence that its work
would promote the research
activity in both countries and the
friendship and mutual understanding
between the Indian and Soviet
pegples.

The Commission's sittings were
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antfuopology, archaeologY and eth'
nography.

hovision was made for diverse
forms of cooperation (colloquiums,
symposiums, parallel research, ex-
changes of scientific literature, re-
ports, publications, and also of sci'
entists and experts to conduct lec-
tures, young scholars, the joint com-
pilation of scholarlY works, the
translation and publication of the
works of Soviet and American scien-
tists, and so forth) and it was stres-
sed that the sides did not rule outthe
possibility of tesearch into other
topics or cooperation in other forms.

L. Voronkov,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

marked by a friendly and construc-
tive atmosphere and crowned bY the
siening of a Statement' Both sides
considered it necessary to maintain
cooperation through the exchange of
visits of social scientists for a period
between three months and one Year,
of scientific literature (books and
periodicals), and of materials which
could be used in the social sciences
abstract series of the two countries.
Agreement was reached on the Pe-
riodical publication by each of the
two sidei of collections containing
the works of scholars of the other
side. Sovietandlndianscholars will
carry out joint research, put out joint
scientific works, and hold sYm-
posiums in the Soviet U,nion and
India alternately. A long-term prog-
ramme for these joint activities was
drawn up, covering a period of five
ye4rs and embracing the following
disciplines: anthropology and sociol-
ogy, economics, history, economic

and social geography, political sci-
ence and international relations, and
philosophy.

The joint research, publications
and symposiums will deal with the
following topics, which are of mutual
interest and have already been en-
dorsed: traditional institutions in the
process of modernisation of society:
independent India and Soviet Central
Asia; problems of secularisation in
multi-religious societies: India and
the USSR; comparative studY of
national revolutionary movement in
India and the USSR; ancient civilisa-
tion in India and on the territory of
the USSR: the problems of economic
and social organisation of society;
pcacc, security and foreign policy
perspectives for India and the

FNNXCH YEAND(X)K

Vol. XVII of the FrantsuzskY
yezhegodnik (French Yearbook)
came off the press in Moscow at the
close of 195. The next volumes are
bcing compiled. In our raPidlY'
charyirrg times the issue of such a
non-dynamic form of publication as

a yoarbook in itself attracts atteo-
tion: cvidently publications of this
kind arc bccoming, in a manner of
opeaking, an clement, perhaps even
an csgential element, of the develop-
mcnt of eocial thinking and meet
pressing requirements.

In the short foreword to the first
volumc (1958), the Editors noted that
conridcrable interest in French histo-
ry har always been displayed in
thh country, whose progressive per-
.ondltlc., lrom Radishchev to Belin-
tly, Hcrzcn and the great leaflei of
tho Ruulrn revolution Vladimir Le-
nlo, hrd thc utmost respect for the
llbtrrtlon rtru3jle of the French
proplt, Thoy wrote:

USSR; development of socidist
thought in the USSR and India in the
lfth and 2(hh centuries; man and
nature: philosophical implicatibns.

On the basis of a comparative
study of the Soviet and Indian ex-
perience, the following subjects will
be jointly researched (they will also
be investigated in publications and at
symposiums): determinants of ag-
ricultural productivity; management
of public state enterprises; problems
of migration in the process of urban-
isation; problems of regional plan-
ning and national development;
problems of building a federal polity.

G. KotovskY,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

"In beginning the comPilation of
the Frantsuzsky yezhegodnih tlp
group studying the history of France
at the Institute of History of the
USSR Academy of Sciences hopes it
will contribute to a deeper study of
the history of France in our country.
The cooperation between Soviet and
French historians on the pages of thc
Yezhegodnikwill, we bclicvc, help to
bring the two great nations closcr
together culturally."

These words state the principal
aims of the publication that was then
only being initiated.

To what extent have these aims
been achidved? What has been ac-
complished by the Frantsuzsky
yezhegodnik in deepening and prom-
oting the study of the history of the
friendly French people? Has it
played a positive role in expanding
cooperation between the historians
of the two countries? tlas this publi-
cation of the USSR Academy of
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Sciences, to be more-exact, of its
group studyingthe history of France,
won recognition abroad, notably in
France, among French scholars?
Many other similar questions natur-
ally arise when one speaks of a
scientific publication that has been
printed serially for nearly 20 years.

But answering these questions we
should like to express our apprecia-
tion and grateful esteem for Vya-
cheslav Volgin, the initiator and
inspirer ol the Frontiuzsky yezhegod-
ni*, who was its Editor-in-Chief until
his demise in 1962. Despite the
pressure of his scientific and public
wgrk and despite his age, this emi-
nent Soviet scholar and outstanding
student of the history of social
thinking in France and the history of
socialist philosophy, who was for
many years Vice-President of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, ac-
corded much attention to the
Yezhegodnik, which he regarded as a
major contribution to the promotion
of cultural relations between the
Soviet Union and France.
'Volgin proved to be right when he

insisted that the Yezhegodnik should
become an organ of Soviet-French
scientific rapprochement. The first
volume, in 1958, contained articles
by three Freneh scholars: "Lenin
and the Lessons of French History"
by Jacques Duclos, "The Revoluti-
onary Committees of the Paris Secti-
ons (193-194)'' by Albert Soboul
and "Jean Jaur6s and the Colonial
Problem" by Jean Bruhat.

In the recent, including the latest,
volumes of the Yezhegodnik one
cannot fail to note the growing
contribution from French scholars
and the increasing range of subjects.

World famous French his-
torians - Georges Lefevre, Fernand
Braudel, Ernest Labrousse and Pier-
re Renouvin-have contributed to
2n

the Yezhegodni&. Its doors are wide
open to all French scholars of good
will, regardless of their party affilia-
tion or political views, tqall serious
historians devoted to the interests of
science and recognising the benefits
of Franco-Soviet scientific coopera-
tion.

The Yezhegodnik has printed arti-
cles on the Great French Revoluti-
on of the 18th century by, among
others, Marc Bouloiseau, Jacques
Godechot, Ernest Labrousse, Mar-
cel Reinhard, Albert Saboul and Jean
Surateau. Some articles on this sub-
ject have been contributed by the
noted German historians Werner
Krauss and Walter Markow.

Problems related to the French
revolutionary, democratic, working-
class movement have been dealt with
in articles by Guy Besse, Jean
Bruhat, Germaine Willard, Claude
Willard, Maurice Dommanget, Jac-
ques Duclos, Jean Dautry, Maurice
Choury and others.

French foreign policy and Russo-
French and Soviet-French relations,
which receive considerable attention
in the Yezhegodnik, are the subjects
of contributions from Jean Bouvier,
Philippe Devillers, Jean-Baptiste
Duroselle, Ren€ Girault, Andrd Lan-
gevin, Luce Langevin, General Pier-
re Pouyade and Pierrt Renouvin.

It must be noted that we have had
contributions from Jean Bouvier,
Jacques le Goff, Ren€ Girault and
Albert Soboul long before they main-
tained their doctorates and won
world fame in science.

Of course, most of the contribu-
tions to the Yezhegodnik are from
Soviet historians, including scholars
who are recognised experts on the
history of France (Academicians V.
Volgin, and S. Skazkin, Correspond-
ing Member of the USSR Academy
of Sciences F. Potemkin, and Profes-

sors V. Dalin, Y. Zaklrcr, O. Vainsh-
tein, A. Lyublinskaya, B. Weber, B.
Porshnev, A. Molok and E.
Zhelubovskaya) and representatives
of the young generation of students
of French history (Professors A.
Ado, L. Gordon, A. Konokotin and
Y. Bcssmertny, and Candidates of
sciences Z. Belousova, S. Gurvich,
Y. Kiseleva, S. Obolenskaya, I.
Sivolap, A. Gordon and others).

It has always been our policy to
enlarge the geographical boundaries
of the contributions from scholars
studying the history of France. We
have printed articles by historians
from the most diverse Soviet scien-
tific centres, near and far from
Moscow: T. Soltanovskaya (Kiev),
V. Alexeyev-Popov (Odcssa), R. En-
gelgardt (Kiev), I. Kisselgof (Ufa),
Y. Trunsky (Kazan), and Y. Drazni-
nas (Chita) to mention a few.

We have placed our publication at
the service of writers and scholars
working in fields contiguous to the
history of France. Articles have been
written for the Yezhegodnik by Ilya
Ehrenburg and Konstantin Simonov,
by art critics B. Vipper and N.
Kalitina, by the French art critic
Pierre Angrand, and by the literary
critics T. Motyleva and Jean P6rus.

In reply to the questions asked at
the beginning of this review I feel
that I shall be expressing the opinion
of our Editors when I say that within
a period of just under 20 years the
Frantsuzsky yezhegodnik has in cer-
tain measure achieved its aims: it has
helped to deepen and widen the
study of French history in the Soviet
Union and has unquestionably
helped to strengthen our contacts
and links with French scholars and
foster cooperation between the
historians of the two friendly coun-
tries.

It is deeply eratifying to be able to
state here that leading French per-
sonalities - Maurice Thorez and
Jacques Duclos-have spoken high-
Iy of the Frantsuzsky yezhegodnik's
contribution towards drawing toget-
her two great peoples-the French
and the Soviet-culturally and
strengthening the traditional fri-
endship between them.

The Frantsuzsky yezhegodnik is
the only publication in the Soviet
Union and one of the few in the
world devoted entirely to the history
of France. It is known not only to
scholars in many countries of the Old
and the New World, who have
written of their appreciation of it in
their own scientific journals, but als<r
to many non-specialists.

We are aware, of course, that our
publication still has a number of
shortcomings: in particular, it con-
tinues to be published behind
schbdule and, essentially speaking,
like any other publication, requires
improvement; we are making every
effort to enlarge and diversify our
main sectiori: The Histor/ of Russo'
French and Soviet-French Relations.
In short, the field for improvement
remains extensive.

Nevertheless, the contributors and
staff of the. Frantsuzsky yezhegodnik
find satisfaction in the fact that
during the past few years theY have
proved that this somewhat unusual
publication has proved to be viable,
necessary and useful, that it contri-
butes to the general treasure-store of
world science, to the strengthening
of Soviet-French friendship and to
drawing the peoples closer together
spiritually.

Professor A. Manfred
Editor-in-Chief ,

Frantsuzsky yezhegodnik
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ANNAAL STI]DIES OF AMENCA

ln l9i.l the Institute of World
History of the USSR Academy of
Sciences began to put out
Amerikansky yeihegodnik (Annual
Studies of America) in Moscow. The
Executive Editor of the publication
is hofessor G. Sevostyanov, D. Sc.
(Hist.), head of the History of the
USA and Canada Department at the
above-mentioned institute.

The appearance of a special serial
publication on the history of the
USA and Canada does to a certain
extent reflect the data accumulated
by Soviet specialists in American
studies over several decades of
serious research. Every year dozens
of monographs and hundreds of
articles on North American history
are published in the USSR. Theses
for the degrees of Doctor and
Candidate of Sciences are also de-
fended on that subject. This publica-
tion was thus justified as it allows
Soviet specialists to become ac-
quainted with their colleaguds' latest
research, with relevant historiog-
raphic, dircumentdry and bibliog-
raphic materials and publications.

The circle of contributors to The
Annual Studies and the range of
themes they deal with are extremely
wide. Works by young scholars from
Moscow, Leningrad and other Soviet
cities are published alongside those
cqntributpd by well-known resear-
chers. The authors do, in fact, cover
the entire history of the USA and
Canada. You can find essays about
those distant times when Europeans
were only just setting out for the
New World (L. Slyozkin, ln2,1973)
and scientific reports on the most
r6cent events in American history,
such as, for example, President
Kennedy's policy with regard to the
Black question (Y. Oleshchuk,
1972), on the presidential campaign
232

of E. McCarthy in l!58 (V. Linnik,
1972), and on the latest develop-
ments in the Indian movement (V.
Gordeyev, 1974).

From the very beginning the study
of fundamental processes of the
social and economic development of
the USA, of the ways and specifics
of the development of North Ameri-
can capitalism has become a major
trend in the American studies in the
USSR. This interest is still keen as
can be seen from the articles about
the times and peculiarities of the last
stage of the industrial revolution in
the USA (A. Blinov, 1971), about the
changes in the social structure of
present-day American farmers (V.
Zolotukhin, 1972\ and about the
development of capitalist relations in
colonial Canada (V. Tishkov, 193).

Another major line in the research
of Soviet historians is the study of
the role of the popular masses in
history, the development of the class
struggle and the growth of the
workers', farmers and other mass
movements. These questions are
reflected in the followipg articles in
the Annual Studiesi on the ideololi-

'cal and political aspects of the crisis
of "Gompersism" and of the formati-
on of the Congress of Industrial
Organisations (V. Malkov, l9l); on
the policy of the American Federati-
on of Labor (N. Kurkov, 19721' S.
Askoldova, 1974; K. Kleimenova,
192\; on the origins and essence of
trade-union Pan-Americanism (N.
Kurkov, ln4); on the anti-
'monopolistic acts in the USA at the
end of the lfth century (I. Suponit-
skaya, 194); on the struggle of the
Communist Party of the USA against
the theory of "American exceptiona-
lism" (A. Grechukhin, 194). The
Annual Stridies also contains works
on the farmers' nlovement in the

USA in the pcriod between the two
world wars (A. Kolodiy, l97l; E.
Yazkov, lg72),

Soviet reecarchers are interested
in the political history of the US
domcstic policy, in the nature of the
political struggle in the country and
the fatcs of its state and poiitical
institutions at different peiiods in
history. Particular attention is paid to
! stuoy ot state monopoly capitalism
in the USA from a historical point of
view. In connection with this ques-
tion, materials were published on the
origin of the anti-trust legislation in
the USA (I. Suponitskaya, 1972),on
the state control over labour rela-
tions during the Second World War
(N. Sivachov , 1972), on the political
struggle in the USA over the agrarian
policy in the second halfofth; 1930s
(A. Kolodiy, 1974), on the develop-
mcnt of American naval power at the
lcfinninS of the 2fth century (A.
Raskin, 194) and on the activity of
the National Security Council during
thc presidency of H. Truman (GI
Agafonova, l97l).
. Over the last few years a compara-

tively new and intensivety developed
trend in Soviet-American studies is
lhc research of the ideologicat as-
pccts of American history, of the
hlrtory of bourgeois reformism in the
USA in particular. This research is
reflectcd in the works on the ideolo-
gy of bourgeois reformism at the turn
of the century (V. Sogrin, 1971.
194), on the American Christian
Liberals in the 1920s and 1930s and
thc Christian-socialist tendencies in
American protestantism at the begin-
{1q ot the 2fth century (A. Kislova,
1971,1973). A special article has been
published on Irnin's evaluation of
bourgeois reformism in the-USA and
Wcstcrn Europe (I. Belyavskaya,
l9l). One of the essays deals with
lhc rurprising fate of the well-known
Uiopien novel by Edward Bellamy,

LookW Backward, and the role
played by this work in the literary,
social and political struggle in the
USA (B. Gilenson, 1972).

Soviet historians and specialists in
international affairs analyse the class
nature and purfosefulness of Ameri-
can foreign policy in different
periods of US history and the role of
the USA in the system of interna-
tional relations today. In this cbnnec_
tion, of particular interest are the
materials devoted to the North
American colonisation of Texas in
the .1620s and 1830s (N. potokova,
lY74), tbe USA's relations with thc
European powers in l9l7-l9lg (2.
Gershov,-1972), ttrc stand taken Lv
the USA at the l93g Lima Confer_
ence (I. Yanchuk, lg74)andthe 1943
Moscow Conference of Foreign
Ministers (N. Smirnova, lg4), riiil
to the role of the USA in founding
!!9-United Nations (A. Baryshev]tnr.

The achievements of Soviet-
American studies in the field of
Russo-American and Soviet_
American relations are unquesti-
onable. Scholars have broughl into
circulation a large numbr of previo,
usly unknown archive matprials.
Thus, it was in tlrc Anntal Studies
that light was for the first time
thrown on how American life, the
history and policies of the USA were
described in the well-known Russian
journals of the l9th. century Delo
(Deed), Slovo (The Word) and Drtft
llrlTtalov (I\e Spirit of Journats) (I.
Y4!oy", 191; N. Bolkhovitinov,
192). New documents on Russia's
support for the struggle of the North
American colonies for independence
dre published in the 1975 iisue.

This issue is devoted solely to the
American revolution of the lgth
century. In connection with the
2(Xhh anniversary of this revolution,
the contributors to the Annual
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Studies have set forth their views

and evaluations of some imPortant
asDects of the historY of the War of
Iniependence and of the formation
of the USA. BiograPhical essays

about some of the prominent figures
in the American revolution are also
printed here.

A serious study of US and Cana-

dian history implies systematical
account and analysis of the historical
researches published and also of the

entire process of the development-of
North American historical thought'
This is why each issue of the Annual
Studies contains an extensive his-

toriograPhic section.
In-the "scientific Life" Section

one can find information about the
conferences of Soviet specialists

in American history, about their re'
search in archives and libraries, both
at home and abroad, and about their
meetings with historians from other
countries. T\e Annual Srudies con-
tains lists of doctorate theses on the
history of the USA which have been
defended in the Soviet Union, of the
works of Soviet and foreign special-
ists in American history published in
the USSR, and a bibliograPhY of
works on the history of the USA
which have come out in the socialist
countries.

Y. Tlshkov,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.),

Executive SecretarY of the
Editorial Board of Annual

Studies ol Amertca

Congrcs*s . Conterenoes o Symlnsiums

SHOLOKIIOV JTJBILEE

In May 1975 that classic of Soviet
literature, Hero of Socialist Labour
and Lenin and Nobel prizes winner,
Academician Mikhail Sholokhov,
celebrated his seventieth birthday. In
this connection meetings, scientific
conferences, sessions of academic
institutions and writers' organisa-
tions were held in Moscow, Lenin-
grad, in the capitals of the Union
republics and in many other Soviet
cities.

:**!t

The main event was the birthday
cclcbration held in Moscow on May
23. At this celebration the presidium
was made up of the members of the
Politburo of the CPSU Central Com-
mittee V. Grishin, A. Kirilenko and
M. Suslov, the Alternate members
of the Politburo of the CPSU Central
Committee P. Demichev and M.
Solomentsev, Secretary of the CPSU
Ccntral Committee I. Kapitonov,
membcrs of the All-Union Jubilee
Committee for Sholokhov's birthday
colcbrations, distinguished writers,
Sovlcl cultural workers, representa-
tlvu of the public and foreign
ttxrtr, Thc meeting was opened by
lhr chelrman of the Jubilee Commit-

tee, writer N. Tikhonov. In his
speech on Sholokhov, G. Markov,
first secretary of the Board of the
USSR Writers' Union, said:
"Throughout his career as a writer he
has created dozens of works,
amongst which Azd Quia Flows the
Donaod Virgin Soil Uptwnedtower
like mountain peaks, reaching the
heights of Soviet and world litera-
ture. The First World War and lhe
Revolution, the Civil War, the for-
mation of the Soviet system, collec-
tivisation in agriculture, the Great
Partiotic War against German fas-
cism and the struggle of our people
for peace and communism are all
themes which have gone into
Sholokhov's works like organic
motifs of his artistic thinking, his
talent and his experience of life....
Sholokhov's realism is socialist in
character. Only a realist of this trend
can understand the highly complex
socio-psychological, ideological and
political lattice of our stormy times".
In conclusion, the speaker said that
Sholokhov's seventieth birthday
"signifies an important celebration,
that it is much more than just an
ordinary literary jubilee, and this
celebration in honour of the writer
has become nationwide in its scope."
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The scientific session *Mikhail

Sholokhov and World Literature"
was organised in Moscow bY the
USSR AcademY of Sciences and the
Gorky Institute of World Literature
of the USSR AcademY of Sciences.
Academician M. KhraPchenko
opened the session with an inaugural
address. The participants in the ses-

sion heard papers on various aspects

of Sholokhov's works, in particular,

"sholokhov and the Problems of the
World Today", "Sholokhov's Inno'
vation and the f!,evelopmentof Mod-
ern Literature", "Sholokhov's
Worldwide Significance" and

"sholokhov's 
I:",: 

Truth".

*Mikhail Sholokhov's Traditions
in Modern Prose Writing and Jour-
nalism" was the theme of a scientific
conference in Rostov-on-f)on organ-
ised by the North Caucasian Scien-

tific Higher School Centre, the Ros-

tov regional writers' organisatio-n

and the Rostov State Universlty. I'
Bondarenko, First SecretarY of the

Rostov Regional Committee of the

CPSU, welcomed the ParticiPants in
the conference. Y. Zhdanov, Corres-
ponding Member of ttp USSR

Academy of Sciences, Rector of the

Rostov State Universig, made the

inaugural speech. Scholars and wri-
ters 

-from many towns in the Soviet

Union read papers and gave reports
at the plenary session and at sittings
of the five sections.

* tt 
'l'

"The Works of Mikhail Sholokhov
and World Literature" was the theme
of an all-Union scientific conference
held in Moscow and sponsored bY
the Moscow State University, the
Gorky Institurc of World Literature
of the USSR Academy of Sciences
and by the Lenin and KrupskaYa
Teacher Training institutes in Mos'
cow. The conference was opened bY
Professor A. Metchenko. It was also
attended by literary critics from the
socialist countries.

'**'l

The works of Sholokhov have

been published in the Soviet Union
829 times in an overall edition of
53,276,m coPies in eightY languages

of the peoPl-s of the USSR. The

novel And Quiet Flows fic Donhas
been published 263 times in the

Soviet Union in 23 languages, and

the overall edition was 12,893,0(X)

copies. Sholokhov's books have

come out more than 7fi) times in 47

countries in 45 languages. In the

Soviet Union there is abundant sci'
entific literature on Sholokhov'
Soviet publishing houses have put
out woiks on Sholokhov's writings
some 1(X) times.

INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF
ININLOGISS IN BERLIN

An International Sanskrit Confer- Conference was attended by scho'
ence was held in the GDR's capital in lars from Bulgaria, czechoslovakia,
March 1975 in commemoration of Hungary, Poland, the Soviet Union,
the 150th a,nniversary of the Depart- Yugoslavih, India, France and

ment of Sanskrit Studies at Berlin Britain.
university and in honour of the Attention was focused on India's
eminent 

-G".man, 
Indologists Franz culturd legacy, which has an im-

Bopp and Albrecht WiUer. tthis portant P.art to play in the deve'

2X

lopment of lndian culture to this
day.

Dr. Wolfgang Morgenroth, Head
of the Department of Sanskrit
Studies, gave a summary of Indian
studies in Germany over the past
150 years. He noted that research in
this area has been given a powerful
incentive in the GDR as a result of
broad contacts with India and other
developing countries of the South
Asian subcontinent. He drew atten-
tion to historical materialism's
methodology, which allows bringing
the objective regularities of social
and cultural development to light
scientificafly.

The Conference set up two sec-
tions: historico-cultural and linguis-
tic. The fbrmer section dealt mainly
with the history of Indian
studies at the universities in the GDR
and at research centres and univer-
sities of other countries, and charac-
terised individual distinguished in-
dologists and their works. Mention
must be made, among others, of the
paper of Ralph-Dietrich Jung (GDR)
on Ch. [.assen's famous work lttdis-
chc Altertutnskunde (Indian Antiqu-
Itlcr); of Hanne Simon (GDR) on the
rctlvity of the historian Mathias
Chrirtian Sprengel, who initiated In-
dlan studies at Halle University; of
Johannes Irmscher (GDR) on the
activity of Dimitrios Galanos, one of
thc carliest European Indolo-
3ists,and his influence on the prog-
ress of Indian studies in Germany; of
Zdravka MatiSi6 (Yugoslavia) on
prcsentday Sanskrit studies at Za-
3rob University.

Interesting papers were read on
vulour aspects of the history of
mclGnt India, in particular, by Bar-
brn Schotclich and Eva Ritschl
(ODR) on the Arthashastra; Gwla
Wolllllr (Hungary) on the
Xnilpa'g,fiorq a major mediaeval
n0ord ol lrrm work and rituals;

Herbert Plueschke (GDR) on the
present state of research into the
problem of "Hither Asia and Indian
Culture".

The study of the literary process in
India was dealt with by many scho-
lars, notably by R. N. Dandekar
(India), in whose paper on the Sam-
wadasukta in tlre Atharvtaweda the
hymns in the Vedas are regarded not
as remnants of dramaturgical works
but as ballads.

Questions that are essential for an
assessment of literary wotks and
which were usually ignored by scho-
lars inclined to interpret every liter-
ary phenomenon in the light of
orthodox Brahman categories were
raised for the first time by Roland
Beer (GDR) in the paper "Irony and
Parody in the Dashakumaracharita
of Danclin" and by L. Sternbach
(France) in the paper "Samaya-s and
Other Games of Skill in Ancient
India". Categories of this kind were
considered by the Polish Indologist
and literary critic Christopher
Byrski, who analysed the traditional
notions about the aims of human life
in the Tiwarga and the Chaturwar-
go. This paper evoked an interesting
discussion at which it was stressed
that an assessment of literary works
should not be confined to traditional
aesthetic categories but that it should
rest also on general humanistic and
aesthetic criteria.

Questions concerning th9 relations
between works of fine art and the
works of cult narrative literature
corresponding to them were raised
by Dagmar Stirgel (GDR) and Sief
fried Kratzsch (GDR).

Members of the Soviet delegation
spoke on key problems that evoked
keen discussions and considerable
interest at the Conference. In the
paper "The ldeological and Artistic
Struggle over the Classical Heritage
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in Modern India", Professor Y.
Chelyshev, who led the Soviet deleg-
ation, showed that the Problem of
the classical heritage, which is close-
ly linked with questions related to
India's socio-political and cultural
development, is of great Practical
interest today. This problem is irt the
centre of a sharp ideological struggle
between the progressive and reactio-
nary forces in India's culture and art.

In the paper "Contacts and CooP-
eration Between Russian and Ger-
man Indologists in the 18th-19th
Centuries", I. Serebryakov spoke of
joint research and publications by
Russian and German scholars and
their impact on the develoPment of
Indology in Europe. For instance,
the Sanskrit dictionaries (large and
small) published by them remain to
this day the foundation of almost all
vocabulary studies of Sanskrit and
modern Indian languages. Consider-
able attention was attracted bY A.
Sukhochev's "Ancient Indian Liter-
ary Traditions in Modern Urdu
Pros€", in which he showed the
integral development of [ndian cul-
tures and criticised the religious-
communal interpretation of these
cultures.

N. Gafurova spoke of the figura-
tiveness in the works of the well-

known Indian poet Kabir, noting that
the sources of this figurativeness lay
in ancient Indian epic poetry and
stressing the innovations in the work
of the poet and his ability to make
use of the finest features of ancient
Indian culture.

The language section dealt not
only with linguistics. It also dealt
with the history of science (oriented,
naturally, on linguistics) and some
questions of social psychology. Of
the linguistic papers proper it is
necessary to mention the papers
"Problems of Sibilants in Sanskrit (a
Phonological View)" by Jaroslav
Vacek (Czechoslovakia), "Specifics
of Pali Syntax" by Achim Fahs
(GDR) and "Sanskrit Words in the
'Bahasa-Indonesia' and Their Dis-
tribution in Various Semantic
Fields" by Harry Spitzbardt (GDR).

The discussions and the broad
exchangp of views and information
at the Conference will help to foster
the links between Orientalists of the
socialist countries and their colleagu-
es in other countries, chiefly in
India.

Y. Chelyshev,
D. Sc. (Philol.),
I. SerebryaLov,

Cand. Sc. (Philol.)

I

t

COLIOQUIT'M OF SOVIET AND WESI
GERMAN HISTORIANS

The second colloquium'of Soviet TVo themes were discussed: "The
and West German historians was methodology of studying the history
held in April 1975 in Leningrad of international relations" and
(aboutthefirstcolloquiumsee Social "Soviet-German relations in 1918'
Sciences, No. 3(17), 1974). It was 1932". The importance of the sub-

attended by 14 eminent scholars ject-matter determined the keen
from the FRG, headed by Prof. Dr. tenor of the discussion.
W. Conze. The Soviet delegation In his report "On the Theory and
was headed by Academician A. Methodology of Studying the His'
Narochnitsky. tory of International Relations"
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Academician A. NarochnitskY
showed that thc Marxist-Leninist
approach and historlcal materialism
were a dynamicallY develoPing
philosophical system based on a
claoe analysis of social phenomena, a
comprchcnsive investigation of in-
tcrnational processes in their dialec-
tical interrelation with the major
factors determining the direction of
socisl development.

The West German historians K.
Erdmann, D. Geyer, K. Hildebrand
and A. Hillgruber put forward
methodological constructions, which
deny the class approach to historical
analysis, to oppose the comPrehen'
sive Marxist approach. At the same
time they themselves admitted that
bourgeois science lacks the kind of
universal methodology such as the
Marxist-Leninist theorY.

The Soviet historians L. Nezhins-
ky, V. Salov, S. Tulpanov, A. Furse-
nko, S. Khromov, V. Shishkin and
others who took part in the discus-
sion on the first theme substantiated
the fundamental principles of Mar-
xist-I-eninist theory in its develop-
ment and repelled the attempts bY
some West German scholars to ten-
dentiously interpret Marxism-
Leninism and ascribe to it several
questionable propositions. Both in
the reports and in the discussion the
Soviet historians showed that it is
precisely the comprehensive Marxist
approach that affords the greatest
possibility for making the most ra.
tional use of the achievements of
modern science.

The second item on the agenda
was likewise the subject of an inter-
esting discussion.

Soviet historians above all made a
generalisation of the positive experi-
ence of Soviet4erman relations in
thc 1920s in the political and
cconomic spheres. A. Akhtamzyan,
l. Galkin, R. Dolgilevich, I. Kob.

Iyakov, V. Kulbakin and other par-
ticipants in the discussion stressed
that the Soviet Government in its
relations wittr the Weimar Republic,
with whom it sought to establish
broad, mutually beneficial contacts
consistently adhered to the principle
of peaceful coexistence. They noted
the positive effect Germany's recog-
nition of lhe equality of existing
property systems and state monopo-
ly in Soviet foreign trade had on
these contacts. The Treaty of Rapal-
lo (1922) considerably strengthened
the international position of the two
states in the conditions in which the
ruling circles of other capitalist coun-
tries were trying to crush Soviet
Russia and pursue a discriminatory
policy in respect to vanquished Ger-
many. The cooperation between the
two countries helped to strengthen
their security and peace in Europe.

On the whole, the West German
historians recognised the importance
of the Rapallo policy for the two
countries and assessed it construc-
tively. Thus, K. Hildebrand charac-
terised it as being absolutely neces-
sary in view of the fact that both
powers were in isolation. Interesting
observations were made by K. von
Aretin, W. Mommsen, H. Neubauer,
J. Niitzoldt and H. von Strandmann.
They noted that the relations under
study were mutually beneficial and
were undoubtedly the first positive
experiment in cooperation of states
with diffprent social systems.

At the same time, some West
German scholars tried to belitfle the
importance of the political and
economic relations of Soviet Rirssia
with the Weimar Repdblic for the
entire system of international rela-
tions in the 1920s and also as regards
Germany itself. They advanced the
thesis that cooperation was of advan-
tage only to Soviet Russia. This
tendentious view, inherited from the
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cold war period, was refuted by
West German historians themselves.
Thus, G. Rhode expressed the opin-
ion that the Rapallo Treaty as a
means of ensuring security was more
essential for Germany than for
Soviet Russia for whom it was of
importance in other aspects.

Even more untenable was the
thesis put forward by some West
German historians that the Rapallo
cooperation allegedly contradicted
the idea of European security for it
isolated Germany from the Western
countries and engendered.the con-
tradictions which led to war between
them.

However, the historical fact is that
interimperialist contradictions in
Europe particularly intensified not in
the period of active Soviet-German
cooperation but in the 1930s, after
the fascist regime completely broke
with this line and after its foreign
policy became aggressively anti-
communist and anti-Soviet.

The Soviet historians convincingly
showed that imperialist wars are
triggered by interimperialist con-
tradictions; they slbstantiated the
peaceful foreign policy of the
world's first socialist state which
consistently advocated peaceful
coexistence and collective security
in Europe.

Some West German scholars,
wanting to justify the imperialists'
boycott of Soviet Russia and their
big stick policy towards it, persis-
tently tried to ascribe to Soviet
foreign policy "export of revolu-
tion", and the mounting tide of the
revolutionary strrtqgle in Germany to
the activities of the Comintern,
which was allegedly the "hand of
Moscow". They had to admit, how-
ever, that they had no documentary
facts corroborating such assump-
tions.

The Soviet historians I. Galkin, Y.
2&

Polyakov, G. Rozanov and M. Orlo-
va conclusively showed that the
revolutionary events in Germany
were the result of the extreme aggra-
vation of internal contradictions.
After noting the tremendous and
obvious revolutionising influence of
the October Revolution on the
peoples of the world they proved by
way of concrete facts that the Soviet
Government's policy was based on
non-interference in the internal af-
fairs of other states. Already begin-
ning with October l9l7 Soviet Russia
proposed this principle as a standard
of internationbl relations. It did not
"export revolution", whereas the im-
perialist powers, as is common
knowledge, mounted an armed inter-
vention against the young Soviet
Republic, which was an attempt at
"export of counterrevolution", After
the ruling classes of the West were
compelled to abandon their attempts
to destroy Sovie, Russia with the
help of force the thesis about the
Soviet "export of revolution" was
adopted by the reactionary forces
who wanted to prevent the develoP-
ment of Soviet-German relations.
This thesis was refuted indirectly by
some of the historians from the FRG
themselves who admitted that in all
its relations with foreigrr states, both
in the political and economic
spheres, the Soviet Government pro-
ceeded from the standards of inter-
national law and the ideas of the
equality of the opposing property
systems and non-interference in the
internal affairs of other states.

The Soviet historians emphatically
rejected the attempts of some of the
West German scholars to hold the
USSR responsible for the advent of
fascism to power in Germany. Reac-
tionary West German historiography
has long since represented this as a
forced measure directed against the
growlng strength of the German

Communists, supported by the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Urrion. V.
Siplfs and V. Fomin showed what
were the rcal factors that maile for
thc arowth of the communist and
workirg-claes movement in , Ger-
many and thc full extcnt of German
irnperidiom'a rcsponsibility for the
prcparations and unleashing of the
Sccond World War. Sevefal West
Gcrman historians acknowledged
thccc arguments and the fact that the
scizure of power by the Hitlerites in
Germany was a preventive counter-
revolution.

From all the aforesaid we see that
the scientific problems posed by the
colloquium evoked pretty sharp

SOVIET.II\DIAN SYMF(NII'M
ON INDUSTRIALISATION

The Soviet-Indian Symposium*Social and Economic Transforma-
tions in Society in thc Process of
Industrialisation" took place at the
Institute of Oriental Studies of the
USSR Academy of Sciences in May
195. The participants in the Sym-
posium were the Indian scholars M.
S. Gore (head of the delegation,
President of the Indian Council for
Social Science Research),
Rasheeduddin Kf,an, M. P., V. B.
Singh, M. P., Amiya Baghchi, B. S.
Bhalla, C. T. Kurien, T. S. Papola,
C. Rangrarajan, Moonis Raza, and
Zafar Imam and the Soviet scholars
G. Shirokov (head of the delegation),
A. Kolontayev, O. Malyarov, A.
Medovoy, A. Mitrofanova, I. Nek-
rasova, S. Senyavsky, G. Sdasyuk,
V. Telpukhovsky, T. Checheleva
and V. Yashkin.

The'participants in the Symposium
concentrated on the problcm of in-
dustrialisation in conditions of a
developing economy. The search for
solution of this problem was based

ideological discussion. Both sides
acknowledged the usefulness of such
meetings which give their particip-
ants the opportunity to familiariae
themselves with new materials and
the research being done and also to
better understand the position of the
other side. The colloquium adopted a
final communique which stated that
despite the difJerent approaches to
many questions agreement was
reached on a number of the scientific
problems discussed. It is planned to
hold the next meeting of historians of
the USSR and the FRG in 1977.

N. Narochnltskeye,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

on an analysis of the historical ex-
perience of industrialisation in dif-
ferent countries, first and foremost
in India and the Soviet Union (in its
Eastern republics in particular).

Stressing the objectivg necessity
for industrialisation and its primary
rsle in ensuring the allround
economic and social development of
society, the speakers indicated er-
roneousness of contrasting its course
to that of the development of agricul-
ture, for it is industrialisation that
creates the necessary material prere-
quisites for the latter's rapid growth.
At the same time it was noted that if
the steady growth of agricultural
production is not provided for and
the necessary funds are not accumu-
lated in agriculture, it is impossible
to achieve high and stable rates of
industrialisation. It is most important
to attain the correct combination of
industrialisation with the develop-
ment of agriculture and a corres-
ponding distribution of capital in-
vestments.



It is likewise necessary to find the
correct correlation between the de-
velopment of the traditional
branches of light industry and that of
the capital-consuming branches of
heavy industrY. As was noted in a

numbcr of the PaPers; the former
guarantees more raPid returns on
capital investments, which is ex-
trelnely important where there is an '

acute shortage of caPital. 0n the
other hand, howevet, onlY the crea-
tion of its own heavY industrY can
provide a developing country with
economic indePendence and the
technical re-equipment of its entire
economy, as well as more raPid rates
of long-term economic development.

Besides the necessitY for radical
changes in the industrial structures
of the €conomy, which has been
distorted by colonialism, there exists
in the countries of the Third World a

no less acute need for reorga.nisation
of the territorial structure, fol p-tgg-

ress in thb backward re[ions and for
an evening out of the regional levels
6f devblopment. Speakers who dealt
with this subject Pointed to the
indisputable necessity for a purpose-
ful policy in develoPing backward
regions. They also stressed'that this
problem should not be solved in
isolation from the general tasks of
economic and social development in
a country as a whole. It was noted
that th€ optimum correlation of in-
veslments must be found in back-
r+4ard and developed regions, where,
if we consider the short-term pros-
pects, these investments usually give
more rapid returns on the caPital
invested.

Attention at the SYmPosium was
focused on an analysis of the specific
features of the social and economic
structure of the develoPing coun-
tries, which stem from their colonial
past and create particular difficulties
in industrialising these countries.

u2

One of these features is the "dual-
ism" of the social 'and economic
structure of the esoaomy in general

and of industry in particular' As was
noted in the PaPers and rePorts,
overall economic development can-
not be achieved without eliminating
this "dualism" and creating a single
and integrated economic system.

At the Symposium an imPortant
place was given to the discusiion of
ihe role of small-scale industry in thp
process of industrialisation. Relytng
on fadition, Primitive technologY
and being poorlY connected with
modern large-scale production, this
industry is incapable of accomplish-
ing the tasks of industrialisation on
its own. But a lot of people are linked
with small establishments, which
play a definite role in decreasing
unemployment. Thus, small-scale in-
dustry must be Preserved for a

considerably long period in the de-
velopment of the countries of the
Third World and must participate in
the process of industrialisation.

In a number of Papers and rePorts
it was noted that thie participation is
possible only if small-scale produc-
tion is modernised, if it acquires a
modern scientific and technical basis
and better cooperates wlth large-
scale industry. The accomplishment
of this task is connected with the
general process of industrialisation
and with the development of its most
important component, that of large-
scale manufacturing industry. In the
final count, the elimination of un-
employment does depend on the rate
of development of that industrY,
although in the short term, the un-
controlled growth of the large-scale
manufacturing industry can a88tra-
vate the employment situation. Al-
thouglr the solution of this problem is
greatly connected with the rates and
character of industrial development,
it depends on some other factors as

wcll. The development of agriculture
and pf the infrastructure also plays
an important role here.

In this connection, the question
was broached. of the need for a
definite and purposeful policy in the
dcvelopment and use of equipment
and technology-both on the scale
of the whole country and in each
individual branch of the
economy-for the purpose of find-
ing an optimum solution at each
definite stage to both problems of
increasing the productivity of labour
and problems of employment.

The rates and effectiveness of
industrialisation do to a large extent
depend on its social and economic
model and on the road of develop-
ment chosen. The participants in the
meeting concentrated on these ties.
In their papers and reports they
pointed out that industrialisation on
the basis of "free enterprise" did not
correspond to the interests of the
masses in the developing countries.
This enterprise whose driving force
is the urge for profit, tends to be
attracted to industries and territories
where capital investments give the
greatest immediate return. Therefore
private capital cannot provide for the
radical changes needed in the indus-
trial and territorial structures of the
economy in the developing coun-
tries. It cannot guarantee a rapid
development of domestic engineer-
ing and technology to meet the
demands of these countries. The
growth of private enterprise presup-
poses the further long-term preserva-
tion of dependence on foreign
monopoly capital and leads to the
intensification of monopoly trends in
the economy, to the rapid ruining of
small-scale productipn and tq, the
aggravation of unemployment.

It was noted at. the Symposium
that the increasing disparity in dis-
tribution of incomes connected with

the growth of private ente4irise, far
from leading to higher norms of
accumulation and higher rates of
economic development in the de-
veloping countries, holds it back.
Creating greater demand among the
rich strata of the population and
relatively feducing the purchasing
power of the masses of the people,
the growing inequality tends to direct
the structure of capital investment
and production towards the man-
ufacture of luxury articles to the
detriment of the production of thc
most important consumer goods and
of the means of production. There-
fore, restriction of economic in-
equality and the unproductive con-
sumption by the upper strata of ttrc
population is an important prereqiris-
ite for increased accumulation and
rates of development.

The role played by the state in the
procdss of industrialisation evoked
lively discussion at the Symposium.
Papers and reports on this question
have stressed that it is precisely the
development of the state sector and
of statq regulation that ensures the
accomplishment of most complex
tasks of industrialisation: increasing
the norms of accumulation and capi-
tal investment on the scale of the
whole economy; the creation of new
capital-consuming branches of heavy
industry; the development of back-
ward regions; the development of
engineering and technology to meet
the needs of the developing countries
to the utmost; the consolidation of
economic ties within the economy
and the transformation of the tradi-
tional small-scale production into
more effective forms of economy;
the restriction of foreign and locat
national capital; the reduction of
social inequality, and so on.

Moreover, many participants in
the Symposium warned against giv-
ing the state sector an absolute role
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in the economY. TheY stressed that
this role is determined by the social

and economic structure of the coun'
try and the general social and

cionomic course taken by'the state'
In the hands of different classes the

stat€ sector and state regulation play
different roles and they can become
an instrument for the developmgnt of
capitalism or a means of socialist
transfolmations'

The following questions were also

discussed at the SYmPosium, which
was marked by a high scientifig levcl

CIIRONICLE

*'Ih" 23rd Session of the com-
mission of Historians ol the USSR
and the GDR devoted to tlu causes,
clwracter and consequences ol tlw
Second World War, was held in
Moscow. A delegation of scholars
from the GDR headed bY Academi-
cian H. Bartel and some 250 Soviet
gcientists took Part in its work.
Opening the session, the Vice-
Prcsident of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences P. FedoseYev drew atten-
tion to the fact that amidst tlp
complex of scientific problems fac-
irU the participants in the confer-
ence, the connection between the
history of the war and the Present,
between the events of thirty Years
ago and those of todaY, was being
prccisely traced. After the inaugural
address bY H. Bartel and two re-
pofu, one bY CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences P. Zhilin on the political
character and political consequences
of the Second World War, and the
other by Professor R. Briill on the
Soviet ArmY as the liberator of the
German people from Hitler fascism,

This revicw covers events of March-May
tn1.
211

and a creative and friendlY atmos-
phere: the correlation of industrial-
isation and urbanisation; the influ'
ence of industrialisation on social
institutions and on the social and
class structure of society; the role of
industrialisation in consolidating the
national unitY of a country; the
effect of industrialisation on the
economic position of various classet
and strata of society.

O. Malyerov,
Cand. Sc. (Econ.)

the work of the session procecded in
sections where a large number of
papers were heard in which German
and Soviet historians threw light on
various asp€cts of the origins,
character and results of the Second
World War.' *'The Intemational Scientific
Conference of Literary Citics dc'
voted to tlv 3Uh anniversary ol the
victory over fascism was held in
Berlin. It was organised bY the
Central Institute of the History of
Literature of the GDR AcademY of
Sciences and the Gorky Institute of
World Literature of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. The confer-
€nc€ was attended bY more tlan two
hundred scholars from Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the FRG, the GDR'
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, the
USSR and Yugoslavia. It was
opened by Professor Ziegengeist,
Director of the Central Institute of
the History of Literature of the GDR
Academy of Sciences. hofessor W.
Kalweit, Vice.hesident of the GDR
Academy of Sciences, gave the
speech of welcome. The conference
stressed the invduable role played
by the Soviet Union and Sovict
culture in the defeat of fascism, in

defendirU mrnkind's intransient spi-
ritual vducs and thc importance of
anti-farcist literary traditions in the
strugllc ryninst imperialism today. A
joint rcport cntitled 'On the Respon"
sibility of Socialist Literature in Our
Timo" (A. Hiersche, E. Kowalski
and L. Richter-GDR) spoke of the
nood tortudythe literaturesof the
roclatirt countries, taking into ac-
count thc common features inherent
in the litcrature df developed social-
irm and also bearing in mind the
national traditions and specific cul-
tural nceds of each country. Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences G. Lomidze
rcad the paper l'Multinational Soviet
Litcrature - the Keeper of History".
Professor D. Schiller (GDR) gave a
rcport entitted "Thoughts on Anti-
fascist German Literature". At the
coriference there were three sec-
tions: "The Anti-fascist Alliance and
Literature"; "The Literature of the
Anti-fascist Resistance", and "Pre-
sent-Day Socialist Literature in tlre
Struegrle fuainst Fascism and Impe-
rialism".
*Th" tnstitute of EthnograPlrY
of the USSR AcademY of Sciences
and the Lenirgrad ChemistrY and
Pharmaceutics Institute held an AII-
Union Scientilic Conference on'Tlu
Ethnographic Aspects of the Study ol
Folk Medicine" in kninSrad' The
participants in the conference in-
cluded more than 150 ethnographers'
biologists, medical researchers,
physicirlns and pharmacists, repres-
cnting nearly 60 scientific and re-
search establishments and institu-
tions of higher learning in the Union
and autonomous rePublics. A PaPer
by Y. Bromley, Director of the
Institute of EthnograPhY of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, was
devoted to the prospects for a study
of folk medicinc by ethnogaphers in
close contact with sPecialists in

medicine and biology. The following
reports were also heard: G. Yakov-
lev-"On Folk, Traditional and Sci.
entific Medicines"; A. Shre-
ter-"The Use of Ethnographic and
Linguistic Materials in Quests for
New Medicaments of Vegetable
Origin"; G. Nikolayeva-"The Med-
ical and Biological Aspects of a
Study of Folk Medicine" and others.
Most of the papers and reports
(about 60) were hcard and discussed
in four sections: paleomedicine and
the medicines of early class
societies, medicine of the Orient, the
medicines of the peoples of Europc
and the Caucasus, and medicinal
plants.

*Th" conlerence "The Latest
Discoveries of Soviet Archaeolog:
isfs" in Kiev attracted some 4{X)

archaeologists from all the Union
republics of the USSR. Several PaP
ers were heard at the PlenarY ses-

sions, among them rePorts on ttP
results of archaeological explora'
tions in the Ukraine in 1973-1975, on
the progress made bY a Soviet-
Afgilran expedition, on explorations
of the ancient capital of Armenia,
Artaxata, and so on. The PaPer bY
Academician B. Rybakov 'The
Fates of the Slavs in Ancient Times"
evoked great int€rest. Some 2(X)

papers and reports were heard and
discussed in the eleven sections,
dealing, in particular, with the
Palaeolithic period, Neolithic period,
Aeneolithic period and the Bronze
Age, Ear.ly Iron Age, ancient ar-
chaeology, Slav and Russian ar-
chaeology, the theory and methodol'
ogy of archaeologrrcal science.

*Th, ussR-us Joint sYm'
posium on Economic Issres at-

iended by representative delegations
of scholars from both countries was

held in Washington, D. C. ThG

Soviet delegation was headed bY
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Academician T. Khachaturov, and
the American delegation by Profes-
sor F. Machlup of Prineeton Univer-
sity. The symposium was devoted to
the effectiveness of capital invest-
ments and Soviet-American
economic relations. The effective-
ness of the integral programrning of
the development of natural resources
was extensively discussed. At the
end of the symposium Soviet
economisis went round a number of
American universlties and scientific
establishments. In New York the
Soviet delegation visited Columbia
University and the National Bureau
of Economic Research, where a
seminar was held on the influence of
the state on national and internation-
al economy, The delegation also
visited Princeton University and the
Woodrow Wilson School of Public
and International Affairs, and the
Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce of the UniversitY of
Pennsvlvania.* Th"' Scientific Conference on
the "Formation of Nations in Central
and South-East EuroPC' organised
by the Institute of Slavonic and Bal-
kan Studies of the USSR AcademY
of Sciences, was held in Moscow'
Some lfi) $storians, ethnograPhers,
philosophers, linguists, literary and
art critics from many towns in the
Soviet Union and also from Bulg;aria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,
Poland and Rumania took Part in the
conference. After the inaugural
speech given by D. Markov, Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, the following
papers were read: Y. BromleY, Cor-
responding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences-"Eth-
nos - Nation- Nationality"; L Mil-
ler-"The Formation of Nations.
The Place Occupied by This Problem
Amidst All the Processes of the
Transition from Feudalism to
2#

Capitalism in Central and South-East
Europe"); V. Freidzon-"On the
Principles Used in Dividing into
Periods the Process of the Formation
of Nations Among the Peoples of the
'Austrian Empire"; A. Myl-
nikov-"The Stages of the Forma-
tion of National Consciousness at
the Time of the Formation of Na-
tions"; L. Obushenkova-"A Com-
parative Analysis of the Processes of
the Formation of the Polish, Hun-
gaiian, and Slovak Nations". Nearly
40 papers and reports on the follow-
ing subjects were also heard: the
general and the specific in the forma-
tion of nations; the economic and
social aspects of the formation of
nationsl the linguistic aspects of the
formation of nations; the history of
the development of the conceptions
of a nation; the development of
national consciousness.*Mor" than 800 scholats at-
tended the Scientific Conference
"The Philosophical Conflict ol ldeas
in Natural Science Today" which
was held in Moscow. The main
papers were the following: "The
Ideas of Lenin and the Struggle
Against Anti-Materialistic Views in
Natural Science Today" read by
Academician P. Fedoseyev; "The
Philosophical Conflict of Ideas
Around the Problem of the0bjective
and the Subjective in Physics
Today" by M. Omelyanovsky, Cor-
responding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences; "The
Philosophical Conflict in Biology
Today" by Academician N. Dubinin;
"The Current Revolution in As-
tronomy and the Problems of World
Ouflook" by Academician V. Am-
bartsumyan (jointly with V.
Kazyutinsky). Reports were also de-
livered by Academician M.
Mitin-"The Problems of the Union
of Philosophy and Natural Science in
the hesent-day Ideological Strug-

glc': and by Academician E.
Fyodorov "Thc Scientific and Tech-
nological Rcvolution, Ecology, and
thc StrugSlc of Ideas on the Future
of thc Environment"), and also pap-
crr by Profcssors V. Barashenkov,
V. Gott, V. Kuznetsov, S.
Mclyukhin, Y. Sachkov, B. Ukraint-
tcv, and A. Ursul, throwing light on
thc conflict of ideas in the various
licldr of natural science.* Th" 5th Alil-union symposium
on Psycholinguistics and the Theory
ol Communication was organised in
LcninSrad by the Institute of Ling-
uistics of the USSR Academy of
Sciences jointly with the Commis-
sion for Psycholinguistics under the
Central Council of the Society of
Psyihologists of the USSR. The
main subject dealt with at the sympo-
sium was "The Psycholinguistics of
the Text". The participants included
more than 2fi) scholars from 40
towns in the Soviet Union, among
them psycholinguists, and also lingi
uists, psychologists, sociologists, so-
cial psychologists, etc. The following
questions were discussed: the coher-
ence and entirety of the text;
psycholinguistic and general
psychological problems of communi-
cation; the linguistic problems in-
volved in the cieation and perception
of the text; the psycholinguistic
problems connected with the de-
velopment of speech and learning a
language; the psycholinguistic prob-
lems of the pathology of speech;
experimental research of the text. At
the plenary sessions. general ques-
tions on the psycholinguistic analysis
of the text were discussed, among
them the arrangement of the text, the
soclo-psychological peculiarities of

the text and the function of various
kinds of texts.*A theoretical conference "The
New in the Theory of Socialist Real-
ism" was held in Moscow in the
Academy 6f Social Sciences under
the CC CPSU. The main report "On
Some Unsettted Problems of the
Theory of Socialist Realism" by L.
Yahimenko, D. Sc. (Philol.), defined
the three groups of problems under
discussion: socialist realism as a
qualitatively new type of creative
writing; the poetics of the socialist
creative method; the international
sigrrificance of the literature of soci-
alist realism and the present stage of
the ideological struggle. Papers were
read by D. Markov, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences -"Problems of Stylistic
Differentiation in the Literature of
Socialist Realism"; M. Parkhomen-
ko, -D. Sc. (Pttilol.) 

-"Current 
Prob-

Iems of the Typology of Socialist
Realism"; Z. Kedrina-"Some Pecu-
liarities of Studying the Method of
Socialist Realism as a,Multinational
Process"; T. Motyleva-"Moral
hoblems as a Sphere of the Manife-
station of Partisanship"; N.
Gei-"The Activeness of the Art of
Socialist Realism"; L. Zemlyano-'va-"On the Struggle Between Mar- '
xist and Bourgeois Literary Criti-
cisms in the USA"; Y. Surovtsev,
Cand. Sc. (Philol.)-"On Socialist
Realism as a Trend in Literature and
Arts"; V. Gusev*"On the Romantic
Style in Soviet Prose of Recent
Years"; V. Dementyev-"Concept
of the Lyrical Hero in Modern Soviet
Poetry", and I. Golik-"The Inter-
national Mission of Socialist Re-
alism".
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JIEJIbTIYK B. C. Co4uanucmu4ec-
xaa uxOycmpuarru3auufl CCCP
u ee ocaet4exue e coaemcrcofi
ucmopuoapa$uu. M., rr3A-Bo
.Hayxa", 1975,312 crp.

LELCHUK V. S., Socialist Indus-
trialisation in the USSR and Its
Analysis in Soviet Historiog-
raphy, Moscow, Nauka Pub
lishers, 1975, 312 pp.

The historical experience in the
transformation of the USSR into an
industrialised socialist state is of
tremendous scientific and practical
importance. The generalisation of
this experience is still meaningful for
the struggle against bourgeois
ideology.

The book under review contains
on analysis of the extensive writings
on the problem and a characteristic
of the stages and specific features of
socialist industrialisation. The author
sets forth l-enin's views of the
industrial revolution and industrial
development in pre-revolutionary
Russia, characterising the course and
specific features of cbpitalist indus-
trialisation. Russia was one of the
medium-developed countries where
the victory of a proletarian revolu-
tion in the early 2fth century turned
out to bo the most probable.

28

Lenin's ideas have been decisive
in determining the way of building
the material and technical basis of
socialism in the USSR. The concrete
analysis of the starting lines for the
industrialisation of the USSR helps
to clarify the specific features of its
various stages. The author is quite
rieht in opposing the narrow view of
industrialisation as amounting to the
construction of a modern technical
basis. Socialist industrialisation was
a success only because it was di-
rected by the Conimunist Party,
involving the realisation of the ideas
of scientific socialism and the de-
velopment of creative activity among
millions of working people. One
important result of industrialisation
was the final establishment of the
socialist form of property in the
towns, the elimination of unemploy-
ment, and the emergence of millions
of skilled Soviet workers.

The author shows that industrial-
isation in the non-Russian republics
and regions differed in pace and
proportions. At the same time, tasks
like the build-up of new branches of
large-scale industry, the winning of
technical and economic indepen-
dence and the strengthening of the
country's defence capacity could be
fulfilled, and were in fact

futrillod, only on thc scale of the
wholc Soviet Union.

ln 197-5, it was 50 years since the
adoption of thc historic decisions on
industrialisation by the l4th Con_
grcrc of the CpSU(B). The reader

KYMAHEB B. A. Feeoa,oqun u
npoceeu4euue uacc. M.r rr3g4o
.Hayxar, 1973,336 crp.

KUMANEV V. A., Tlw Revolution
and the Education of thc Mas-
,ics, Moscow, Nauka hrblishers,
1973, 336 pp.

This monograph is a notable con-
tribution to the historiography of the
cultural revolution in the USSR gen-
erally and of the Soviet system of
cducation in particular.

In addition to presenting basic
theoretical principles and a descrip-
tion of literature and sources, the
foreword gives a brief critical review
of Western historiography.

Kumanev shows the great impor-
tance of Lenin's theoretlcal and
practical ivork to the cultural revolu-
tion in a formerly backward country.
Lenin devoted unremitting attention
to the problem of education in view
of its extreme urgency and orga.nic
Iink with the country's economic and
general cultural rejuvenation and the
strengthening of its political system.

Kumanev begins his study with a
review of the state of education in
pre-revolutionary Russia, including
the non-Russian areas. The nextfoui
chapters are devoted to the victory
of the October Revolution and the
bcainning of mass education; the
transition to peac€ful construciion
efter the First World War and the
cducation of adults; the socialist
rcconstruction of the national
oconomy and the problem of trained

will find many interesting items in
this look about the origins of these
decisions and the successes in realis_
ing them.

Professor y. Ilroblzlrev,
Dr. Sc. (Hist.)

cadres; the victory of sociaiism and
the upsurge of mass education. fn
the closing section the author de-
scribes the international significance
of the Soviet experience of organis-
ing education and entirely eradicat-
ing illiteracy.

He shows that the Communist
Party has always regarded the educa-
tion and training of the workers and
peasants as an integral and indivisi-
ble process of the moulding of the
new man, of the conscious fighter
for socialism, that from the very first
days of the revolution education was
the front of a biffer class strug€le.

The author notes th€ unfading
value of the experience accumulated
during the early phase of the work of
the Communist Party and the Soviet
Government in the sphere of educa-
tion, a stage that saw quests and
inestimable solutions, prtrticularly in
drawing up the programmes and
methods of educating children and
adults. Kumanev has gathered ex-
tremely interesting material on the
role played by public organisations in
disseminating elementary know-
ledge, on cultural progress in the
countryside and on the cultural re-
volution in the Soviet Eastern repub.
lics, and in particular, on the solution
of tlre problem of a written language
in these republics.

The speedy abolition of illiteracy
and cultural backwardness was part
of the work of implementing Lenin's
plan for the country's postwar
economic rehabilitation and the di-
rect buildilry of socialism.



Socialist economic reconstruction"
launched in the latter half of the

1920s, became the principal faetor of
the further advance of the cultural
revolution. Kumanev deals at tength
with problems that were crucial dur-
ing the years of the First Five-Year
Plan. These Problems included the

acute shortage of skilled labour, the

moulding of a new PeoPle's intel-
ligentsia, the training and education
oi worker reinforcements that were

coming en masse from the coun-

EysidJ, and the speediest elimination'
oi illiteracy among the peasants who
had taken the road of Production
cooperation. A solid foundation for

resolving the problem of cadres and
consolidating the Soviet economy
and culture had been built by the end
of the First Five-Year Plan period.

The last chapter describes the
upswing of mass education in the
1930s in connection with the victory
of socialism in the USSR, when the
aim was not onlY to achieve univer-
sal elementary literacy but to.reach
the level of knowledge that, as

Nadezhda KrupskaYa wrote, w&s
necessary for labour productivity,
for fruiful social work and for the
reorganisation of life on socialist
principles.

A. Sllenlo

cepts of the October Revolution.
Igritsky attempts to describe the
main stages in the develoPment of
the Anelo-Amqrican historiography
of the October Revolution, to trace
the evolution and explain the class
purpose of the concePts of certain
historians. In particular, the author
deals with the positions of E. Ross,
W. Chamberlin, L. ShaPiro, R.
Daniels, L. Kochan, J. Carmichacl,
T. von Laue, J. Clarkson, O. RadkeY
and A. titam. the works of E, Carr
are analysed in less detail, and this
may be becadse they require special
critique.

The first chapter throws light on
the development of bourgeois his-
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IGRITSKY Y. I., The MYths ot
Bourgeois HistoriograPhY and
the RealitY of History. Modem
Ameican and English His'
toiograPhY ol the Great October
Socialist Revolution, Moscow,
Mysl Pnblishers, 1974,271 P'

The object of Y. Igritsky's re- toriography from 1917 to the-end of
search is more than a hundred works the fifties. The following chapters

uv endistr and American scholars. deal with lnd.iviaq* -Problems: 
a

fir" a=uthor concentrates on an critical analysis of the bourgeois

*"rv.i. of books which have made . historiography of the sixties and the

tfLe m"st appreciable mark on West- beginning of the seventies given in

"i" 
So"i"irfogy, either due to the such a way as to disprove the main

"tt".pt 
of their authors to make an outlines of Sovietology (denial of the

oUi""ii"" analysis of the first social- historical regularity and the condi'
ist'revolution, or, on the contrary, tions on which the October Revolu-

Jutio their active participation in tion as a socialist revolution and its

working out anti-communist con- democratic, popular character de-

2g

pended, the accusation that the Bol-
sheviks "did away with freedom and
democracy" and tbunded ..the dic_
tatorehip of the party'). Igritsky
pointo out the contradictionsln the
dcec of bourgeois historians, at the
samc time recording their interesting
observations and judgements whic[
3o beyond the framework of the
conoeptions shared by Western
authors.

The author, looks into the entire
spcctrum of tlte views of bourgeois
historians on the nature of thJ Oc-
tober Revolution, defines modifica-
tions in their conceptions in the
sixties atrd seventies, which reflect
the peculiarities of the contemporary
stage in the ideological and political
struggle between socialism and
capitalism. In the book bourgeois
Sovietologists are divided into three
main groups, The first group in-
cludes those who consider thai the
October Revolution occurred as a
result of the specific features inher-
ent in the development of the so-
called backward pountries whose
goal is to catch up with the economi-
cally advanced countries in the shor-
test possible space of time. The
second group concentrates on the
political reasons for the overthrow ofboth the monarchic and the
bourgeoisJandowner governments,
i.e., they underestimate the depen-
dence of the October Revolution on
social conditions. And, finally, the
third group believe that even in the
conditions. existing in Russia the
October Revolution might riever
have occurred.

Criticising the concept of the ..un-
dcmocratic nature" of the October
Rcvolution, Igritsky exposes the er-
roncous interpretation of the interre-
lrtion between the masses and the
revolutionary party in the revolution.
tn answer to the bourgeois authors
who assert that the Bolsheviks were

victorious thanks to the ..manipulat-
ing" with the masses, Igritsliy re_
marks: '"The facts, documents and
research by Soviet historiane con-
vincingly show tfiat at the time of the
October Revolution the Russian
masses were not in the least .benigh-
ted', passive, disposed to anarchy
and easily subject to .manipulation;.
For the Constitutional Democrats,
the Mensheviks, and the S.R.'s
(members of the Socialist Revolutio-
nary Party), at whose disposal were
both the means of coercion and the
official propaganda machine which
had a far better material base than. that of the Bolsheviks, were not able
tp 'manipulate' the masses."

Y. Igritsky axgues that bourgeois
historians misconstrue the interrela-
tion between the Bolshevik party
and the Soviets and, in point offact,
they evade the issue of the support
giveh the Bolsheviks by the Soviets.
He refutes the erroneous judgement
of the attitude of the masses of the
workers, soldiers and sailors towards
lhe gmed uprising planned by the
Bolshevik Party headed by Lenin.

The last chapter contains convinc-
ing-criticism of bourgeois historiog-
raphy-on questions of the organisi_
tiol of power after the victorf of the
socialist revolution. In particular, the
historical justification of the dismis_
sal of the bourgeois Constituent
Assembly is pointed out. The solu_
tion of the political crisis caused by
the Constituent Assembly and the
confirmation of the absolute rule of
the Soviets, writes the author, were
in the interests of the overwhelming
majority of the people who approvei
the measures taken by Sovieipower
on issues of war and peace, its
nationalities policy and the first
socialist changes in the economy.

I. OlcSlns
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PLETNEV E. P., The CosmPolitan'
ism of Capital and the Inter'
nationalism of the Proletariat,.
Moscow, Mezhdunarodniye Ot-
nosheniya Publishers, 1974, lffi
pp.

The new type of international
monopolies that has appeared in the
capitalist economy since the war is
attracting swiftly growing attention
tfuoughout the world and evoking
arguments and debates. There is as
yet not even an accePted term to
designate the new monoPolies.

E. P. Pletrrcv justifiably considers
that the crux of the matter is,
needless to say, not in the name but
in gving a comprehensive idea of
this phenomenon's essence. He has
set himself the aim of ascertaining
how, in the Process of the inter-
nationalisation of capitalist produc-
tion, the cosmpolitan interlocking of
capital (the formation of suprana-
tional concerns) takes place and how
the ranging of capital formation
beyond national boundaries affects
the extent to which the international
proletariat is exploited and the effi-
cacy of its class struggle. Pletnev
examines the objective Process of
t}e internatironalisation of all areas of
life, including the economy and wage
labour in capitalist societY.

Among the many sPecifics disting-
uishing the multinational enterprise
from the usual monoPolies, most
researchers note the former's enorm-
ous economic might. As a rule, the
industrial giants spread beyond the
national market and, alongside the
mother company, have innumerable
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branches in various countries. In the
early 1960s, 2fi) industrial corpora-
tions were in control of nearly one-
third of the capitalist world's output.
It is estimated that at the beginning
of the 1990s from two-thirds to
three-quarters of that output will be
in the hands of between 200 and 300
companies. The economic PoGntial
of the multinational enterprisis is
growing almost three times quicker
than the entire capitalist economy. It
is indicative that the largest and most
powerful European concerns are of
US origin. Three-quarters of the
multinational enterprises are run by
US financial groups that are bringng
inc,reasing pressure to bear on the
economic life of other countries. But
there are multinational monopolies
with mother companies in Britain,
France, the FRG, Holland, JaPan

and other countries. This fact alone
makes untenable the attempts of
some people, Pletnev contends, to
portray these monopolies as a purely
US phenomenon.

The multinationd enterprisesl
economic policy, which can hardlY,
be brought under state codtrol and is
often aggressive, has inevitably gen-

erated a new type of contradictiorn
in the capitalist world. The multina'
tional enterprises find themselves in
conflict not only with other but also
with their own governments. For
instance, desPite the US Govern-
ment's benevolent attitude to the
multinational enterprises, officials
here not without reason accuse the
supergiants of taking out of the
country many thousands of work-
places by channelling investments
overseas. The multinational enter-
prises find themselves in even
deeper and sharper conflict with
foreigrr economic complexes. The
government concerned has very little
means of controlling the multination-
al enterprises, while the latter have

the most diverse means of pressuring
that government.

lVhile disseminating new technolo-
gy and some scientific and tech-
nological achievements throughout
thc world, the multinational
monopolies prefer to have full pos-
ccssion of the fundamental sources
of these achievements and usually do
not permit their subsidiaries to en-
gage in serious research. The reluc-
tance of the multinational enter-
pris€s, by virtue of their monopolist
nature, to contribute to the effective
levelling up of the economies of
different countries creates the mater-
ial basis for the emergenc€ of new
contradictions of the capitalist
system.

The main distinguishing feature,
Pletnev stresses, springs from the
huge capital accumulated by the
multinational enterprises and the in-
tcrnational concentration of produc-
tion, as well as from other material
conditions. This feature is their glob-
al approach to investments and the
formation of capital, in other words,
their approach to the capitalist world
economy as a single sphere of invest-
ment and a universal source of
investment capital. The multination-
al enterprises not only reg;ard the
cntire world as a potential source of
revenue but are, in fact, turning the
capitalist portion of the planet into
their source of profit.

Thus, unhampered investment in
different counties and privileged
access to the financial resources of
these countries (one cannot but agree
with this crucial argument) constitute
thc new spesific, without which the
other characteristics of the multina-
tional enterprises are easily dls-
ccrned in the old forms of monopoly
ereociations.

This makes it obvious that capi-
td'r cosmopglitan character, re.

vealed by rarl Marx, has grown
more pronounced in our age, which
is witnessing. the establishment of
supranatlonal monopolies whose
characteristics are indifference to
where capital is invested, imperson-
ality, flexibility and mobility, and
which regard non-national profit as
supreme and flout the sovereignty of
states. The supranational dpproach
of the multinational enterprises to
the formation of capital, i.e., the
mobilisation and investment of capi-
tal outside state boundaries, pre.
determines their supranational ap-
proach to the hire and employment
of labour power. This is seen in the
monopoly selection and irtilisation of
the most'efficiont labour power,
which give the multinational enter-
prises.a financial and technical ad-
vantage over local entrepreneurs and
also the advantage that they can pay
higher wages and salaries.

Howevei, it would be a mistake tb
regard the multinational enterprises
as lavish benefactors bringing emp-
loyment and abundance to working
people. Their penetration into the
economies of a steadily growing
number of countries enhances the
organic structure of capital"in these
countries and thereby leads to a
relative reduction of the demand for
labour. Multinational enterprises
throw manpower out into the street
more intensively than reemploy it.

As regards the higher wages and
salaries paid by the multinationd
enterprises' subsidiaries, this "boon"
conceals labour exploitation of a
degree which is higher than the mean
national level. The multinational en-
terprises do not raise the wages of
local personnel to the level of their
country of origin. Nonetheless, a
certain raise in wages that they get
compels the local personnel to work
excessively hard and abide by the
stricter organisation of labour. The
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latter circumstance evokes discon-
tent among workers and the striving
to safeguard themselves against
superexploitation by means of
strikes.

Eruptions of class conflicts are
extremely dangerous to the multina-
tional enterprise, for a condition of
the efficient operation of their con-
cerns is the continuity of the produc-
tion cycle from a factory in one
country to a factory in another.
Hence its striving to site factories
where. the labour force is "more
pliant", in other words, poorly or-
ganised, divided, ruled by dictator-
ships, and so on. It forms its work
personnel of several and even sever-
al scores of nationalities, for it is
interested in having a psychological-
ly atomised "collective" that does
not mix during their leisure hours.

Pletnev closely examines the es-
sential clianges that have taken place
in the conditions of the struggle
waged by the proletariat following
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LURryA A. R., The Histoical De-
velopment of Mental Ptoces$es,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1974, 172 pp.

The principle wherebY human
psychology is conditioned and
charrgpd in the course of the histori-
cal development of society is a basic
principle of psychological science.
A. Luriya's book makes a substantial
contribution to the development of
this principle. It brings out the
specific mochanisms and conditions
234

the appearance of multinational en-
terprises and convincingly shows
that gradually, with the accumulation
of experience and the evolution of
new forms of the international organ-
isation of workers, the "lull" in this
struggle is giving way to mounting
class conflicts at the factories oper-
ated by multinational enterprises.

The emergence of cosmopolitan
associations of capital, which are a
new phenomenon of capitalist reali-
ty, have unprecedented possibilities
for subjecting the proletariat to
superexploitation, and represent a
huge and highly manoeuwable force
in the class struggle, and heighten the
importance of the internationalist
education of the working people.
Proletarian internationalism, interna-
tional working-class solidarity, the
working people's united action and
trade union cohesion today acquire
new qualities.

M. Karamanov

under which man's mental adtivity is
transformed as a result of a funda-
mental change in the socio-economic
structure of society. It sums up and
explains the results of psychological
researches carried out in the remote
areas of Uzbekistan in the period of
the radical reorganisation of the
socio-economic structure brought
about by the October Revolution.
The aim of the study was to ascertain
whether the change of socio-
historical structures and the changps
in the nature of social practice en-
tailed no more than an expansion of
experience,'or whether theY led to a
basic remoulding of the Pattern of
mental processes, to a change in the
level of mental activity, to the forma-
tion of new psychological systems.

The unique feature of tlre study is
particularly evident when compared
with the works <if some ether rep-
rcscntatives of contemporary histori-
csl psychology-Meyerson, Ver-
nan, Mandrou, etc. These autlrors,
too, have studied the changing of
human psychology at turning points
in the history of society, for in-
stance, in the period of Ancient
Grcece's transition from the
Homeric epoch, from the primitive-
communal system to the classic,!il era
and Hcllenism. In so doirU they
apply the methods of historical sci.
enco, dltmpting to recreate, from
thc survivds of spiritual and material
cultures, ccrtain peculiarities of the
mcntality of men who lived in the
past epochs. A. Luriya's work, on
the contrary, is a psychological study
carried out by means of experimen-
tal-psychological methods, with ele-
ments of instructional experimenta-
tion.

In the first chapter of the book the
author expounds the initial
methodological principles of his re-
search, defines its placrc in the eluci-
dation of the problem concerning the
socio-historical nature of man, and
dcscribes the conditions and
mcthods of his study. He makes a
pcnetrating and well-grounded criti-
cal analysis of the basic concepts in
thc study of psychological processes
at different stages in the develop-
ment of societyand in the context of
different cultures, and examines in
this connection the views of E.
Durkheim, L. Ilvy-Bruhl, C. L6vy-
Strauss, R. Thurnwald, F. Boas, M.
Mcad, J. Bruner, M. Cole and many
other representatives of psychologi-
cal, sociological, anthropological and
othnographical thought. ThiS
rnalysis has made it possible to bring
out the progressive tendencies in
comparative psychological re-
rcrrches, and to deduce the principle

of considering the specifics of the
mental activity of man in different
societies in closest connection with
the specifics of his practical activity
and his language. This principle ack-
nowledges the fact that the basic
forms of mental processes axe com-
mon for all stages of historical de-
velopment, since they are deter-
mined by certain common social
conditions of human existence. Thc
author, however, refutes the over-
simplified theory, put forward by E.
Sapir and B. L. Whorf, of direct
parallelism between language and
thinking. The book proves that lan-
guagc participates in different ways
in the formation of various mental
processes, that a word or a grammat-
ical form often conveys diverse sys-
tems of semantic communicatioris,
and that the same vocabulary riray
represent entirely different forms of
generalising phenomena.

In sUbseguent chapters tlrc author
outlines the results of a comparative
study of perception, the processes of
abstraction and generalisation, infer-
enc€ deduction and conclusion,
reasoning and solution of problems,
imagination, self-analysis and self-
awaxeness arnong diverse groups of
the population - from illiterate peas-
ant women to girl students. The
results of the study convincingly
bear out the author's hypothesis
about the historical formation of
psychological processes understood
as complex systemic-semantic, func-
tional entities whose structure is
dctermined by socially conditioned
types of human activity. H&nce it
follows that socio-historical ad-
vances not only introduce new con-
tent in the psychological world of
man, but lead to the creation of new
forms of conscious activity, of new
structures of cognitive processes,
and raises the human mind to new
levels.
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Finally, the book shows the social
conditions and the stages of the
realisation by the individual of his
psychological charactcristics and his
traits-from the peculiarities of his
outward behaviour as described by
others, peculiarities which are riot
infrequenfly identified with the
characteristics of the social group to
which he ttelonepd (to a team, sec-
tion or a collective farm), through a
situational description of one's
characterological qualities, to the
categorial analysis of one's own
motives and inner qualities. The
author attributes this evolution of the
process of realisation to the qualita-
tive transformation of the forms of
communication in the structure of
collective forms of activity, which
require joint plannirU and discussion
of the effectiveness of the work done
by a given team and its members.

Having conclusively proved the
necessity for a historical approach to
man's mental activity and that it is
conditioned by socially determined
forms of creative activity, this study
proiects two important theoretical
questions. The first one conqerns
definition of the nature of thinking,
necessitated by the domination of
the look-and-do forms of practice.
The second is related to the connec-
tion of this thinking with logical
discoursive cogitation. This issue
becomes particularly pressing in the
ligfrt of the striking fact that short
instructional courses prove to be
adequate for the emergence of a
structure of categorial ab3tract think-
ing. Answering thc first question, tlre
author defines thought formed
through pr.actical experience as that
of the look-and-do typc. He spealcs
of the "look-and-do forms of

generalisation", of the "look-and-do,
situational nature of thought". Yet
the whole cont€nt of the research,
the pattern of the experiments and
the very interesting recorils of thc
experiments permit to assume that
this type of thought is rather of the
nature of graphic-intuitive or €yen,
according to J. Piaget's classificati-
on, specific-operational thought The
clogeness of this type of thought to
the categorid-logical may partially
explain why the latter easily takes
shape under the influence of instruc-
tion.

This proposition can supplement
the author's invaluable explanation
of the formation, in the process of
collective work and instruction, of
ncw motives, which promote the
ectualisation of abstract cogitative
systcms (latent but regarded as
"something inessential"), and the
formation of new logical structures.

In addition to the above-
mentioned questidns, the research
raises a nurnbcr of important theoret-
ical problems pertaining to different
forms of motivation inherent in vari-
ous cogitative structures; to the po$-
sibility of preserving and handing
down from generation to generation
complex cognitive structures-the
heritage of thc ancient lofty culture
of Uzbekistan, which exist potential-
ly side by side with more elementary
structures, and to other issues.

A. Luriya's book is an important
and, it may be said without exaggera-
tion, a unique contribution to the
methodology and theory of
psychological science and to the
development of its basic principle of
historism.

2#
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TIYENKOV E. V., Dialectical
Logic. Essays on History and
Theory, Moscow, politizdat
hrblishers, lgl4, Tll pp.

The fundamcntal task the author
has set himself is to ascertain thc
conditions and premises and specify
some primary principles of thc com-
plex work tlrpt went intothc creation
of Lagic in its lrninigt understand-
ing. Aware of the difficulties of this
task, h€ notes thc importance of
collcctive efforts to interlock the
chapters of tlre future Logic, the
completed sections of the edifice
undcr construction, into a dialecti-
calty integral wholc.

He conc€ntrates mainly on unoov-
ering the content of a number of
conccptions enGring into the defini-
tion of logic, notably the conception
of "thinking". He writes that ..to
dctermine this conception in its en-
tirety, i. e., concretely, means to
writc Logic, for the true determina-
tion may be givcn by no means in a
'dcfinition' but in 'unfolding thc
rubrtance of tIrc matter"'.

This book consists of two interre-
lctcd parts: the first-..From the
Hirtory of Dialectics"; and the sec-
ond-"Some Questions of the Mar-
xirt-I-cninist Theory of Dialectics".

In thc first part th€ author consid-
orr thc hietorico-philosophical solu-
tionr of philosophy's central prob,.
lom, namcly, the problem of the
rolrtlonehip between thinking and
"lhlnjr outsidc thinking", the coinci.
donao of forms of thinking with
lormr of ectivity, i. e., tlre probtems
o, truth, or tlre problemi of the
ldontlty of thinkirg and being. An
atbrm.ly lntcrcsting analysis is of-

fgred oJ the logico-philosophical
views of Spinoza.

Ilyenkov justifiably underscores
Spinoza's great significance to thc
history of dialectics, his immense
contribution to the development of
logic. This high appraisaL is rcin-
forced with a review of Spinoza's
thinking as an attribute of substance.

Spinoza's idea, which was brilliant
for its profundity and simplicity, was
that thinking and lcngth were not two
substances but only two attributcs of
one and thc same substance. It
allowed finding a real way out of the
impasse of tlc dualism of mind and
body, cut thc Gordian knot of the
so-called "psychophysical problcm".
Another reason, as Spinoza showcd,
why this problem could not be resol-
ved earlier was that it was wrongly
formulated.

Needless to say, Spinoza resolved
this lroblem only on the general
theoretical, methodological level.
Bul even this "only" was enough for
Spinoza, as the author points our, to
"enter the history of science as an
egual -participant in its progress
alongsidc Galileo and Newtbn".

Ilyenkov uses this exantple to
examine a mor€ general proble,m: the
attitude of philosophy as a special
science to particular natural icien-
tific studies. The author is right when
in criticising the positivist ..ncgation,r
of philosophy as a science, he,writes
that fundamentally Spinoza's at-
titude cannot be explained if as
one's point of departure one takes
the notion that philosophy owed and
will owe all its successes to a purely
empirical "generalisation oi th;
achievements of the natural sciences
contemporary to it,,. For a com-
prehensivc analysis we feel that it
would have been appropriate to
touch on the dangers harboured by a
purely natural philosophical ap-
proach that turns philosophicat
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reasorurg into fruitless speculations.
Much of this work is devoted to an

analysis of the contribution that was
made to Logic by leading representa-
tives of German classical
philosophy, the direct predecessors
bf the philosophy of Marxism. TheY,
it is noted in the book, clearlY
realised and cogenfly expressed the

fact that in one way or another all the
problems of philosoPhY as a sPecial
icience revolve round the question
of the essence of thinking and its
relationship with the external world.

To this day this remains a burning
question to the develoPment and

improvement of natural scientific
knowledge (as has been shown, for
instance, bY the PhYsics of the mic-
roworld), and this process continues
to move in the same direction, bring-
ing to light the relativity and unilater-
al character of opposite conceptions
and the need for their dialectical
unity. This is the inevitable outcome
of tire fact, indicated by Lenin, that
"natural science shows us ... the
transitions, modulations, and the re-
ciprocal connection of opposites"
(V. I. Lenin, Collected Wor*s, Mos-
cow, Vol. 38, p. 362).

The most interesting section in this
book is, in our oPinion, devoted to
Hegel's solution of the question of
the subject of logic. It was due to
Hegel that all the basic conceptions
of logical science, chiefly the con-
ception of thinking, were subjected
to a most thorough analYsis for the
first time. After establishing the
distinction between thinking "in it-
self" and thinking'Tor itself", Hegel
drew the conclusion that in logic
thinking "in itself" must become
thinking "for itself". In Hegel's Sci-

ence of Logic, the science of think-
ing, its forms, laws, content, Process
of development and so forth are
scrupulously examined. Hegel
showed that human activity includes
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as one of its Phases the act of
realising thinking ln aq object action
and, throughtiction, in the form of
things and events outside conscious-
ness, and thereby, to use the words
of Lenin, "came very close lo
materialism" (Ibid., P. 278).

The author deals at length with the
three basic aspects of the sphere of
the logical distinguished by Hegel: l)
abstract or rational, 2) dialectical or
negatively sensible, and 3) specula-
tivily or positively sensible. This,
the author points out, is the basis on
which logic is created, guided bY
which thinking becomes self-critical
in full measure and no longer risks
sinking into the stupidity of dogrnat-
ism or into the barrenness of scepti-
cal neutralitY.

Giving reasoned arguments against
any superficial criticism of the
Hegelian understanding of logic and
its subject, in which the antithesis
between the subiective and the ob'
jective (the world of thinking and the
world of things crtside conscious-
ness) is allegedly ignored, the author
shows that Hegel was aware of the
distinction and contradiction be-
tween them much more acutelY than
his neo-Kantian and even neopositiv-
ist critics.

Ilyenkov does not confine himself
to paying a tribute of resPect to
Hegel, his dialectics and positive
achievements, which constitute an
epoch in logic as a science. He d.eals

also with the infirmities of Hegel's
idealism, which were undbrstood and
surmounted by Marxism. "The deep-
rooted failings of Hegelian dialec-
tics", he writes, "are linked directly
with idealism, as a result of which
dialectics is easily converted into a
mode of subtle, logically refined
apologia of everything that exists."

As the author quite rigfitlY points
out, it became possible to surmount

the Hegelian conception of thinking
and its objectivc-idealistic illusions,
to preserve the positive results of
Hegel's logic and, at the sarne time,
purge thcm of mystical speculations
only by a revolutionary-critical at-
titude to the world of alienation, to
thc world of commodity-capitalist
rclations. Precisely this was the at-
titude of Marxism.

Ilyenkov shows in detail how this
problem was resolved by Marx and
Engels. One of their services to
history was that they established the
fact that the individual sees the
external world not simply and not
directly as it exists in itself but only
in the process of its change by man.
The real equivalenf of logical forms
was found not in the abstract-general
contours of the object seen by the
individual but in the forms of human
activity that changes the surrounding
world. Correspondingly, the sgbject
of thinking proved to be the individu-
al in a combination of social rela-
tions; torn away from this social
"context" he thinks as much as a
brain removed from the body of
man.

It is precisely in this, the author
notcs, that the problem of the nature
of human tlrinking, the problem of
thc idcal rises to its full stature. It
was adequately understood in Mar-
xism as the product and form of
spiritual production, as the result of
t}c function of labour, of the sensu-
al-objcct activity of the social man,
of the remaking of nature by the
lebour of generations succeeding one
rnothcr in the course of historical
dovelopment. "For that reason the
prlncipal change that Marx and En-
jolr introduced into the materialistic
ulrdcrrtanding of the nature of the
ldod conccrned mainly the active
raPact of the attitude of thinking man
b naturc, in other words,.the asp€ct
thrl wm devcloped chiefly, to use

Lenin's expression, by the 'inteltig-
ent' idealism of the plato-Fich-
te - Hegel line and was abstractly-
unilaterally, idealistically accen-
tuated by them."

The problem of the coincidence of
logic with dialectics and the material-
ist theory of knowledge is given
considerable attention. This problem
has occupied an important place in
Lenin's philosophical legacy.

The author characterises in detail
the Lehinist understanding of the
unity of logic, dialectics and the
theory of knowledge, which repres-
ents the substance of dialectical
materialism. He shows how the rup-
ture between "gnosiology" and ..on-
tology" which is a characteristic ofpast and present bourgeois
philosophy, was surmounted. It is
only on this basis that one can
correctly understand Lenin's prop-
ositibn that dialectics constitutes the
logic and theory of knowledge.

Ilyenkov discusses the meaning of
Ienin's famous formulation of the
subject of logic, making a detailed
textological analysis of its funda.
mental difference from Hegel's con-
ception: "Logic is the science not of
external forms of thought, but of the
laws of development 'of all material,
natural and spiritual things', i. e., of
the development of the entire con-
crete content of the world and of its
cognition, i. e., the sum-total, the
conclusion of the .[Iisrory of knov-
ledge of the world" (V. I. Lenin,
Collected Wo*s, Vol. 38, pp.92-93).
Ilyenkov gives an argumented criti-
cism of the attempts to interpret the
relationship of dialectics, logic and
the theory of knowledge in Marxism
in such a way that dialectics is turned
into a special ontology, while logic
and tlie theory of knowledge into
special sciences albeit linked with
dialectics but not merging with it and
devoted solely to "specific" forms of
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thc reflection of thc abovc'
mentioned "ontology" in thc con-
sciousness of people: one (gnosiolo-
gy) consists of "specific" forms of
cognition, while the other
(logic)-of "Bpecific" forms of dis-
coursive thinkirU. In this connec-
tion, the author corrcctly emphasiqps
that under this interpretation if
dialectics is not regarded as the logic
and theory of knowledge of material-

ism it bccomes a dcad pettcrn and
turns into a sum of exarnples.

This book is unquestionably a
contribution to the elaboration of the
theory of Marxist dialectics and will
stimulat€ further research into
dialectics as logic, into its growing
methodological role in modern scien-
tific knowledge.

A. Prer,
Cand. Sc. (Philos.)

[PIII{EBI{9 9. A. KY6a: nYmD K

noflcde Peaofior4url M., rrg-ro
.HayKa>, 1975,237 erP.

GRINEVICH E. A., Cuba: Road to
tlw Yictory ol tlu Revolution,
Mo5cow, Nauka hrblishcrs,
1975,237 p9.

Th€ Cuhn revolution, which
added a vivid page tb the clrronicle of
the liberation struggle of pcoples,
has always had the close attention,
solidarity and support of Soviet
peoplc. "The peoples of the Soviet
Union and of Cuba are comrades-in-
arms in a common struggle, and thcir
friendship is firm"-this laconic
statement in thc CPSU Central Com-
mittce's rcport to the 24th Congress
of the CPSU gitrcs the essence'of the
attitude of the Communists and the
entire.people of the Soviet Union to
thc first socialist countrY in the
Western Hbmisphere.

Thc Cuban r.evolution was de-
stincd to be the first to translste into
reality the general truth of Marxism-
Leninism in thc cons:retc conditions
of Latin America. It eloquently
shorvcd the Latin American peoples
that, to use tle words of Fidel
Castro, "in our ePoch a genuine
revolution and genuine indePen-
dence can only be founded on social-
ist, anti-imperialist and international-
ist principlcs". In this lies the im'
mcnse historic scrvice rendered by
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the Cuban revolution and dso the
reason that thcre is such great intcr-
est in its experiencc. From the scicn-
tific standpoint it is of grcat impor-
tance to study the revolution's mo-
tive forces and analyse the internal
political developments, the forma-
iion of the revolutionary vanguard
that headcd the struggle of the Cuban
working pcople, and the forms and
methods of action that ensurcd
victory.

Many. books, PamPhlets and PaP
ers on various aslrects of the Cuben
revolution have been Published in
recent years throughout the world.
Much attention is given to this sub
ject by Soviet scholars, who have
made a large contribution to the
Marxist-Leninist analysis of the re-
volutionary process in Cuba. How-
ever, some important. periodsr and
problems of the Cuban revolution
have a€ Yet been inadequately
studied. This omission is to some
extent rectified bY Grinevich, who
writcs of Cuba's political develop
ment in the period from 1952 to 1959'
i. e., from thc moment Power wag
seizcd by the Batista military-police
clique to the victory of the revolu'
tion.

Of course, the ground for tlrc
revolution had been prepared by the
struggle of the Cuban people against
Spanish colonial oPpression and by
thc militant actions of workers, peas-

ants, studcnts and intellectuals
agninst capitalist exploitation and
impcrialist domination. All this is
vividly described in the first chapter,
which spedrs of the revolutionary
traditions of the Cuban people's
strug3lc for libcration.

In subsequent chapters, using
many sources, includiru studies by
Sovict historians, economists and
sociologists, the autlor analyses the
political and economic situation in
pre-revolutionary Cuba, traces tlre
banlauptcy of the bourgeois political
pCrties, brings to light the causes that
led to thc establishment of a dictator-
hl regime, dcscribes how the rc-
volutionary situation matured and
thc revolution ddveloped up to tlrc
overthrow of Batista and gives de-
tails of tlrc assault on the Moncada,
thc landing ol the Granma and tlre
hcroic Sierra Maestra epic.

Grinevich vividly depicts flrc role
pl8yed'by the proletariat in thc
Cuban revolution. Using concretc
cxaorples, he shows how by pinnfuU
down considerable forces of the
tyrannical regime tlte mass actionB of
the workers helped tlrc opcrations of

JIABPEUKHI Yl. Caaooailop Aao-
enOe, M., rr3[-Bo "MonogaertapArrr), 1914, 28E crp.

LAVRETSKY 1., Salvador Allende,
Moscow, Molodaya Gvardia
hrblishers, 1974, 288 pp.

firc events that have swept Chile
in rcccnt years have ettractcd world-
widc attention. And it is only natural
that this attention should be focused
on Salvador Allendc as ttrc political
ffure who personified tll0 attcmpt to
ottoct by constitutional means radi-
cd rocio.economic reforms with a
aocldiEt pcrspcctive-the attempt
medo by thc Popular Unity Govcrn-

tlre insurgents, how thc general
strike at the concluding phase of thc
struggle was a decisive factor enabl-
iry the people to achieve final
victory.

He writes in dctail of how the
revolutionary forces attained unity,
which was the key condition for a
successful struggle agdnst the dic-
tatorship. This book gives readers a
sound understandfuU of the proccsc
by which the revolutionary vsngusrd
of th€ Cubsn people was formed, a
process that at first led to a virtud
alliance and ultimately to the merg-
ing of the July 26 Movement, thc
Popular Socialist Party (Communist)
and thc Revolutionary Directory of
March 13 on the basis of a Marxist-
L€ninfut plaform, and to tlrc crcs-
tion of the Communist Party of
Cuba, which hcads the building of
socielism.

C.rrincvich's book is yet anotltor
contribution by Soviet Latin Amcri-
can studies to the elaboration of
problems related to the Cuban rcr
volution.

O. Denucnlov

ment he headed. The interest in
Allendc's personality intensificd
after he had been murdered by
mutineers; he died while fightirg,
thus showing an example of a rcvolu-
tionary's heroism, courage and un-
swerving fidelity to his duty.

Scores of books and thousands of
articlbs have been written about
Allende, particularly after Sep-
tcmber ll, 1Y73. Those which havc
recently comc out in Chile pursue thc
objcct of justifyrng the coup and
complicity in it by slandering his
actions and vilifying his memory. An
exaurple of such publications is A
Brief History of tlw Popular Unity



Bloc, pat out by the editors of the
newspaper Mercuio. It sets out to
convince the reader that Allende, far
from being a democrat and a champ-
ion of the country's independent
dcvelopment. was in the service of
what it calls "the sinister plans of
international communism". Similar
fabrications are concocted by the
Christian Democrats headed by
Eduardo Frei, who may be said to
have been co.authors of the coup
and are now trying to cover up their
complicity in it with every questiona-
ble arguments. iheir stand is re-
flected in H. Arriagada's book Frora
tlp Chilean Path to the Path ol
Insurtection, which tries to prove
that Allende, despite his assurances,
allegedly profoundly despised the
democratic system.

But this is not kind of literature
that predominates in the stream of
books and articles about Allende.
Most of the works that have aP-
peared abroad do justice to him as a
political figure and examine the fac-
tors that caused the defeat of his
governm€nt. But since the authors of
these works have different political
beliefs, they do not always come to
similar conclusions, and they draw
different lessons from the enents in
Chile.

The book Salvador Allende, Pvt
out in Moscow and written by the
prominent Soviet Latin-Americanist
I. Lawetsky, me€ts the interest of
Soviet people in the events in Chile
and voices their feeling of solidarity
with the democratic forces of that
country (Moscow's Progress Pub
lishers is preparing a translation of
the book into Spanish). This is not a
biography in the accepted sense for
the author does not ain at tracing
Allende's life year by year. He
shows the close relationship between
the course of the country's social
and political struggles and the forma-
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tion of Allende's political career, and
tells of how he became one of the
main architects of what is called the
"forty years of peace" in the history
of Chile.

The author riehtl! notes that the
decades of constitutional rule (begin-
ni.ng from late 1932) created an
illusion that Chile had become a re-
public with a "special" democratic,
peaceful path of development. How-
ever, a more careful studY of the
events of that period reveals a far
more complex and contradictory p!c-
ture. During the social conflicts that
shook the country at the time, the
ruling classes not infrequently re'
sorted to force of arms to suppress
the actions of the exploited. Suffice
it to mention the massacre of work-
ers in Santigo's working-class dis-
trict of Jos6-Maria-Caro in 1962, of
striking workers at the El Salvador
copper mine in 1!)65, and of home-
less families in the town of Puerto
Montt in 1!59.

L Lavretsky's book discusses Al-
lende's political merits, by virtue of
which he became a leader of the
people's liberation movement. Al-
lende had, above all, a correct under-
standing of the historic tasks on
whose solution the country's social
progress depended. The PrinciPd
task was to abolish the dominatlpn of
foreign imperialism and local
bourgeois-landlord oligarchy, not for
the sake of establishing an "indepen-
dent capitalism", but for the sake of
the socialist perspective. Allende
also understood what was needed to
achieve these goals-unification of
the anti-imperialist and anti-
oligarchy forces around the working
class so as to secure Power for the
people. And, finally, he was well
aware of the exceptional importance
in the context of Chile of the alliance
of the two main working-class par-
ties-the Sircialist Party (Allende

himself was one of its founders), and
the Communist llarty.

Not only was Allende an adherent
of these views, he actively worked
for their implementation. The book
carefully traces the main landmarks
in Allende's activities: the setting up
of the Popular Front in 1936, the
victory of its candidate in the presi-
dential elections of 1938, Allende's
participation in the Popular Front
government; the formation, on the
basis of the Socialist-Communist al-
liance, of the Popular Front in 1951

and of the Popular Action Front
(FRAP) in 1955, the nomination of
Allende as a candidate of the Lrft
forces in the presidential elections of
1952, 1958 and 1954; the struggle to
expand the kft coalition beyond the
bounds of FRAP and the establish-
rnent in 1969 of the Popular Unity
bloc; finally, Allende's victory inthe
190 elections and the advent to
power of his popular government.
This was a long ascent to the top, on
the way to which many obstacles had
to be overcome Allende showed a
persistence and purposefulness in
overcoming them that can only be
envied.

They deserve special rnention be-
cause one of the obstacles in Al-
lende's way was the anti-communist
and sectarian sentiments in the ranks
of his own party. The author of the
book explains that this circumstance
was due to the various trends within
the Socialist Party reflecting the
instabitty of the semi-proletarian
and petty-bourgeois strata. It is to
Salvador Allende's credit, Lavretsky
writes, that he never belonged to any
anti-communist trends, never shared
their views, never took a cold-war
stand. While certain members of his
party after the presidency of Gon-
zAlgz Yidela and the beginning of
anti-communist repressions took ad-
vantage of the situation to weaken

the Communist Paxty, Allende ac-
tively called fgr abrogation of the
law "On the Defence of Democra-
cy", unger which the Communist
Party was prohibited and the wor-
king-class movement subjected to
systematic persecution. Even before
the abolition of that law, he was
heading a Socialist group which was
ready to conclude an alliance with
the Communists on the basis of joint
struggle for radical socio-economic
reforms corresponding to the given
stage of the anti-irnperialist and
antioligarchy revolution.

But it would be wrong to conclude
from this that Allende had no differ-
ences with the Communists and that
he did not seek to strengthen the
irt'luence of his party. For all thathe
stood foursquare on unity of ection
of the working-class parties.

The book gives the reader an idea
of the difficulties that beset the
Allende government's activities in
carrying out its Popular Unity prog-
rarnme. The Left coalition did not
possess absolute authority. It had
executive power (Allende called gov-
ernmental power the "centre of grav-
ity of the state"). But the people's
power as represented by the Govern-
ment was opposed by the old power,
which defended the interests of the
oligarchic and imperialist circles and
extended its control to the parlia-
ment, the judicial bodies and to a
great part of the mass media. The
situation was complicated by the fact
that the revolutionary forces failed
to gain control of all the levers of
executive power. Although under the
Constitution the army should have
been subordinate to the Govern-
ment, the events of October 1970
(the murder of the commander of
the land forces, General Ren6
Schneider, and the involvement of
many top officers in a reactionary
plot) showed that it was not a reliable
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support for the government. In thc
government apparatus itself a big
section of the officials was not on the
side of the Popular Uni$ bloc, or
was even hostile to it.

Allende was perfecfly aware of the
fact that to fully implement the
programme of radical social,
economic and political reforms, it
was essential to wield all power. He
linked the attainment of this goal
with the task of winning the mass of
the people over to the Government's
side, and with the establishment
(through reliance on the people and
through constitutional means) of
working people's control over legis.
lative power. This would make it
possible later to hand over the judi-
cial bodies to the working people and
introduce the necessary'amendments
in the Constitution and the code of
law. The President of Chile said:
"Today, when LaMoneda[the Presi-
dent's residence.-f.R.l is in the
hands of the organised working
people, the Governmeot expresses
their interests, and not the interests
of the monopolies and the imperial-
ists. If tomorrow the representatiVes
of the working people will merit their
support and be entrusted with a
majority of seats in the Congress,
then the Congress will begin passing
legislation not in the interests of the
minority, but in the interests of the
overwhelming majonty of the
Chilean population, so as to trans-
form the existing institutions and
bring them into conformity with the
requirements of society, which is
moving towards socialism." (Sal-.
vador Allende, Su pensamicnto
polittco, Santiago de Chile, 1972, p.
304.) Allende did not believe that this
path of development of the re-
volutionary process would bc easier
to follow than the path of armed
stru88le for power, although he re- .

peatedly emphasised that the
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"Chilean path" entailed less social
sacrifices.

The concept of absolute power to
which Allende consistenfly adhered
included, as an integral and deter-
mining element, the securing of thc
support of the people. Allende con-
demned the attempts of the ultra-
Left elements (including those in the
government coalition) to ilepart from
the line of struggle for a deep-going
transformation of the state institu-
tions in accordance with the people's
will expressed in the appropriate
democratic form, their attempts,
without due regard for the alignment
of forces in tho country, at voluntar-
ist actions to create what they called
"organs of people's power". He
regarded such actions as the product
of utopian plans born of political
romanticism. It is relevant here to
recall what Lenin saidinMay 1917 in
connection with the situation in Rus-
sia at the time, for it is of general
theoretical importance: "You cannot
disregard the pople. Only dreamers
and plotters believed that they could
impose their will on a majority. That
was what the French revolutionary
Blanqui thought, and he was wroru.
When the majority of the people
refuse, because the} do not y€t
understand, to take power into thcir
own hands, the minority, however
revolutionary and clever, cannot im-
pose their desire on the majority of
the people." (V. I. Lenin, Collected
Wo*s, Moscow, Vol. 41, p. 433).

The success of advancement along
the path of radical reforms, the
achievement of full power'and tlre
overcoming of reaction's resistance
depended on securing the numerical
superiority of the anti-oligarchic and
anti-imperialist forces in thc country.
After the coup the Chilean Commun-
ists described their policy as follows:
"Working in cbse contact with Presi-
dent Allende and consistently prom-

otirU unity of all participants in the
Popular Unity, our Perty made every
effort to resolve the issue of power
withou't reqourse to armed
strugglc....

"It takcs the strength of the mas-
ses to Euppress the resistance of the
reactionary forces that inevitably
confront the people who advance
towards their goals. It takes the
!trct4th of the masses to prevent
violence by a real or potential body
of reactionar! power: The possibility
of success on the non-armed path to
powcr... implies the masses' ability
to deflect and check attempts to
unlcash reactionary armed violence.
That possibility emerges in a definite
set of historical circumstances, and
increases if the relation of forces
becomes more favourable for the
people and if the reactionary forces
are increasingly isolated." (Wortd
Manist Review,No.7, l/14, p. 30.)

On the whole, Allende's course
towards the further development of
the revolutionary process in Chile
coincided with the Communist
Party's policy.

One of the central problems aris-
ing when considering thc strategy
and tactics of the Chilean revolution
as Allende understood them con-
cerns the role of violence in the
struggle for democracy. Some West-
ern writers analysing Allende's polit-
ical activig and views suggest that
he had become a victim of an
allegedly insurmountable contradic-
tion between adherencc to the dcmo-
cratic path and the necessity toapply
coercion to achieve rcvolutionary
changcs. But from a revolutionriry's
point of view such a contradiction is
non-existent if coercion is applied in
thc interests of democracy, in the
lntcrcsts of the majority of the
pooplc and, in defence of their rights
rnd 8ains, if it is applied by the
poople themselves ageinst a handful

of exploiters. The peaceful develop-
ment of a revolution implying the
possibility of revolutionary transfor-
mations tvithout armed uprising or
civil war does not ruIe out viobn& in
general.

But is there a possibility tllat
Allende thought differently, that hc
hoped that the radical social,
economic and political reforms in
Chilc, where bourgeois-dcmocratic
traditions have deep roots, would not
evoke serious resistrmce and make
coercion unnecessary?

Some of the president's pro-
nounccments, particularly tlre impro-
vised ones, seem to suggest this idea.
For example, addressing the opening
of trade-union courses in Valparaiso
in January lnl,lE said: ..We do not
want and we shall not use force. This
does not mean weakness on our part,
for we think that we have a force that
is greater than matcrial force, and
that is moral force." (Salvador Al-
lende, La vta chilena hacia el
socialismo, Madrid, lg7l, p. 91)
A detailed study of Allende's

views, of his speeches and actions
enables us to conclude that he had no
wish to initilat€ the use of coercion,
especially in its extreme forms,
which entail loss of human lives. But
he considered it legitimate and im-
perative to resort to coercion in
regard to those who unleash counter-
revolutionary violence and trans-
gress the law. So it would be a
distortion of Allende's views to say
that he believed in "non-violence".

Allende on many occasions
warncd that the response to reactio-
nary violence would be revolutio-
nary violence. And tt is rrot because
of his unwillingness to r€sort to
coercion that the Popular Unity Gov-
ernment feiled to stop the cscalation
of subversive activities. The Govcrn-
ment's attempts to curb thc con-
spiratorr by lcgal mceng were coun-
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tered by the oPPosition, which con-
trolled the parliament and the courts.
When governrnent agencies arrested
the terrorists and saboteurs and tried
to close down the radio stations and
newspapers that openly incited re-

bellion, the judicial authorities re-
leased the criminals and lifted the

ban on the reactionary mass media.
The application of force to suppress

the anti-government elements which
broke the law and resorted to viol-
ence depended on the possibility of
utilising the organs of coercion. But
the armY and the Police did not
represent a reliable support of the
Government, and it could not form
other armed units since this was
prohibited by the Constitution.

Allende's tragedy was not that he,

being inspired with revolutionary
ideali, allegedly decided against the
use of force to suppress the counter-
revolution; it consisted in the fact
that he and the Popular Unity did not
succeed in securing such an align-
ment of social, political and military
forces as would enable the Govern-
ment to frustrate the counter-
revolutionary intrigues against the
implementation of the Programme
foi anti-imPerialist and anti-
oligprchic reforms, and to avert or
effictively suppress an open rebell-
ion. It was precisely this factor that
was decisive in the developments
that led to the overthrow of the
Popular UnitY Government and to
thC death of President Allende.

The author of the book shares this
view. He considers a number of
factors which ultimatelY brought
about an alignment of forces un-
favourable for the PoPular UnitY
bloc. Among them are: differences
between members of the Govern-
ment coalition in regard to the ways

and means of consolidating and
further increasing the revolutionary
gains; the desertion of the bulk of the
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middle strata to the side of the
Government's opponents and the
predominating inlluence of the reac-
iion"ry circles in the armY. With
respect to the last-mentioned factor,
the- author notes that Allende had
tried to influencc the army's stand by
actively drawing patriotic-minded of-
ficers into the Government and aP-

oointing them to administrative and

ministerial posts. But the President's
military policy was too inadequate to
turn the scales in favour of the
popular forces. Besides, writes the
author, the reactionary military suc-

ceeded in lulling Allende's vigilance
with assurances of the armed forces'
loyalty. Apparently, to Allende, too,
we may apply the self-critical con-
clusion drawn bY the Chilean Com-
munists: "Then, too, there were

many illusions about the armY's
devotion to its professional duty and

the Constitution. Ag a Party we

committed one of our most serious
errors in overestimating the demo-
cratic nature of the government sys-

tern and not taking timelY stePs to
reorganise it. This applies also to the

**"d fot""t .* (World Mamist Revi'

ew, No. 7,lYl4, P. 30.)
iavretskY does not confine him-

self to simPlY stating the facts, he

shows the ieader the confrontation
of class forces bchind the facts and
why events took one turn or another'
The book vividly illustrates dnd con-
firms the conclusions of the Popular
Unity parties concerning the factors
that 6d to the overthrow of the
Allende Government. For instance,
in a May DaY aPPeal issued in 194,
the Popular Unity parties, analysing
the miitakes they had made, indi-
cated that the gravest error of 'the

Left bloc was that it proved incapa-
ble of preventing the isolation of the

working class and securing for it the
support of the majority of the popu-

lation.

The Popular Unity parties unaru-
mously admit that one of the key
caus€s of their defeat was the lack of
a united leadership of the revoluti-
onary process-a leadership capab-
le of pursuing a principled policy and
averting the danger of "leftist,'and
rightist opportunism.

In addition to what the author says
about Allende's idea of the struggle
for deepening the radical reforms in
the country and subsequent advance-
ment to socialism, it is relevant tci
note that Allende dealing with the
specifics of the revolutionary pfo-
coss in Chile, emphasised that its
development had been taking place
within the framework of bourgeois-
democratic legality, of the existence
of various parties and ideological
trends, and freedom of political ac-
tivity by the forces in opposition to
the popular government. He saw in
this thc characteristics that disting-
uished the Chilean process from
what took place in other countries,
Russia in particular. That is why he
spoke of the "Chilean path to social-
ism" and of the "second model of the
transition to socialism" that Chile
was to effectuate.

As we may conclude from Al-
lende's pronouncements, this ..sec-

ond model" did not necessarily imply
establlshment of a proletarian dic-
tatorship, which he regarded as but
one of the forms of building a
socialist society. True, he never said
that his proposition was an indisputa-
ble truth. "I must say," he admitted,*that I am not a theoretician of
Marxism. I have read the works of
some Marxist thcoreticians, but I
have no intention of considering
myself an authority on Marxism."
(Salvador Allende, La via chilena
hacia el socialismo, Madrid, lgll,p.
5e).

The book under review vividly
shows a key,element in Allende's

activity, namely, loyalty to the cho-
sen path, devotion to the people's
cause. When the reactionaries open-
ly stqged anti-government actions,
when the threat of fascism began to
be felt and when the opposition was
increasingly demanding the resigna-
tion of the President, he firmly
declared that he would not step
down, and not because it was a
matter of satisfying personal vanity
or seeking honour, but because he
had been elected to that post by the
people and he had no right to leave it
by his own will or for the benefit of
those who disregard the interests of
the people. "I shall not leave the La
Moneda Palace until the mandate
given to me by the people expires....
I shall defend the popular govern-
ment, for it is the people who have
entrusted this task to me. There is no
alternative. Only by riddling me with
bullbts can they prevent me from
carrying out my will, which is to
work for the fulfilment of the
people's programme." (Salvador Al-
lende, .Elistory Is on Our Sid€, Mos-
cow, 1974, p. 253 [in Russian]). He
repeated this assurance many a time
without.any desire to boast.

Even if Allende had resigned and
left the country when the mutiny of
September ll began, he would have
gone down in history as Chile's first
popularly elected President, as a
statesman and political figure who
merited the gratitude of his compat-
riots for what he haci done-for the
country. But he preferred to die
fighting the mutineers who besieged
the presidential palace, and he was
actually riddled with bullets, Not
long before his death, when the
tragic outcome of events was already
evident, Allende addressed his
people over the radio for the last
time. The book quotes this remarka-
ble speech, full of the deepest faith
in the Chilean people, in the triumph



of their just cause, and full of
confidence thst the banner he held
with dienity until the very last rno'
ment of his life would be taken up bY
his brothers-in-arms and followers
and brought to a victorious end.

Inspired by Allende's heroic act,
the democrats and patriots of Chile
took over from him the banner of
struggle agpinst the domination of
tlrc bourgeois-Iandlord olignrchy and
imperialism. A year after the military
coup, tlrc Popular Unity parties proc-
laimed from deep hidirU: "Withdeep
emotion we bow our heads to the
memory of those who fell in the
stru8Ele; they are personified bY
Salvador Allende, the first revolutio'
nary President in our history. Our
motherland still hears the echoes of
his last words, full of grandeur,
dienity and boundless faith in the
power of the working class, and his
heroic example lives on in our
hearts. Tlrc vile calumny of the
diststorship has failed to stain his
immortd image. A year sfter his
death, addressing him from the coun-
try whose soil is stained with the
noble blood of countless victims, we
say: 'Comrade President, Your
pcople will never go down on their
knees, will never allow themselves to
be enslaved. Thev will close their

ranks to win freedom and advance
the cause for which you fought and
lay down your lifc."' (Izquierda
Chilena Coordinator en el Exteior,
Rome, September 1974, p. 5).

In an interview giyen soon after
the presidential elections of 190 (it
is reproduced in the book), to the
question "What memory would you
like to leave behind?" Allende ans-
wered: 'That of a consistent
Chilean". The book under review
shows him as a man whose life
afforded an example of revolutio-
nary consistency.

Based on extensive material this
highly interestirU book is pervaded
by a feeling of solidarity with the
people of Chile. It is a necessary and
a timely book because it acquaints
the reader with the activity of a man
who, to quote L. I. Brezhnev, Gen-
eral Secretary of the CPSU Central
Committee, '\vas one of the most
integral and noble figures in contem-
porary political life" (L. I. Brezhnev,
Our Course: Pcace and Socialtsnr"
Pafi Four, [Septcmber-December
19731, Moscow, 7n4, p. 22\, and
because it helps us to comprehend
the experience and bitter lessons of
the past and to figltt for a bri&t
future.

I. Rytollh

Ilcmopua Bexzpuu e mpet mo.tax.
M., ns&ro <HayKa>, l9l-1972;
r. l, 1971, fu4 crp.; r.2, 1972,
599 crp.; t,.3, 1912,965 crP.

A History of Htngary in 3 volumcs,
Moscoy, Nauka l\rblishers,
t9 l-1972: vol. 1, ln l, ffi w.;
Vol. 2, ln2, 599 pp.; Vol. 3,
192,966 pp.

This work by a tcam of authors is
tbs fhst-cver systcmatlc cxposition
in Sovict histfiiocraphy of thc histo-
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ry of the Hungarian people. The first
volume covers the period frgm anci-
ent times to the end of the lEth
c€ntury; the second-from the close
of thc 18th contury to 1917; and the
third-from l91E to 190.

Thc history of the Miiddle Danube
Arca from ancient times to th€ sth
ccntury B.C. is reconstructed in thc
first volumc on the basis of ar-
chaeological relics and writtcn rc-
cords. Further, thc reader is given an
outlirrc history of thc Roman Pro'
vince of 'Pannonia, that was situatcd

in thc western part of presentday
Hungary. Thc history of the Middle
Danubc Area for the period between
thc 6th and fth centuries is traced in
thc first volumc.

Thc presentation of the history of
Hunjarian society proper, from its
cthnogcncsis to the end of the lTth
ccntury, while in the case of Transyl-
vania to the year 1790, is also
prcccded mostly by a characterisa-
tion of sources. In the section on the
ethnogcnesis of the Hungarians until
thc 8th century the rqader learns of
t}c disputes between scholars re-
garding the territory initially settled
by the Finno-Ilgric peoples and also
of the internal development of these
peoples. (Hore mention is also madc
of the existencc of an Ugric popula-
tion in the basin of the Lower Kama
in the l6th-l7th centuries). An
analysis of the scanty information on
the union of the Hungarian tribcs in
the 9th century and a critical colla-
tion of available data enabled tltc
authors to show the true sigrrificancc
of the concept of "the acquisition of
a homeland" by tlre Hungarians ag a
result of their settlement along the
middle reachss of the Daiubc, where
the conditions of habitation fostered
economic and social progress, and to
give the lie to the nationalistic in-
terpretation of this concept solely as
the conquest by the Hurlgarians'of
the population of the Middle Danube
Area. The authors trace the forma-
tion of the class of feudal lords and
show that the campaigrrs of the
Hungarians in Western Europe and
the Balkans were the result of the
process of class formation and a
factor accelerating that process. The
source malerial cited here explodes
the lcgend of bourgeois-gentry his-
toriography that the Catholic Church
played the principal role in the estab.
lishment of Hungarian statehood. A
major step has been taken towards

revealing th€ gocio-economic
mainsprings of the various processes
of feudal Hungary's internal and
external political development.

This volume reconstructs the his-
tory of the offensive policy pursued
by the Hungarian kings in the l4th
century, a policy motivated mainly
by the desire to strengthen the centr-
al authority while putting an end to
feudal anarchy. The internd political
development that led to the weaken-
ing of the central authority at thc
beginning of the 16th century pre-
determincd that authority's military
defeat (1526). A detailed description
is given of the struggle against the
Turkish onslaught, a struggle whose
successes in thc mid-l5th century
were due to the participation of the
masses.

The period from 1526 to l54t saw
thc Kingdom of Hungary disinteg-
ra& into three parts ds a result of
intcrnecine strife and pressure from
thc Ottoman Turks. The history of
each of these parts is treated sepa-
ratily. The authors write in detail of
the condition of the Middle Danube
population under tlte suzerainty of
the, Ottoman Empire. They show
how Tlrkish rule gradually declined
in the Middle Danube Area. The
Transylvanian principality remained
the cen&e of Hungarian feudal state-
hood and culture in the 16th and 17th
centuries. At the close of the 17th
century this principality was ab-
sorbed by the Hapsburg monarchy.
The authors characGrise the socio.
economic processcs in Transylvania
in the lEth century, the mechanism
of Hapsburg domination, Vienna's
policy of retarding the development
of urban crafts and the birth of
capitalist relations.

The history of the class struggle
during the epoch of feudalism re-
seives close attention in tbe first



volume. A whole section is devoted
to the peasant war of 1514. A study
of Hungarian material and spiritual
culture in the 11th-15th centuries
reinforces the conclusion that this
culture developed quite rapidly in
that period. The history of chronolo-
gy in Hungary is reconstructed in the
section devoted to Latin-based lite-
rature and historiograPhY.

The exposition of l8th-centurY
Hungarian history is based on origi-
nal studies of sources. In particular,
the authors show the forces that
fought for independence under the
leadership of Ferenc Rakoszi II.

A point to be noted is that not all
'the questions dealt with in this vol-
um€ are adequately elaborated. The
Slavs had also contributed to the
formation of the Hungarian ethnos,
to its economy and material and

spiritual culture. After the Hun-
garians had setfled along the Middle
Danube mutual inlluences were to be

observed in manY sPheres of life.
The complexitY and scale of these

long processes are such that theY
require further painstaking study.

In the second volume tbe authors
examine the basic lines of Hungary's
socio-economic and Political de-

velopment in the epochwhenfeudal-
ism was falling apart, capitalist rela-

tions were being established and the

transition to imperialism had com-
menced. This epoch was highlighted
by two imPortant events-the
bourgeois revolution of 1848-1849

and the Austro-Hungarian Agree-
ment of 1867. These events in large
measure predetermined the further
course oi the class and national
struggle and made a Profound ^im-
orini on the subsequent destiny of all
ihe peoples inhabiting the multina-
tional HaPsburg EmPire. Against a
broad socio-economic background
the authors show the Process bY

no

which bourgeois orders were estab-
lished. They focus their attention on
the socio-political struggle that was
waged by the progressive forces of
Hungarian society against feudal
reaction. The natipnal question,
which was a major issue in the
Hapsburg Empire and in Hungary
itself, is considered here as subordi-
nated to the class question.. The
authors'not only clearlY show the
class narrowness of the anti-
Hapsburg movement of the Hun-
garian nobility and its retrograde
impact, but also its striving to sup-
press and oppress the Slav peoPles
and Rumanians inhabiting the King-
dom of Hunepxy. A good description
is given of the Hungarian Jacobin
movement, which is riehfly regarded
as the beginning of the class battles
of modern times.

A detailed study is made of the
reform movcment of the 1830s-

lM)s. The authors deslribe the prin-
cipal stages in the formation of
non-Hungarian bourgeois nations
and the national movements that
began at the time.

They give a comPrehensive Picture
of thqrivolution of 1848-1t49, and

show that the Hungarian revolution,
too, despite its clearly pronounced

national iharacter, was actuated by
social tactors. They convincing[y
bring to liSht the bourgeois narrow-
ness- and national insularity of thc
bourgeois-gentry concepts of the

nationl question. With reference to
Hungarian historY the reader is

broulht round to understanding the

truth that in a multinational counlry a

iust settlement of the national ques-

iiot on onlY be achieved after the

victory of the socialist revolution'
White noting the progressive signifi-
cance and achievements of the re-

volution of 1848-1849, the authors

shed ligtrt on some of its negative

aspects. Social problems are given
promincncc in their analysis of the
consaquences of that revolution.
They convincingly demonstrate, in
particular, that even the absolutist
rcgimc established after the defeat of
the Hungarian revolution could not
nullify that revolution's rnain achi-
evement-the abolition of serfdom.

Under the Austro-Hungarian Ag-
rcomcnt of 1867 the Hapsburg Em-
pire became a bi-central dual con-
gtitutional monatchy, each of whose
two parts retained its independence
in in&rnal affairs. The authors un-
fold the class essence of the 1857

agreement, showing that the align-
ment of class forces at the time
determined the historical need and
possibility for this compromise be-
tween the Austrian bourgeoisie and
the Hungarian landed aristocracy.
They vividly depict the crisis of
dualism, laying bare the process that
led to the deepening of the contradic-
tions between Austria and Hungary
at the turn of the centurY and the
growth of the class contradictions in
HunSary itself on the eve of the First
World War.

In this volume theY trace the
history of the working class and of
the working-class movement in Hun-
gary, characterising the extremely
complex factional struggle of the
1870s-1880s and exhaustively analys-
ing the development of the working-
class movement at the close of the
lfth and the beginning of the 2fth
century. In the section on the First
World War, the authors assess the
foreign policy pursued by Hungary's
ruling classes, recapitulate the inter-
nal political situation inthat country,
notabty the struggle between the
political parties, follow the develop-
mGnt of the working-class movement
during the First World War and
conridcr the impact on HungarY of

the February 1917 revolution in Rus-
sia. Further, they consider questions
related to Hungarian society's cul-
tural development, and in the section
dealing with science and culture in
Hungary they eharacterise the work
of the leading representatives of
these spheres.

The third volume opens with the
events at the close of the Second
World War and the bourgeois-
democratic revolution in Austria.
Hungary. Here attention is focused
on the revolutionary processes in the
country and the opposition to these
processes by the international and
Hungarian counter-revolution. The
authors deal at leneth with the his-
tory of the Hungarian Soviet Repub-
lic of 1919, which sprang up under
the direct impact of the Great Oc-
tober Revolution. Readers will be
particularly interested in the sections
on -Soviet Hungary's links with
Soviet Russia, and on the Hungarian
revolutionary governments' social,
national and cultural policies. New
data is used to back up the conclu-
sion that the Hungarian Soviet Re-
public was strangled by the Entente
imperialists. The developments of
l9l9 in Hungary showed that the
proletarian dictatorship in Russia
was not a "specifically Russian
phenomenon", that only the dictator-
ship of the proletariat can bring
genuine democracy to all the work-
ing people. One of the main conclu-
sions to be drawn from the dictator-
ship of the proletariat of 1919 in
Hungary is that the determining role
to be played by a united Marxist-
Leninist party should not be igrrored
in any way. The treachery of the
Right Social-Democrats played no
little part in the fall of the Hungarian
Soviet Republic, whose defeat was
followed by grim years of counter-
revolutionary and fascist domination
(,'9t9-194/.).



TIre fascist systcm in HungarY had
many features of "classical" fascist
regimes. However, the situation in
that country was determined bY
sorne specifics of the Horthy regime,
one of which was the preservation of
a semblance of parliamentarism. To-
wards the close of the 1930s Hungary
was entangled in a web of unequal
economic and political egtreem€nts
with Hitler Germany. Eloquent facts
arc cited to show that even during
these years the Hungarian working
people continued their struggle.
They were led by the Communist
Party of Hungary, which was able to
form an anti-fascist front towards
the end of the Second World War
and enlist the support of thi masses.

The sccond part of this volume is
devoted to the period from 194,4 to
1970. By their very presence the
Soviet Armed Forces, which liber-
ated Hungary from the German and
Hungarian fascists, helped the Hun-
garian peoplc to depose the fascist
regime. Thatregime fell in a situation
in which a democratic, anti-fascist
and anti-feudal revolution had been
unfolding since thc autumn of 1944.
The authore underscore that from
tlts very outset this revolution trans-
cended the bounds of the usual
bourgcois-dcmocratic revolutions in
that it contained elements of a social-
ist character. A democratic dictator-
ship of the proletariat and the
p€asantry was formed with represen-
tatives of the middle and PettY
bourgeoisie takirU part in the ad-
ministration of the state. In the latter
half of 1947 and the first six months
of 1908 tlre socialist revolution
triumphed in Hungary as a result of
the more than tfuep years' evolution
of the democratic revolution into a
socialist revolution. hior to estab
lishing its dictstorship the working
class occupied firm positions in the
administration of the state and in the
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economy, and implemented a series
of socialist reforms.

The success of the working class
was facilitated by the circumstance
that it relied on the fraternal ossis-
tance of the Soviet Union and also of
other countries that had taken the
road of socialism. The switch of the
People's Democratic state to the
fulfilment of the functions of a
proletarian dictatorship was accom-
panied by the attainment of complete
organisational and politieal unity by
thc working class, a unity expresscd
in the formation of a united workers'
party, thc Hungarian Workers'
Party, in June 1948. The authors
show that a sharp ideological and
organisational struggle with the Rigftt
Social-Democrats Preceded the
union of Communists and Social-
Democrats. At its lst Congtress, thc
Hungarian Workers' Party adopted a
Prograrnme which proclaimed the
guidelines for the country's socislist
reorganisation.

The period between 1948 and 1956

is closely examined. In addition to
material that had been Published
earlier, the authors have drawn on
archival sourses, and this has ena'
bled them to make a thorough
analysis of and accurately assess the
developments of those Years. TheY
convincingly show that despite the
difficulties of the period of transition'
in Hungary during the first half of
the 195(h, these were the Years that
witnessed the formation and consoli-
dation of socialist relations of pro-
duction in induslry. The deep'goirg
socio-economic reforms r-hat were
put into effect ushered in Hungary's
conversion from abackward country
into an industrial-agrarian state
promoting its productive forces for
the benefit of all the working people'

The authors devote a sPecial sec-
tion to the conspiracy organised by

thc reactionarics against the young
republic of workeri and peasants in
1956 and to thc failure of that
conapiracy. Using a host of facts
they dcmonstrate that the revolt in
Huryary was not a "spontaneous
cruption of popular discontent", as
wa! oubscquently asserted by
bourycois and Right-revisionist au-
thorc, but a carefully prepared aetion
by external and internal counter-
rcvolutionary forces. With the assis-
tancc of the Soviet Union the re-
volutionary forces of Hungary
rtamped out the counter-revolution
and upheld the People's Democratic
system.

This was followed by the Hun-
garian Communists' extensive work
to eradicate the consequences of the
revolt and.consolidate the revolutio-
nary and democratic forces in 1957-
1958. Taking the setbacks ofthe past
into account and, at the same time,
drawing upon the finest experience
accumulated in building socialism
during the preceding years, the Hun-
garian Socialist Workers' Party,
formed in 1956, was able to unite the
advanced forces of the people for the
further building of socialism. It de-
votes much of its attention to
strengthening thc alliance of the
workers and peasants as the founda-
tion of People's Hungary. This may
be seen from an analysis of the
Party's many decisions on agricul-
ture, Moreover, the authors charac-
terise the HSWP's work in organis-
ing the economy, the steps it has
laken to restructure the planning and
management of the ecdnomy, its
vigorous promotion of science and
culture and its education of the
masses in the spirit of socialist
ideology.

The 8th Congress of the HSWP
(November 1962) drew the conclu-
sion that the foundations of social-
ism had been built in Hungary and
set the task of furthering economic
and cultural development,
strengthening socialist national unity
and achieving closer moral and polit-
ical cohesion among the woiking
qeople in the process of building a
developed socialist society. These
tasks are dealt with in one of the
closing sections of this volume.
Socialist Hungary's achievements
are justifiably linked with the en-
hanced leading role played by the
HSWP in all areas of. society's ma-
terial and spiritual life. The authors
show the main guidelines of socialist
Hungary's foreign policy, which are
determined . by its socio-economic
system. The concluding section of
the volume is devoted to the cultural
changes in that country, changes
springing from the development of
science, art, Iiterature and education
in recent years.

This three-volume ,Glis/ory of Hun-
gary is the fruit of many years of
work by a large team oi Soviet
historians. It owes much of its suc-
cess to the invaluable assistance
r-endered by Hungarian scholars, to
their consultationS and advice. ihe
publication of this work is a con-
tribution to -effective cooperation
and friendly relations betweon
Soviet and Hungarian historians.

Academician A. Oklednlkov,
A. Semsonov,

Corresponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences
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OYPCEHKO A. A. KPumuqecKoe
ilecamuaelmue AtePuxu (60'e

eoflu). JI., I{34-Bo "Hayxa",
l9l4,34Ecw.

FURSENKO A. A., A Crttical De-
cade in America (the 1960s),
Leningrad, Nauka hrblishers,
19/4,3$pp.

The 1960s will go down in the his-
tory of the USA as one of the most
complicated periods packed with im'
Dortant events. Although there is a

tonsiderable need for a profound and

overa[ problem research of that
oeriod as a whole, itwould, neverthe-
iess, be wrong to underrate the sig-

nificance of the special works which
examine not all, but only the most im-
portant phenomena in social life in
ihe usl in the period under review.

In his interesting book A. Furse-
nko, D. Sc. (Philos.) has proved that
it is appropriate to state, in particu-
lar, the question of the evolution of
the party system in the USA in con-
nection with the social and,political
crisis of the 1!X0s, and also the ques-
tion of the most imDortant internal
factors which became a catalyst for
shattering this system. One may ar-
gue about th€ extent and depth to
which the two-party system has been
hit by the crisis, but its instability is
quite apparent

Without doubt the author has suc-

cessfully analysed the interparty con-
flict during "the criticd decade",
which revealed the depth of the inner
contradictions in the life of US socie-
ty and amidst the various elements of
tire ruling class. As itbecame particu-
larly acute, the rivalry made itself felt
in the more and more frequent cases

of political assassinations and in the
striving of the conflicting groups to
act tough and without comPromise'

As ii shown in the book, the
mechanism of the two-Party system
already finds it difficult to retain
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within its control all the possible cen-
drifugat tendencies, rarGng from the
extreme Right to the Left radicals.
And amongst the Republicans and the
Democrats there appeared Preten-
ders to the role of leaders and idols of
the reactionary Vend6e and also of
the "new populism"; moreover the
struggfle to gain influence over the
masses is frequently waged not in a
conventional manner as it used to be,
but in the form of a trend strir"ing to
constitute itself as an independent
party. It would, of course, be a mis-
take to judge these movements from
what they appear to be on the surface.
Experiencc has confirmed yet again
that they have in actual fact manY
times been used successfully as a
lightnirU-conductor to preserve thc
stability of that same two-party sys-
tem. The fact that the balance in the
structure of the electorate has been
disturbed is a far more serious symp-
tom of the impaired two-Party sys-
tem. The changes in the electorate
(beginning at the end ol the l90s) re-
fleit more gPneral irreversible ten-
dencies in the social, economic and
polidcsl development of the USA'
Fursenko specifies the ideas on the
essence of the current erosion of the
basis of the two-party system by the
very formulation of the questionwith
regard to the erosion of the traditional
electoral coalitions, on which both
bourgeois parties have leaned since
the 1930s.

The author also concentrates on
the racial problem in the USA in this
connection. A great deal has been
written about the s6nggle of the
Blacks for political and civil rights,
and against racial discrimination. A.
Fursenko examines this struggle
above all from the point of view of the
changes which occurred in the bal-
ance of forces in the US political
arena during "the critical decade".
The angle chosen allows us to

evaluate more frflythe historical con-
tribution made by the Afro-American
liberation movement to the political
strugle around the determination of
thc new national priorities in internal
and extcrnal policies.

Thc youth problem is no less im-
portant in this sense. The movement
of protcst by young people as a
phcnomenon which directly reflects
thc upsurge of widespread opposition
moods in the country called forth by
thc Black revolt and the acute
conflict around the war in Vietnam,
has been extensively d€alt with in
Marxist and, in particular, in Soviet
literature. It examincs, above all, the
question of the ideological, political
and psychological prLconditions for
the rise of the radical democratic
student movement in the USA, its
forms and scope and its relationship
and interconnection with other mo-
vements of social protest in the
country. Taking this into account,
the autior puts the problem in a new
way and tries to find and make out
the political param€ters of the move-

P.ase4eaauquecS cmpaHu: 3aKono-
t*epxocmu, ttunilen4uu, nepc-
neKmuau- M., xsg-no *Mblcr6>,
1974,463 crp.

Developing Counties: Regulaities,
Tendenc ie s, hospecfs, Moscow,
Mysl Publishers, 1974, 463pp.

This is a collective monogrhph pre-
pared bythe Departmentof Economy
and Politics of Developing Countries
of the Institute of the World Econo-
my and International Relations of the
USSR Academy of Sciences (at that
time headed by the late V. Tyagu-
nenko, Corresponding Member of
th€ USSR Academy of Sciences).

Here the Third World is considered
in what may becalled its spatial integ-
rity. But this do,es not imply any arti-

ment. This aspect of the problem has
as yet not becn properly studi€d,
although there can be no doubt about
its importance.

Since the beSrnnins of the 190s,
youth avant-gardism has been ex-
periencing a decline, but it has not
disappeared without leaving its mark,
as some official American specialists
in politics now try to prove. The
peculiar "dissipation" of its basic sys-
tem, the alternation of rises and falls,
its various forms and ideological as-
pects and the rapid changes from exp-
losive reaction to apathy are all real
difficulties in an actually developing
movement. By calling attention to the
growing role of young people in in-
fluencing the electors, in the develop-
ment of the conflict between parties
and in the overall arrangement of the
political forces, A. Fursenko takes a
significant step in evaluatingthe pros-
pects for one of the main components
in the general democratic movement
inthe USA.

V. l{alkov

ficial connection between Latin
American figures and names with the
conclusions drawn on the strength of
the African and Asian material, but
aneffort to identify what is truly com-
mon to the Third World as a whole.

The importance and specificity of
this work are determined by its
generalising character: it relies on
what was achieved by Marxist-
Leninist thought in the 1950s and
1960s, and analyses new historical ex-
perience in the late 1960s and early
1970s. To some extent it is a record of
the present state of Soviet sciencc de-
aling with the Third World, together
with its successes and outstanding
problems. The book raises a number
of moot points.

The methodological basis for the
study is provided by the proposition



that the struggle for national libera-
tion in many countries is now, in ef-
fect, developing into a struggle
against exploitative relations, both
feudal and capitalist. The authors
seek to show the objective roots of
this key regularitY for the Third
World and the mechanism of its origi-
nation and crystallisation in every
sphere of social life, to analyse the
prospects of this tendency, because
ihere is need to combat the opposing
variants of social development andto
consider the inherent contradictions
of this tendency.

Progressive scientists who are not
Marxists (like Gunnar Myrdal) and
Soviet scientists have written about
the error of mechanically applying
European experience, so that the for-
mation of the capitalist mode of pro-
duction in the Thiid World is likened
to the same process in the West. But
as a rule this has been a matter of no
more than passing mention and some
individual aspects. The point is that a
systematic comparison of the genesis

oi capitalism in the first echelon of
countries which took the way, and the
historical peculiarities of the opera-
tion of the laws of capitalism and the
corresponding formation of classes
and also of all the superstructuralele-
ments in the Third World is of excep-
tional scientific and political impor-
tance. In this book such a comparison
is being carried on consistenfly, and
this is a great stride forward in the
theory of every aspect of social de-
velopment in the countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America:
economic-within the framework of
Marxist-Leninist political economy'
political-within the framework of
ihe theory of state and law, and
ideological-within the framework
of historical materialism.

This comparison shows the role of
the basic contradictions of our day
which springs from the existence and
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struggle of two opposed social sys-
tems - capitalism and socialism - in
ihe world arena, and the growingim-
portance of the world socialist sys-
tem, which has been exerting an ever
more active. influence on internal pro-
cesses in the Third World countries
and determining the course of
history.

Exceptional interest attaches to the
idea put forward by the authors that
the eiistence in the modern world of a
largd group of countries lagging in
their development is a natural pro-
duct of the basic tendencies of the
capitalist system itself, a special,
"peripheral" expression of its general
liws. From this follows the natural
conclusion that this backwardness
can be eliminated only by overcoming
the laws of capitalism, and that con-
sistent struggle against backwardness
and dependence cannot but display a
general anti-capitalist tenor both in-
ternally and externallY.

The special form of evolution
which has engendered the Present-
day Third World societies within the
framework of the world caPitalist
economic system, and which still de-
termines their key features maY be
catled the dependent type of social
development. The substance of this
process is that the lines of the depen-
deit counlries' dgveloPmcnt are
"targeted" by the interests of the rtil-
ing classes of the "metropolitan coun-
tries". Every phase in the develop-
ment of countries within the world
capitalist economy corresponds to
delinite forms of dependence, defi-
nite economic and socio-political
structures of societY. The forms of
dependence kpep changing, but the
dependence itself, the relations of in-
equatity are reproduced and even in-
tensified.

The responsibilitY fa[ing on the
ruling classes of the imperialist coun-
tries for the economic and socitil

backwardness of the Third World
countries and for the poverty andpri-
vations of their population is scienti-
fically well-grounded within the
framework of this conception. De-
pendent development, as the basic
and essential definition of the condi-
tion of the former colonies within the
system of the world capitalist
economy is revealed by the authors
throughout the whole work. It exp-
lains not only the specificfeatures of
the economic backwardness but also
the peculiarity of the sobial structure
of the Third World, the specificqual-
ity of the multisectoral economy,
which has taken shape there not as a
result of the natural evolution of the
socio-economic structures of local
societies but as a distorted reflection
of the development of the world
capitalist economy and the world pro-
ductive forces in the internal struc-
ture of the countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America.

This is probably the first time
in Soviet monographic literature that
thc specific form in which the gene-
ral crisis of capitalism is expressed in
its "dep€ndent periphery" has been
shownin such depth. In these coun-
tries, the crisis of private property is
not the result of its "overdevelop-
ment", but of its inclusion within the
system of imperialism's worldwide
socio-economic relations. The histor-
ical decline of private property in the
Third World is also evidenced by the
extension of the regulating activity of
the state, a growth of the state sector
which frgquently expresses the ten-
dency towards its transformation into
the leading sector of society. Of
course, this does not mean that there
is no distinction between the various
forms of private property. The
monograph shows very well the ina-
bility of the private capitalist sector to
exercise its system-forming function,
and the sharp' aggravation-as de-

pendent capitalism develops, wlth a
peculiar combination of capitalist and
pre-capitalist methods of exploita-
tion-of all the disproportions and
contradictions of dependent society.

Under the impact of world social
processes, especially of the monopol-
isation of the scientific research basis
by the imperialist countries, some
types of monopoly and forms of de-
pendence are destroyed and give way
to others. Only a national state and
the state sector of the economy it sets
up are capable of withstanding the
mounting tendency towards depen-
dence in its new forms. Under the sci-
entific and technological revolution,
the leading role of the state in the
Third World becomes a constant and
dominating tendency. What is espe.
cially important from the standpoi4t
of using the new opportunities gener-
ated by the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution is the objective anti-
imperialist content of the new func-
tions of the state. The enlargementof
the scientific and technical potential
of the socialist countries has enabled
them to extend assistance to the de-
veloping states in the formation of a
national science, training of their own
highly skilled personnel, and moder-
nising the economy through the use of
the latest scientific and technical
achicvements. Thus, the links be-
tween the Third World countries and
the USSR and other countries of the
socialist system tend to undermine
the basis of the new and most danger-
ous, type of imperialist monopoly,
monopoly in the sphere of scientific
and technological progress.

The common features in the
characteristic of the economic activi-
ty of Third World states and inthe de-
finition of the specific features of
their state sector should not lead us to
underestimate the fundamental dis-
tinctions between the social natureof
lhe state sector as determined by the
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nature of state power and the coun-
fy's social orientation. The monog-
raph justly draws our attention to the
growing role of the state sector even
in the countries taking the capitalist
way, including those with the most
reactionary regimes. It also stresses
the growth of the state capitalism sub
ordinate to neocolonialism, whose es-
tablishment (in struggle against more
progressive tendencies and factors,
let us add) sigrrifies a mounting ten-
dency in dependent development.

I think that the authors are quite
right when they say that the transi-
tional nature of the leading socio-
economic and political and state in-
stitutions is an exceptionally impor-
tant criterion of non-capitalist de-
velopment. The state sector in the
non-capitalist state is semi-socialist,
they stress, with the socialist ele-
ments within it bound to grow to the
extent to which the forces in power
take the stand of the working class
and the socialist revolution.

The growth of the tendency to
switch to the socialist orientation
0ike the tendency of the growing role
of the state) is traced in all the princi-
pal sections of the book. The real con-
tradictions of dependent develop-
ment of the productive forces and
movement rilong the capitalist way;
the impulses generated by the scien-
tiflc and technological revolution; the
possibility of using the state sector to
tackle national tasks; the social
changes in the Third World countries;
and the fundamentally new oppor-
tunities opened up by the socialist
system-all this goes to shape the
tendency towards a rejection of
capitalism and orientation upon
socialism, which is seen above all as a
means of solving the problems of de-
pendence and backwardness. The
non-capitalist way is becoming the
most widespread variant of the alter-
native to dependent capitalist de-
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velopment in the Third World coun-
tries.

The authors do not in any way un-
derestimate the objective and subjec-
tive difficulties and contradictions of
the non-capitalist way. They reggrd it
as a way which does not in any sense
exclude retreats and which is a
lengthy transition period to the stage
of actual socialist construction.

The central section of the monog-
raph is highly interesting. It contains
an'analysis of the specific social
structurb of societies and the main so-
cial transformations in the Third
World countries. I think that the au-
thors are quite right in noting the ex-
treme limitations of the opportunities
and progressive potentials of the local
bourgeoisie in the Third World [see,
"Possibilities and Limits of Capital-
ism in the Thini Worid" by R. Av-
akov, K. Maidanik and T. Pokataye-
va, Social Sciences, No. 4 (22).
1Y75.- Bd,l, emphaslsing the weak-
ness and lack of independent initia-
tive on the part of the local
bourgeoisie, the authors add that
from the outset it has seen state inter-
vention in the economy as a perma-
nently operating and necessary fac-
tor. But because the shaping of the
state sector is a general tendency, the
group connected with the functions
of political, administrative and
ideolirgical leadership of society
should be identified withinthe mahe-
up of the ruling exploitative groups
(in development along the capitalist
way). This group, the authors be-
lieve, tends frequenfly to grow faster
than the "bourgeoisie itself", and has
a tendency to become the leadingele-
ment in the formation of the ruling
class.

Equal interest attaches to the
analysis of the spedific features in the
shaping of the working class, the de-
cisive progressive force in the Third
World countries, the stratification of

the peasantry, and the emergence of
new (modern) urban middle sections.
Readers will also be undoubtedly in- .

terested in the new typological
schemes of Third World societies: in
economic level; in economic and so-
cial structures; in character of de-
vclopment (leading sectors); in politi-
cal regimes; in type of revolutionary
processes, etc.

It is highly important that there is
emphasis not only on the need for
further elaboration by Marxists of the
complicated problems of the Third
World. Some of these, which this
monograph has stopped short of con-
sidering and whose importance has
been brought out by life itself after
the main effort l(as been put into the
book, have been formulated. These
are the counter-revolutionary poten-
tials of "dependent state capitalism",

the unevenness of dependent deve-
lopment, the emergence and substan-
ce of dependent state-monopoly ca-
pitalism and so-called sub-.imperi-
alism, and a number of other Prob-
lems.

The monograph tends to emphasise
the profoundly scientific substantia-
tion of the characteristic of the pres-
ent stage in the national liUeritibn
struggle given by the Zth Congress of
the CPSU, and shows the objective
character of the tendency towards the
non-capitalist way. This is the only
way along which it is possible (not all
at once or easily, of course) to do
away with the poverty, and social and .

political deprivation of the masses,
and to ensure their social emancipa-
tion.

S. Ihlpanov,
D. Sc. (Econ.)

EEP. KOBCKI4fi H. fl.. P. ouaqmus.il
e fepuauuu. JI., n:g-ro "Xylo-xecTBeIIHa, nmepaTypaD,
1973,567 crp.

BERKOVSKY N. Y., Romanticism
in Germany, Leningrad,
Khudozhestvennaya Literatura
hrbfishers, 7973, 567pp.

In Soviet literary criticism, N.
Berkovsky's book on German
romanticism represents more than a
detailcd and systematic study of the
subject. It is the resultpf many years
of research by the scholar.

Berkovsky holds that the finest
works of German romantic poetry
are not the property of a closed and
long-past phase of the development
of literature, but a living literary
tradition that on essential issues has
risen above its time, a tradition that
is linked with both the past and the
future of art.

He confines the substance of Ger-
man romanticism to the short period
of its upswirg and triumph at the
close of the tSth century, its beacon
beirry the victorious bourgeois re-
volution in France. "The romanti-
cists," he writes, "...were still full of
its illusions, its hlryerboltis, its ex-
pectations and super-expectations
when the revolution itself had, pro-
perly speaking, already ended and
the bourgeois society created by it
was acquiring distinct outlinos that
were hostile to everything Utopian.
There was, holever, a singular, uni-
que hour when illusions could flare
up with redoubled strength, and this
was the hour of the romanticists, an
hour prolonged beyond its legitimate
linits."

This formula is, in a way, the core
of the concepts developed by Ber-
kovsky. He takes this "singular
hour", this summit of illusions, the
romantic view of the world with its



ideal postulates and, on the basis of
these postulates, judges the entire
subsequent history of romanticism,
judges it by the laws created by the
romanticists themselves. Hence the
meiningful reservation: "prolonged
beyond its legitimate limits". In prin-
ciple, he refuses to understand and
accept as a regularity the further
development of romanticism in Ger-
many, a development that was full of
tragic contradictions and fractures.
He'notes these fractures with sad
regret, be it the turn of many roman-
tic poets and thinkers to orthodox
Catholicism (Friedrich von Schlegel,
Clemens Brentano) or their disaP-
pointment with the elevated illusions
of the "singular hour" (Achim von
Arnim, Heinrich Kleist), or their
conversion to the prose of worldlY
everyday life (Novalis, Ludwig
Tieck). He sees in all this a distres-
sing departure from the ideals of
romanticism's youth, its "overcloud-
ing", and persistenfly searches all the
later phases of romantic literature
for trices of its former, initial inspi-
ration, consistently aqcentuating life-
asserting tones in the work of roman-
tic poets (including the "younger"
poets such as Ernst-Theodor Hoff-
mann).

Here all the criteria for assessing
romanticism are drawn from the
epoch of the Jena upsurge, while all
the tragic vicissitudes of its destiny
are taken out of its inner structure
and regarded as irregular, as injected
by circumstances. For Berkovsky
romanticism is, above all, the art of
elevated utopia, poetry and
"philosophy of creating life". He not
only reinforces this approach with a

probing analysis of utopian *bright

worlds" of romantic literature, but
polemically directs it against the
positivist criticism of the post-
romantic epochs. He wrote of this in
an article published some years ago.
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(N. Y. Berkovsky, "Romanticism
ind Its Basic Principles", Problems
of Romanticism, Moscow, 1971, p.
18 [in Russian].)

Underlying Berkovsky's concepts
is the idea of creative freedom,
which, he believes, determined the
entire structure of romanticism as a
cultural-historical phenomenon. At
all levels of romantic thinking and art
he pinpoints the renunciaiion of
canons and dogtrnas, and the striving
to depict in art the endless movement
of life. Thus, according to him, one
of the key princiPles of romantic
poetry is disembodiment and the
recreation of life not as something
that has taken shape once and for all,
as something fossilised, but as a
"play of possibilities" creating a
"bright chaos". This principle is also
expressed in the famous romantic
irony, in the idea of universality, and
in all the more specific questions of
the romantic stYle and Poetic man-
ner. This proposition helps the re-
searcher to see many characteristic
features of this poetlc style in a new
and unaccustomed light' He offers
extremely interesting observations
of rbmantic poetry's imagery sY-

stem, in particular, of its favourite
principle of metamorphosis, underly-
ing which he sees the same striving
for disembodiment.

Seen from the height of its PrimarY
ideals, the history of German roman-
ticism is given in the book as a
victorious, triumphant sPectacle
and, therefore, extremely attractive.
But this triumph rests on a very
important and strongly argued sur-
mise: we have already noted that
Berkovsky is inclined to strike out
from the historY of romanticism
many of the subsequent contradic-
tions in the work of the romanticists,
the doubts that theY cast on the
ideals and illusions of their youth.
However, it seems that in this case

many questions of the evolution of
thc romantic world outlook remain
open. Were the many philosophical
and creative tragedies of the post-
Jena history of German romanticism
(the fates of Brentano, Htilderlin,
Kleist) purely external facts that did
not tie in with the fundamentals of.
romanticism? Were the post-Jena
artistic successes of romanticism,
successes that .are likewise unques-
tionable (the work of Kleist, Arnim,
Hoffmann), merely the happy inertia
of the elevated theories of Jena? On
the other hand, did the Jena romanti-
cism itseff have no doubts about the
unconditional righteousness of its
postulates and were these doubts not
recoriled in the artistic and theoreti-
cal documents of that period? After
all, the buoyant edifice of Novalis'
Heinich von Ofterdingen and the
"darkened" vision of his Hymnen an
die Nachtand Geistliche Liederwerc
written simultaneously just as the
letters of Clemens Brentano to Betti-
na (Briefe an Bettina) hailing the
"fullness of life", were'written while
he was working on his novel Godwi
oder das steineme Eild aer Mutter,
which speaks of the evil of this
fullness. Novalis' treatise Die Christ-
enheit oder Europa appeared earlier
than Heinrich von Ofterdingen. A
comparison of the dates in the given
case provides evidence not so much
of a descending evolution as of the
existence, from the very beginning,
of deep-going inner contradictions in
the views of the romanticists.

T6ese contradictions are. also
noted by Berkovsky. ..The early
romanticists," he wrote, ..were vic-
tors to whom fear for theii victories
was not alien. A return to historicai
reality was unavoidable, and they
could not help being apprehensive
about what it would demand and how
it would make this demand." This is
a true and profound obbervation, and

Berkovsky returns to it time and
again. But he develops it on side-
tracks, ol his main concept of
romanticism as an art of ..created
life". Yet this idea is hardly secon-
dari to the history of romanticism;
withit is liriked, essentially speaking,
its entire range of ethic problems.

In the romantic fiesta of disem-
bodiment there were, from the very
outset, doubts of a profound moral
character, narnely, to what extent
this unlimited freedom of the artist,
this emancipated "play of pos-
sibilities", agrees with the actual,
worldly requirements of ethics and
humanism. Berkovsky justifiably
writes that by its very essence
romanticism demands'Treedom".
But will the true history of romanti-
cism not be impoverished if we
confine it solely to this unconditional
and in many respects "theoretical"
deniand for freedom? Is it really so
unessential that the romanticists re-
garded their soaring in the skies from
yet another angle-not only as a
blessed closeness to the heavens but
also as a menacing remoteness from
the earth? That was when they faced
the problems of morals, of a search
for a place and support in some
earthly human community, and this,
properly speaking, predetermined
their adoption of the national idea
and of religion, It is another matter
that in their logical development
these ideas often signified an actual
diparture from the initial postulates
of romanticism, that the means of
defending it frequenfly "destroyed
the very object and aim of defence',.
On this point Berkovsky is quite
right, and in such cases his uncom-
promising verdicts are particularly
weighty-for instance, in his judge-
ment of Kleist's hinz Friedrich von
Homburg, where to use his apt
words the playwright "identified the
Gcrmao people with thc Pnissian
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state in a most grevous m8nner". I
feel that in otlpr cases the aims of
the romanticists merited closer atten-
tion: the "sobering" of Novalis and
Tieck could, probably, be judged not
as sEictly as the author does at the
close of the corresponding chapters,
and this sobering could be regarded
not only as "indifference",.not only
as the triumph of the 'lro.saicism of
things" and "Biedermeier", but also
as a kind of refracted striving to-
wards reality, towards "the world as

CAPJXAHtrI A. fI. Coepe.netxan
up.nanilcxaa aumcpamypa. M.,
E3[-Bo .HayKar, 19i3,317 ctp.

SARUKHANYAN A. P., Modem
Iish Litcrature, Moscow,
Nauka l\rblishcrs, 193,317 pp.

The subject of this book is given in
the titlc, namely, the presentday
litcrature of a small country, the first
of Britain's colonies to achieve liber-
ation. While the author conccntrates
on the Irish literature of the period
up to thc last decade inclusively, she
takes a look at the cvents of the end
of thc 19th century linked with the
cultural movement known as the
Irish Renaissancc. The work of tlre
pdrticipants in that movement is
reiarded as a bridge joining the new
literature with the literature oi prece-
ding periods. Sarukhanyan examines
the work of writers of different
aesthctic schools and trends, andy-
sing the work of rvriters who were
close to modernism (I. A. Gregory,
lV. B. Yeats, J. Stephens, J. Russel'
Th. Kincella) and writers who
strengthened and promoted realistic
trends @. O'Donnel, L. O'Flaherty,
J. Phelan, Sean O'Faolain, A. Clark,
B. Behan), which were most strikin-
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it exists", towards a "settled way of
life", a striving which Berkovsky
sympathetically notes in Kleist,
Hoffmann and Htilderlin.

Berkovsky's book settles manY
questions and raises many others.
He develops a fascinating subject of
study and cognition. In this, I should
say, lies the viability and fruidulness
of this book by the late scholar
Berkovsky.

A. Krrelcky

gly and fully embodied in the drama-
turgy of Sean O'Casey.

The author gives most of her
attention to the litcrature linked with
democratic and realistic traditions,
discussing those fcatures in the liter-
af,y lcgacy of such comPlex writers
as Yeats and Gregory that bring them
close to rcalhm. RegrettablY,
Sarukhanyan overlooks J. Synge and
J. Joyce, who, while conforming to
Irish liGrary tradition, influenced
world literature (especially its mod-
ernistic wirU). The develppmcnt of
individual genres-biography, fis-
tion and particulady dramaturgy,
which scored unquestioned succcs-
ses in the 2fttr ccntury-receives
considerable attention.

A major problem of the researcher
is that modern lrish literature is
bilirUual: at present it is developing
in thc English and Irish languages. In
foreign literary criticism the question
of thc national character of Irish
literaturo remains unresolved. In
criticising the proponents of the
language criterion as decisive in
determining the national character,
Sarukhanyan maintains that thcY
thereby deny originality to Iiish wri-
ters working in thc ErUlish language
(these are in the majority). At the
Bame time, she comes out against thc

exponents of the religious principle,
accordiag to which the predominant
inlluencc on thc formation of litera-
turc is attributcd to Catholicism (al-
thou8h its significance in Irish social
lifc is indeed great).

$arukhanyan justifiably regards
Irirh literature as an intcgral aqd
independent phenomenon with a
clearly expressed national character
that took shape during the long
ccnturies of tlrc, Irish people's strug-
gle for liberation from British col-
onidism. In the works of Irish wri-
tcrs she sees a national theme and
imagery, a living link with folk-
poctic traditions and mythology. Stre
offers intcresting arguments about
thc inlluence of Irish vocabulary on
authors writing in Engtish. In Ire-
land, Sarukhanyan notes, the En-
glish langusge, whilc acquiring, in
thc course of several centuries, fea-
tures conforming to t[e psychologi-
cal make-up of the Irish, has long
since become a mother tonguc along-
side the Irish language. Naturally,
Sarukhanyan does not venture to
offer a final settlement of the lan-
guage problem, but draws our atten-
tion to the interaction and mutual
enrichment of two literary torrents
flowing in one and the same channel"

She attriburcs the florescence of
Irish literature in the first half df the
present c€ntury to the influence of
the revolutionary antiimperialist
movement in Ireland at the close of
the lfth and the beginning of the 20th
century. The division into periods
suggested by her for Irish literature
is linked with the different stages of
that movement, which reached its
climax in 1916 in the Dublin armed
uprising and in the civil war of
t9l9-t92t.

Lenin often refered to the re-
volutionary developments in Ireland,
comparing them q,ith the develop-
ments of 1905 in Russia. In the

article "Class War in Dublin" hc
wrote: "...th8t country, though it
bears a double and triple national
yoke, has begun to turn into d
country with an organised army of
the proletariat" (V. I. Ifnin, Collec-
ted Wo*s, Moscow, Vol. 19,
p. 333.). A large role in fostering na-
tional selfawareness was played by
the writers of the Irish Renaissance
and by the direct participants in
and leaders of the Dublin upris!4g,
amonS whom were the poets Patrick
Pearse, Thomas MacDonagh and Jo
seph Ptunkett, who opened the first
and heroic page in the history of
Ireland's new literature. In analysing
their work, which is little known to
the Soviet reader, Sarukhanyan
shows how their poetry reflects their
understanding of the inevitability
and tragedy of tlre struggle for libera-
tion and their awarcness of the role
they had to play in that struggle.

The Dublii uprising intbrcsts
Sarukhanyan not as such but mainly
from thc standpoint of its enormous
significance to the subsequent de-
vclopment of literature: it bccame
the source of new social thcmes ard
strengthcned the civil motifs in the
works of W. B. Yeats, I. A.
Gregory, J. Canrpbell, J. Russcl and
many others-in keland tlrere is
hardly a writcr who has not referred
to that period of history in one way
or another.

Sarukhanyan holds that the living
continuity of tradition is gne of the
hallmarks of modern hish literature.
This is borne out by the attention
that is given to mythology and epic
poems by Irish writers, who turn to
this eternal source of themes, sub
jects and images and transform them
according to their world outlook and
the spirit of the times. Small wonder
that the leaders of the lrish Renais-
sance regardcd the rejuvenation of
mythology and aneient sagas and thc



publication of the works of folk
bards as a paramount task. In the
pcriod of the upsurge of the national
liberation movement-this is stres-
sed in the book-mYthological im-
ages were frequently used to depict
the heroic ideals of the peoPle and
fitled with patriotic fervour, while in
the period of decline theY were
coloured with irony and Pessimism
to express disappointment and desp-
eration.

Sarukhanyan presents the literary
process in Ireland as a movement
towards the realistic assimilation of
reality. She painstakingly pinpoints
realistic tendencies in the "non-
rcalist" Yeats, who in his works
written in the 1930s (particularly the
play Tlw Death of Cuchullain,1939)
surmounted his tragic attitudes of the
1920s. The works of Sean O'Faolain,
L. O'Flaherty, F. O'Conner and, of
course, Sean O'CaseY, who Por-
trayed the national liberation strug-
gle, are analysed from this angle.
The author shows O'CaseY's crea-
tlve quests and his struggle for new
social and apsthetic ideals.

The chapter dealing with the litera-
ture of the 1960s merits sPecial

attention. The works of those years
were written by authors of different
generations and different creative
styles. Sarukhanyan writes of the
po€ms of Aultin Clark and John
Montague, the PlaYs of Patrick Gal-
vin and John Kean, the novels of
Paul Smith, Richard Power, Walter
Macken and JosePh Plunkett, and
the short stories of John Banville.
These works are evidence of the
inextinguishable interest that writers
show in the life of their contem-
poraries, in their joys and anxieties.
As in the past, writers do not remain
indifferent to their country's social
life-they follow the Problem of
young people's future and tho ac-
companying problem of emiSration,
and lhe struggle against neocolonial-
ism aird for civil rights.

Sarukhanyan does not evade the
acute and complex questions of the
development of national literature in
the conditions of the political strug-
gle of recent Years. This book ends
with a carefully compiled bibliog-
raphical index containing the tifles of
rrorks of a general character and of
works devoted to individual authors'

L. Ltfilnove
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A History of tlw Second World
War. 1939-1945. In 12 volumes.
(Chairman of the Cental Editorial
Commission A. Grechko), Moscow,
Voyenizdat hrblishers, Vol. l,
Tlu Genesis of thc War, 1n3,367
pp.; Vol. 2, On the Eve ol the War;
ln4, 479 pp.; Vol. 3, Beginning of
tlw War. heparations for Aggression
fuainst ,h" USSR, 1974, 503 pp.;
Vol. 4, .Fascir, Aggession Against
the ussR. Failure of tne biitzkaes
Strategy, 1975,535 pp.

About this publication see reviews
by V. Trukhanovsky in Social Scien-
ces, 1975, No.1(19), and by I. Mints
in Social Sciences, No.4(22) for the
sam€ year.

Great Patiotic War of the Soviet
Union. 1941-1945. A General Out-
lize, Moscow, Progress hrblishers,
195. In English, 6i19 pp,: in French,
4lX pp.; in Spanish, 800 pp.

This collective work deals with the
international situation, the foreign
policy and inGrnal position of tlle
USSR at the close of the l93k;
traces the causes of the Second

r All books are in Russian unless othcr-
wise indicatcd.

World War, its various stages and
consequences.

At tlre Head of tha Defence of the
Soviet Mothcrland. Essays on the
Activities of the CPSLI in tlw Great
Patiotic Wcr, Moscow, Politizdat
Publishers, 1975, 4Ul pp.

The monograph, as the tifle sug-
gests, gives a picture of the titanic
work carried out by the CPSU in the
war years. The book draws on earlier
published works and on new archive
materials.

Telpukhovsky B., Deborin G. Re-
sults and Lessons of the Great
Patiotic War. Second, revised edi-
tion, Moscow, Mysl hrblishers,
1975, 439 pp.

In this work the authors exarnine
the pre-history of Hifler aggression
against the Soviet Uniqq, the major
battles on the Soviet-German front,
and sum up the historical results of
the war.

History of Diplomacy, Second
Edition, Moscow, Politizdat, 195,
Vol. 4, Dlplomacy in the Second
World War Years,752 pp.

The volume deals with the cardinal
issues of Soviet foreign policy and
international relations (1939-l%5).
The authors disclose the fatal conse-



quenccs of the Western powers'
Munich pglicy and retrace the efforts
of the Soviet union to ensure univer-
sal security and to check fascist
aggression (1939-1941), and Soviet
diplomacy's efforts, after the attack
of nazi Germany on the USSR, to
form and strengthen a broad anti-
Hitlor coalition.

Liberation Mission of the Soviet
Armed Forces in the Second World
War, Second Edition, Moscow,
Politizdat, 1914, 5U2 pp.

Based on numerous Party docu-
ments and materials of the State
Archives of the USSR and of frater-
nal socialist countries, the book gives
a detailed picture of the international
policy of the CPSU and the decisive
role of the. Soviet Union and its
Armed Forces in thc liberation of the
countries enslaved by German fas-
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space is devoted to a criticism of the
falsifications of history aimed at
belittling tlre role of the Sovict Union
ip the defeat of fascism. (The book
has also been put out by Progress
Publishers in English and French.)

Anfilov V., Failure of the
Blitzkrieg, Moscow, Nauka hrb
lishers, 1974, 515 pp.

Drawing extensively on archive
material, the author tells of the
events on the eve and in the initial
period of the Great Patriotic War,
and of the heroic struggle of the
Soviet people against the fascist
invaders, which led to the collapse of
Hitler's Blitzkrieg plans.

.Antosyak 4., In tlu Battles forthe
Freedom of Rumanio, Moscow,
Voyenizdat Rrblishers, 197 4, 288 pp.

The book familiarises thc reader
with the history of the formation of
the fighting alliance between the
armed forces of the Soviet Union
and Rumania at the closing stage of
N

the Second World War in EuroPe'
the liberating mission of the Soviet
.!rmy in Rumania, and the imPact of
the Soviet Army's victories on thc
dcvelopment of the revolutionarY
movement in that country.
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Reich. From the History ol tlw Un-
derground Anti-Fascist People's
Fron!, Moscow, Mysl Publishers,
1974,237 pp.

The book is devoted to the Resis-
tancc in Hitler Germany in the Scc-
ond rrll/orld War years. The author
shows the process of the unification
of people of different social status
and views around a common
aim-to fight agpinst fascism and
for a frce and democratic Germany.

Brotlwrhood-in-Arms, Moscow,
Voyenizdat Publishers, 1975, 383 pp.

Written by Soviet and Polish
historians, the book, based on a
wealth of documentary material, de-
scribes the main stages in the forma-
tion of the brotherhood-in-arms of
the pcoples of the USSR and Poland
ln the Second lVorld War and the
furthe? development of Soviet-Polish
cooperation in the post-war period.

' Tlp War in tlw Enemy's Rear,
Book I, Conceming Some Prublcms
ol trv History of tlu Sovia Partisan
Movement in tlw Great Patriotic
War, Moscow, Politizdat hrblishers,
1n4,47 pp,

Thc book gves apicturc, based on
documents and archive materials, of
the formation and development of
the mass partisan movemont on thc
temporarily occupied Soviet territ-
ory. Much space is devotcd to thc
effective military operations of the
partisans and to tlte forms and
methods of the partisan strugglc.
Also described are thc cooperation
of the partisans with the Soviet
Army and thc sources of the material
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bnd tcfuicd rupplics tothe partisan
forrnrtimr.

Vlrtot*y Y., Operation "Termi-
ild"t fursdam, 1945, Moscow,
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llrhorr, 195, 208 pp.

ThG book is devoted to the dip-
lomrtlc preparations for thc Potsdam
mcotllg of the gig Three-the lead-
crr ol thc USSR, the USA and Great
Brltrin. The author shows the inter-
netional situation on the eve of the
dofeat of Hitler Gcrmany, the dip-
lomatic efforts of the USSR for a
juet arrd democratic postwar settle-
ment and analyses the historic Pbts-
dam decisions and their significance.

Murmantseva Y., Soviet Women
in tfu Great Patriotic War, Moscow,
Mysl Pnblishers, 1974, TI2 pO.

Drawing onawealthof factual and
archive material, the author retraces
thc political activity and labour of
women duriry the Great Patriotic
War. She shows their heroism at thc
front and in the partisan detach-
ments, the significant role they
played in industry, transport and
agriculture.

Unvanquished Leningrad. A Bnef
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The subject of the book is the
history of thc heroic defence of
Leningrad. The authors tetl of the
formatbn of pGople's volunteer
unitr, tte measures to fortify the
city's defences, the heroism of the
Sovict eoldiers, the feats of labour of
workcrs, engineers, medical person-
ncl, scientists and cultural workers.
Thc research is based on new archive
materids, published documents and
reminiscences.

Essays on Soviet Military His.
toriography, Moscow, Voyenizdat
Fublishers, 1974, 415 1p.

The work analyses the nistoriog-
raphy of the problems connectcd
with the armed struggle of the Soviet
people for tlre.freedom and indepen-
dence of their country. Special atten-
tion is paid to the history of building
up the Soviet Armed Forces and thc
development of Soviet military
thought.

Savelyev V., Sawin V., Trv
Soviet Intelligentsia in tho Great
Patriotic War, Moscow, Mysl hrb
lishers, 1V14,285 pp.

Ttre book tells of the role of Soviet
intellectuals in the achievement of
the victory over Gcrman fascism.
The authors made wide use of docu-
ments and materials of Party and
state archives, scientific works and
pap€rs and magazines of the war
period.

Sovostyanov G., Utkin A., The
USA and France in tlw Wor Years
19i91945. From the History ol
Mutual Relations, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1974, 391 pp.

The monograph analyses the rela-
tions between the two countrics in
the period under review, their effect
on thg coursc of military operations
in the West and on the seftlement of
post-war issues.

Smirnov V.,, Thc Resistance in
France in tlw Second Wotld Wan
Moscow, Mysl Frblishers, 194,327
pp.

The book gives ageneral picture of
the development of the Resistance,
and its various stagcs, throws light
on the character and activities of the
movement's individual groups and
on the ideological, political and class
struggle within the movemcnt. The
work is based on archive matcrials
and publications of the Resistance.

The Soviet Home Front in tlu
Great Patriotic lTaa Books t-2,



Moscow, Mysl Publishers, ln4,
Book 1-3fi) pp., Book 2-367 pp.

The monograph tells of the
CPSU's activities in directing the
national economy in the war years.
The research is based on extensive
documentary and factual materials.

Thc Ukrainian SSR in the Great
Potriotic War ol tlw Soviet Union.
1941-1915. Revised and enlarged edi-

tion, Kiev, Politiz.da! Ukrainy, 1915,
Vol.i-5,t4 pp., Yol.2-512 pp.,
Vo1.3462 pp.

The first edition of this work
appeared in lW-l%9 in the Ukrai-
nian language. The Russian edition
has been substantially supplemented
with new documents that give a
fuller picture of the events of the
Great Patriotic War in the territory
of the Ukraine.
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